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1868 CR 1600N • Urbana, IL • 217-469-8000

Located between Urbana & St. Joseph on Rt 150 in Mayview.

BUY • SELL • TRADE
Reloading equipment & supplies • Firearms
Consignmeng Firearms . . . SAVE MONEY!
Ammunition • Clay targets • Gunsmithing • Gun safes
STOCKING FACTORY DEALER:
Beretta • Caesar Guerini
Cooper Rifles
Glock • Benelli
Kimber (Master Dealer)
Smith & Wesson • And many More Brands Available

Special Buys on Most Guns in Stock!

Pistols, Rifles, Shotguns . . . We’ve Got It All!
PREMIER BUILDERS OF PORTABLE BUILDINGS

OFFICE & DISPLAY LOT OPEN AT:
310 N. MAIN ST., BENTON, IL 62812

Call for Super Low Prices on
Quality Built Cabins, Sheds & Garages!

618-927-0533 • sheds@kkportablebuildings.com
www.kkportablebuildings.com

SUZUKI MAKES
IT EASY AS

1-800-786-7111
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2.
Instant Savings
of up to $800
on select models.
See your dealer
for details.
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1.
Six Years
of Protection
at no extra charge
on all new outboards
25 to 350 HP.

3.
Rates as low as
5.99% on new
Suzuki outboards
(OAC).*

REPOWER
FINANCE

The Phowler Boat Company
1701 Main Avenue, Clinton, Iowa 52732 | 563-242-8969

14x28 Utility Garage

16x28 Barn Garage

16x32 Barn Cabin

12x16 Quaker Cabin

14x28 Lodge Cabin

101 W. Commerial St.,
Carterville, IL

NEW LOCATIONS:

519 S. Washington St.
DuQuoin, IL

FINANCING AVAILABLE • RENT-TO-OWN

These are limited time offers. See your participating Suzuki Marine dealer or visit www.suzukimarine.com.
SZ_Q1Promo_HlfPG_WIP.indd 1

14x24 Utility Cabin

12/7/17 11:38 AM
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To learn more and see just why we’re the #1 boat in catfishing visit our website www.seaarkboats.com

GREAT CARS AT
A GREAT PRICE!

NEW ARRIVALS
FOR SPRING!

These prices excludes doc, tax, license fees.
See dealer for details.

W. Main & Linwood Rd

309.342.1121

www.yemmford.com

2018 NISSAN ARMADA

2018 NISSAN FRONTIER

2017 Chevrolet Equinox

2017 Chrysler 300S

Only 10,625 Miles
Buy For $44,106

Only 14,889 Miles
Super Deal $22,382

12,613 Miles, 4x4
Today $30,396

Loaded, AWD
Look $29,198

2017 Chevrolet Cruz
Only 14,875 Miles
Great Deal at $15,889

2017 Chevrolet Cruz
Great Buy at
$15,688

2017 Ford Edge Titanium 2017 Ford Expedition EL Limited
Loaded, AWD
$29,924

4x4, Navigation, Sun Roof, X-Sharp
$43,304
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YOUR LOCAL POOL CARE & SUPPLY EXPERTS.
PEORIA, IL • 1519 W. Pioneer Pkwy. • 309-691-7510
MOLINE, IL • 1572 36th Ave. • 309-764-4674

www.CentralPool.net
All prices good while supplies last.

THE ULTIMATE PLATE, ALL-WELDED, ALUMINUM BOAT

ALL-WELD, CUSTOM-DESIGNED PLATE BOATS
WORK & FISHING BOATS
Jon Boat • Flat Bottom • V-Hulls • Model Bow
Tunnel Hull • Aluminum & Steel Trailers • Landing Craft

INFRARED SAUNAS - ONLY $999
With Stereo,
fits 2 people.
Great for
losing weight . . .
melts the
pounds right off!

LOTS OF ABOVE GROUND POOLS!
In Stock . . .
Great Prices!

OQUAWKA DEALERS:

Ferris Boat & Motor
Savanna, IL • 815-273-1150

Ted’s Boatarama
Rock Island, IL • 800-540-3254
J&J Marine
Quincy, IL • 217-223-1716
Quillers Outboard
Hamburg, IL • 618-232-1218

Check out our
IN GROUND,
DO IT
YOURSELF
Pool Kits!
ALL HOT TUBS & POOLS ON SALE!

OQUAWKA BOATS & FABRICATION, INC.
1312 East State Hwy 164, Oquawka, IL 61469

(309) 867-2213 • www.OquawkaBoats.com

CENTRAL POOL SUPPLY

Pools, Spas, Saunas, Accessories & Supplies

SUZUKI • EVINRUDE • HONDA
EXPERT BOAT MAKERS
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ON THE COVER:

Congratulations to Captain Blake Keulen
for passing his captains test. Join him and
Dale Florek on Noble Charters for a great day
fishing on Lake Michigan. Call Dale at
224-588-7263 and reserve you trip today.
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Canterbury Tales

It’s been a long, cold miserable winter
but it’s almost over. The mushrooms are
going to be up in earnest in just a few weeks.
I remember Kenny Fuller Sr. would bring
in the first mushroom of the year at work
at Caterpillar where I worked for the first
12 years of my life. It was on April the first
believe it or not in a little coffee cup. The
season usually got in full swing by the 2nd
and 3rd week of April. I love to hunt them
and eating them is nearly sinful to say the
least. It seems back in the 60s you could find
them nearly everywhere especially in old
strip mines. We would get grocery bags full
of mushrooms. What has changed is a big
question that really can’t be answered in a
short explanation. But rumor has it chemical
drift from spraying and farming practices that
were much different years ago than they are
today is why the delicate fungi is not there
anymore. Some people get hundreds of
pounds every year, but the rest get just a few.
You are lucky if you get 2 or three messes a
year. Probably a good thing for eating them is
not on the weight watchers plan. Hope you
all have a great season and whatever you do

Published monthly by: ABEAM, LLC

READ ASO ONLINE IN
2 DIFFERENT FORMATS!

ASOMagazine.com &
ASOMagazine.net
SUBSCRIBE TODAY ON PG. 6!

Protect Your Home
Away From Home
Taking the comforts of home with
you on the road is great. Make sure
you’re covered for the unexpected,
before you leave the driveway.

A study that has
been going on for
years is pointing to a number of
possible culprits, one being birth
control pills that may be passing through
our purification systems. Not as a pill but from
human waste, and probably the worst are
septic tanks that allow a lot of chemicals to
pass through into our waters. Thus, having an
effect on the bullhead. In some way it messes
up the reproduction system of the male fish.
The study goes on and will to find out what

Our visitor Ernie the Begging Egret.
We feed him hot dogs.

MOSER’S
Quality Shoes Since 1918

Published by ABEAM, LLC. ABEAM, LLC is not responsible for
any injury received as a result of information or advice given.
Contents do not reflect the opinions of ABEAM, LLC.

Email: asoandyb@gmail.com

only cook them in real USDA salted butter or
you are missing the real deal.
I had a conversation with Wayne
Herndon retired IDNR fish biologist this past
year about why the bullhead has disappeared
in the Illinois River and its tributaries. The
conclusion is possible pollution from medical
waste that passes through not only our sewer
treatment plants but also septic tanks. The
bullhead is and always will be a fish I love to
eat probably more than other. Like a lot of us
when we started fishing as kid’s bullheads and
blue gills were the number one fish available.
Of course, you won’t find many people in the
northern states agree with that at all. With all
the crappies, walleyes and every other good
fish to eat. They think this fish is a junk fish and
wouldn’t eat it if you paid them. True river men
and seasoned outdoorsman love the yellow
belly and use to pursue them with passion.
Unfortunately, its once long time presence in
the river is thin if not there at all.

Pete Ressler with Blue Crabs
caught behind our place

Deadline for ASO editions is the
10th of each previous month.
Please send only digital media files.

SHARE YOUR OUTDOOR
PHOTOS WITH ASO!
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2027 S.W. Adams St., Peoria, IL • (309) 674-4400
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9am-5:30pm • Sat. 9am-4pm
www.MosersShoe.com

15% OFF
ALL RED WINGS!

Style #435
Waterproof
Oil/Slip Resistant

Style #912
6” Leather Upper
Electrical Hazard

3510 West Willow Knolls Drive, Peoria
309-682-2400
82 East Fort Street, Farmington
309-245-2800
www.dempsterinsurance.com

The sunset at Nokomis Beach.
Beautiful!

continued on page 8

Gebby’s
Family Restaurant

736 E. War Memorial Dr.
Peoria Heights, IL
(309) 685-7811

DAILY HOMEMADE
LUNCH SPECIALS
Serving

Also Safety Toe Styles From Rockport,
Florsheim,Thorogood, Ironage, Reebok

Breakfast
and
Lunch
6 A.M. to 2 P.M.
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Cope Marine
is the Midwest’s
Boating
Headquarters!
Cope Marine • O’Fallon
1725 W US-50
O’Fallon, IL 62269
888-276-0847

Triton 17 TX

Cope Marine • Table Rock
15711 State Hwy 13
Branson West, MO 65737
417-272-1277

Triton 20 TRX

LUND 1875 Impact Sport

Giant selection of new and
preowned boats in stock…
Great Factory Rebates
& Big Savings!

www.copemarine.com
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
ICE COLD BEER!

On Rt. 9 at the Danvers Y, Danvers, IL 309-963-8300

WATCH ASO TV • Sat. April 28 at 5:30pm
On WTVP, PBS Channel 47

See previous shows on our YouTube Page!
YouTube.com/ASOMagazine

Call Toll-Free 1-877-778-HUNT(4868)

or Mail payment & form to: ASO, 201 Gloria Parkway, Washington, IL 61571

$

DON’T MISS AN ISSUE!
12 BIG Issues! only $1895
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Address__________________________________________________________________
City_____________________________State___________________ Zip______________
Phone___________________________________________________________________
Email____________________________________________________________________
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WILD TURKEY BREAST
1 wild turkey breast half
8 ounces zesty Italian salad dressing
8 ounces white wine
1 small Reynolds oven cooking bag
Creole seasoning
Lemon pepper seasoning
½ cup butter
2/3 cup olive oil

Grandma’s

RECIPES
ELLEN COURTNEY

tender. With a slotted spoon, remove
mixture to a bowl.

SPRING PASTA WITH MORELS,
RAMPS AND PEAS
12 ounces fresh morel mushrooms,
cleaned and coarsely chopped
4-6 ounces ramps, cleaned and cut into ½
inch pieces
1 tablespoon butter
¼ cup diced cooked ham
¼ cup dry white wine
¾ cup whipping cream
½ cup chicken stock
1 ¼ cups frozen peas, thawed
1 ½ teaspoons snipped fresh thyme
Salt and cracked pepper to taste
10 ounces dried linguine pasta
¼ cup chopped fresh parsley
Shaved parmesan cheese optional
1. In a very large skillet over medium-high
heat cook and stir morels and ramps in
hot butter for 4 to 5 minutes until just

1. Mix the dressing and wine.
2. Pour into a 1 gallon size zip-lock bag.

3. 
Add the turkey breast and marinate
overnight, turning at least once.
4. Drain off the marinade & discard.
5. 
Sprinkle turkey breast with the
seasonings.
6. Place in oven roasting bag.
7. Melt the butter in the olive oil and add
to the turkey breast.
8. Place the roasting bag & turkey breast
in a 9”x5” loaf pan.
9. Bake at 350 degrees for 1 1/2 hours

2. Add ham to skillet. Cook and stir for 3 to
4 minutes until just starting to brown.
Remove skillet from heat. Add white
wine to skillet. Return to heat and cook
for 1 minute. Add cream and stock. Cook
and stir occasionally for 6 to 8 minutes
until sauce coats the back of a wooden
spoon. Return morels to skillet with
peas and thyme. Cook for 3 to 4 minutes
or until peas are just tender. Season to
taste with salt and pepper.
3. Meanwhile, in a large pot of salted
water cook linguine according to
package directions; drain. Return to pot
over low heat with sauce and parsley.
Toss until well-combined. Transfer
to serving bowl. Serve with shaved
Parmesan, if you like.

Citori 725 Field

Citori 725 SPTG

Ported Barrels, fiber optic bead, gloss oil finish, checkered
walnut, engraved low profile steel receiver, mechanical trigger,
Invector-DS Chokes

Gloss oil finish, checkered walnut, engraved lowprofile steel receiver, mechanical tripper, Inflex recoil
pad, Invector-DS Chokes, over under shotgun

Citori 725 Trap

BT-99 Plus
High post ventilated rib, ported barrel, grade III/IV
walnut, adjustable comb, PachOctoberr recoil pad,
silver nitride finish steel receiver

G.M. Bartelmay Guns Inc.

Raised cheek rest, semi-beavertail forearm with finger
grooves, gloss walnut, gold accented steel low profile
receiver, ported barrels, HiViz Pro-Comp sight,
Invector-DS chokes.

M,T,W,F 9am-6pm • SAT 9am-2pm • Closed TH & SUN • Open Anytime By Appt.

Central IL Browning Headquarters • 911 W. Jefferson St.• Morton (309) 263-8032

TREMONT SHELL
Best Prices on Gas • Convenience Store
Pizza & Sandwich Shop

COLDEST BEER AROUND

Gas Pumps Open 24/7!
OPEN:
Weekdays:
4:30am-11pm
Weekends:
4:30am-12am

7

(with credit/debit purchase)

Get ‘ya some Agatucci’s Pizza Tonight!

309-925-4217

TREMONT OIL COMPANY
“Your Small Town Full Service Station”
TREMONT OIL FEATURES:
PROFESSIONAL, DEPENDABLE,
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE WITH
VERY REASONABLE PRICES.

FIND SUPER LOW PRICES ON ALL TIRES!
TIRE PURCHASE PRICES INCLUDE INSTALLATION, ROAD HAZARD
& LIFETIME TIRE ROTATION. FULL SERVICE GAS!

Route 9, next to CITGO in Tremont, IL

309-925-2251 • gibby@dpc.net
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effect these manmade chemicals have on
our environment. Never forget when we
mess with Mother Nature like it’s never been
messed with before something is going to
happen and usually not for the best. I do miss
catching those beautiful yellow belly catfish.
Now another Red Nose Memory a long
time ago but not forgotten. We had quite a mix
of people at the old club from the President
of the P and P U railroad to Doctors to a
woodsman named Frennie Courtney who lived
in a refurbished box car. We were livestock
dealers and one worked for the Illinois State
Police as the quartermaster. But one that
impressed me a lot was Doctor Coleman, a
surgeon from Canton.
Doc took his internship in France during
the First World War. He told dad that he
operated for 3 days without sleep patching
up American, German and French soldiers in
a tent on the western front. Doc was a worldrenowned surgeon and traveled the world
doing seminars on surgical procedures. He had

seen it all and a lot was due to his experience
during those dark hours in France. He was so
respected in Canton Illinois that they named a
clinic after him the Coleman Clinic.
On a beautiful fall day, we were all having
lunch at the club, it was usually something
we shot or caught. rabbit, squirrel, bullheads,
northern and of course duck was the fare of
the day a lot of the time. You wonder why I
said Northern, well Fred Ellis would put out
hoop nets in the Narrows and get Northern fish
along with bushel baskets of bullheads. It was
always great to eat at the club, we always had
plenty and Paul the Dutchman was a fantastic
cook. For a 15-year-old kid with hollow legs I
would eat like there was no end.
A car pulled up to the club house and
if I remember it was Roger Nelson or Max
Hummel. They ran to the table where we were
eating and told Doctor Coleman that he was
needed at the hospital in Canton. Doc asked
what the problem was, and they said some
duck hunter was shot by accident and it was

Me and Rodney at our place
in Port Charlotte

Ed and Nancy came for a visit from
Germantown Hills, IL

1470 Spring Bay Rd. • East Peoria, IL 61611
(309) 822-8146 • www.peoriaskeetandtrap.com
APRIL 22: ATA REGISTERED TRAP SHOOT
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serious. Uncle Lee and Doc took off to Canton
and we all sat around till they got back. It was
a couple of hours or so till Uncle Lee and Doc
drove back to the club. Doc came over to the
table and said the operation was a success,
but the poor chap died. Doc was in his late
70s then but worked for many years after that.
He once told dad that in the 19th century it
was an honor to be a military officer but at the
turn of the century it was more honorable to
be a physician. I cherish those times as a kid
hunting with men of such stature who were
born in the 1800s. I attribute who I am today
because of the exposure to these great men
and will never forget them.
A great friend of mine Hubert Cripe of
Astoria passed away last month at his home.
Hubert was a B24 bomber pilot who was shot
down on his 8th trip to Germany and spent 16
months in a German prison camp. I met him
4 years ago and made a TV program on his
experiences. We became very close friends
and visited quite often. Three days before he
died I called him from Florida and had a great
conversation about a lot of things. Knowing he
was not going to be here for long I expressed
how much I thought of him and what a
special person he was. My wife heard the

conversation and it was a tough one. We both
cried knowing this was the last conversation
we would ever have with Hubert. I cannot
express how special a man he was. I told him
if people were more like you this would be a
much better world. A devout Christian I’m sure
he was welcomed home in loving arms.
We have had a wonderful time here in
Florida since December, but it is coming to
a close in a matter of weeks. We did throw
ourselves in to another big move and bought a
home on the Myakka River about 10 miles from
our residence now. Hoffer St is a great place
but being on the big water was our original
intention. The new place is only 3 minutes
from two of our greatest fishing holes. We
also have a beautiful view of Charlotte Harbor.
If you are looking for a great home on a canal
with a wonderful pool I’ve got the right place
for you. Go to Zillow.com, put in address at:
377 Hoffer St. Port Charlotte. Give us a call if
you want a piece of paradise.
Keep Your Worm Wet and Your Powder
Dry - Harry

Friends from Springfield, IL.
Rich and Connie Wagoner

Al and Pat Johnson at our place
in Port Charlotte

Black Top Inn

10956 N. Manito Rd., Manito, IL • 309-545-9980

Home of the 1/2 pound Burger, Ice Cold Beer & Good Spirits!

REGISTERED SKEET TARGETS AVAILABLE APRIL-AUGUST
OPEN 11 AM - 3 PM THURSDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
MEMBER-ONLY OFF HOURS SHOOTING ALSO AVAILABLE

MARIETTA
TAP
Hours: M-F@ Noon • Sat @ 10am • Open Sundays
Your Friendly Neighborhood Tavern…
Where It’s Easy To Enter…But Hard To Leave.
We Feature The Best Drinks In Town & The Coldest Beer Around!

“Where good friends & good times get together”
Stop in For a Cold One This Upcoming Season!
112 W. Coal St. • Marietta, IL 61459
Eddie & Lorrie

926-6901

Rocket Tire has been giving customers the highest
standards in sales & quality service for over 50 years.

300 Edmund St. Peoria, IL

(309) 676-0124 • RocketTire.com
Open: M-F 7:30am - 4:30pm • Sat. 7:30 - 11:30am
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ANDY’S CHRONICLES
asoandyb@gmail.com

Old man winter keeps hanging on here
in the Midwest and I don’t know about
you, but cabin fever is in full force. With
hunting season being over and its too
cold for me to get the boat out I have
been trying to find things to do until the
weather breaks. When I was making all of
my deliveries for March I noticed a large
number of Snow Geese all over Central
and Southern Illinois. I thought to myself
now there is something I have never done.
I have never been snow goose hunting and
if there was a time to go it was now. One
of our advertisers Show Me Your Snows is
known to be one of the best Snow Goose
Hunting Outfitters around. So, I called
the owner, Rick Hamm to see if he had
any open dates. To my surprise he had a
couple of openings on Friday March 2nd. I
called my good friend Al to see if he could
get the day off of work to join me on this
new adventure. As the day grew closer
my anticipation was at an all time high.
I just couldn’t imagine what it would be

couldn’t even walk through them because
like to have 100’s of birds coming into your
they were so tightly packed in. As the day
spread and waiting for those two amazing
began, we didn’t have much wind which
words. Take ‘em. Now after talking with
doesn’t help with movement, but they had
Rick, I knew this was going to be a long
every gadget you could imagine attracting
day. We had to meet them at 5:00am and
even the wariest of birds. As we sat in
head to the pit. This meant getting up
the pit, we started seeing good numbers
and 3am and picking up Al to head to our
of Snow Geese. Some were flying miles
meeting destination. When we arrived,
high and I remember Rick saying that
there were several hunters waiting in
those were migrators and would work
anticipation just like we were. We had our
down from that high of distance. As
sack lunch, plenty of coffee and snacks
we sat there we began to see a large
and we were set for a day of adventure.
Since this was my
first time I really
didn’t know what
to expect. When
we arrived at the
pit all I could see
was decoys. I
have seen some
pretty good size
spreads in my day
but nothing of
this magnitude.
There were over
10,000 decoys
The crew is ready and waiting for
set in this field
the first round of Snow Geese
and it was really
a site to see. You

KELLY SEED & HARDWARE CO.
BIRD SEED, FEEDERS, HOUSES & BATHS
Wildlife Plot Mixes • Wildlife Plantings • Deer Clovers
Buckwheat • Japanese Millet • Proso & Pearl Millet
Sorghum • Sunflower Seed
~ NICE SELECTION OF PRAIRIE GRASSES FOR FILTER STRIPS ~

number of birds that were miles high
start working down to the decoys. We
must have watched these birds for over
45 minutes as they made there way down
towards our spread. As they got closer
and closer I could feel my heart beating a
little faster. Not knowing what to expect
with 10 hunters in the pit with many of
them having extended tubes to be able to
shoot 10 shells at a time. As they made
their last round towards the decoys Rick
said “get ready we will take them on this
pass”. These birds were coming in at 20
yards and the sight was what dreams
were made of. All of the anticipation had
come down to this. Rick made the call and
I must say, when the shells started ringing

Hunting over 10,000 decoys
is quite the site to see

The Hialeah
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Goofy Ridge, IL

Video Gaming • Food & Spirits • OPEN EVERYDAY
Breakfast Served 5am-1pm Mon-Sat & Sun til Noon
MENU SERVED ALL DAY!
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Roll-Up Garage Door Screens
Room Dividers • Custom Projects

202 Hamilton • Peoria, IL • (309) 674-0368
OPEN 11:00 a.m. DAILY
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Chronicles . . . continued
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the sky. What an experience! As the day
went on we had a group here and there
that would work our decoys and it seemed
every time we had a group come in there
was 8 to 12 birds falling out the sky. It
was quite the adventure and I am sure I
will give it another go in the future. We
ended up with around 30 birds for the day
and we heard from some other pits that
Rick has. One pit had around 50 and the
other 60. That is a pretty good hunt if you
ask me. I know they have days where they
harvest hundreds out of each pit. I can’t
even imagine how much shooting that

out, the birds were dropping like flies. The
first volley was an eye opener. So many
shots going off is such a short amount of
time kind of startled me and I only got off
a couple of shots. After that experience I
realized when its time to take them get up
and unload on whatever was still flying.
So, after the first round I was ready to give
this another shot. After watching birds for
another hour we began to have another
group work the decoys and when they
made their last pass we were ready. Once
again, the sky was raining
Snows. It is something
out of a TV show! I have
watched many Snow
Geese hunting shows
over the last few years,
but nothing is quite like
watching them rain out
of the sky. As the birds
came down you could
hear them crunching the
decoys. I can’t imagine
how many decoys get
destroyed by the missiles
that were coming out of
Al and I with a few Snow Geese from our successful Hunt

Complete Auto Repair
of Domestic &
Foreign Cars & Trucks
FostersAutoService.com
TWO GREAT ILLINOIS LOCATIONS: PEORIA & BARTONVILLE!

is. Especially if you have an extended
magazine and you are shooting 10 shells
every time. It was a great time and I was
able to meet some great people in the
process. If you ever get a chance to give
this a shot give Rick Hamm a call. Show
Me Your Snows and he will show you a
great time hunting over more decoys than
I can afford. His number is 309-635-5200.
With that adventure over it was time
to concentrate on finding some sheds and
learning more about our deer herd. I feel
that shed hunting allows me to see places
that I normally wouldn’t even discover.
After the snow melts it is easy to find the
paths that the deer have been using since
last fall. As I travel these trails I always
learn something new about the property.
I find new bedding areas and old rub lines
that I never knew existed in the fall. In
the fall I don’t like to go walking around
the whole property because I am always
scared to push the deer off the property.
So, I use the spring to analyze where I will
put up new stands and determine how
to get into those stands without being
detected. This time of year, to me is the
best to make a plan for the following
season. Of course, my ultimate goal is to
find one of the sheds from the many deer
I have had on camera for the last several
months. Since many people were finding
sheds in February my times in the field
were less fruitful so I decided to wait until
most of the deer had lost their antlers and
in our area that seem to be the end of
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February through the first week of March.
This is also a great time to get the dog
out and let her do a little running. Since
getting her fixed late last summer she has
put on a few pounds and I need to get
her out and running before she gets too
heavy. Plus when I leave, she drives the
wife nuts because she knows when I put
on the camo that something is up and she
wants to go. If I don’t take her, she whines
the entire time and drives Leah crazy. So,
in order to keep her from driving everyone
nuts it was time she came along for the

Al trying to hold all of the Snow
Geese from our Hunt

MORRELL’S PACKAGE LIQUORS
1/2 mi. West of Astoria, IL on Route 24
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ride. Besides she retrieves and hunts
everything else so let’s make her a shed
dog as well. As we began our shed hunt
we walked for a couple of hours with no
luck. Then we came upon a bedding area
where you could see the deer have been
bedding in recent weeks. Sure, enough
there was a small set of antlers laying 5
feet from each other. Of course, my friend
Al was giving me crap because he has
never found a shed and it seems I find a
few every year and usually a couple of
dead heads as well. So, I told him to go
ahead and search the area, there may be
more around. After searching for a few
minutes, we didn’t see anything, so I told
him to go ahead and maybe he would find
the next set. As he began to walk away
my phone rang so I took the call. After
the call was complete I started to follow
where Al had gone. I took maybe 10 steps
and I could see another antler sticking out
of the weeds. It was pretty chewed up but
was a really nice antler, so I retrieved it
and rubbed it in Al’s face like any friend
would do. We wouldn’t find anymore
sheds that day, but I will be heading back
out in a few days to see what I can find.
One thing I do recommend if you are

taking your dog make sure
you have a first aid kit in
case something would
happen. Last fall I had the
scare of my life. I love my
dog Cocoa just as much
as a family member. Leah
calls her my furry wife.
We were out checking
ditches and making
sure we didn’t have any
beaver issues when
Cocoa somehow found a
snare that someone had
set and had it around
her neck. It was the most
helpless feeling I have
ever had. I was trying to
Cocoa and Andy with their sheds
keep her from making the
snare tighter and she was fighting me the
the snare I saw Cocoa basically run out
whole way. I completely panicked and all
of air and just lay down. Her fight was
I could think was she is dying and I can’t
almost over and then all the sudden Tim
do anything about it. I was practically in
was able to break through the snare and
tears thinking I am watching my dogs
free her. With a deep gasp she jumped to
last breath. Luckily, my friend Tim ran to
her feet with a look on her face like “what
the four-wheeler and had a pair of wire
the heck just happened”. Needless to say,
cutters but if you have ever used snares
after that experience I always carry a pair
you know that they are made to withstand
of good wire cutters just in case. If I hadn’t
wire cutters. As Tim struggled to break
of been right there with her it would have
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been a different ending and not one I
want to think about. So, when you take
your faithful companion to the woods
please make sure that everyone has
pulled their traps and be prepared for the
worst-case scenario. I know trappers are
very responsible but there is always that
chance that a snare has been forgotten.
May your sunrises and sunsets be
magical!

WAYNE’S 121 CLUB
Located in Tremont, IL on Old Rt. 121 • 250 S. Baer Rd.
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TREMONT, IL
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FISHING SEASON: MARCH 15TH - NOV. 1ST

Pheasant, Chukar, Quail and are a full service club.
ALSO...We waive the membership fee on active duty military!
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From the Desk of:
Rich Pearson,
ISRA Executive Director

We are
witnessing
the
First
Amendment
being used to
beat up the Second Amendment with the
exception that when Second Amendment
people want to use the First Amendment,
the rules change.
For example: a few days ago, when
the Moms Demanding Action were at the
Capitol pushing for their anti-gun agenda,
we never bothered them. It is their right to
be there. One of our female members was
also at the Capitol defending our Second
Amendment Rights. She happened to visit
the women’s restroom which had several of
the Moms in it. When she was asked what
she was doing there she told them she was
a Second Amendment supporter. At that
point, the Moms started shouting at her and
cursing her. She went out to tell the Capitol
Police and ask for help but, at that point,
there was nothing they could do but escort
her out of the building. This is an old leftwing tactic to shut down opposition. We

will see this again and again. Be ready for
it.
It is not news that we have been
fighting a stacked deck in the Illinois
General Assembly. As I have mentioned
before, the draconian anti-gun laws we see
being proposed are all about politics and not
about good public policy. Gun owners and
the Second Amendment are whipping boys
for criminal ills of Illinois and the Nation.
The solutions are not easy; the simple thing
to do is blame you, me, and of course, guns.
It is time for gun owners to stand up, fight
and not let this happen.
The Subject Matter Hearing in the
Senate Judiciary Committee is a prime
example of the chicanery that occurs in
Springfield. HB1467 was a relatively
clean Bump Stock Bill. It needed some
modifications but certainly was not as
onerous as previous bills dealing with the
same issue. Then, without warning, Senator
Harmon proposed an amendment to HB1467
that would allow local municipalities
regulatory authority over certain types of
firearms, namely their version of so-called

ISRA.org

assault weapons. If passed,
this would be the camel’s nose
underneath the tent.
On Wednesday, March 14,
three bad gun bills were jammed
through the Illinois Senate. Two of
these, HB1465 and HB1468, are on the way to
the Governor’s desk for signature or veto.
When we passed the concealed
carry bill, one of the provisions preempted
municipalities from doing such regulation
10 days after the concealed carry act was
passed. The State has now gone back on
its word. This bill is simply to harass lawabiding gun owners. HB1467 must go back
to the Illinois House of Representatives
for concurrence. The Illinois House of
Representatives will not be in session
until April 9. I urge you to call your local
State Representatives and ask them to vote
against HB1467.
If you recall, we fought very hard to
get statewide preemption to prevent local
municipalities from passing a patchwork of
laws designed to entrap law-abiding gun
owners. The goal here would be to eventually
destroy concealed carry and as many other
gun rights as possible. Of course, the anti’s will
deny this but, nevertheless, that is their goal.
Every two years I tell you this is the
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most important election we have ever had.
It is important to understand that and, as
tired of hearing it as you might be, it is still
true. Suppose Pat Quinn was Governor?
Think of where we would be right now. Of
course, the fight is not over. The anti-gun
crowd is out twisting arms to try to override
the Governor’s veto. The veto clock will
start running on April 10, when the Senate
comes back to Springfield. Be ready.
As all of you know, Dick’s Sporting
Goods and Walmart have decided not to sell
Modern Sporting Rifles (MSR). Once again,
we have witnessed jelly-spinned big box
stores run from a fight. If they can’t sell a
MSR I don’t see why I should buy anything
else from them. How about you?
As we watch companies disavow their
arraignments for member discounts with
the NRA there is something we all need
to remember. Those companies only made
those programs to line their own pockets.
They have no loyalty to you, the NRA or
the Second Amendment. I am glad they
are gone. In the future we need to be more
careful who we all deal with.
BLACK WEDNESDAY WEEK was 2/28/2018
This week was scheduled to be Gun
Week by Speaker Michael Madigan. It really
should have been called Anti-Gun Week.
Two days we witnessed every conceivable
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anti-gun, anti-Second Amendment, antifirearm dealer and anti-gun owner bill come
out of Committee. Of course, they claimed
it was not any of those things, but it was.
I want to be perfectly clear: none of this
was about good public policy! It was about
politics, pure and simple. It was an outand-out attack on the Second Amendment,
PERIOD! This was retribution for going to
court and getting concealed carry. Every
gun owner should be angry and stay angry
for a long, long time.
Why Did This Happen?
For the last three or four years I, and
others, have been telling you this was
coming. Three years ago, I wrote an article
called The Gathering Storm. Some listened,
but not enough. I have written repeatedly
about how dangerous Michael Bloomberg
and George Soros are. Black Wednesday is a
direct result of their activities. Lastly, it is the
result of gun owners not joining organizations
like the Illinois State Rifle Association.
When I asked people to join, it was
like talking to a wall or I would hear
platitudes like, “we are right, so we will
win; or my favorite, one man, who is right
makes a majority.” If you think that, you
are delusional and have never been to
Springfield! Members, money and muscle
are what counts. We are fighting an
entrenched left wing machine.
When we got Concealed Carry we had
31,000 members. Now we have 25,000
members. I got many phone calls telling
me that if we got concealed carry, then
they would join. I haven’t seen any of those
backsliders yet. When we started this fight,
we had 1,000,000 FOID card holders. Now
we have nearly 2,300,000. We had no
Concealed Carry License holders and now
we are approaching 300,000. The attack on
concealed carry is coming.
What Is Next?
We need to keep fighting. By the time
you read this, plans will be underway. We
need enough members and money to do it. I
need you to recruit every friend, and relative
to get it done.
We are better off in Illinois than they are
in Florida but to hear the anti-gunners talk,
you would think Armageddon is upon us.
Here are a few facts you might be surprised
to learn. In Illinois, we have the FOID card.
We also have mental health background
checks. Each one of those FOID card holders
goes through a background check every day
except Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years,
Easter and the Fourth of July. That is 360
background checks on every person, per
year. Based on the 2,261,593 figures, gun
owners in Illinois go through an astonishing
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814,173,480 background checks a year.
As of mid-February 2018, Illinois
has 279,955 Concealed Carry Licensees.
Each one of those people goes through an
enhanced background check, in additional
to their FOID card background check. That
is an additional 100,798,200 background
checks. In short, Illinois gun owners go
through a total of 914,972,680 background
checks a year. These numbers go up every
month. Despite all of this, the anti-gunners
are never satisfied.
For a long time I have been warning
gun owners of the dangers of Shell Bills. A
Shell Bill usually starts out as a technical
change or a word change to some existing
law. The bill has no real language. It is
passed through either the House or the
Senate to First Reading, Second Reading,
and then Third Reading where it just lies
there like a viper ready to strike. Yesterday,
that happened twice. SB337 was supposed
to amend the child care act; we learned
just a few minutes before the Executive
Committee was supposed to meet that a
Floor Amendment would be adopted and
SB337 would really become part of the
draconian Dealer Licensing Bill. It is now on
Third Reading on the Senate Floor.
I know you understand what I am saying,
but there are millions of gun owners who don’t
understand or don’t know what is going on.
We all know gun owners who are unaware,
and it is our duty to try to make them aware.
Please take time to educate these people. Of
course, ask them to join the ISRA.
To those members:
thanks for being a member.
Help the ISRA protect your rights:
Recruit two members.
REMINDERS:
*The ISRA is offering a Homeland
Security Active Shooter Course on
April 8, 2018. This course will be
taught in range classroom.
See web calendar: isra.org
*Illinois Gun Owner Lobby Day
(IGOLD) is Wed. April 25th!
If you really, really care about your
guns, be there.
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO TO PROTECT
YOUR FREEDOM
REMEMBER – GUN CONTROL IS A
DISEASE AND YOU ARE THE CURE!
*MTG presents Massad Ayoob MAG-80
Class – June 6-10 at ISRA Range
Follow the ISRA on Twitter and Facebook…
Visit www.isra.org
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UNCLE BUDDY’S REVIVALS
PART 1 By Norman V. Kelly

It was 1945, the war, according to the
newspapers was going our way. It was
shortly after America dropped the Atomic
Bombs that my world came to a jarring end. I
was 9-years-old when my mom told me that
my dad was not coming home. Almost a year
from that horrible day my mother died. The
sadness was overwhelming.
I had seen my Uncle Buddy maybe two
times before my mother’s funeral. I don’t
remember him being at my father’s funeral,
but he was there when his sister, my mother,
died. He had a lady with him, a very pretty
lady, named Nonnie. I don’t think they were
married, at least I can’t remember if they
were or not. All I remember is that I liked
her instantly and my Uncle Buddy told me
that I was going to live with them. That is
when this story really began, in Memphis,
Tennessee, my uncle’s home.
My mother and I lived in a small one

bedroom home here in Peoria, Illinois as we
waited for my dad to come home. When I got
to my uncle’s house I was awestruck by what
I saw. He lived in an eight-bedroom home
located in the outskirts of Memphis hidden
among giant trees, next to a beautiful lake.
Uncle Buddy had a live-in cook and
housekeeper named Molly, an adorable
woman who really made me feel at home.
She was a heavy-set lady with long black
hair and a smile that warmed my heart.
We had horses and ponies and a wonderful
beagle named Macarthur. I loved my
parents, but the pain of their loss slipped
away as I adopted my new family.
REVEREND BUDDY
I learned a lot about my Uncle, Aunt
Nonnie and Molly, the maid, those first
few months I lived with them, and I was
amazed, I can tell you that. Uncle Buddy,
as it turned out was a famous nationally
known preacher. He traveled the US in his
ministry, wrote books and appeared on radio
with his own show. She even told me that I
was really the only living relative that Uncle

Buddy had and that one day I would be a
very rich man. Often my friends from school
would come out to my house where we
spent countless hours playing, swimming
and riding the ponies. I often told Molly that
I went from a nightmare to paradise, and
she agreed with me.
My Uncle Buddy was a tall, handsome
man, and his white hair and light blue eyes
were startlingly beautiful. One day we went
for a ride in his beautiful convertible and we
stopped for some ice cream and as we sat
under a bright red awning eating our cones
my uncle stared at me for a moment. Then
he said, “Sammy, how would you like to
travel with me all summer? We would go to
about fourteen towns all over the beautiful
southern section of the United States and I
know you would have fun.” I almost dropped
my cone, not certain if he was kidding me or
not. Before he had a chance to change his
mind I agreed.
ON TOUR
So that’s how the summer started for
me way back in 1946. My only job was to
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look after Macarthur, the little Beagle that
Buddy loved. I can remember that first night
that I was allowed to enter the tent and
listen to the Reverend B.G. ‘Buddy’ Ryan. It
was probably the most exciting night of my
young life, and even as I write about it I can
feel my pulse rate quicken.
We left Memphis heading south to a
small town in Tennessee called Jackson. We
drove there in Uncle Buddy’s car followed by
a car pulling the luxurious mobile home that
we would live in. In those days they called
them trailers but this one was more like a
house on wheels. Uncle Buddy had a lot of
people working for him and as we drove
along, all those vehicles were heading for
Jackson as well.
Once we got to Jackson my job was
to keep Macarthur and myself out of the
way. Even as a child I could see that being
a traveling preacher, putting on revivals and
saving people was a big business and Uncle
Buddy was the most popular one in America.
THE TENT SHOW
As the sun was going down that warm
May evening cars began to arrive at the
huge field where the monstrous white tent
had been erected. Men with flashlights
guided each vehicle into the parking area,
smiling and waving at every car. Macarthur
and I sat on a picnic table watching until my
Aunt Nora told us it was time to go to the
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tent. I was surprised that I could take the
little dog with me and off we went.
When I entered the tent I was amazed
at what I saw. Hundreds of chairs had been
set up forming a half-circle that faced a
huge Crucifix located in the middle of a long
stage. Long flowing curtains formed a large
white altar, which was flooded in bright
lights. On both sides of the Crucifix men and
women stood on bleachers all dressed in red
and blue robes. A small group of musicians,
including a drummer was set up just to the
left of a stage that had three narrow pulpits
with three microphones attached to them.
Suddenly the music began and the
crowd hushed. The choir began singing
“Amazing Grace,” and the lights were
turned down to almost darkness. Then a thin
spotlight was flicked on and the enormous
crowd began to clap. That’s when the
Reverend B.G ‘Buddy’ Ryan appeared. He
was dressed in a magnificent white suit and
a red tie. His white hair was long and fell
over a small red cape that was draped about
his shoulders. Both of his hands were high
in the air as he raced on stage causing the
crowd to jump to its feet in one terrific roar.
Soon they began to chant, “Buddy! Buddy!
B U D D Y!” I held my hands over my ears
as poor little Macarthur snuggled under my
arms, frightened to death.
The mighty reverend then launched into
his sermon moving about the stage from
one microphone to the other, talking about
the power of Christ the Lord, God, sin and
of course the Devil. The crowd responded
with “Amen brother,” and “Praise the Lord,”

over and over. Finally, the organ began to
play and the lights went down. The crowd
gasped as Uncle Buddy suddenly appeared
in a red spot light. His cape had been
replaced with a longer cape of what looked
like glass to me that glittered like a mirror
on fire. As the different lights played upon
him, Uncle Buddy did a slow spinning dance
that mesmerized everyone in the place,
including me. I saw the Reverend Buddy
Ryan lay hands on men and women and
little children. Hundreds of people, some
walking, some in wheelchairs and some of
them with crutches made their way to the
stage aided by the ushers dressed in white.
These ‘miracles of healing,’ as my uncle
called them were praised so loudly by the
people that I thought my eardrums would
break.
Under the direction of the ushers the
stage was cleared and as the choir sang,
dozens of ushers came from the stage down
into the audience with white buckets that
had a picture of Christ on each side. They
went from row to row as the people threw
coins and bills into the buckets, passing them
on and on. Once the lights came back on the
ushers guided disappeared. A few minutes
later Aunt Nonnie came up to me. “What did
you think, Sammy?” I looked up at her and
said, “Amazing! It was just amazing.”
YOUNG SAMMY…ACTOR
Aunt Nonnie and I stayed in Frankfort,
Kentucky only one night before she drove
us to Lexington, Kentucky. There she rented
a trailer in a large trailer camp that was

surrounded by huge trees, hiding a beautiful
blue lake. She told me that Uncle Buddy
wanted me to be part of the Revival and
she spent all day telling me what I would
be doing and how to do it. Our first stop was
in a Walgreen Drug Store where she bought
me a pair of crutches.
During most of that evening she taught
me how to use them. Along with the lessons
she rehearsed with me ‘My Story.’ I had lost
my father and mother when I was only eight.
So far there was no lie involved in the story.
It seems we were driving in a car when it
left the roadway; killing my parents, and
leaving me an invalid. The doctors told me
that I would never walk again.
The next day she drove me into the
little town and dropped me off. Most of the
day I hobbled about the business district
talking to everyone that looked at me. Many
of them offered me money, which I refused.
I told them I was waiting for my aunt to pick
me up. I did accept hamburgers, soda and
an ice cream cone, but hey…an actor has
to eat, right? Of course I never mentioned
my uncle’s ‘show,’ but often I would stand in
front of a big placard inside a store window
telling the folks about the big revival coming
soon.
UNCLE BUDDY AND ME
Friday evening folks from all over the
area flocked to the tent. Just before I took
my seat up front I hobbled around in and out,
smiling at all the people.
The place was packed and
I was very, very excited.

SPRING IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!
X590

XUV835R

$1,000
1
off

NEW XUV 835R COMES
WITH HEAT & AIR
CONDITIONED CABS!

THE X590 OFFERS ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION,
POWER STEERING, POWER LIFT...ALL AT A GREAT
PRICE!

3.9% Financing for 60
Months*9a

FLIGINGER'S OUTDOOR POWER CENTER
1900 S MAIN
MORTON, IL 61550
309-266-5928
*
Offer ends 2/28/2018 1 Offer ends 02/28/2018. Prices and model availability may vary by dealer. Some restrictions apply; other special rates and terms may be available, so see your dealer for details and other ﬁnancing options. Available at participating dealers.9 3.9% APR is for 60 months only. For consumer use only.aSubject
to approved credit on Revolving plan, a service of John Deere Financial, f.s.b. Some restrictions apply; other special rates and terms may be available, so see your dealer for details and other ﬁnancing options. Available at participating dealers. Prices and models may vary by dealer. Valid only at participating US Dealers.

A0E02BYCU2N65753-00043406
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Uncle Buddy stuck to his routine and as
the people began to move up on the stage
for the healing part of the show, the music
stopped.
The reverend touched a lot of people in
his healing ministry that night, but avoided
me. That was part of our plan as I stood
there looking as forlorn as possible. People
began to notice me and called out for my
uncle to approach me. Finally as quite a
number of people stood around me, the
healing part of the show stopped. People
rose shouting, “Save the boy!” “Heal the
little boy!” But Uncle Buddy left the stage.
I must have been a pretty pathetic sight.
Saturday evening thousands of people filled
the big tent to capacity and beyond. I joined
the throng of people that had formed lines to
the entrances of the tent and smiled as folks
talked to me. “You’re gonna walk tonight,
Sammy.” “You’ll be running with that dog of
yours Sammy, praise the Lord.”
Read Part Two of Sammy’s adventures with
Uncle Buddy in ASO’s May’s edition.
Editor’s Note: Norm is a true crime
writer, Peoria Historian and a monthly
contributor to ASO Magazine. This
is a sample of his ability to write
Historical/Fiction as well.
norman.kelly@sbcglobal.net
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TWISTED CAT
OUTDOORS
By Mike Roux • www.MikeRoux.com

Some of the biggest
blessings I have
experienced in my
Outdoor Ministry are the amazing people the
Good Lord is putting in my path. One of those
special folks is Alex Nagy. Alex is the owner
and operator of TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS.
Early last fall I met up with Alex for a
catfishing adventure. We had been planning
to meet to discuss how he could sponsor
a catfish tournament in the Midwest as a
fundraiser my ministry. He suggested we have
that meeting in his boat while fishing for giant
cats. How could I turn down that invitation?
The first week of November brought the
right temps for Alex to pull the trigger on our
meeting. I met him at a boat ramp about a mile
north of where the Missouri River meets the
Mississippi. This confluence is a prime spot for
monster catfish. Alex was cautiously confident
about our chances. He had spent the previous
day catching shad so our bait would be fresh.
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS includes one
of the largest and most extensive catfish
tournament series in the entire Midwest.
Having 5-years of experience with this

tournament trail, Nagy has gathered a huge
following of both professional and amateur
anglers along with some pretty impressive
sponsors. I will share their 2018 Tournament
Schedule with you at the end of this article.
So as Alex got his boat perfectly
positioned and anchored at the confluence of
the two great rivers I prepared the tackle that I
wanted to test that day. New tackle company
PISCIFUN has a baitcasting reel called the
Torrent and I matched with their premier
heavy-action rod called the Warrior. I wanted
to see if this combination could handle the
stress of a really big fish.
Nagy took a live shad and cut it into 3
pieces. He rigged 3 rods, including mine and
we were set. His boat is set up for exactly this
style of fishing and I was as comfortable as I
would be in my own living room.
We had been chatting for about an hour
when my rod got hit. I picked it up out of the
holder and began to retrieve the 100-feet of
line that had been trailed out behind the boat.
“How does she feel?” Alex asked. “Good, but
too big,” I replied. The fish was heavy was there
was not much of a fight for the first couple of
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minutes. What
I did not realize
was that the big
catfish headed
upstream
toward the boat
the second I set
the hook.
As
I
struggled
to
keep the line
tight Alex said Roux’s PISCIFUN tackle were
he thought this more than enough to handle this
might be a really big cat. (Photo by Mike Roux)
Mike Roux’s biggest catfish ever
good one because the small ones seldom move
came
with the help and expertise
upstream to fight. As the fish got close to the
of
Alex
Nagy from TWISTED
boat the fight changed…dramatically. As the cat
CAT
OUTDOORS.
went under the boat it pulled the first 3 guides of
(Photo
by Alex Nagy)
my rod into the water. “That’s a good one!” Nagy
encouraged. He coached me to try to get the fish
to the surface so he could get the huge net under
or you can call Alex at 217-242-5305.
it. The first time the cat came up it rolled and I
March 3rd - St, Louis, Mo
was SHOCKED to see how big it was.
March 25 - Columbia, Mo
As Alex Nagy netted the biggest catfish
April 8th - Osage Beach, Mo
of my life I sat down to relish the moment.
May 5th - Davenport, IA
What seemed like an hour-long fight was in
May 20th - Burlington, IA
reality only about 8-minutes. But it was an
June 17th - Canton , Mo
adrenalin filled 8-minutes. And the PISCIFUN
July 8th - Cape Girardeau, Mo
Torrent and Warrior did their job.
July 21st - Warsaw, IL
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS catfish
August 4th Brunswick, Mo
tournament schedule is right here. Contact Alex
August 18th - Crystal City, Mo
Nagy at www.twistedcatoutdoors.com for all the
September 16th - Quincy, IL
info on this organization and the tournament trail
October 6th - New Madrid, MO

• AMISH BUILT •

Competitive Prices & Free Garage Design Consultation!
See Website for more photos, info & a dealer near you!

700 Mill St. • Arthur IL • 1-800-447-0561
www.CoachHouseGarages.com

PEKIN BASS
& BOW

FULL LINE OF BAIT,
TACKLE, RODS & REELS!
BOWS
Mathews • Mission
Bear • PSE
CROSSBOWS
Ten Point • Mission
Wicked Ridge
Barnett • PSE

Everyday Low Prices! OPEN: Mon. – Fri. 8-6 , Sat. & Sun. 8-4

1304 Derby St. Pekin, IL 61554 • Call: 309-347-3334

MIDSTATE COLLISION REPAIR
703 Smith Street • Mackinaw, IL 61755
SHOP: 309.359.4661 • CELL: 309.208.4661

www.midstatecollisionrepair.com
Insurance Work • Auto • Refinishing
Truck • Welding • Fiberglass
Towing/Recovery Service
4x4 & Rollback Wreckers
SPECIALIZING IN:
Marine, Fiberglass & Gelcoat Repair
Paint Work on Harley Davidson
Frame & Unibody Structural Repair
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ILLINOIS GUN OWNER LOBBY DAY

IGOLD
2018
2017

BE THERE IN SPRINGFIELD

W
E DN E SD AY,
A P R I25TH
L 5 TH
WEDNESDAY,
APRIL

Illinois gun owners are not going away!
Join us in Springfield to protect your Second Amendment rights.
Let the politicians know where you stand by marching with
thousands of other gun owners on the Illinois state capitol.
Reserve your personal day, vacation day, paid-time-off day

— WHATEVER YOU HAVE TO DO TO MAKE THE DATE!

PRAIRIE CAPITAL CONVENTION CENTER

Doors open at 10:30am. Take your seat promptly at 11:30am.
Program starts at 11:45am.

Visit www.igold.isra.org
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53RD NORTH AMERICAN
VINTAGE DECOY & SPORTING
COLLECTIBLES SHOW
Sporting Collectibles enthusiasts to
gather once again in St. Charles, IL for
the 53rd North American Vintage Decoy
& Sporting Collectibles Show
St. Charles, IL. April 24-28, 2018:
The 53rd Annual North American Vintage
Decoy & Sporting Collectible Show,
hosted by the Midwest Decoy Collectors
Association (MDCA), will take place April
24 - 28, 2018 at Pheasant Run Resort in
St. Charles, IL. This is North America’s
largest gathering of decoy and sporting
collectible enthusiasts, and features a
variety of opportunities to learn about and
trade in this uniquely American folk art.
Highlighted by Room-to-Room trading, a
2-day Decoy Auction, and a Tabled Sales
Event, attendees will find more than
30,000 items for sale through nearly 300
dealers. MDCA members from across
the U.S. and Canada offer a wide range
of items including sporting art, fishing
lures, duck calls, and both antique and
contemporary working decoys. The event
is a unique opportunity to network with
the world’s leading authorities on sporting
collectibles. Admission to the Friday and
Saturday convention center event is only
$5.00 per adult and admission is free for
children. In addition to exhibitor tables,
a number of displays and seminars will
be open to the public. Members provide
both carving and painting demonstrations
during the show. Membership in the
MDCA is only $25 per family and includes
free admission to the Mega Center event.

53 RD NORTH AMERICAN

Vintage Decoy &
Sporting
Collectibles Show

April 26 –27: 11:00am Guyette & Deeter
Decoy Auction
April 26-27: National Call Makers and
Collectors Competition and Display

April 27-28: Public Tabled Sales Event:
Friday, 2-7pm & Saturday 9am-2pm;
Pheasant Run Resort Mega Center
• Display of Antique Stoughton, WI area
decoys
• Display of Lake Chautauqua, NY Area
Fish Decoys
• Display of Vintage Shot Shell Boxes
•
Display of Vintage “Lake Poygan”
Shooting Boxes
•
Pat Gregory Contemporary Decoy
Exhibit
• Contemporary Decoy Carver Displays &
Demonstrations
• Continuous silent auctions
• Free identification and appraisal service
The Midwest Decoy Collectors
Association is a non-profit organization
whose purpose is to collect and preserve
the history of the decoy as original
American folk art. As the largest gathering
of its kind, the North American Vintage
Decoy and Sporting Collectibles Show is
the premier opportunity for the novice,
antique dealer or experienced collector to
network and learn more about the decoy
as functional folk art or to add to their
collections. For more information, please
visit midwestdecoy.org
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APRIL 27-28, 2018

Friday: 2pm-7pm • Saturday: 9am-2pm
Pheasant Run Resort • St. Charles, IL
Open to the Public • $5.00 Admission

BUY • SELL • TRADE
325 tables of antique decoys,
shotgun shell boxes, calls,
fishing lures, reels & more

Free Appraisals

midwestdecoy.org
586-530-6586

ALL EVENTS OPEN TO PUBLIC
April 24–26: Room-to-Room Trading
(All Day)

AA

Midwest Decoy Collectors Association

$1.00 off admission
with this coupon
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IDNR NEWSBITS:
MARCH 2018

Spring Turkey Applications: 2018
Illinois Spring Wild Turkey Season permits
still available after the lottery drawings
will be sold over the counter by DNR Direct
license and permit vendors beginning on
March 13. Go to the IDNR website for more
information: https://www.dnr.illinois.gov/
hunting/Pages/TurkeyHunting.aspx
2018 Licenses Now Available:
Illinois fishing, hunting and sportsman
combination licenses for 2018 are now
available from DNR Direct license and
permit vendors throughout Illinois, or
online through the IDNR website at www.
dnr.illinois.gov. The new license year in
Illinois begins on April 1, and 2018 licenses
are valid through March 31, 2019.
Seed Packets Available: The IDNR
Mason State Nursery has developed a
seed mix of Illinois native forbs and grasses
that is suitable for use in developing a
monarch/pollinator habitat. One packet of
these seeds will cover about one-fifth of
an acre. The cost is $40.00 per packet, plus
shipping and handling. The state nursery

also has Illinois native plants available for
sale in containers. The container plants
must be picked up at the Mason State
Nursery in Topeka, Illinois. Tree seedlings
are also available for sale. For complete
ordering information, visit https://www.
dnr.illinois.gov/conservation/Forestry/
Pages/Tree-Nurseries.aspx.   
Hunter and Boating Safety
Education Courses: Register now for
Hunter Safety Education and Boating
Safety Education courses from the
IDNR. Check the IDNR website for
class dates and locations: https://
www.dnr.illinois.gov/safety/Pages/
VolunteerServiceCoordinators.aspx
Fishing Information Booklet: The
2018 Illinois Fishing Information guide is
available at many IDNR license and permit
vendor locations, and in PDF format online
at this link: https://www.ifishillinois.
org/regulations/2018FishingGuide.pdf.
Regulations in the guide are effective
April 1, 2018 through March 31, 2019. A

Please send
us your
hunting &
fishing photos!
Email to: asoandyb@gmail.com
or text them to: 309.437.2247

reminder to anglers, and would-be anglers,
that Illinois Free Fishing Days for 2018 will
be during the Father’s Day weekend – June
15-18.
Becoming an Outdoors Woman:
Registration is open for the IDNR ‘Becoming
an Outdoors Woman’ Workshop on June
8-10 at the Lorado Taft Field Campus in
Oregon, Illinois. ‘Becoming an Outdoors
Woman’ workshops are designed to
provide introductory instruction and
experiences in many outdoor-related
activities and skills. The cost per person
is $240, which includes meals, lodging,
four instructional classes, use of class
materials/supplies, transportation during
the workshop, and more. Registration
materials can be downloaded from the
BOW webpage www.dnr.illinois.gov/
recreation/BOW. Register soon, as only a
few reservations are left (there is a limit of
90 participants).
Archery Deer Applications for
Beaver Dam/Horseshoe Lake: Archery
deer hunting applications are available
through March 30 for the special drawings
at Beaver Dam State Park, Carlinville, and
through March 31 for the special drawings
at Horseshoe Lake State Park, Granite
City for the 2018-19 Illinois Archery Deer
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Hunting Season. Hunters can obtain an
application either online or from park
offices to apply. Site-specific applications
will offer nine weekly intervals at
Horseshoe Lake State Park and 11 weekly
intervals at Beaver Dam State Park.
Applicants must prioritize their hunting
weeks and will be selected randomly in a
lottery drawing. Find details here: https://
www.dnr.illinois.gov/news/Documents/
IDNR-ArcheryDraws-March2018.pdf
Camping Reservations: Make
your 2018 Illinois state park campsite
reservations now. Just go to the Reserve
America website at www.reserveamerica.
com and be all set for your camping trips in
the months ahead.
Spring Trout Season Opens April
7: The 2018 Illinois Spring Trout Fishing
Season opens on Sat., April 7 at 54 lakes
and ponds throughout Illinois. Fishing
licenses and Inland Trout Stamps for those
interested in fishing for trout are available
at DNR Direct license and permit vendors,
and online through the IDNR website. For
a list of locations stocked for the spring
trout season and more details: https://
www.dnr.illinois.gov/news/Pages/IllinoisSpring-Trout-Fishing-Season-OpensApril-7.aspx
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HOW TO TRAIN A GREAT
RACCOON DOG

By Darrell Sterling

I have had the privilege of hunting
with my good friend Don Myers on a
couple of occasions running raccoon
dogs and there is no doubt he is a master
at training these specialized hunting
hounds. Don has been hunting raccoon
with dogs for over 35 years and with
age comes, experience and wisdom but
honestly even as a young man Don knew
what he was doing. He used to sell his
raccoon skins in high school to be able to
afford taking his girlfriend out on a date.
I love hunting with dogs and have
done so on a number of various hunts.
I have hunted mountain lion, coyote,
raccoons, bobcats, rabbits, pheasants,
and various waterfowl so I can tell when
I am hunting with someone who has
mastered the science and art of bonding
and training with a hunting dog.
Don had owned an amazing dog
named Copper who was a silent tracker
which means the dog when set loose
would hunt until he found a hot trail then
Copper would let out a single bark letting

us know where he was and that he was
on a hot trail. The dog would silently
track after the raccoon only opening up
whenever he visually saw the raccoon.
Copper would go nuts barking, howling
chasing after the raccoon. Once the coon
was treed Copper would start chomping
and growling. Don would turn, then smile
and report he has got another one lets
go get em. Copper breed was an Old
English he sold for over $1,000.00. You
can normally buy a good coon dog for half
that amount, but this was a special dog
trained by the master.
Don’s son recently purchased a
Mountain Kerr that he named Tucker.
Tucker is just a pup, but he is already
being groomed to become a coon tracking
machine. I asked Don exactly how does
he train these dogs to preform so well.
The secret I was told was to make it fun
for the dog. I asked Don what his favorite
breed is because there are so many, and
he has had experience with most of the
different breeds. The answer was typical

Charlie’s Cycle Supply
“Specializing in 4-stroke Service”

MOTORCYCLE & ATV REPAIR ON ALL MAKES & MODELS!

Complete engine rebuilding, parts & accessories

Over 35 Years Same Location!
RR1, Rt. 78, Toulon, IL 61483

309-995-3319

MOTORCYCLE
TIRE SALE!

Archery Pro Shop,Bow &
Crossbow tuning & repair,
Indoor shooting range
Custom Concept Arrows, Bait &
Tackle, Pool Hall & leagues,
Bar Video Gaming,
RESTAURANT IS NOW SERVING
LUNCH & DINNER TUES - SAT
& BREAKFAST ON SAT & SUN

Larry Pollack
615 W. Truitt Ave. • Chillicothe, IL
Closed on Mondays.

(309) 274-WOLF (9653)

WolfHollowArchery.com • wolf@mtco.com

Don Myers simple and concise, his
response, “My favorite is one that will
catch coons.”
I was deer hunting with Don and
asked if we would be doing any trapping
he told me yes, he needed to get a raccoon
killed to start the training with Tucker. We
set a couple of dog proof hand cuff traps
over a corn pile and the next morning we
had a giant old fat raccoon caught.
We harvested the animal, loaded
him into the Kubota and headed back to
let Tucker out. The pup was excited to be
loose and did a quick lap around the side
yard but came back when Don called for
Tucker while dragging the raccoon out
of the Kubota. Don threw the raccoon
toward Tucker and hollered get em boy
go get him. The dog spooked originally
but then ran around the dead raccoon
barking as Don encouraged Tucker to
continue to bark. Don would say get that
raccoon, bark at him boy. He would then
grab the coon and drag him around with
the pup jumping all around barking his
head off having fun with this new game.
He then through the coon a few feet
away from Tucker who would jump right
over to the downed coon barking loudly.
Don used the raccoon to tease Tucker and
motivated the dog to use the predator as
a chew toy. Tucker was a little reluctant
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at first, but it came quite naturally for the
dog as he slowly locked onto the coon
and shook him around.
The young dog loved the extra
attention and enjoyed the new game.
Tucker momentarily lost interest and
ran over to where I was watching the
training, so he could say hello to me and
sniff me. Don took the time to grab the
coon and put him back into the bed of
the Kubota. The dog then went running
around looking everywhere for where
that raccoon got off to. It was part of
the training not to take your eye of the

AC Beer and Bait
Expanded Craft Beer, Wine and Liquor Selection • Beer • Liquor • Wine • Soda
Ice • Snacks • Live Bait • Tackle • Roll Your Own Tobacco
Hunting & Fishing Licenses & Stamps

820 S. Main St., Lewistown, IL

(309) 547-1094

By Casey’s on Rt. 24 • Andrew Whitsitt, Owner
FORMERLY DINK’S

Expanded Bait Shop,
Several Sizes of Minnows
Now Available &
Much More!

309-694-4867
www.mwfco.com

829 E. Camp St. • E. Peoria, IL 61611
mwfco@sbcglobal.net

FRIENDLY
CUSTOMER
SERVICE IS
OUR #1
PRIORITY!

FOID CARDS & CCL Applications

OPEN: Tues.-Fri. 10am-6pm • Sat. 10am-4pm • Closed Sun. & Mon.
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raccoon or they can vanish. Don was
pleased that Tucker was searching hard
for the animal.
Don said we would need to catch
another one and to skin it out. I asked him
the plan. He told me that he would play
tug of war with the hide and really let the
pup have some fun then Don’s son who
is Don Jr. would get a decent distance
away from him and would call to his
dog. Don Sr. would then run around the
other end of the barn with the hide. Don
Jr. would then tell Tucker to go find the
raccoon encouraging the dog to use his
nose to sniff and track the coon who was
only a short distance away then he would
see Don Sr. with the coon hide then the
tug a war would begin again.
The next phase of the training would
be to drag the hide of a raccoon behind
the Kubota while Don Jr would hold the
dog back, so he could see the hide getting
away from him. Don Jr would then release
Tucker when the distance was just right,
so Tucker would have to chase through the
timber trying to get to the coon hide. The
dog would get in tracking shape and learn
to chase after a coon hide.
Don explained the next step would
be to take the hide and tie it to a rope and
drag it up a tree in the woods. The hide
would leave its scent as you drag it up the

tree. Tucker would be allowed see some
of what was happening. The dog would
see the coon hide be drug out of his site
but would have to use his nose to find
where the coon hide was pulled up into
the tree. The dog might find the tree, but
he didn’t get to play with the hide until he
barked at the base of the tree. The very
second, he barked the hide would be cut
loose so the Mountain Kerr could start
tugging on the hide and chew on it. He
would be praised and congratulated for
being such an excellent dog. The whole
time this is taking place both hunters
man and dog are bonding together and
learning what makes each other happy.
Don said that within a month to a
month and a half the dog would be ready
to begin hunting. The tree exercise would
be repeated a number of times each time
taking the skin further away making the
dog sniff out the track and learn to hunt
at further distances knowing that once he
had the scent all he needed to do was
follow the smell to get his reward, a dead
raccoon and plenty of applause. The live
raccoons would teach the dog their tricks
as Tucker would gain valuable experience
hunting these wise predators.
If a dog starts barking at full throat
the minute, it hits a hot track it stands the
chance of the raccoon making it to their den

Carter’s Gun Shop, Inc.
Your Northern Illinois Gunsmith • Antique To Modern
Firearms Repair A Specialty • New Rifle Barrels Installed
Same Location Since 1951
202 W. Comanche • Shabbona, IL 60550
cartersgunshop@aol.com
Open: 8am-12noon & 1pm-5pm • Closed Sunday & Tuesday

815-824-2354

GCR Tire Center

Bridgestone NEW LOCATION!

Firestone

1861 Knox Co. Hwy. 9 • Just off Rt. 34 • Galesburg, IL

We Provide Excellent Quality for
All Cars, Trucks, Trailers & RV’s
• Complete Tire Service
• Wheel Alignment
• Professional Repairs

• Brake Service
• Shocks & Struts Suspension
• Road Service

Specializing In Hard to Find Tires For Your 4x4 or ATV

Phone: (309) 343-1141 • Fax: (309) 343-3490
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before the dog can close the distance. The
dog may even find the den but will realize it
cannot get its reward. Don said if you want
your dog to be a silent tracker do not let it
hunt with other dogs very often, if at all.
Dogs in a pack get too excited and cannot
seem to help themselves but to go wild
once they catch the scent. Don admitted
that some dogs are just naturally better
than other, and it doesn’t necessarily have
to do solely with the breed of the dog, just
like some people are better athlete’s than
other the same can hold true for dogs some
are just better hunters.
It was very educational for me to learn
the training methods that my good friend
uses to create a top-flight coon dog. I will
someday soon have a raccoon dog of my
own, but rest assured I will still want the
master to come in and
help me to fine tune my
very own hunting dog.
I will always hunt
with dogs not only are
they better hunters
than we humans are but
they are also excellent
hunting
companions
who
are
always
enthusiastic and happy
to be in the woods. Who
doesn’t want that in a
hunting partner?

LETZ
HUNT & SPORT
Before you buy your next gun call us!
Layaway Program • Buy, Sell or Trade • Largest Black Powder Selection, Downstate!
Assault Rifles • All Shotguns • High Powered Rifles
Black Powder Inline & Traditional • Automatic Revolvers & Black Powder
Handguns • Full line of Accessories Crossbows & Equipment

www.letzhuntandsport.com

3335 East Enos • Springfield, Illinois • Noon till 7 P.M. • Closed Sunday & Monday

217-544-1232

FREE ESTIMATES • PERSONAL SERVICE • QUALITY PRODUCTS

Your Lumber
Store ...
And So
Much More!
406 S. 5TH AVE. • CANTON, IL

(309) 647-0396 • FAX (309) 647-2724
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GUNS GOOD EVIL BAD

April 2018

by:

TedNugent.com • facebook.com/tednugent
In the never
ending mindless,
ignorant, hysterical
scramble
for
more
gun control, it will be up to those of
us who actually know the facts, truth,
history and evidence about guns and gun
ownership to effectively counterpunch the
insanity of runaway emotionally driven
counterproductive ravings to ban this or that
gun or ban this or that ammunition or this or
that firearm accessory.
We are once again witnessing a
tsunami of emotions blinding people to the
truth. All good people want to save innocent
lives and are genuinely dedicated to do
everything conceivable to do so.
We hear ravings of “we must do
something!”
If the child is drowning in the river we
could mindlessly toss him a cinder block.
That would qualify as something but clearly
not the right something.
We must face the facts and do many
right things, but never any wrong things.
The first step would be to be honest in the
conversation.
An honest person would admit and
respond to the glaring reality that every
mass slaughter has taken place in gun free
zones. The first honest and logical step
would be to eliminate such guaranteed
playgrounds for evil.
FACT1- An AR15 is not an “assault

weapon”. We send our US Military heroes
into battle with assault weapons and we
would never hinder them with a semiautoloading rifle.
FACT2-An AR15 .223/5.56 rifle is not
a “high-powered” weapon. The .223 round
is so inadequate in ballistic capability as
to be outlawed for deer hunting in most
states. A standard 12-gauge shotgun
loaded with #4 buck in every one of these
mass shootings in confined quarters where
NO RESISTANCE is met would be far more
deadly and devastating than any AR15 rifle.
FACT3-High capacity magazines play
no tactical role whatsoever when the
shooter can casually reload at will when
no one fights back. A standard 12-gauge
shotgun would again be vastly more deadly.
FACT4-When local law enforcement is
called to the shooters home 40+ times for
alerts of violent and threatening behavior,
then the FBI is alerted on 3 different
occasions of threats to shoot up the school,
and these professionals in charge of law
and order fail completely to adequately
investigate such threats, the “see something
say something” manta becomes a joke.
After studying all these horrific
slaughters, every one of these monsters
gave repeated warnings over and over
again and again to family, neighbors, fellow
students, faculty and others that fell on deaf
ears with no commonsense preventative
action taken. VA Tech, Columbine, Aurora

FRANK’S REAL BAIT SHOP & TRADING POST
Cold Beer & Wine • Soda • Ice
Groceries • Live Bait & Tackle
Adult Movies & Novelties
CORNER OF RT. 3 & RT. 149 • GORHAM, IL 62940

618-763-4217

409 Grand Tower Road • Grand Tower, IL 62942
On the Mississippi River • Hwy. 3 (Halfway between IL 146 & IL 149)

618-565-1064 • Your Hometown Store!

Every morning serving biscuits and gravy and fresh doughnuts!
Buffet Pizza made fresh the way you like it! Order yours today!
Sub sandwiches made to order or meats/cheese by the lb.
Hours: 6am-8pm 7 Days a Week
Open until 9pm during the Summer

See You at the Corner…THE CARDINAL CORNER!

and harmful behavior and threats. Teach
them to FOLLOW THROUGH!
#4-DEMAND meaningful action from
law enforcement and school officials when
threatening behavior, words and actions occur.
#5- We have armed security for our
money, sporting events, entertainment
events, VIPs, elected employees, businesses
and so much more. It is time to have trained,
armed security for our children at school.
#6- I know for a fact that in every
one of these slaughters, there were good
Americans on the premises that would have
been armed and ready to intervene if the
insane laws hadn’t forbidden them to do
so. So much for shall not infringe. It is time
to allow and encourage such responsible
Americans to be armed and capable of
defending innocent lives. We are out here
ready, willing and able to do so. Unarmed

SESSER SUN MART
CONVENIENT DRIVE THRU
COLD BEER & LIQUOR • ICE • SNACKS
HUNTING & FISHING LICENSES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Sun - Thu: 6am - 11pm • Fri & Sat: 6am - 12am
203 W. Franklin • Sesser, IL • 618-625-5858

OPEN 7 DAYS 6AM - 9PM

CARDINAL CORNER

CO, Sandy Hook, San Bernadino, Orlando,
Florida, all of them.
FACT5- If Eugene Stoner had never
invented the Armalite Rifle (AR) way back
in the 1950s, I am certain that these evil
murderers would have not opted out of their
evil ways just because that particular weapon
was not around. Again, they would have
and could have perpetrated their demonic
slaughter with weapons more deadly and
available, like any old standard shotgun.
Assault vans were used in France and
England. Homemade bombs, box cutters,
knives, machetes, rent-a-cars and hatchets
can and have become assault weapons
when evildoers choose to do so.
Which brings me to actual real-world
solutions;
#1- When someone sees something
and says something, for God’s sake, DO
SOMETHING meaningful and look into it
aggressively. The case is not closed until a
meaningful conclusion can be drawn.
#2- Parents, family members and
teachers must teach and stress kind, loving
behavior from all children and never tolerate
bullying, threats or any violent behavior.
#3-Teach children to pay attention
to their surroundings, friends and fellow
students. Teach them to identify bullying

Archery
Check
Station!

PEORIA FLAG
& DECORATING
Central Illinois Flag Headquarters!
Decorations For All Occasions,
Exhibition Decorators
920 E Glen Ave. Peoria Heights, IL 61616
Call: (309) 685-8989 • www.PeoriaFlag.com
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and helpless is an irresponsible and suicidal
condition and choice. End it now.
Citizens and parents who truly care
will get beyond the overwhelming emotions
following these tragedies and demand
an end to these well known, proven,
engineered dangerous conditions.
It is time to raise hell with our elected
government employees and demand
these simple upgrades for a safer society,
safer schools and an end to these totally
predictable scourges.
Be sure that you, your family and
friends are members of the NRA. The NRA
has always been on the side of law and
order, firearms safety and firearms training.
https://membership.nrahq.org/forms/
signup.asp?campaignid=XR031262
When the coyotes are killing the cats
in our barn, only an idiot would declaw the
cats.
No more soft targets.

TedNugent.com
or facebook.com/
tednugent

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF
MOREL MUSHROOM SEASON
WHEN MOST THINK OF SPRINGTIME
HUNTING, THEY THINK TURKEYS. BUT
THERE’S ANOTHER BOUNTY THAT HAS
EVERYONE’S FEATHERS RUFFLED THIS
TIME OF YEAR — MOREL MUSHROOMS.
Morels are kind of a big deal in the hunting
and foraging communities. Mushroom hunters
across the United States will begin reporting
morel sightings every day on Facebook,
Instagram and YouTube. News stories will begin
popping up across Indiana, Ohio, Michigan.
More states will follow as their morel seasons
get into full swing. And as springtime sweeps
the country, you can expect more of these
reports on a daily basis.
True morel mushrooms, or morchella,
have a distinctive honeycomb appearance on
their cap and can range from an inch to a foot
in height (although the larger ones are more
rare). They grow in moist environments with
air temperature between 60 and 70 degrees
and soil temperatures in the 50s. They typically
expire three weeks after they emerge from
the ground. While it can appear that they pop
up overnight, it typically takes 10 to 20 days
for a morel to complete its life cycle. They’re
especially apt at remaining hidden in plain
sight. It’s enough to drive any mycophile mad.

Why Knot Charters • Captain Zach Burgess

They often appear in patterned lines, or veins. If
you find one, stop and examine ever centimeter
of your location. Leave no rock or leaf unturned.
Where there’s one, there’s many.
There are 19 known species of morels in
North America. They typically grow between
1 and 5 inches in height, although one lucky
Kansan found one that was a foot tall in 2017.
Early-season morels are typically black and no
bigger than your thumb. Morels with a more
distinctive grey or yellow color appear later in
the season and are generally larger.
Unlike most plants that grow best in
favorable environmental conditions, morels
grow underground and then fruit, or reveal
their spore-filled honeycombed caps, when the
going gets tough. That’s why people often find
morels after forest fires or around dying trees.
This fungus prefers “softer” trees over big
hardwoods, so look for elms and sycamores,
as well as old apple orchards, conifers, poplars
and ash, depending on where you’re hunting.
Morels are prized for their rich, meaty
flavor, and many people forage them to sell
to local grocery stores and restaurants. Other
mushroom lovers do it to put food on the table.
Most say they’re best prepared sliced in half
and sautéed with salted butter and aromatics
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(garlic, shallot,
parsley, etc.). Do
you prefer to dry
your mushrooms
and
save
them to use
throughout the year? You’re not alone. Most
people cook and eat morels that way. Here’s
a how-to on dehydrating morel mushrooms.
It’s best to collect morels in a bag or
basket with holes in it so the spores can be
released as you explore the woods in search
of more. It’s also recommended to cover them
with a cloth to help keep debris and bugs
away. Be sure to clean them properly and
remove any stowaways that may have made
it back to your kitchen (aka, bugs and worms).
Finally, avoid false morels, which can
be poisonous. According to the Missouri
Department of Conservation, false morels often
have wrinkled, irregular caps that are brainlike or
saddle-shaped. They may be black, gray, white,
brown or reddish. A good rule of thumb is if you
have any doubt whether a mushroom is safe to
consume or not, just leave it be. Here are some
morel-valous recipes to try out this spring:
• Venison with Morel Sauce
• Spring Onion and Morel Galette
• Roast Chicken with Bacon and Morels
• Fried Morel Mushrooms
• Sautéed Morel Mushrooms in Butter
• Pork Chops with Morel Mushroom Brandy
Cream Sauce
www.grandviewoutdoors.com

112 East High Street • Hennepin, IL 61327

815.925.7216

www.hennepinmarine.com

27 ft Baha cruiser King Cat
Smooth, fast ride • Groups up to 6 people
Walleye, Salmon , trout and musky
Combo trips for salmon and walleyes available
Full time 7 days a week
Green Bay and Algoma, Wi, Lake Michigan

920-559-7473
www.whyknotguideservice.com

Call us Today for Closeout Prices on
All Remaining 2017 Models!
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SHADOWS
ON THE WATER
AND IN THE WOODS

TIPS FOR
EARLY SPRING
FISHING
by Dave Shadow

davidsha@consolidated.net

It may not be “prime time” for bass fishing
yet but that doesn’t mean it isn’t time for some
early spring fishing. From now until the water
temperatures hit fifty degrees you can enjoy
some good crappie and walleye fishing and
some “breeding season” coyote hunting.
The early crappie season starts just
as soon as the ice is gone. This is one of
the times of the year that it isn’t really
necessary to hit the water at daybreak
also. Many times, I have found the crappie
that are located near docks and brush-piles
to be more active after the sun has had a
while to warm the waters there. Sites that
are on north banks get more direct sun and
warm a bit quicker than other sites. Areas
with exposed rock, especially dark colored
rock, are good prospects also. Small jigs fish
slowly are the “ticket” for these sluggish
fish and live minnows usually out-produce
artificial baits during this time. Later, this
changes and jigs may actually produce

better since you usually cover more water
and show the baits to more prospective fish.
If you’re fortunate enough to find some clear
water in central Illinois in the spring, f i s h
natural colored baits like whites and grays.
In stained to muddy waters, chartreuse,
pink, orange and multi colored baits produce
best. It’s simply a case of being able to see
the lures. Some fish attractant “potion”
always helps. It may not get more bites, but
they will hang on longer and result in more
fish caught.
Bass fishing for me is always slow
until the water exceeds fifty degrees. This
doesn’t mean we should stay home until
that time however. Some of the biggest bass
I’ve caught came on one of days when I only
got a couple of bites all day. Just last spring
my biggest bass of the year was caught out
of fifty-one-degree water and was my only
fish of the day. She was a beautiful momma
and I slipped her back into the water gently
protecting the belly full of thousands of tiny
eggs. Was a good day!

Old, Rustic Building Materials Available at…

BARNS N BOARDS
Barn Siding • Planking • H& Hewn & Sawn Timbers
Dirk Fox • Morton, IL • 309-253-1317
www.barns-n-boards.com • dndfox@aol.com

Gas • Pizza
Subs • Burgers
OPEN:
Mon. – Sat.
5:30am – 10pm
Sun. 6am – 10pm

Located on Hwy. 24 in
Downtown Astoria, IL

309-329-2929

The same concepts above relating to lure
colors and prospective fishing spots relate to
bass fishing as well as other species. The
bass simply need a bit warmer water before
they become increasingly active than do the
crappie. Lure selections in the early season
depend on the water and habitat types but I
am usually more successful with larger lures
fished much slower that normal. Large jigs
with artificial crawfish trailers are one of my
favorites. This large profile bait displaces
more water even when fished slowly. This
gets more attention and allows the sluggish
bass to find it more easily. It’s amazing
when you set the hook the bass is no longer
sluggish and provides an amazing fight.
Larger crank-baits are also good producers
in the stained waters on early spring. The size
may eliminate a few bites from smaller bass
but again the larger profile bait displaces more
water and gets more attention. A stop-start
retrieve is very effective at this time. Slower
retrieves are a must and rattles with color help
elicit the strike.
Last but definitely not least is the
lowly spinner-bait. This is definitely my best
producer of bass on a regular basis. Other
baits produce periodically, but spinner-baits
are my “standby” bait. Having said that
however, I should qualify it. I don’t just “chunk
and wind” a spinnerbait. I fish it in many
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different ways, very similar to the retrieves
described for the crankbaits and jigs. Slow
retrieves are a must in the early season since
bass simply wont chase a fast-moving bait
in cold water. I sometimes fish it like a jig,
allowing it to settle to the bottom and then
raising it a bit to let it flutter back down. I also
throw spinner-baits into many environments
that others avoid. Properly fished they don’t
hang up excessively. I’m sure I lose more baits
that some guys do but I also catch more fish
than some. Maybe a few at least.
The mating season for the coyotes
usually runs from December thru March with
the young being born in the early spring. The
gestation period for coyotes is approx sixty
days and the female will give birth to four
to nine pups, usually in late April or May.
As the pups are weaned, the feeding hours
are increased due to more mouths to fill.
During the mating periods both the males
and females seem a bit more susceptible
to coyote vocalization calls than they are
at other times. Keeping the volume down
and maintaining their interest is a priority.
Distressed prey sounds at lower volumes
always produce when their stomachs are
empty. Try coyote hunting until the sun
warms the water a bit and then go catch
some fish!
It’s faith, family, and fishing
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ROOM-TO-ROOM TRADING OFFERS SPORTING COLLECTIBLES ENTHUSIASTS A
MIX OF FUN AND EDUCATION AT THE 53RD NORTH AMERICAN VINTAGE DECOY
& SPORTING COLLECTIBLES SHOW IN ST. CHARLES, IL.
Pheasant Run Resort, St. Charles,
IL, April 24-26, 2018: The 52nd North
American Vintage Decoy & Sporting
Collectibles Show sponsored by the
Midwest Decoy Collectors Association
(MDCA) will be held at the Pheasant Run
Resort near St. Charles, Illinois April 2428, 2018. While many attendees only come
for the tabled show in the resort’s Mega
Center exhibit hall starting on Friday, the

27th, they miss one of the week’s unique
events: Room-to-Room Trading.
By the morning of Tuesday, April 24,
collectors from all over North America will
have begun descending upon Pheasant
Run Resort and rooms will already be
overflowing with every imaginable kind
of sporting collectible. There will be duck
decoys by the thousands, fishing lures,
spearing fish decoys, traps, rods, reels,
duck calls, paintings and prints, and
items so unique there may be only a few
in existence. Attendees will weave their
way through the resort as the overflow
of offerings from the rooms spills into
the hallways. There will be outboard
motors, canoe paddles, stacks of wooden
ammo boxes and, of course, baskets and
tubs full of decoys. All in a welcoming
environment is teeming with camaraderie.
Room-to-Room trading is not just for
the seasoned collector. Novice collectors
can learn more about decoys and related
items in a couple days in these rooms than

they can in a whole year going to other
shows. Here a new collector can handle
thousands of decoys. Want to know how
to spot original paint? Or the difference
between a Mason and a Dodge? The
dealers in the rooms are the most
experienced and knowledgeable in North
America and they are anxious to share
what they know to help new collectors
make informed decisions.
There is simply not another event that
compares to the Room-to-Room trading
experience at St. Charles in April. And
it’s just the beginning of a full five days of
events that offer something for everyone
with an interest in great American folk art,
including a two-day decoy auction and the
tabled show in the resort’s Mega Center
exhibit hall.
The Midwest Decoy Collectors
Association is a non-profit organization
whose purpose is to collect and preserve
the history of the decoy as original
American folk art. As the largest gathering

of its kind, the North American Vintage
Decoy and Sporting Collectibles Show is
the premier opportunity for the novice,
antique dealer or experienced collector to
network and learn more about the decoy
as functional folk art or to add to their
collections. For more information, please
visit midwestdecoy.org

5700 W. Plank Rd.
(Rt. 116) in Bellevue, IL

(309) 697-4723

GREAT SELECTION OF BEER, WINE & SPIRITS.
LARGE VARIETY OF VAPING & E-CIGS,
FLAVORS & SUPPLIES!

BUSHMILLS IRISH WHISKEY $21.99 750ML
2007 Jeep Wrangler Sahara, 4x4, Loaded, Hardtop, Auto, Air, 121,000 miles/3,000
miles on New Mopar Engine.......................................................................................$14,999
(Cocoa not included)
2016 Chevy Malibu Limited, 4-cyl., All Power, Factory Warranty, 34,000 miles............$14,999
2015 Chrysler Town & Country, V6, Touring, Leather, DVD, 1-owner, 52,000 miles......$18,999
2014 Ford F150, ,4x4, V8, Supercab, with Hard-to-Find 8ft Bed, V8, All Power, 54,000...........$23,999
2012 Hyundai Accent, 4-cyl., Stick Shift, All Power, 66,000 miles...................................$6,999
2011 Dodge Dakota, 4x4, Crew Cab, V6, 108,000 Miles..................................................$14,999

See www.McCormickAutoPlace.com
for more photos and vehicle details!

FAETH’S

FOWL PLAY

2470 235th St.
Fort Madison, IA
1-877-BIRDHUNT
www.FaethsFowlPlay.com
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MULTI-SPECIES ANGLING
AT LOZ

Lake of the Ozarks Produces hot Multi-Species Fishing Action
By: Colby Simms
With: Ray Simms & Jim Lyle
Photos by: The Colby Simms Outdoors Team
www.ColbySimmsOutdoors.com

Lake of the Ozarks is considered one
of the best multi-species fishing waters in
the Midwest. This famous body of water
harbors huge populations of many different
species, offering a great chance at trophies
in every category. LOZ has produced several
Missouri state records, and has the potential
to produce many more. LOZ has lots of rock,
wood and manmade cover, an abundance of
complex structural elements, huge shallow
feeding and spawning grounds, lots of deep
open areas offshore, and tons of prey, that
combine to produce excellent conditions to
grow trophy fish.
*Black Bass
Largemouth bass and spotted bass are
both abundant. Bass fishing at the lake is
good and seems to be getting better, and
LOZ is known nationwide for it, drawing
countless big tournaments and circuits.
Right now, our pro staff guides are catching
good numbers of large bass. In fact, the bass
fishing at the lake is better now than we’ve
seen in many years, although it’s always
been great. Largemouth bass and spots
hold under and around docks year round,
especially when the sun is high. Swim jigs,

spinnerbaits and topwater lures produce
well when fished around the edges of the
docks.
Some blacks fan out across flats to
chase shad and are taken on crankbaits,
spinnerbaits, inline spinners, and bladebaits.
When the wind gets going, look for active
bass on rocky points getting hammered with
windblown waves. It the bite slows, we’ll
switch to vertical presentations like jig and
craw combos, texas and carolina rigged
worms, or spoons. Pitching these around
docks takes lots of bass when they’re not
in a mood to chase, and fan casting flats
or pitching shoreline rocks and brush can
be productive as well. LOZ has produced
largemouth over ten pounds and spots over
five.
*Temperate Bass
Lake of the Ozarks holds lots of
chunky white bass and stripers, part of
the temperate bass family of fish species.
These pelagic fish school up in groups and
move around, actively hunting shad, shiners,
and other baitfish. Stripers and white bass
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often school together and mix in with spots,
largemouth bass and other species, and
LOZ is one of the very best places to target
multiple black bass and temperate bass
species at the same time, one of our pro
staff’s favorite types of freshwater fishing.
Highly aggressive temperate bass
viciously attack a variety of presentations.
Many times when we’re on these fish, we’ll
catch a fish on almost every cast, sometimes
for hours. One cast could yield a fat 2 or 3
pound white bass, and the next a 3 or 4 pound
spot, another cast might very well produce a
6 or 7 pound largemouth, while the next cast
coughs up a double digit wiper! LOZ has
produced the Missouri State record hybrid
striper that weighed over 20 pounds. Stripes
and whites fight very hard, and are about
as tough as they come pound for pound
in freshwater. The action and excitement
of chasing these species together is even
better, when latching onto black bass and
other species of game fish at the same time,
and this has become a favorite trip among
our guided charter clients.
Baitfish imitating lures are best for
temperate bass. Crankbaits, jerkbaits,
spinnerbaits, in-line spinners, bladebaits,
topwaters, spoons and jigs are all good
options. Stripes and whites can be found
wherever concentrations of baitfish are
present. They cruise flats, coves, creek

channels, points, humps and other shallow
to mid-depth structures. They’re also
famous for suspending over extremely deep
open water in the middle of the lake where
bust shad on the surface!
Panfish & Catfish & More
The lake harbors truly enormous blue,
channel and flathead catfish, as well as
giant spoonbill paddlefish. Panfish are
another option at the lake. Fishing for big
crappie, bluegill and sunfish is popular
at LOZ. The lake has produced the state
record muskie, and the state record drum,
that both weighed in at over 40 pounds
each! Lake of the Ozarks also holds some
monster walleyes. In the right locations,
it’s very common to land high numbers of
big fish of many different species each day
at this great body of water, and we’ve had
many trips on LOZ when we’ve boated more
than 300 fish per boat, in just one single
day! It’s incredible fun that will give even
the most seasoned angler an ear to ear grin
that won’t rub off. But, it’s also one of the
best ways to get a child, or any new angler,
hooked on fishing for life!
*Get Out There
Multi-species fishing at Missouri’s
Lake of the Ozarks is incredible, and a
trip to this special place offers something

Edgewater Villa Resort
LOCATED ON TABLE ROCK LAKE
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for everyone, including dining, shopping,
shows, camping, hiking, hunting, wildlife
and nature photography, and everything
from small motels to luxury resorts for
lodging. We still have a few dates left open
during peak seasons for fall fishing, as well
as peak season dates for the upcoming
spring, but be sure to get some dates on
the books before the best ones are gone.
Of course, the only real mistake that any of
us can make, is simply not taking the time,
to get out, with regularity, into God’s great
outdoors, somewhere, with family, with
friends, or even just by ourselves, to enjoy
the magnificence of the natural world, in
the woods, and on the waters, with fish
and game, these wild creatures that hold a
place in our hearts. Life passes by awfully
fast these days. Don’t let life pass you by,
get out there…
COLBY SIMMS is a multiple-time bass & muskie tournament champion &
multiple-time circuit championship title holder, a record holding fishing guide,
award winning national network TV personality, popular radio personality, a
famous international public speaker, and an internationally renowned award
winning writer. He’s Founder & Owner of the Colby Simms Outdoors group of
businesses offering a free online magazine, American made lures, media services,
professional promotions, sponsorship opportunities, seminars & public appearances,
as well as guided trips & fishing vacations in the United States, Canada, Mexico
& Costa Rica, through COLBY SIMMS OUTDOORS at: www.ColbySimmsOutdoors.com
or 618-521-0526 / 573-358-5948 or colbysimmsoutdoors@hotmail.com and follow
him at: www.facebook.com/ColbySimmsSportFishingPro .

H&H Fish & Seafood
CARRY OUT OR DINE IN!

FRESH, FROZEN OR FRIED:
FISH • SEAFOOD • CHICKEN
Scored Buffalo, Catfish, Walleye,
(Fish Fried by the Pound), Flathead,
Jumbo Frog Legs, Alligator, Clam Strips,
Fantail Shrimp, Calamari, Breaded
Oysters, Smoked Fish, Turtle,
Chicken Wings, Gizzards,
HM Tenderloins & More

Winter Hours:
Tues – Sat 12:00pm – 6:00pm
Closed Sunday & Monday
401 E. Dearborn St., Havana, IL
(across from McDonald’s)

309-543-0062

“A SALES & SERVICE MARINE DEALER”
1640 N. 12th St. • Quincy, IL
jnjmarine@jnjmarine.com

Fishing • Family Vacations • 21 Full Kitchen Cabins
28 Dock Slips • Swimming Pool
Concrete Boat Ramp • Pavilion • Grills

Call us at 417-739-4585 or email us at
edgewatervillaresort@outlook.com
392 Eagle Drive, Reeds Spring, MO 65737

www.edgewatervillaresort.com

www.jnjmarine.com
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By Bob Park, Owner/Maker
Raptor Premium Spinnerbaits
(309) 694-1774
One of the most productive
techniques for catching Big Pre-Spawn
largemouth bass in both lakes and rivers
is the use of lipless crankbaits. Many of
you know them by a number of different
names…Rat-L-Trap, Rattle Spot, Bayou
Boogie, and Sugar Shad just to name
a few! These lures are very effective
when water temps run between 49 and
58 degrees, and especially so when the
water in the lakes, ponds and rivers is
stained with lowered visibility.
There are a great variety of Lipless
Crankbaits on the market as mentioned
earlier, and they will all catch bass pretty
much year-round, but in the Spring when
the water temps approach the magic
number for Bass Spawning activity, a
good rattling lipless crankbait can’t be
beat for locating and catching largemouth
bass. Some of the lures are louder than
the others, and some are much quieter
than most, and some are even silent!
The trick is to find which one the fish like
best and want to eat! You will have to
experiment with several different brands
till you find that go to lure that works
best for your body of water and the
conditions that go along with it, such as
clarity and cover. Pay close attention to
how your lure runs at different speeds,
as some will not run “true” at faster
speeds when “ripped” quickly through
the water, and some will want to turn
sideways and run offline. Hooks are also
an area that needs attention as well. I
always change out the hooks that come
with my crankbaits for a Premium hook
that I have greater confidence in. I prefer
Owner trebles on my lures, but Trokar,
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LIPLESS CRANKBAITS FOR PRE-SPAWN BASS

Daiichi and Gamakatsu are other good
choices. A neat tip is to change the
front (larger) hook out for a bleeding red
hook and replace the rear (smaller) hook
with a normal colored nickel or black
hook. Additionally, you should keep the
size of these lures in the ¼ to ½ ounce
models. But, I have been known to throw
a ¾ Ounce Mag trap in lakes that have a
reputation of holding very large bass!
The best choices in colors for
Springtime can vary greatly depending
on the available prey for bass in your
body of water. If there is an abundance of
crawfish in your lake or river, try throwing
lures that are Red, Red-Orange or even
Chartreuse-Brown. You may want them
to have spots or lines/bars to add to
the illusion of the Crawfish pattern as
well. In most lakes/rivers, the standard
Chrome/Black, Chrome/Blue, and even
Chrome with Red work very well if
there is an abundance of Shad in the
location. If you don’t have the Crawfish
or Shad population, but do have a great
many Bluegills or Crappies, then go to
the natural patterned lures available by
many of the lure manufacturers, or resort
to custom painted lures to mimic your
particular prey in your body of water. The
point being , the primary forage in your

RANGER 900 FAMILY
RANGER® LINEUP: NEW! PROSTAR® PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
NEW! GRAPHICS & COLOR SCHEMES
PRO-FIT CAB INTEGRATION ADVANTAGE

SPORTSMAN® &
SPORTSMAN ACE® LINEUP:
NEW! PROSTAR®
PERFORMANCE
UPGRADES
SUPERIOR RIDE &
HANDLING
LOCK & RIDE ACCESSORY
ADVANTAGE
Vehicles shown with upgraded accessories.
Warning: ATVs can be hazardous to operate. Polaris adult models are for riders age 16 and older. For your safety, always wear a helmet, eye protection
and protective clothing, and be sure to take a safety training course. For safety and training information in the U.S., call the SVIA at (800) 887-2887.
You may also contact your Polaris dealer or call Polaris at (800) 342-3764. ©2016 Polaris Industries Inc.
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banks, wing dams and bridges!
area is the best pattern to mimic in a
retrieve. If you have a sandy or gravel
In choosing the proper equipment
lipless crankbait! And in some instances,
covered bottom, try letting the lure hit
to cast your lures with, I prefer a 6 ½ to
on lakes that get a lot of pressure from
bottom and then slowly raise the rod tip
7-foot Medium to Med-Heavy action rod
other fishermen that have equally as
until you feel the vibrating of the lure and
with a 6.4:1 retrieve baitcast reel at the
good knowledge as you, you might try
then let it drop back down and repeat
minimum. But I have been known to use
some of the really loud obnoxious colors
the pattern. Many times, the bass may
a reel as fast as 7.1:1 in some instances,
that no one else is throwing, and that in
be holding right on the bottom and will
like when I may need to be able to quickly
itself might fool the biggest bass in the
hit the lure as it scoots through the sand/
reel in my lure after a missed strike in
lake…stranger thing have happened!
gravel, especially the crawfish colored
order to make a follow-up cast! But you
As far as techniques in using these
lures! If neither of these techniques
can adjust your personal preferences
lures goes, there are several that can be
work, try a pumping lift and drop retrieve
from there as a starting point. I have
effectively employed. Most fishermen
in a higher level of the water column. For
even seen some fishermen use a spinning
just chunk them out and reel them in, and
suspending fish, you can even employ a
rod/reel outfit for the ¼ Ounce lures and
that basic technique has a place and time
lift and drop “YoYo” method in standing
save their baitcasting equipment for the
when it can be very effective and will
timber much like using a jig or jigging
heavier ½ to ¾ ounce lures. I recommend
catch bass. But, there are better manners
spoon! This can be very effective for nonusing Monofilament line in the 10 to 12
of retrieving Rattle Lures that can be
aggressive fish in colder water temps.
lb test range for any of these lures as you
used to fool the bigger and more desired
Other prime areas to try your different
will have a greater sense of “feel” for the
specimens. Depending on how deep of
retrieves are the backs of coves
where theSPECIAL*
*CURRENT
unitsin,
astry
low as
$1800
and the hooked fish with that size
8x20
- One
“New”
water your bigger bass Used
are holding
water
warms soonest on most
lakes,
theTrip lure
Units in stock at our Peoria yard
casting out the lure and counting it down
backs of feeder creeks on river systems
$2,850line, but Flourocaron line could be used
& delivery
to the desired level and then start your
and don’t overlook the rip rapplus
areastax
along

STORAGE CONTAINERS
MOBILEMAXX.COM

if fishing in very clear water and line
visibility is an issue. Heavier line should
only be employed when jigging the rattle
type lures in cover lie standing timber,
but still try to get by with a line weight
as close to that 10-12 lb test range as
possible.
Give these effective lures a try
this Spring and follow some of the tips
outlined in this article and you could find
the bass of a lifetime at the end of your
line this season. Also, with the summer
months coming on, do forget to check out
the selection of lures at Raptor Premium
Spinnerbaits for your spinnerbait needs
this fishing season. You can also find a
selection of them at Rt 24 Gun and Pawn
in Bartonville! Until next month, good
luck, good fishing and I hope we’ll see
you on the water somewhere soon!

ILLINOIS BOWFISHING FESTIVAL & CONSERVATION SHOOT
SUNDAY MAY 19, 2018 • 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM

20 FT & 40FT NEW or USED

BUY OR RENT
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8x10 8x15
8x20 8x40

Day & Night Tournament
Invasive fish only! Big Prizes!
Des Plaines Conservation Area

EVERGREEN LAKE & COMLARA PARK
CALL TODAY!
309-697-6299

APRIL 7TH
CAMPING RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED IN PERSON & ONLINE RESV APRIL 7
(PHONE-IN & MAIL-IN ACCEPTED MONDAY APRIL 9)

MODIFICATIONS AVAILABLE:
DOORS & WINDOWS, LOCK BOX
VENTS, INTERIOR FINISHES, HVAC

APRIL 7TH
BOAT RENTAL/BAIT SHOP OPENS WEEKENDS ONLY

108 N. Commerce Pl. Peoria, IL 61604
309-697-6299 Mobile-Maxx.com

MAY 5TH
MACKINAW RIVER CANOE TRIP
(PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED, IN-PERSON, ON-LINE, MAIL, PHONE IN)
MAY 26TH
SWIMMING BEACH OPENS – 7 DAYS/WEEK
BOAT RENTAL OPENS – 7 DAYS/WEEK

EVERGREEN LAKE & COMLARA PARK
GREAT FISHING:

• Muskie • Crappie
• Bass
• Saugeye
• Catfish • Bluegill

AND MUCH MORE. . .

Todd Hodgson
217-473-1009

Gary Hodgson
217-81-7975

• Bait & Tackle Shop
• Camping
• Boat Rentals
• Concessions
• Swimming
• Multi-Use Trails

13001 Recreation Area Dr.,
Hudson, IL 61748
(10 miles N. of Bloomington/
Normal off I-39)

BAIT SHOP
Mon-Thurs: 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. • Fri-Sun: 6:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
BOAT RENTAL
Mon-Thurs: CLOSED • Fri-Sun: 6:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
STARTING MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND WE WILL BE OPEN
6:00 A.M. – 6:00 P.M. SEVEN DAYS/WEEK.

309-434-6770
www.McleanCountyIL.gov/parks
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PITCH JIGS THIS MONTH
FOR MORE WALLEYE!
By: Walt Matan

Jigs are quite possibly the most
effective lures ever designed. The catch all
species of fish in fresh and saltwater and
are incredibly versatile. But where jigs really
shine, is in rivers for walleye, smallmouth
bass and white bass.
The key to the jigs specialty is it’s
simple design. Lead, hook and paint is all it
is. Add some live bait, plastic or bucktail and
you have a walleye magnet!
When I’m pitching jigs in a river in the
Spring, there are usually two places where
a strike will occur. The first is right as the jig
hits the water and the initial few cranks of
the reel. Whether I’m pitching from the boat
towards shore or from shore out a little way,
a strike often occurs right away.
The second area a strike will often
occur is on the swing. The swing is where
the current picks up and your jig tumbles
downstream, your line goes taught and your
jig swings towards the back of the boat.
This is a definite sweet spot for walleye!
You’ll want to use a jig that will just barely
tick bottom, too heavy will snag and too
light will be above the strike zone.
Up on pool 4 of the Mississippi River,

walleye is abundant in spring and many
giants are caught. Jigmeister extrordinare,
Ryan T. King catches dozens over 10
pounds there each year. Here are some of
Ryan’s words of wisdom; “it’s of the utmost
importance to have the absolute minimum
jig weight required to get the falling action
or twitch action needed to work a bait in a
river setting. If you’re pitching jigs to rocks,
you want the jig just ticking rocks...just
ticking the rock edges not plummeting into
the creases of the rocks and snagging up.
Slowing the fall imparts more action
and gives you more time to work the bait.
If you’re dragging jigs, a lot of times guys
make the mistake of using way too heavy of
a jig, so they can feel the jig thump bottom
and know they are on bottom.
The problem there, is fish get on the bait
and gill flare to draw the bait to inhale it but it
doesn’t come back to their mouth like normal
prey would, since the jig is too heavy. This
causes the fish to miss the bait or only get
the tail leaving the angler thinking the fish are
short striking or in a negative pattern.”
Our favorite jigs for pitching are
B-Fish-N Tackle’s H20 jigs. They have a
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great head design that cuts through the river
current. They have a wire keeper hook that
holds plastic tight to the jig head (also great
for ‘crawlers), and best of all, they have the
weight stamped on the bottom for easy ID.
These jigs come in nine different weights.
1/8, 3/16 and 1/4-ounce sizes are what I
primarily use for pitching in a river.
While many anglers swear by minnows,
the walleye plastic revolution has begun,
and you should really add an assortment
into your arsenal My favorite spring lure
is a Ringworm. It is a staple in every river
rats tackle box. B-Fish-N/AuthentX Tackle
revived the Ringworm revolution about 10
years back with 36 color combinations of
their standard four incher. The key to this
Ringworm’s fish appeal beside the color
is the rings, which make a bubbling sound
when in motion and the large twister tail
which attracts as well as makes noise.
B-Fish-N Tackle has expanded the basic
Ringworm style by leaps and bounds with
the Moxi and Pulse-R. The Moxi is basically
an oversized Ringworm with a larger, beefier
belly and a longer twister tail. It emits a lot
of vibration under the surface and comes in
a 3” and 4” size.
The Pulse-R has that same beefy belly
as the Moxi, but with a large thumper
paddletail instead of a twister. This paddle
in constant motion even when there is
hardy any current. The Pulse-R is a good
swimming jig style body also. The Pulse-R is

1/16 oz.
3/32 oz.
1/8 oz.

Walt caught this walleye right after
sundown - Prime Time!

available in a 2.45” and 3.25” size. Hint-the
325 Pulse-R is Ryan Kings’ favorite.
Another ringworm hybrid is the 4”
Ribb-Finn, this is my new personal favorite.
It has a Moxi body with a split tail normally
found on fluke style plastics. It swims and
undulates with little tail motions and really
attract lethargic fish. This is my go-to bait!
There is no excuse to miss the walleye run
this spring. Just make sure you have a nice
assortment of H20 jigs in different weights
and a few bags of AuthentX plastic!
To find out more about B-Fish-N Tackle’s
line of AuthentX Ringworms, Moxi’s, PulseR’s, H20 jigs go to www.bfishntackle.com
or you can link to it via www.customjigs.
com Also, be sure to like Custom Jigs &
Spins, B-fish-N Tackle and Walt Matan on
facebook for some up to the minute info.

H2O PRECISION JIG
Premium Quality
Mustad® Hook

Non-chip Epoxy
Finish

3/16 oz.
1/4 oz.
5/16 oz.
3/8 oz.

Each jig stamped
with precise weight
for easy identification

Plastics keeper hook
holds plastics and
‘crawlers tight to jig head

1/2 oz.

19 COLORS! 9 SIZES!

5/8 oz.

(All lures shown are not acutal size)

AUTHENTX PLASTIC

3” Ring Worm – 36 COLORS!
3” & 4” Moxi – 24 COLORS!

2.45”
& 3.25” Pulse-R – 24 COLORS!
4.25” Ribb-Finn – 8 COLORS!

FREE CATALOG!
1-800-831-5535
bfishntackle.com
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MDC OFFERS DISCOVER NATURE GIRLS
CAMP JULY 24-26 IN LINCOLN COUNTY
By Dan Zarlenga

MOSCOW MILLS, MO - The Missouri
Department of Conservation (MDC) will be
offering its eighth annual Discover Nature
Girls Camp Tuesday through Thursday, July
24-26, at Redemption Ranch in Lincoln
County. This is a free, three-day, two-night
camp aimed at introducing girls, ages
11–15, to a range of outdoors skills in a
supportive learning environment.
Campers spend three fun-filled days
immersed in a “hands on” hunter education
class, including shooting firearms and
archery equipment, walking through a safety
trail and taking the hunter education test.

Each participant has the chance to become
Missouri Hunter Education-certified by the
end of the camp.
Throughout the camp, the girls will
engage in a variety of outdoor skills such as
canoeing basic instruction and water safety.
They’ll also navigate a geocache course
challenge and learn camp-cooking skills.
Campers will also learn about all aspects of
fishing from fish identification, casting, tying
knots, and cleaning fish to finally catching
their own fish.
Participants experience all of this
in a group setting of their peers, taught
by knowledgeable instructors who make

DEER PROCESSING AVAILABLE!
810 Deal St. • Highland, IL

618-654-3813
korte-meats.com

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
Variety of Bratwurst, Variety of Burger, Breakfast Sausage, Polish Sausage,
Variety of Salami, Variety of Salami Sticks, Bacon, Bologna, Hot Dogs,
Jerky, Summer Sausage and Snack Sticks

participants comfortable to try new things.
Discover Nature Girls Camp is free with
equipment and meals provided. Campers
will stay in cabins at Redemption Ranch.
The camp is limited to 50 girls between
the ages of 11 to 15 years old. The first 50
applications received will be selected to
attend.   The Discover Nature Girls Camp
is also seeking chaperones to
assist with the camp.
To apply, contact the
MDC St. Louis Regional Office
at (636) 441-4554 to request
an application form.

Campers get actively engaged in learning
canoeing and water safety during
MDC’s three day Discover Nature Girls
Camp. The camp is being held this year
Tuesday through Thursday, July 24-26 at
Redemption Ranch in Lincoln County.

Left: Participants can practice their casting skills, and then set out to do some real
fishing at the annual MDC Discover Nature Girls Camp. Right: Learning how to use
a GPS and navigate a geocache challenge course is one of the many outdoor activities
awaiting girls age 11-15 at MDC’s Discover Nature Girls Camp.

BUZZY’S TACKLE
Quality Tackle • Fishing Permits • Live Bait • Hunting Permits

208 N. Lincoln Dr. • Troy, MO 63379

(636) 528-4060

OPEN: Tues - Fri 8am - 6pm & Sat 8am - 3:30pm
Drop off during Archery season: Sunday 9:30am-10:30am & 7pm-8pm and Mondays 8am-10am
Check Facebook for Weekend Hours During the Seasons!

OPEN:
Mon.-Sat.
at 7am

When you think batteries…............THINK

BATTERIES FOR:

DEEP
CYCLE

Car, Truck, ATV, Marine, RV, Camera, Camcorder, Cellphone, Cordless Phone,
Watch, Keyless Entry, Scooters, Medical, Alarm, Drill Pack
& Many More. We Also Carry Blem & Reconditioned Batteries.
We Offer Fast Installs & WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR JUNK BATERIES!
We Accept:

Open: M-F 8am-5pm • Sat. 9am-1pm • Sun. Gone Fishin’
4041 W. Outer Rd. • Arnold, MO 63010

1-800-455-0206 • 636-464-8688
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MDC: TWIN PINES CEC MDC AND CFM THANK DEER
REOPENS APRIL 3,
HUNTERS FOR SHARING THE
HOSTS ANNUAL
HARVEST
By Joe Jerek
HERITAGE DAY APRIL 14
By Candice Davis

WINONA, MO – The
Missouri Department of
Conservation’s (MDC) Twin
Pines Conservation Education
Center will reopen Tuesday,
April 3, at 8 a.m., ending
the annual winter closure of
the facility. Skyler Bockman,
manager of Twin Pines, said
this means nature programs
will resume in April, starting
with Heritage Day, Saturday, April 14 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Heritage Day is an annual free event that features forest management demonstrations
and workshops, pond fishing, archery, live music, and a fish fry from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
while supplies last.
“This is our largest annual event and we always look forward to it,” Bockman said.
“Even our name, Twin Pines, reflects the forest history of our region and we enjoy the
opportunity to share that heritage with our neighbors in these fun activities.”
The event attracts hundreds of people each year. Many presenters will be dressed
as characters from the past to help illustrate the valuable history of the Ozarks, Bockman
said. Demonstrations will include bee keeping, bowin’ and spikin’, wingbone turkey calls,
plant identification hikes, Sassafras paddle making, handmade fishing lures, Jon boat
making and mandolin making. Bockman said guests will enjoy music by the Short Leaf
Pine band.
“This event gives us an opportunity to consider how far we’ve come over the years
as a community and what a vital role
nature and conservation has played over
that time,” Bockman said. “We know how
much our community cares about nature
and conservation, but we don’t always
think about how we got here.”
Bockman said Heritage Day is a
family-friendly event with naturalist-led
activities. No reservations are needed.
Twin Pines closes for the winter from
November through March, to enable the
center’s naturalists to conduct school and
community programs. Beginning Tuesday,
April 3, the center is open for visitors
and programs 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesday
through Saturday. Twin Pines is located
on Highway 60, 1.3 miles east of the
intersection of Highway 60 and Highway
19 North. To view the center’s schedule
of events, go online to mdc.mo.gov/
TwinPines, or mdc.mo.gov/events.

JEFFERSON CITY, MO — The Missouri
Department of Conservation (MDC) and
the Conservation Federation of Missouri
(CFM) thank the thousands of Missouri
deer hunters who donated 289,292 pounds
of venison to the state’s Share the Harvest
program this past deer season. The donated
deer meat will help feed hungry Missourians
all around the state.
This season’s total of 289,292 pounds
of venison included nearly 5,600 whole
deer. Hunters donated 198,277 pounds of
venison the year before. Since the program
was started in 1992, Share the Harvest
has provided nearly 4 million pounds of
lean, healthy venison to help feed hungry
Missourians.
Share the Harvest is coordinated by
MDC and CFM. It works by deer hunters
donating their extra venison to more
than 100 participating meat processors
throughout the state who grind the deer
meat into ready-to-use packages. The
packaged venison is then given to local food
banks and food pantries for distribution to
Missourians in need of food assistance.
“Hunters started Share the Harvest
because they saw a need in their
communities,” said MDC Director Sara
Pauley. “And hunters remain the driving

force behind this popular program that
helps feed our fellow Missourians who are
in need. We sincerely thank the thousands
of deer hunters who support Share the
Harvest, along with the many participating
meat processors and sponsors.”
Processing fees are covered entirely
or in part by numerous local supporting
organizations and statewide sponsors,
which include: MDC, CFM, Shelter
Insurance, Bass Pro Shops, Missouri Chapter
Safari Club International, Missouri Chapter
National Wild Turkey Federation, Midway
USA Inc., Missouri Food Banks Association,
and United Bowhunters of Missouri.
“Share the Harvest is a partnership
of citizens, agencies, organizations and
corporations working together to provide
healthy, protein-rich meat to those who may
otherwise go without,” said CFM Executive
Director Brandon Butler. “Hunters across
Missouri should be proud of this outstanding
program.”
For more information on Share the
Harvest, visit short.mdc.mo.gov/Zoz.
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MDC ENCOURAGES PEOPLE
TO BE BEAR AWARE!
By Joe Jerek

JEFFERSON CITY, MO – As blossoms
and buds emerge each spring, so do
Missouri’s estimated 350 native black
bears. As they leave their winter dens
this time of year, finding food is their
main focus. The Missouri Department of
Conservation (MDC) reminds people to
“Be Bear Aware” by not feeding bears and
not providing potential sources of food.
“As black bears become active in the
spring, they are on a mission to find food,”
said Laura Conlee, a resource scientist
and black-bear researcher with MDC.
“It is very important for Missourians to
recognize potential food attractants in
their area. Things such as bird feeders,
trash, barbeque grills, and food waste
left out at camp sites can all serve as
huge attractions for bears. Keeping our
areas free of attractants, and letting
bears find natural foods is in everyone’s
best interest. If you see a bear, enjoy the
sighting, let the bear be, and be sure you
don’t offer it any food. Most importantly,
never intentionally feed them.”
Conlee added feeding bears makes
them comfortable around people, which
can also make them dangerous.
A FED BEAR IS A DEAD BEAR
“When bears lose their fear of people,
they may approach people in search of
food or may defend the food sources

or territory they associate with people,
which can make them dangerous,” Conlee
said. “When this happens, the bear has to
be destroyed. A fed bear is a dead bear.”
She added a fed bear that becomes a
problem in one place cannot be relocated
to another.
“Once a bear learns that people can
provide food, they will seek out other places
such as camp sites, residential areas, and
farms in search of food,” she explained.
“Bears also have an excellent memory and
will often return year after year to places
where they were provided food.”
AVOID ATTRACTING BLACK BEARS
MDC offers these tips for avoiding
attracting black bears to possible food
sources:
•
Don’t leave pet food sitting outside.
Feed pets a portion they’ll eat at each
meal and remove the empty containers.
• Store garbage, recyclables, and compost
inside a secure building or in a bear-proof
container until the day of trash pick-up.
• Keep grills and smokers clean and store
them inside.
• Don’t use birdfeeders from April through
November in bear country, or hang them
at least 10 feet high and 4 feet away
from any structure.
•
Use electric fencing to keep bears
away from beehives, chicken coops,

THE SHOTGUN SHOP
GUNSMITHING
• Choke & Mechanical
Specialist
• School Trained,
20+ Years
• Best Recoil Pads

• Improvement of Turkey,
Match, Steel Shot
Performance
• Stop Bruises

P.O. Box 212 • Arnold, MO 63010

636-282-4379

Interesting Articles & Detailed Work Listing at:

TheShotgunShop.net
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vegetable gardens, orchards, and other
potential food sources.
• Keep campsites clean and store all food,
toiletries and trash in a secure vehicle
or strung high between two trees. Do
not burn or bury garbage or food waste.
AVOID ENCOUNTERS AND REACT RIGHT
While close encounters are
uncommon, MDC offers this advice when
outdoors in black-bear country:
• Make noise while walking or hiking to
prevent surprising a bear. Clap, sing, or
talk loudly.
• Travel in a group if possible.
•
Pay attention to the surroundings and
watch for bear signs, such as tracks or
claw or bite marks on trees.
• Keep dogs leashed.
• Leave a bear alone! Do not approach it.
Make sure it has an escape route.
• If encountering a bear up close, back
away slowly with arms raised to look
larger. Speak in a calm, loud voice. Do
not turn away from the bear. Back away
slowly. Do not run.
A native to Missouri, black bears were
abundant until the late 1800s when they
were nearly wiped out from unregulated
killing and from habitat loss when Ozark
forests were logged. MDC research shows
that a small number of native black bears
survived. Over time, their numbers increased
and continue to do so. Results of ongoing
black-bear research by MDC staff and others
show that the animals have been sighted in
about half the counties in Missouri, primarily
south of the Missouri River, with most bears
located in the southern third of the state in

The Missouri Department of
Conservation encourages people
to Be Bear Aware! Don’t feed
bears. Avoid encounters. React
right. Learn more at mdc.mo.gov/
bearaware. Report bear sightings
online at mdc.mo.gov/ReportBears.
the Missouri Ozarks.
Black bears are a protected species
in Missouri. MDC anticipates a limited
hunting season as a populationmanagement method once black bear
numbers reach a population estimate of
about 500 animals. The current estimate
is about 350. No details regarding the
anticipated future hunting season have
been developed.
MDC asks people to report bear
sightings online at mdc.mo.gov/ReportBears.
The online reporting helps MDC staff get
more complete information and those
reporting sightings can include photos.
For more information on black bears in
Missouri and how to Be Bear Aware, visit the
MDC website atmdc.mo.gov/bearaware.

BACKWATERS MARINE
4136 Pontoon Rd. • Granite City, IL
sales@backwatersmarine.com

618-931-0919 • www.backwatersmarine.com
Our Prices Won’t Be Beat On War Eagle Boat, Motor & Trailer Packages!!!
War Eagle 648 LDV with 25hp Evinrude E-TEC Tiller: War Eagle 648 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate
Floor, Navigation Lights, Bilge Pump, 25hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . . $9,600.00
War Eagle 860 with 50hp Evinrude E-TEC Tiller:
War Eagle 860 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate Floor, Navigation
Lights, 50hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . . $14,695.00
War Eagle 754 with 40hp Evinrude E-TEC: War
Eagle 754 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate Floor, Navigation
Lights, 40hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . .$12,795.00*

OPEN: M-F 10am-6pm
Sat 10am - 5pm
Other Times By Appt.

WE DELIVER ALL OVER THE MIDWEST! WE WON’T BE
UNDERSOLD . . . CALL US TODAY!
Custom, All-Aluminum Duck Boat Blinds & Flotation Pods!
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STOCKTON LAKE IS UNDERUTILIZED
FISHING RESOURCE
by Bill Cooper

Kris Nelson,
owner and
guide
of
Tandem Fly
Outfitters on Stockton Lake, in western
Missouri, says that Stockton is an
underutilized fishing resource.
Stiff winds and pelting rain greeted
us as Kris swung his big SeaArk boat into
open water. We had launched at Stockton
Lake State Park in the shelter of a wellprotected cove.
Our only consolation at the moment
was the fact that temperatures had
soared into the fifties, after a long spell of
bitterly cold temperatures.
We were braving the elements
to pursue walleye, best known for it’s
culinary qualities. The delectable fish is
known by most as a northern species and
pursued heavily in Michigan, Wisconsin
and surrounding states.
“The Missouri Department of

Conservation does an excellent job of
stocking Stockton with walleye,” Nelson
said. “I’d say it’s the best walleye fishery
in the state of Missouri.”
Nelson and wife Amanda own Stone
Creek Lodge on Stockton. They have a
dozen or so clean, comfortable rooms
along with a pizza and tackle shop just a
stone’s throw up the hill from the lodge.
It’s a perfect combination for anglers
visiting Stockton Lake.
John Bishop, Kris’s business partner,
joined us for the day. He bounced into
action as soon as Kris motored into a
cove sheltered from the wind. “We’ve
been catching crappie like crazy in here
for several weeks, Kris said. “We’ve been
catching limits in an hour or so. I want to
check on them before we start walleye
fishing.”
Kris maintains the latest electronics
on his boat and as soon as he walked to
the bow of the boat, he pointed to the

Lowrance unit and said, “look at this Bill.”
I didn’t know what I was seeing, but Kris
indicated the blob on the screen was a
huge ball of shad accompanied by an
equally large ball of crappie.
John stepped to the front of the boat
and dropped a Shad Daddy bait rigged on
a jig head into the chilly water. He halted
the jig at about 25 feet. Seconds later his
rod arched, and he swung a fat crappie
into the boat.
“I’ll grab the video camera,” I said as
Kris snatched a Lew’s crappie rod out of
the rack and joined John on the front of
the boat. By the time I dug the camera out
of my bag, the guys had a double on.
“I think you’ve found them, I teased.
“Ooh, they’ve been here for some
time,” Kris retorted. “My clients caught
limits here yesterday.”
What happened over the next thirty
minutes was some of the best crappie
fishing I had ever witnessed, but that is

Kris Nelson, (L) is a guide and
owner of Tandem Fly Outfitters on
Stockton Lake. He says Stockton is
an incredible crappie and walleye
fishery that is underutilized.
another story. We really had walleye on
our minds.
“We gotta stop this and catch some
walleye,” Kris said. Thunder rolled in the
east. John checked the weather radar.
“It looks like we are on the edge of

A Great Year To Catch Cats And Crappie With B’n’M.
Three “Silver Cat Magnum” Rods for hauling in the heaviest
catfish, and our exclusiveline of “Duck Commander”
Crappie Poles and Rods.
Snag ‘em while they’re hot . . .
at your local retailer or at
www.bnmpoles.com

Post Office Box 231, West Point, MS 39773
Toll Free: 1-800-647-6363 • Voice 662-494-5092
Office Hours: 7 am - 5 pm CST
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some heavy stuff, John said. Lightning
flashed to the north. “I think we’d better
head for the shelter of the dock,” he said.
We quickly racked our rods and Kris
fired up the big boat motor and sped
towards home base back at Stockton
State park. When he swung the Sea-Ark
into the main channel, we were greeted
by big waves and a dark curtain of heavy
rain bearing down on us. I was especially
grateful that Kris ran a big boat.
Rain blew at us sideways as the
boat easily cut through the rolling waves,
providing us a safe and comfortable ride
back to the dock. “It would have been
impossible to find the dock in that squall
without the electronics,” John pointed out.
We all relished the cover of the boat
slip and checked our phone messages and
e-mails while the squall blew over. Twenty
minutes later, we were water borne again.
I fully expected walleye to be in a
different location, but Kris swung the
boat into the very same cove we had
left earlier. He and John began rigging
rods. “Here they are, Bill,” Kris said, as
he pointed at the LED display. Groups of

walleyes were strung out on the bottom in
30 feet of water.
Kris worked on cutting up a fresh
shad, while John rigged a big, fat worm
on a jighead. John yelled, “walleye on,”
before Kris had finished cutting up the
bait.
“I think I will go with a worm rig,” Kris
laughed. I joined them.
Kris controlled the trolling motor to
maintain the boat on a drift course that
paralleled a long line of walleye strung
out on the bottom.
It was easy to feel the jig bumping
the rocky bottom. The fishing method
involved slowly, but steadily, sweeping
the rod forward and reeling up the line and
repeating the process.
“I’m stuck,” I muttered under my
breath. “Oooh, that rock moved,” I
muttered again. “Here we go guys,” I
chuckled. “Good fish!”
Kris slid the net under what had
become the first walleye I had ever caught
intentionally. I had caught them incidental
to bass fishing.
“What do you think about that, Mr.
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Bill? Kris asked.
“I want to do it again!” I said.
We were about to complete a drift
when John hooked up again. “This one is
bigger,” he said. On his next cast his rod
arched. “Oh, this one is bigger, he said.
Shortly after his third cast, he moaned, “I
think this one is bigger.”
The bite had really turned on. In short
order we all had a limit of walleye in the
boat. We had scarcely noticed the steady
rain and heavy wind. “That’s the way it is
when you are catching walleye,” Kris said.
We paused for photos. “This is
amazing,” I said. “We haven’t seen
another boat all day.”
“I’m
telling
you,”
Kris
responded.”Stockton Lake is the most
underutilized fishing resource in the state
of Missouri.”
I believe him.
The crappie walleye bite at Stockton
Lake changes as spring and summer
approaches, but Nelson can still find fish.
To get in on the action, call Kris Nelson at
417-839-2762, or look him up on Facebook
at Tandem fly Outfitters.

The crappie bite on Stockton Lake
remains good all winter long and
then gets better during the spawn

Peoria Sportsmen’s Club

Spring Lake 37th Annual
Bass Tournament
April 28 & 29, 2018

…is the Premier Outfitter in the Area!

CALL our knowledgeable staff for help with all your hunting and fishing needs…
Large supply of hunting, fishing & marine equip.
Special orders available at no additional cost!
Lots of Firearms & Discounted Bows!

NEW LOCATION: 3250 Fields Dr. • Bettendorf, IA 52722

563-243-4696 • RandRSportsInc.com

SOLD & INSTALLED
LOCALLY BY:

GREG’S

GARAGE DOOR
Sales & Service
Insured

Sign up starts at 5pm
Chicken Fry
Dinner to Follow
Please contact the Peoria Sportsmen’s Club at
6404 Bass Rd., Manito, IL 309-545-3007

MEL’S SPORTING GOODS
• Custom Built Bowstrings
• Pro Shop
• Indoor Range
•N
 OW SELLING

FIREARMS!

618.662.8663
2218 Court St. • Pekin, IL 61554 • 309-347-8610

520 S. Elm • Flora, IL 62839

Rt 50 to Flora, Main St. South over tracks, right at 3-story Self Storage

HOURS:
Mon-Fri 10am - 7pm
Sat 9am - 3pm
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THE SILVERFIN
EXPLOSION

By Mike Roux • www.MikeRoux.com
Today we are
going begin our
educational process concerning what
we have learned to call “Asian Carp”.
Starting now we will call them by their
restaurant name, Silverfin. That is correct.
Silverfin now appear on restaurant menus
all around the Prairie State. One of the
main reasons this has happened is a man
named Clint Carter, of Carter’s Fish Market
in Springfield.
For many years now Carter has
caught, cooked and sold Sivlerfin in his
establishment, CARTER’S FISH MARKET
in Springfield. He has also sold carp to
the University of Illinois in Champaign
for many years. This collaboration was
instrumental in bringing SISCO FOODS
into the discussion of Silverfin.
Early last fall Clint Carter invited me
to the SISCO facility in Bloomington for a
Silverfin tasting event. There I met Chef
Philippe Parola. Chef Parola prepared
Silverfin for the crowd and it was an
overwhelming success. Chef Parola’s other
major culinary credential is that he is given
credit to introducing alligator to America’s
restaurants decades ago. Since the taste
test SISCO has brought Silverfin Cakes to
the market. SISCO is the only distributor of
this product in the United States.
The cafeteria at the U of I immediately
ordered 200 cases. Currently at least 8
other Illinois restaurants and markets offer
fresh and prepared Silverfin. I will list those
locations at the end of this article. I suggest
you seek one of them
out quickly.
So last week
Clint called me
and invited me
out for lunch to
see exactly how
one these forward
thinking restaurants
is creatively serving
this unique new
menu item. I met
him at COOPER’S
ALLEY SIDE which is
located inside King
Pin Lanes on Dirksen
in Springfield.

There I was introduced the owners
Justin and Kendra Cooper. They were
both tickled to share with me Justin’s 4
new ways to present Silverfin Cakes. The
first dish was a Silverfin Po’boy sandwich.
It was amazing. Next was Silverfin in a
Chipotle sauce. Then they put it in a salad
of greens, corn relish and pickled red
onions. But my favorite was the Silverfin
Sliders with cheese, a slice of Cooper’s
pickle and fries. I will most certainly do
that again…soon.
Clint Carter and Chef Parola are
members of the SILVERFIN GROUP, INC.
They are dedicated to exploring and
developing more ways to successfully
turn this massive natural disaster, the
Asian carp, into a viable food source with
a national or even international market.
Carter told me that this product has
no additives or preservatives. His quote
really brought this topic home for me. He
said, “Silverfin is the first invasive species
in the history of the United States to be
mass produced with national distribution.”
So I stopped by Carter’s Fish Market
and picked up a pack of frozen Sivlerfin
Cakes. Nancy fried them and we added
cole slaw and corn and she too fell in
love with this great tasting fish. The first
thing that crossed
my mind was
how much they
reminded me of
my Mom’s salmon
crockets that I

grew up on.
So for fresh, frozen or prepared
Silverfin visit Clint’s store on South
Grand in Springfield. To sample
the very best Silverfin in Illinois go
to COOPER’S ALLEY SIDE. Other
spots in Springfield include, The
Wilderness Lodge, The DNR Café at
the DNR Building, Boone’s Saloon,
Robert’s Seafood and Taqueria
Moroleon. In Athens go to the
Boar’s Net and in Decatur try the
Jalyrih Grill.
For more information about
SILVERFIN GROUP, INC. call Clint
Carter at 217-652-8779 at www.
silverfin.us
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Pictured here are the four Silverfin
presentations at COOPER’S ALLEY SIDE.

EXTREME TERRAIN VEHICLE SOLUTIONS

ARGO DIRECT
Call Mike: 618-588-4444
8565 Rt. 260, New Baden, IL 62265
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THE BEST TURKEY
HUNTING TIPS WE’VE EVER
GOTTEN (AND THEY WORK)
By Alan Clemons

TURKEY HUNTING IS AN AFFLICTION, A
MALADY THAT FOR SOME CONTINUES LONG
AFTER FROSTY PRE-DAWN MORNINGS
WELCOME THE SEASON THAT CLOSES
WEEKS LATER.
Turkey hunting is an affliction, a malady
that for some continues long after frosty
pre-dawn mornings welcome the season
and a sweaty, hot afternoon sunset closes
it weeks later.
We battle heartache and frustration,
elation and joy. From the first flapping of
wings or a solo gobble on the roost before
daybreak, we’re hooked like bluegills
looking at fat crickets. We slam our caps
to the ground, curse and shake a fist, run
to put a boot heel on a head and hope like
hell a spur doesn’t nick us in the leg. Then
we laugh, text or call friends, carry the bird
home and do it again.
It’s a love affair that few can describe.

The advice we get and give, too, cannot
be adequately related via words on print
or a computer screen. Even the most sage
wisdom handed down through generations
must be tested in the fires of the woods.
Trial and error is the turkey hunter’s teacher
and even then, what happened yesterday
or last season or 10 years ago or when
Granpappy trod the trail back in the day may
not be what happens this morning.
Every day is different. That’s the best
advice I got from more than one veteran turkey
hunter back when I started years ago, and I’ve
taken it to heart. I like to hear things transpire
in the mornings to see what may happen. Will
I succeed? Will I get my butt kicked? Dunno.
Every sunrise, every gobble, every strut
and pirouette, every wary eye cast from afar
is new and exciting. Frustrating, too. Can’t
forget that. And we love it.
Our Grand View Outdoors staff chips

WEBB’S VALLEY VIEW CAMPGROUND
OPEN APRIL 1st - OCTOBER 31st
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in with some of their best turkey hunting
tips gleaned from others or their own
experiences. Good luck this season!
JUST STAY PUT
I once had a turkey guide tell me I was
the most patient hunter he’d ever sat with. I
don’t know about that, but I do like to take
a sit-and-wait approach rather than running
and gunning. So many hunters jump up and
chase gobbles all over the place, and they get
antsy if they’re working a bird and he shuts
up for 30 minutes or more. Just stay put. He
might be coming in quiet, or you might have
been calling in another bird that gave you no
indication he was even there until his head
pops into view. The way I see it, the more
you get up and move around the woods, the
higher your chances of busting something.
A couple years back on the last
weekend of turkey season in Pennsylvania,
in late May, I was sitting on the edge of
a field about 10 yards inside the treeline.
Dad was with me to do the calling, and the
10-gauge pump gun was getting heavy in
my lap. It was so late in the season that we
didn’t have very high hopes, but we seldom
get to hunt together and it we wanted to
give it a shot. By 10:30 in the morning it
had been two hours since we heard the
last gobble. A truck door slammed out in
the distance, probably on the far side of the

field, which was shielded from our view by
the rolling terrain. As we watched a possum
ambling through the leaves, we pretty much
decided turkey hunting was a lost cause for
the day. But it was a beautiful morning, so
we sat. And then a rustle in the field caught
my ear. I jerked my head over just in time to
see a half a dozen turkeys stampeding over
the hill, not 20 yards away — presumably
spooked out of the field by the slamming of
the truck door a few minutes ago. Without
thinking, I swung the gun through and killed
the gobbler on the run.
Now, was that a function of us staying
put, or was it pure luck? Luck is, after all, a dang
important factor in hunting. All I know is, we
wouldn’t have been there to take advantage of
it if we’d been moving around that morning.
— Hilary Dyer, Group Managing Editor,
Grand View Outdoors

SPRINGFIELD’S PREMIER BOAT SERVICES

New • Used • Financing Available • Certified Technicians

RV & Tent Camping
Full Hookups
Quiet, Beautiful & Easy to get to!
SCHEDULED MUSIC WEEKENDS!

Roughneck 1860

309-547-3183

17632 E. US Hwy 24 • Lewistown, IL • 2 miles east of Lewistown on US Hwy 24
LOCATED NEAR EMIQUON REFUGE & DICKSON MOUNDS

Enjoy 315 Acres! Call Ray Gamber to get your membership today!

GAMBER COVE

With over 10 well-stocked fishing lakes, miles of
hiking trails, berry picking, mushroom hunting, swimming
pool, shower house, shooting range & club house.
Camping: Full Hookups or Primitive • Near Victoria, Illinois

309.879.2490 • 309.696.0172

www.GamberCove.net

BOAT SHOW
PRICING &
REBATES
AVAILABLE ON
ALL LOWE BOATS!
Rebates available up to
$1000!“Lowe supports
the Military:” Military
discount on all
boat packages.

Lowe RX1756

Lowe 1648M Rivoted Jon Boat

2525 N. Grand Ave. East
Springfield, IL 62702
Toll Free 888-235-1059 • 217-522-2408

EastSideMarine.com
esmboats@aol.com
SEE US ON FACEBOOK!
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The best turkey tips . . .continued
SEARCHING MAY NOT BE THE BEST TACTIC
When I get on a bird or birds gobbling
early in the morning, but can’t seem to
turn them or their harem of hens my way,
I’ll typically stay put. When I was younger,
I would chase them as they went away
gobbling or try to make some kind of move. I
don’t recall that working and I would usually
leave the woods empty handed.
However, if I’ve had a gobbler respond
to my calling early in the morning and he
won’t commit, I’ll sit tight and softly call
every 10 minutes or so, just to let him
know I’m there. He might not be gobbling
anymore, but if he hasn’t moved on, rest
assured he’s listening and knows where you
are. And even if he has moved on, he’ll be
back once he’s done breeding hens. It might
take several hours before he returns, but
he’s hanging out in that area for a reason.
But you better be looking and listening
intently! Many times these wary gobblers
will show up unannounced looking for the
“hen” they heard earlier.
If you spot the gobbler moving in your
direction, don’t call and wait until he’s in
range before shooting. I’ve killed some
mature gobblers by sitting quiet and letting
them hunt for me after they went quiet on
me an hour or more earlier. One of the best
turkey hunters I know kills more gobblers
every year by sitting in his original location
and waiting for these mature birds. One of
his legs is amputated, so he doesn’t run
and gun like he used to. But he has gained
a tremendous amount of patience that has
allowed him to fill his 5-bird limit annually
— and they are typically all stud gobblers!
— Mark Olis, Editor, Grand View Outdoors
BOWHUNTING TURKEYS REQUIRES SUPER
STEALTH
Shotgun hunters know the advantages
of run-and-gun longbeard hunting, but
bowhunters often overlook the tactic. Why?
Simple. Turkeys see too well and getting
drawn is often impossible. Enter the bowmountable turkey decoy from Heads Up
Decoy. This full-strut decoy mounts to your
rig, allowing you the ability to take the fight
to the birds you’re chasing.
I’ve had birds come on a dead run to this
bow-mounted setup, and when you draw,
that big ol’ tom is none the wiser. I prefer to
use a real fan, and recommend getting very
aggressive when using this decoy. You won’t
believe what you can get away with and
the fun you’ll have. Twice I’ve shot birds at
less than three yards. Be careful using the
decoy on public tracts when shotgun season
is open, though, and check state regulations
about decoy use.
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— Jace Bauserman, Editor, Bowhunting
World
MOKE THE TURKEYS, NOT THE WEED
If you walk in under darkness and, once
daylight breaks, find yourself set up in a
little plot of marijuana, don’t smoke it. Just
stay focused on the turkey roost and smoke
the turkey instead.
This happened to me once while
hunting in western Oklahoma. We hunted
a ranch and, years ago, oil riggers worked
the property and planted the weed. The
rancher actually notified the authorities,
but they weren’t concerned. There were too
many little wild plots to do anything much
about it. The oil rig workers were long gone.
Marijuana kinda popped up at will ever
since the riggers had passed through.
— Amy Hatfield, Digital Editor

Trading Post
Area Sportsman Bar
• PIZZA • ICE • CARRY OUT • OPEN 7 DAYS •

Mark Olis poses with a Mississippi
gobbler that he and his guide got on
shortly after daylight. Though this bird
and four other gobblers walked away
gobbling several times, the hunters staid
put for more than an hour before the
five toms walked within 22 yards the end
of Olis’ shotgun barrel.
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Oakford, IL 62673
Owner: Tim Wallace
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LAKE OF THE OZARKS
COLD TOPWATER
FISHING
by John Neporadny Jr.

Topwaters have long been considered
lures for fishing in warm water, but a Lake
of the Ozarks pro knows surface lures
will trick bass—especially big bass—
when the water temperatures are chilly.
Whether it’s springtime when the water
struggles to reach 60 degrees or fall
when the water temperatures plunge into
the 50s, a lure moving slowly across the
surface is an easy target for even listless
Lake of the Ozarks bass.
So, when bass are shallow in chilly
water, a topwater lure remains a viable
option. FLW Tour pro and Lake of the
Ozarks guide Casey Scanlon throws a
Heddon Zara Spook One Knocker or a
Reaction Innovations Vixen in the spring
when the water temperature climbs into

the upper 50s and he starts seeing bass
cruise the shallows of the spawning
areas. He sticks with the same plugs in
the fall when the water is even colder.
“As opposed to the spring when
the bass are still heating up, the fish are
still active in the fall so when that water
temperature starts dropping it seems like
their activity level is still higher,” Scanlon
says. “So, I have caught them (on Spooks)
in upper 40 water temperatures.”
The local guide favors the versatility
of a topwater walker in cold-water
situations. “You can start it and stop it and
fish it however fast you want,” Scanlon
says. “You can also make it almost walk in
place to where you don’t have to move the
bait very far, but it still has a lot of action.
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The other thing I like about it is when a
bass misses it, if you resist the urge to jerk
on the lure then, a lot of times they will
come back and get on it.”
A steady retrieve works best for
Scanlon walking the surface plug in
chilly Lake of the Ozarks waters. “In the
springtime I twitch it slower, but I keep a
steady walk towards me,” he says. “In
the fall I will fish it more erratically where
I will twitch it real fast then slow it down
for a few walks, the n twitch it real fast
so it almost makes the lure break cadence
and kind of come out of the water like a
shad fleeing.”

For information on lodging and other
facilities at the Lake of the Ozarks or to
receive a free vacation guide, call the
Lake of the Ozarks Convention & Visitors
Bureau at 1-800-FUN-LAKE or visit the
Lake of the Ozarks Convention and Visitors
Bureau web site at funlake.com.
For copies of John Neporadny’s
THE Lake of the Ozarks Fishing Guide
call 573/365-4296 or visit
www.jnoutdoors.com.
Reprinted with permission from B.A.S.S.
Publications

DON’T FORGET ABOUT THESE UPCOMING SHOWS:

April 6-9
Wisconsin Deer & Turkey Expo
Alliant Energy Center, Madison, WI

April 28-29
C.A.D.A Arms Show
Dupage Co. Fairgrounds, Wheaton, IL

April 13 & 14
Countryside Campers Open House
Countryside Campers, Pana, IL

April 28-29
Chicagoland’s National Civil War
& Military Extravaganza
Dupage Co. Fairgrounds, Wheaton, IL

Don’s Hide-A-Way Tavern
WE’RE EASY TO FIND & HARD TO LEAVE

Rt. 9 • Mackinaw, IL

309.359.6118

CHICAGO STREET RENTALS

1909 N. KICKAPOO STREET • LINCOLN, IL 62656 • OPEN: MON-SAT 7:00AM - 5:00 PPM
Rental Equipment for Homeowners & Contractors!

Earthmoving, Forklifts, Concrete & Masonry, Cleaning & Maintenance, Air tools & Compressors,
General Construction, Lifts, Scaffolding, Industrial Tools, Trenchers, Lawn & Garden, Do-It-Yourself
DEALER FOR:

(217) 735-2422
www.ChicagoStreetRentalsllc.com

CHILLICOTHE SPORTSMEN CLUB
APRIL 7 & 8, 2018

Sat. 8:30am – 4:00pm • Sun. 8:30am – 3:00pm
Admission $2

Show is held at & hosted by
Chillicothe Sportsmen’s Club

21228 Yankee Lane, Chillicothe, IL 61523
All federal, state & local firearm ordinances & laws must be obeyed.

Contact: Steve Risinger 309-208-1010

Like on Facebook & see web at: ChilliSportsmen.org

Mon - Sat: 11am - 1am • Sun: 10am - 1am
FREE WI-FI • COZY SMOKING BEER GARDEN • PACKAGE LIQUOR
BEER • SODA & ICE AVAILABLE TO GO • ATM
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!
FREE SHUTTLE WITHIN 20 MILE RADIUS! CALL FOR DETAILS: 241.5219

On Beautiful Lake Sara
Fishing • Water Sports • Golf
Family Fun • Reunions
Business Meetings • New Rooms
Anthony Acres on Lake Sara has Great Fishing for
Largemouth Bass, Channel Cat, Crappie, Bluegill,
White Bass & Walleye!
For More Information Call:

(217) 868-2950
Or Write To:

P.O. Box 1371 • Effingham, IL 62401

www.anthonyacres.com
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WOO’S GOOD MONTH TO
CORNER CATCH BASS
BY WOO DAVES

April to me has always been my favorite
fishing month. For ten straight years I would
take my vacation the third week of April and
head right for the lake. I knew bass would be
biting and they would be in shallow water.
That is the combination bass anglers all over
the country are looking for.
On bigger lakes bass will be in several
different modes from pre-spawn, spawn to
post spawn depending on water conditions
with temperature being the deciding
factor. I’m going to pay close attention to
my RayMarine temperature gauge when
cruising the lake in my Nitro Z20 to get
me in the area I need to be in. Normally
the warmer water is near the dam and the
cooler it gets as you go up the lake. So, you
will have pre-spawners or spawners down
lake and maybe even a few post spawners.
As you go up lake you can look for pre-spawn
which gives you a variety of options to fish
different techniques. Look for the conditions
that fit your strengths.
In pre-spawn areas bass are moving in
to feed with water temps warming, you can
almost always count on secondary points,
coves with ditches, and windy pockets to
be fish producers. Shallow running crank

baits like Zoom’s Little Mutt in crawfish or
shad pattern, spinner baits like Bass Pro
Shops’ Laser Eye in white, chartreuse, or
combination and XPS lipless cranks are my
top choices. I look for points that have slight
breaks, backs of pockets that have ditches
leading into them, or flats in backs of creeks.
Try to figure a pattern for the day and run it
till it plays out, then repeat the process. For
instance, in the morning if secondary points
are working but fizzles out as it warms up,
move on back into the pockets to see if bass
migrated there. I catch a lot of fish this time
of the year right in the middle of pockets so
be sure to fish your way in with spinner bait,
crank bait or even a Zoom lizard Carolina
rigged. I also like to use an ½ oz Chatter bait
topped with a Zoom Boot Tail Fluke which
can be awesome this time of the year.
Another great lure that was made for
this month is the buzz bait. Lakes with rocks,
stumps or grass are prime buzzing waters.
One thing I learned a long time ago is this
is a delicate lure to fish and you have to
fish it slow and make changes until you hit
the ticket and when you do hang on. Bass
want it loud, they want it with little noise
or a very subtle noise. They want it big,
medium or small. You have to figure that
out the day you are fishing. If it’s buzzing

season I keep a 1/4 oz,
½ oz and a Zoom Horny
Toad on three different
Bass Pro Shops rods
and alternate until I
get something going.
Remember the higher
you hold your rod the
slower you can move
a potential spawning area put your Power
the bait. Big fish want it slow every time.
Poles down and work the area over really
You can add a Zoom Big Chunk to your bait
good. If I’m in a big flat I will just use my
to slow it down even more!
Power Poles and let the wind move me
If you are in a spawning area I will use a
along stopping about a half cast each time
Zoom trick worm rigged wacky style, a tube,
and working the area good before moving
a jig, and a drop shot. If water is stained I go
up. If you catch a small bass be sure to
with a Zoom lizard on a light Carolina rig
saturate area as a big spawner could be
and just blind cast to potential good-looking
areas. I always keep
my leader short 12
to 18 inches during
the spawn. A Rapala
jerk bait just slightly
twitched
over
stumps and nest to
spawning banks can
also be good. The
key is fish slow to
agitate bites. Run
your MotorGuide on
www.woodaves.com
slow and if you get in

WOO SHOES

10,000
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TOM’S BAIT SHOP
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in the same spot. I see so many fishermen
catch a buck this time of the year and keep
right on moving and this is a big mistake.
Now if you’re in a post spawn area, I
look for objects where bass will be guarding
fry. Around bushes, lay downs, docks, etc.
These are the easiest bass to catch and will
usually hit about any plastic bait thrown to
them, of course a Zoom Trick worm on a light
weight is my all-time favorite. Early morning
you can run a spinner bait by structure or use
a top water popper with a lot of success. As
the sun gets up I go all plastics looking for
shaded areas like docks or shaded banks.
It’s hard to go wrong this time of the year
with a Bass Pro Shops Johnny Morris

6’8” medium heavy spinning rod and reel
with 10 lbs. fluorocarbon line, light weight
and a Zoom Trick worm, just skip under
docks and around any cover and hang on.
To sum it all up, get out on the lake
and fish because I know the bass are biting
somewhere on the lake and I want to be
there. Hope your next trip is successful and
check out the new Bass Tracker Heritage
addition for 9,995.00, now anyone can
afford a bass boat and you can pull your
boat with a vehicle that you just got from
www.hendrickcars.com
Thank a soldier or policeman for a job
well done and God Bless to all.
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ARCHERY DEER
APPLICATIONS FOR BEAVER
DAM/HORSESHOE LAKE

PLAINVIEW, IL – Archery deer hunting
applications are available through March
30 for the special drawings at Beaver Dam
State Park, Carlinville, and through March
31 for the special drawings at Horseshoe
Lake State Park, Granite City for the 201819 Illinois Archery Deer Hunting Season.
Hunters can obtain an application either
online or from park offices to apply. Sitespecific applications will offer nine weekly
intervals at Horseshoe Lake State Park and
11 weekly intervals at Beaver Dam State
Park. Applicants must prioritize their hunting
weeks and will be selected randomly in a
lottery drawing.
Beaver Dam State Park (Macoupin
Co.) offers approximately 450 acres of
hunting area.    The hunting area consists
predominately of upland hardwood forested
acres with an interspersion of cropland
and grassland. Horseshoe Lake State Park
(Madison Co.) offers an estimated 600 acres
of hunting area, which consists of small to
medium size woodlots surrounded by cropland
and grassland components.   There are two
separate areas open to archery deer hunting
at Horseshoe Lake State Park (Bend Road or
Walker’s Island). Follow the links to the Hunter
Fact Sheets on the IDNR website to obtain
the archery deer site applications: https://
www.dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/FactSheets/
Pages/BeaverDam.aspx and https://www.
dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/FactSheets/Pages/
HorseshoeLakeMadison.aspx
Goode’s Woods Nature Preserve, a 40acre woodland nature preserve located in
northern Macoupin Co. and a satellite area of

Beaver Dam State Park, will allow one archery
hunter per week. Thirteen total weeks will be
available for archery deer hunting this area.
Bohm Woods Nature Preserve, a 90-acre
site located in Madison Co., and a satellite
area of Horseshoe Lake State Park, will allow
two archery hunters per week. Thirteen total
weeks will also be available for archery deer
hunting at Bohm Woods. Follow the links to
the Hunter Fact Sheets to obtain the archery
deer hunting site applications: https://www.
dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/FactSheets/Pages/
BohmWoodsNaturePreserve.aspx and https://
www.dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/FactSheets/
Pages/Goode’sWoodsNaturePreserve.aspx
Drawings will be held on the first
working day in April (April 2) at each site.  
All areas (Beaver Dam State Park, Goode’s
Woods Nature Preserve, Horseshoe Lake
State Park and Bohm Woods Nature
Preserve) require the harvest of an antlerless
deer prior to harvesting an antlered deer.
Archery deer hunting for people with
disabilities is also available at Beaver Dam
State Park through a reservation system to
hunt from an accessible blind location.
For more information or to pick up an
application, contact Beaver Dam State Park,
14548 Beaver Dam Lane   Plainview, IL
62685, phone 217-854-8020; or, Horseshoe
Lake State Park, 3321 Highway 111, Granite
City, IL 62040, phone 618-931- 0270.
Follow the IDNR on Facebook and
Twitter
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FIND THE
FOOD
By Daniel Vinovich

It was a cold windy day in early spring.
The Muskies were nowhere to be found.
Faces burnt, and hands frozen we scanned
the electronics for any sign of life. The
kicker purred as we zig zagged the lake’s
surface. This day was not one for built for
comfort. An hour had passed, and we still
had not tossed a bait. We had looked
shallow and deep. It was if the shad had
died over the winter. My good friend Bob
Johnson, rest his soul, had once told me a
quote during the tough days of my younger
tournament fishing youth. He would say,
“Boy don’t fret. We have them trapped
under water and sooner or later they
have to eat!” This was enough to keep
me holding onto a hand warmer with one
hand and the tiller handle with the other.
We moved on to various parts of the lake
looking for the bait. The wind had picked
up and boat control was getting tough. The
9.9 kicker was pushing my 20-foot Tracker
with everything she had, pushing the bow
against the cross wind. A straight path
was not going to happen today as we slid
sideways under the winds, proof was on
the spit screen of my Humming Bird Helix
GPS. We were in the channel where the
bait should be holding in the deep water.
Just then a gust of wind grabbed the bow
and turned it 180 degrees sending us in
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the shallow water. As we passed the drop
off, there was a small signal off the sonar
that just may be the bait. I immediately
hit the mark button on the Humming Bird
and turned the boat back towards the
mark. As we passed the mark again I said
“There they are just a few inches above
the weed bed on the drop off.” They must
have buried themselves in the weeds with
the below freezing temps last night. We
spun the boat and put my second unit
on DI to confirm the sonar hit. Yep, they
were there, huddled in the mass like a
group of school kids waiting for the bus
on a blustery day. I wondered if they were
all along the drop off so we maneuvered
the boat along the drop off for a couple
hundred yards. Sure enough, we could
see them scattered all along the deep
drop on the weeds. This brought a little
smile to our frozen faces. At least we had
found the food. Since boat control was
tough and following the drop in this wind
would surely not be an easy task, I opened
up a hatch and pulled out 3 marker buoys.
They had not seen water in 15 years since
my first Lowrance GPS unit. I kept working
the gas kicker until we hit the mark and I
shouted, “toss it off the port side.” Again,
we struggled to turn the bow back into the
wind following the drop on the electronics
another 100 yards. There, toss another.
Again, I spun the bow back towards the
first buoy passing it on the port side. I
followed the drop another 50 yards. Toss
the third. It looked like a duck feeding as
it spun on the water sending the weight
to the bottom. With every wave, it would
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flop, releasing another 6 inches of string.
Well, there it is boys. Our targets are set.
It would be much easier for all of us to
visually see the drop instead of trying to
follow it on the GPS.
My center hatch smacked me on the
head as I pulled baits from the belly of the
boat making me see stars for a moment.
We hooked the baits on the leaders. A
mixture of deep diving cranks and heavy
rubber baits should get deep enough to
hover just over the drop, hopefully long
enough to entice a strike. I asked the
boys to try and draw a line from marker
to marker in their heads and then toss the
baits over the line working them back to
the line then stopping the retrieve, letting
them fall over the edge into the deeper
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water before starting the retrieve again.
As for the crank baits again over the line
and crank the Johnny Morris reels at a
med retrieve speed and let them eat. I
dropped the 36-volt Minn Kota into the
drink and spun the speed control to 8. It
was just enough to hold the big glass boat
in position in the wind. The boat settled in
and we began casting. Thirty minutes went
by without so much as a tap. The wind
had remained steady, but the temps were
beginning to move towards the upward
side of the thermometer giving our hands
some feeling back. Trying to hold this boat
was beginning to wear on my leg and my
patience. This day was beginning to look
like a wash, when a grunt came from the
stern of the boat. I looked back to see
a hard bow in his rod. “Is that a fish,” I
yelled? “Not sure,” he said. “There was
weight but no head shake.” “Keep reeling.
Don’t give it slack.” His eyes looked as big
as a pair of golf balls as a big largemouth
rolled on the surface flopping like a fat guy
who had fallen on the ice. He lipped the
bass and pulled it into the boat, “Wow,
that’s a Pig.” she was fat with spawn,
looking more like an egg than a fish. The
big crankbait was wedged firmly from side
to side in her big mouth. We put her on

the scale. She weighed in at just under
7 pounds. Not much of a fight on a heavy
action Muskie rod but a trophy in anyone’s
book. A couple quick picks and back into
the drink she went. The couple minutes of
powerless drift had sent the boat almost
to the other side of the lake. I fired up
the kicker and pointed the bow back
towards the markers. It gave everyone
a break to have a cup of coffee and put
our hands back in our pockets, trying to
get a little blood back in them. There are
the markers. We, again, started to bomb
the drop off with our baits. It was not long
before another rod tip lunged towards the
water’s surface. I turned just quick enough
to see the head shake. “That’s no bass,”
I shouted. “Loosen your drag.” The boat
rocked violently as I left her without power
heading toward the back of the boat. He
was reeling like a fella ripping a buzz
bait across the surface. However, when I
looked down, the spool was turning in the
wrong direction. “Stop reeling,” I said.
“You’ve got the drag too loose. A full turn
on the drag star tightened her up a little so
he could gain some ground. I returned to
the bow jumping the speed control up to
100 percent on the Minn Kota. The bow
swung back into the wind, holding, but
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not gaining any ground.
A quick look at the
electronics showed that
I stopped the drift with
enough water depth to
keep the fish out of any
structure where she
could gain leverage. I
told the other fella he
was going to have to
net the fish because if I
left the bow, we would
be on the opposite
shore before you could
say Mississippi. He
grabbed the net just
as the Muskie broke
the surface. Twice, he
lunged at the fish with
the net, missing her.
This Mouth is made for Eating!!
“Hey,” I shouted. “Grab
The hooks on the bait became entangled
the bag and drop the tip into the water
in the net giving the fish the leverage to
and then lead the fish into it with the
pull the hooks loose. With one last drive,
rod. Just before she is in, drop the bag.”
she pulled the hook. All of us dropped
Again, the fish resurfaced. She pushed
our heads. That was a good one but crap
away from the boat with a short burst.
happens………….
Finally, she turned toward the boat. He
SEE YA ON THE WATER
dropped the net just as a wave hit the side
of the boat lunging the net towards the
fish. My worst nightmare was a reality.

8955 West Dam Lane • Benton, IL
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HOW TO REACT WHEN
YOUR TURKEY HUNTING
PLAN IS RUINED

By Sam Norman

THOUGH IT’S BEST TO HAVE A TURKEYHUNTING PLAN, SOMETIMES THE
GOBBLERS DON’T PLAY ALONG. LEARN
HOW TO ADAPT WHEN THINGS BLOW
UP IN YOUR FACE.
Having a turkey-hunting plan always results
in a better hunt. Sometimes, gobblers follow
your plan. Other days, however, they toss
the playbook aside and leave you scratching
your head. But the game shouldn’t end there.
When your plan blows up in your face, you must
switch tactics to keep your hunt alive. Let’s examine
several common broken-plan scenarios and look at
how you can adapt.
DESTINATION DENIED
Instead of chasing gobbles or slipping under roost
trees, many hunters prefer to set up at likely spots or
places they’ve observed birds — food plots, ag fields,
acorn-strewn flats or shady loafing areas — and
wait for turkeys to come to them. It’s a solid strategy
until your gobbler doesn’t show up. That prompts the
question: Do you wait longer or pursue another bird?
The answer depends on turkey activity and the
quality of your scouting information. If you’ve seen
nothing at your hotspot but a bird is gobbling his
wattles off 150 yards away, the answer is obviously
go to him. Conversely, if you’ve seen a longbeard and
hens cross through a pasture gate several consecutive
days, you’re probably better off to sit there patiently.
Solutions are rarely that obvious, though.
Typically, I try to resolve the dilemma by
provoking a gobble. That doesn’t mean I hammer an
area with incessant yelping or locator calling. Instead,
I run through several calling series with various calls,
gradually building the intensity or trying to portray
different scenarios. If one call or series generates a
reply, I gauge the situation. Did the turkey cut me off?
If so, I might fire him up. Was he relatively close? He
might be coming, or I can at least work him from that
setup. Was he distant, or was his response tepid?
Then it’s probably best to course his location and
make a move.
Whatever you do, make a decision. Hesitation
and uncertainty never serve you well in the turkey
woods. Resolve to stay put or strike out elsewhere
and then analyze the results.
THE TEASE
Every turkey hunter has battled a bird that flew down,
gobbled lustily and then seemingly drew a line in the
sand and wouldn’t commit. It’s frustrating, but you
have many options to save the hunt.
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First, try to determine why the bird won’t
approach. Scratching or soft yelping near the gobbler
provides an easy answer, which is hens. In that case,
stop yelping at the tom and try to engage his ladies.
If that doesn’t work, determine where they’re headed
and try to circle around them and cut them off.
Solo gobblers that won’t commit offer a tougher
challenge. Often, we blame obstructions such as
fences, creeks or thick cover. However, turkeys cross
Cat Prowlers are great for covering hiking boots.
such obstacles every day and a fired-up longbeard will
Eliminates 50% of noise from walking/stalking
duck under a fence or fly a creek. Still, changing setups
or sitting in treestand.
is never a bad idea. Turkeys move throughout the
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day, so yelping as you move to or from setups seems
natural. Calling frequently from one spot might seem
MENTION THIS AD FOR YOUR
unnatural. Sometimes, easing 50 yards to another
tree, calling as you go, might prompt a gobbler to
FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE!
break. Walking away while calling and then slipping
back toward the turkey can also work, provided you’re
To view more of Rancho Safari’s
careful not to bump him.
products, scan this code to access
I usually figure a gobbler stops advancing because
our website.
of something I’m doing, so I’ll switch tactics. If I’ve
been calling sparingly, I’ll ratchet up the intensity,
trying to work the bird into a lather. If I’ve been calling
a lot — as most hunters do at some point — I’ll
tone down my approach or stop calling. That might
be the best approach to breaking a stubborn bird.
By shutting up for a half-hour or longer, you can play
on his social curiosity, prompting
him to come closer for a look. Be
Keeping you on the water
careful, though, as he’ll often do
since 1964!
so silently.
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If nothing works, I let the
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him later.
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BYE-BYE BIRD
Some turkeys have a sense of
humor, gobbling at your calling as
they travel directly away from your
setup. That’s maddening, but not
impossible. As with a stationary
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gobbler, try to determine if the tom has
hens. If so, call to them. If that fails, figure
out their travel route, plan an intercepting
course and try to cut off the group.
If the gobbler seems to be alone, refer
back to your scouting and guess where he
might be going. Perhaps he’s headed toward
a meadow or open ridge where he can strut
or find hens. Beat him to the spot and wait
at least an hour for him. Maybe he’s just
meandering. Back out, switch spots and try
to strike him again. Remember, movement is
natural, and perhaps you were calling from a
spot where the turkey didn’t feel comfortable.
When a turkey walks away gobbling
but then shuts up, be patient. It makes no
sense to pursue a bird when you don’t know
or can’t guess his whereabouts. Let the
turkey do his thing and try to strike him later.
You can also ease out, find another likely
calling setup and start the game again.
If you fail, replay the hunt in your mind
and plot a new approach for the next day.
Eventually, you might stumble onto his
destination or travel route or figure out what
he likes to hear.
THE BOYS CLUB
Every now and then, especially later
in the season, two or more gobblers might
ignore your calling but sound off frequently
as they join forces. If you’re between those

birds, great. Let them do their thing and hope
they come closer. If not, switch gears.
Try gobbling or jake-yelping at them. A
longbeard might not be interested in hens,
but he won’t forget his place in the everdynamic turkey social structure. Gobbling
or jake-yelping might prompt a gobbler to
rush in, looking to kick the tail of a rival. Or,
it could reassure a turkey that seems more
interested in male company that his buddies
are waiting for him. Remember, gobblers hear
the vocalizations of male turkeys as often
as those of hens, so this strategy seems
natural. Of course, you must be prudent when
gobbling or jake-yelping. Don’t try it on public
land or heavily hunted private ground. Be
certain no other hunters are close enough to
mistake your calling for the real thing.
If switching up doesn’t work, try to
keep the turkeys gobbling with turkey or
locator calls and determine their travel route
or destination. You can always relocate and
try them again.
MOTHER-SHIP EVACUATION
You’ll often encounter large traditional
roosts where turkeys spend the night but
leave soon after fly-down and don’t return until
fly-up. Such spots are especially common in
Merriam’s or Rio Grande territory, or areas with
lots of open fields. Setting up near these sites
and trying to yelp birds in works sometimes,

but turkeys are often in a hurry to find feeding
or strutting areas away from the roost, leaving
you behind. If you can’t find good ambush
sites, you have two options.
First, plan a pre-dawn roost invasion. Slip
into the area well before dawn — sometimes
two or three hours before fly-down — and
wait. Try to get directly underneath turkeys in
hopes that they fly down in range. This can be
extremely difficult, especially during a bright
moon, in wet or brushy spots or when dealing
with large groups of birds. Scout the area at
midday to determine the easiest, stealthiest
approach and setup. Use a rake to remove
leaves and debris from your planned approach.
Set up a blind to hide your movements the next
morning. Turkeys won’t always hit the ground
in front of your barrel, but you’ll likely see or
hear where they go, which might provide the
missing piece of the puzzle.
If a fly-down ambush isn’t
viable, hunt the birds during
the afternoon or evening.
That doesn’t mean you should
sit at the roost tree and kill
a gobbler as he prepares to
fly up, although that works. I
prefer not to hunt them that
way, as one gunshot or illtimed move can blow up a
roost for several days or even
the season. Instead, sit at a
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likely approach route and try to intercept
birds as they meander back to roost. You
can usually determine their travel path by
glassing feeding turkeys during afternoons
or listening for them right before fly-up.
Then, set up at a good spot, call sparingly
and see what happens.
WHY’D HE DO THAT?
Turkeys don’t read hunting magazines
or how-to advice. They’re turkeys, and
unpredictability is in their nature. Sometimes,
there’s no apparent reason for their playbookbusting behavior. Watch. Listen. Think.
Consider the conditions and phase of the
breeding season. Try something different.
The only sure-fire way to not kill a gobbler
that foils your best plans is to be stubborn
and stick with an unsuccessful strategy.
www.grandviewoutdoors.com
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HISTORY AND THE
COMMON MAN

By: David Herschelman
February 2018 was a tough month as
two of my long standing friends passed
from this earth. Both were individuals
who touched my heart and taught valuable
lessons for my future. Both would tease
me in that I was still a pup and had no idea
what old age even was!
Roberta Huggins was the mother of
my childhood hunting buddy and running
partner of my youth, Keith Staley. Our first
meeting was in 1965 when Roberta and
my mother arranged for Keith and me to
play together one afternoon that year. She
divorced Keith’s father soon thereafter,
moving away and we had no contact until
2012.
Her youngest son Keith was unique
in that he was a smart and charming
character who worked tirelessly to
avoid any sort of real work! He was the
perfect companion as I could enjoy our
escapades and hunting trips together
with this modern age “Huckleberry Finn”
void of any responsibility I could tell. As
I matured, even I could foresee my future
would need more focus and training
than the sometimes aloof and possible
lawlessness Keith’s future foretold!
Keith died in 1986 from complications
from a car crash which left him paralyzed
from the waist down about a year earlier.
Out of curiosity, I sought out the details
of his later life and early death in early
2012, bringing me to reacquaint myself
with his mother who was the only survivor
from her first marriage and have outlived
her husband of the second! Roberta
had survived Cancer, Diabetes and a
worsening Heart Condition at that point
but was heartwarming and welcoming
on my first contact! She lived in assisted
living quarters where I would visit three or
four times a year.
Her faith kept her upbeat and going.
Having outlived her three sons she had
experienced much heartache in her
time but every visit to see here I would
experience being the one uplifted rather
than my attempt to comfort her! She had
asked me for assistance in family matters
which is a story for another time but even
these matters involved more heartache for
her which she handled gracefully!

Her second husband and his family
were fine people and she was accorded
their graciousness throughout her life
with them. My time, with Keith and his
Mother, Roberta, are now in the book of
life’s written pages never to be reopened!
Charles “Chuck” Knuth and his wife
Mabel were neighbors to my Schuyler
Farm property near Frederick, Illinois.
After establishing a relationship with
them over the years, I would enjoy my
visits with Chuck on a man to man basis.
He was a Master Sargent in The Army,
having served in the Korean Conflict and

Roberta Huggins

Mabel and Chuck Knuth

later as the one responsible for Military
Funerals for the fallen in Missouri and
Illinois. He was uneducated in the formal
sense but as I ascertained not lacking in
intelligence and pragmatic thought!
Through him, I was introduced to

history from one who lived it. Army life
from taking fire from the Chinese in Korea
through his tasks as the Master Sargent
from his superiors who also determined
his ability to get the tough tasks done! I
asked him once how many funerals he has
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presided over during his stint in the Army.
He replied, he was unable to recall but
indicated a summary sheet was prepared
for each funeral on an eight by eleven
sheet – his desk top had a very tall stack
of these summary sheets!
I would ask Chuck for advice on many
of my escapades from remodeling my
barn or storm cellar into habitable living
quarters, status of Deer or Whitetail
population or some electrical wiring
problem I was experiencing. He would
give serious thought to my concerns
and offer well thought out solutions and
advice. Although his health was failing
quickly, he never complained and was
eager to assist even if his mind overrode
his physical ability to complete the feat!
He would remind me of my often slovenly
attentiveness to detail, giving me a small
window of how facing the “Sargent’s
wrath” was not to be of your liking!
My shortcomings would give Chuck the
opportunity to replay his former self!
He will always be a testament to his
faith!
Although history will often swallow
the common man, I consider it a privilege
to have known and experienced these two
fine individuals! Their memories will last
through my lifetime and provide comfort!
David Herschelman. March 9, 2018
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REGISTRATION NOW OPEN FOR 2018 NRA
WOMEN’S WILDERNESS ESCAPE EVENTS

FAIRFAX, VA – Registration is now open
for the 2018 NRA Women’s Wilderness
Escape events, the premier shooting
sports and hunting training excursions
tailored exclusively for women. There
are currently three scheduled Women’s
Wilderness Escape events this year.
Women’s Wilderness Escape at
Seven Springs Resort – June 1-4, 2018
At Seven Springs Resort in Champion,
Pennsylvania, attendees will learn how
to safely handle and operate a shotgun,
explore the game of sporting clays at
one of the country’s best facilities, and
discover valuable lifesaving and firstaid skills all while relaxing and enjoying
the beauty of the surrounding Laurel
Highlands. Registration costs $995, and is
all-inclusive.
All-Women Shooting and Hunting
Class – June 7-10, 2018
This two-day event, featuring instruction
by shooting champion Jessie HarrisonDuff, teaches participants long range
shooting and hunting principles at the
Queen Mountain Lodge near Evanston,

Wyoming. Capped at 14 registrants,
each student will have the opportunity to
learn new shooting skills on the Camilla,
Weatherby’s first rifle designed by women,
for women. Each Camilla is equipped with
a Freedom Scopes 4-12x40 from Leupold
to use during the class. At the end, each
student will have the opportunity to
purchase the Camilla and Leupold she
used at VIP pricing. Registration costs
$2,500, and includes airport pickup and
drop-off, lodging, and instruction costs.
All gear and ammunition is provided.

Women’s Wilderness Escape at NRA
Whittington Center – Oct. 1-6, 2018
This six-day escape teaches participants
how to safely handle and operate a
shotgun, rifle and pistol. The NRA
Whittington Center in Raton, New Mexico,
is among the finest shooting complex in
the nation. Its 33,000 acres are nestled
amongst the scenic western mountains
and high mesa country of New Mexico. In
addition to training, participants will enjoy

a visit to the Frank Brownell Museum of
the Southwest, wine and paint night,
survival training and more. Registration
costs $1,750, and is all-inclusive.
For more information about NRA’s
Women’s Wilderness Escape events or
to register, visit https://wwe.nra.org, call
(800) 672-7435 option 5, or email wwe@
nrahq.org.
About the National Rifle Association
Established in 1871, the National Rifle
Association is America’s oldest civil
rights and sportsmen’s group. Five million
members strong, NRA continues its
mission to uphold Second Amendment
rights and is the leader in firearm
education and training for law-abiding
gun owners, law enforcement and the
military. Visit http://www.nra.org.
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BASS FISHING ON SMALL PONDS
By Jason Houser

My earliest fishing memories as a
child include fishing at one of the small
farm ponds that dotted the landscape of
our family’s farm. The ponds were created
to water livestock, but the stocked fish
were an added bonus enjoyed by the
entire family. Thirty years later, I am still
fishing these same ponds.
More than 3 million ponds are in the
United States. This means that if you do
not own a pond yourself, you probably
know somebody who does.
Fishing at a pond can save money
on gas, and allows an angler more time
to fish in most cases. The reason for
this is that instead of spending time in
an automobile driving to a far off lake,
time can be better spent fishing a nearby
pond. And the money you save on gas
can be spent on more important things.
Ponds are capable of holding lots
of fish, and not just little fish. A well
managed pond can hold truly monstersized bass, and other fish. Also,

statistics show that an angler can catch
twice as many fish from a managed
pond in an hour compared to fishing an
hour on a lake.
Not all ponds are created equal
though. With a little fishing at different
ponds, you will quickly rule out the ponds
that are not good producers.
To find ponds, drive back country
roads searching for ponds back off the
road, or one that are not easy to get to.
Aerial photos, topos and Google Earth
are all good search options. Ponds that
are off the beaten path are often the
best because they receive little, to no
fishing pressure.
Communicate with people who
spend time in the country, and are in
contact with landowners. You will be
surprised what doors open up with a little
networking. Talk with rural mail carriers,
UPS drivers, school bus drivers, township
workers, etc. for possible fishing leads.
The hardest part of fishing a big lake

AUTOMOTIVE • TRUCKS • BOATS

is finding the fish. They could
be anywhere within hundreds,
even thousands of acres of
water. Because ponds are
normally less than a couple of
acres in size, finding the fish
just got a whole lot easier.
The only thing left to do is
enjoy a day of fishing, and the
know-how to fish ponds.
If the pond is small
enough, you will be able
to cover the entire body of
water from the shore. That
is the best choice because
bass in these tiny waters do
not like a disturbance, and
could shy away from your bait
presentation.
For bigger ponds, I sometimes have
to get in, or be in the water to cover it
all. Wading is good if you can move slow
enough without causing a ruckus, and
disturbing the already skittish bass. A

better option would be a small john boat,
or what I use, a canoe.
Because bass are normally on edge
in ponds that are often small with clear
water, light tackle seems to out perform
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other actions. A 5 ½ to 6 ½ foot medium
action spin or baitcast rod topped off
with a reel filled with 6 to 12-pound
monofilament line.
Beginning in the spring, and going
through the fall, fish the shallowest
waters first, and make your way to the
deepest. For instance, at dawn fish the
shallowest waters of the pond. These
waters could only be a few inches deep,
to as much as 3 or 4 feet deep. Midmorning, begin fishing the mid-depth
areas of the pond. As midday arrives,
begin to fish the deepest water of the
pond, often near the dam. During the
winter, reverse this routine, and fish the
deepest water first, working your way to
the shallowest.
In order to catch bass from a pond,
you must fish every inch of the water.
Use a variety of lures and retrieves.
I love to fish topwater lures in
ponds, but only in bigger ponds of at
least 1 acre. The skittish bass can be
spooked by the loud noises of some
topwater lures. Lures come in small
sizes, so use them.
Propeller plugs like the Cotton Cordell

Boy Howdy, wobblers like the Jitterbug,
chuggers like the Hula Popper, and
stickbaits such as the Storm Thunderstick
are all good choices. Keep the retrieve
steady, and as subtle as possible.
With spinnerbaits, you can use both
small spinnerbaits, and in-line spinners
like a Rooster Tail or Blue Fox. Unless
you are fishing a pond of several acres,
stick with a spinnerbait 1/4-ounce and
smaller. Heavier spinnerbaits tend to
scare fish.
Texas-style rigged plastic worms 4
to 6 inches in length are awesome on
pond bass. They do not scare the fish
when they hit water’s surface, and their
movement can trick the smartest bass
into biting. A worm is an especially good
option for large ponds. Try colors like
black, blue, green, purple, and brown. If
bottom-hopping the worm is not working,
try swimming the plastic worm back with
a split-shot sinker about a foot in front
of the worm, or do not use any weight,
and retrieve the worm near the surface.
Change things up in the spring months,
and use a plastic crawfish.
Ponds are not normally deep enough

to fish deep-diving crankbaits, but
medium and shallow diving crankbaits
often work. Try to replicate what the
bass are feeding on like bluegill and
crawfish when choosing a crankbait’s
color. Stay away from lures with wide,
wobbling actions, and choose one with
tight, subtle wiggles.
It would be hard to look at two ponds
and describe the differences between
the two. But the more you fish ponds,
the easier it will become to identify bass
holding structure. Some ponds will be
small enough that you can fish the entire
thing, ponds with a lot of structure needs
extra attention.
Start your fishing on the edge of
the shoreline. As long as it is not too
shallow, bass will hang out there. Late
in the day, and at night when it is hot this
is a good location to find bass. The same
is true during the winter and during the
midday in spring.
Fishing near the dam is a good bet.
This is the deepest part of the pond. Look
for pipes that drain excess water. Bass
often hang there looking for baitfish.
Every year, I discard my Christmas
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tree in one of my ponds, and many other
pond owners do the same thing in their
ponds. If you know where the trees
are located, swim a lure by to pull a
big bass out of its ambush spot. These
trees also hold and attract minnows
that attract bass.
Speaking of trees, a tree branch
hanging over a pond provides shade
and cover, and even the occasional meal
when a bug drops off.
Lily pads, cattails, and milfoil is an
attractant to bass. Even a drop-off just a
foot or two can hold a bass.
Points are great on big lakes, as well
as in ponds because of the change in
structure they provide.
Fishing big lakes has techniques that
work, but the same techniques might
not work when you are fishing a pond.
Take your time and learn what you can
about pond fishing. Sometimes the best
teacher is practice.
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TARGETING SPRING
BLUEGILL

By Kevin Wright

Like so many others, my first experience
at fly fishing had the bluegill in the leading
role to entice my temptations. Gaining that
experience, it was a no-brainer then to go out
and seek bigger and better quarry, like bass,
pike, carp, trout etc. Now, with all these other
species under my belt you might think that
that bluegill would get left on the shelf, like
a cassette tape in the world of DVD’S. But
bluegill fishing, especially if you target big
bulls, is just too much fun to ignore.
With the arrival of Spring, water
temperatures will soon be creeping into the
60’s, a perfect time to chase bluegill with
the long rod. Males will be the first to head
to the shallows to begin creating their nests.
Not long after, the females will arrive to do
their duty and will leave soon after, leaving
the males to tend to the house chores.
Typically, you will find nests in the
shallow areas along the shoreline, that’s
really no secret, but if you want to specifically
target bigger bluegills then it is a good bet
that these fish will be in slightly deeper
water, away from the smaller guys. While it

is still fun to catch the smaller ones, it is the
big bulls that will draw your full attention.
Fly fishing tactics don’t have to change
because of the size of the fish. All the same
methods apply other than the fact that you
will have to key on those deeper water
(sometimes that can be from three to even
ten feet deep) locations.
I prefer a light outfit, say a 3 or 4-weight.
Combined with a 7-foot leader with a light
tippet. A two-pound tippet adds excitement,
but four-pound will control some of those
break-offs, especially if you are near some
structure. I like a floating line but if you find
fish in deeper water a sinking tip will help
get the fly down. If you do not like a sink tip
line and the fish are not running to far down
then just add a few feet to your leader, you
can pinch on a piece of weight to pull the fly
down.
While many prefer to use poppers, early
season bluegills would rather target below
surface flies. As the water warms then bluegills
will begin taking surface bugs.
A number of wet flies will work, and if

you are a trout fisherman then you already
have all the flies you will need. Caddis,
midges, nymphs, all work great, San Juan
worms can also be productive. But I like to
keep it simple and use nothing more than a
black ant. Some are all black while others
can have a spot of red on them. A simple fly
but they do catch fish.
A slow-moving bait is key in the early
season. It involves nothing more than casting
to a likely looking area and moving the fly
through at a snail’s pace. I will actually hold
the rod tip high to have a better view of the
leader. Any kind of twitch or stoppage of the
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leader and I will set the hook. If you have
ever fished for trout with nymphs you will
be looking for much the same thing, the only
difference is that you will be causing the
movement of the fly and not the current.
Simple techniques for a simple fish.
Bluegill are not picky eaters as evidence by
some of the surface poppers that you throw
at them. Most surface poppers resemble
nothing in nature, but they catch fish. Below
surface flies need to at least resemble a tiny
bug of some kind. Bluegill are a good primer
to get your summer fly fishing off to a great
start. Great adventures to you.
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This report represents some events
the OLE handled over the weeks of
Nov 16-30, 2017; however, it does
not include all actions taken by the
Office of Law Enforcement.
Northwest Zone – Captain Laura Petreikis
District 1 – Sgt. Tony Petreikis (Counties:
Carroll, Henry, JoDaviess, Lee, Mercer,
Ogle, Rock Island, Stephenson & Whiteside)
LEE COUNTY
A 32-year-old Amboy man was arrested
for the unlawful sale of deer meat. CPO
Beltran worked with a team of officers who
researched the online sale and distribution of
deer meat. A court date is set in December,
and meat and deer antlers were seized as a
result of the investigation.
OGLE COUNTY
CPO Teas closed a case from early 2016. The
case involved three subjects who shot and
killed a deer out of season. The subjects were
hunting at night from a vehicle and shining
when they located a deer. The deer was shot
with a pistol from the roadway and later

dumped in a creek. All three subjects received
multiple convictions and paid fines and fees of
more than $5,300. The pistol used to shoot the
deer was forfeited, and all three subjects will
have their hunting privileges suspended.
ROCK ISLAND COUNTY
While off-duty, Sgt. T. Petreikis received
complaints from several waterfowl hunters
at Milan Bottoms. Initially, the complainants
advised that they had watched the hunters in
Blind #314 shoot and kill two swans. As he
responded to Milan Bottoms, Sgt. Petreikis
received a call from the hunters in Blind
#314. One of the hunters in the blind wanted
to turn himself in for accidentally shooting
two swans. Sgt. Petreikis was advised that
one of the swans was dead and the other
was injured. The suspect was remorseful for
what he had done and advised he was not
an accomplished waterfowl hunter. Both
the deceased swan and the injured swan
were recovered with the help of other area
hunters. The suspect was cited for the illegal
taking of protected species and hunting
waterfowl without a state waterfowl stamp.
He also received two written warnings. The
injured swan was relayed to a rehabilitator.
The broken wing was surgically removed, but
the injured swan succumbed to its injuries.
Besides the criminal penalties, civil penalties
totaling $500 will be requested for the swans.
District 7 – Sgt. Scott Avery (Counties: Fulton,
Henderson, Knox, Marshall, McDonough,
Peoria, Stark, Tazewell, Warren & Woodford)
FULTON COUNTY
CPO Thompson conducted a compliance
check of a Florida man during the firearm
deer season. The man was found hunting
with an unplugged shotgun and permits and

TOM’S GUN SHOPPE INC.
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licenses not in possession. The man received
a ticket and a few written warnings.
CPOs Thompson and Elliott conducted
surveillance on a deer camp. The CPOs saw
several men field dressing a buck. The CPOs
approached the men and noticed the buck
was not properly tagged. A Peoria man was
questioned on the harvest. He explained he
had forgotten his backpack at camp, and
the backpack contained his permits. CPO
Thompson explained that before transporting
the deer to camp, he should have left the
deer until it was properly tagged. Appropriate
enforcement action was taken.
MARSHALL COUNTY
CPO Finn conducted deer enforcement near
Sparland. One hunter had just shot an eightpoint buck. The hunter was found to have all
required tags and permits; however, the hunter
was hunting over rock salt and a “rack rock.”
The hunter received three citations for hunting
by use or aid of bait, unlawful take of a whitetailed deer, and unlawfully feeding deer. The
eight-point buck was seized and donated.
CPO Stanbary cited a hunter that shot a deer
on November 11th with archery equipment and
failed to report the harvest. The CPO discovered
deer remains with a permit attached; and
upon further investigation, it was learned the
deer harvest had never been reported by the
hunter. The hunter was also issued two written
warnings for no hunting license in possession
and failure to sign his firearm deer permits.
PEORIA COUNTY
CPO Lazzell cited multiple hunters during
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the first firearm deer season. Citations
and written warnings were issued for the
violations of: transportation of an uncased
shotgun; hunting without permission; hunting
in a restricted area at Jubilee College State
Park; failure to report the harvest of deer;
unlawful take of deer; unlawful possession
of deer; deer permits not in possession; and
hunting without a habitat stamp.
CPO Lazzell investigated a complaint from
BNSF Railroad regarding the unlawful
dumping of four deer carcasses along the
railroad right-of-way. It was discovered one
of the deer was harvested without a valid
permit, and two other deer were not tagged
and reported as required. The investigation
resulted in two Peoria County men being
issued a total of four citations and nine
written warnings for the unlawful dumping
of deer carcasses, unlawful take of deer,
and multiple tagging/harvest reporting
violations. Two eight-point bucks were
seized as evidence.
WOODFORD COUNTY
CPO Gerard completed a lengthy investigation
involving subjects hunting on property without
permission. The two individuals were cited for
hunting on three different dates. Additionally,
one of the subjects harvested a deer on the
property but failed to report the harvest. A
total of five citations were issued.
District 9 – Sgt. Eric Myers (Counties:
Adams, Brown, Calhoun, Greene, Hancock,
Jersey, Macoupin, Pike & Schuyler)
ADAMS COUNTY
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Police . . . continued
CPO Blazinic issued multiple citations to a
subject who was deer hunting over a baited
area. The subject put out a Moultrie deer
feeder, filled it with deer feed, and was
firearm deer hunting over the deer feed. The
subject and his 13- year-old-son were hunting,
and his son did not have a hunting license or
firearm deer permit. The subject was issued
citations for hunting white-tailed deer over
bait, unlawfully feeding white-tailed deer,
and unlawfully firearm deer hunting without
a valid permit – parental responsibility. The
subject was also issued written warnings for
unlawfully allowing his son to hunt over bait,
hunting without a hunting license, and not
signing his firearm deer permits.
CALHOUN COUNTY
CPO Weishaupt, along with Refuge Officer
Max Carr, checked private waterfowl hunting
areas adjacent to Two Rivers National
Wildlife Refuge. A private aircraft was
observed buzzing Swan Lake Refuge, causing
waterfowl to fly up and leave the area. The
aircraft tail number was obtained, and the
investigation is ongoing.
CPO Weishaupt conducted waterfowl
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enforcement at Calhoun Point Waterfowl
Hunting area. One subject was cited for not
enough PFDs in the boat. Two other subjects
were checked at the boat ramp. The boat
operator was a regular, and he produced his
license, stamps and FOID card. The second
subject produced his license and stamps, and
he tried to change the subject. He was then
asked for his FOID card. He stated he was not
hunting. When asked if he was not hunting,
why did he buy a hunting license, waterfowl
stamps, and get a HIP certification, he
shrugged his shoulders. He was asked if he
used a bow or slingshot. He replied “no.” CPO
Weishaupt saw two gun cases in the boat,
and the second subject was asked which was
his. He replied “neither.” The second subject
was told to stay there. The first subject had
been putting the dog in the truck. The first
subject was asked if his friend had shot at
any ducks. He replied, “he missed.” The first
subject was asked if one of the two guns in
the boat belonged to his friend. He advised
the two guns in camo cases where his. His
friend’s gun was in the bottom of the boat on
the other side of the boat. The second subject
admitted he did not have a FOID card. The
criminal history did not indicate a felony or a

reason why a FOID card could not be issued.
The second subject cited for no FOID card,
and his shotgun was seized. He was advised
to apply for one as soon as he got home.
CPO Weishaupt met with outfitter guides at
White Tales Lodge to review wildlife laws and
record keeping requirements. CPO Goetten
cited a Mississippi resident for providing
fraudulent information to obtain landowner
deer permits. Additional enforcement action
is pending against his acquaintance who
unlawfully harvested a buck.
HANCOCK COUNTY
CPO Wheatley served a search warrant
on a house near Colusa for suspicion of
unlawful take/possession of deer out of
season, wanton waste, unlawful methods,
no tag, failure to report, and failure to tag.
Seven shotguns, two .22 rifles, and one
muzzle loader were seized. CPO Wheatley
also confiscated the deer for x-ray reasons
and retained the fivepoint rack off the buck.
Both the buck and doe were rotting and were
disposed of after the x-rays were completed.
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The deer had been dead at least 10 days.
JERSEY COUNTY
CPO Goetten observed two hunters on a tree
line; and upon seeing CPO Goetten, one of
the subjects quickly unloaded his shotgun
and discarded the ammunition. Contact was
made with the subject, and it was found that
he did not have any of the required licenses
or permits to hunt deer. He was issued two
citations, and his shotgun was seized.
MACOUPIN COUNTY
CPO Gushleff handled a hunting accident
in the Palmyra area. A young boy shot at a
coyote while deer hunting. The deer slug
somehow traveled over 100 yards through
hundreds of trees and hit a ground blind on
top of a slope. The round went into the blind
and came to rest on a young lady’s hip area.
The slug did not penetrate her clothing or
skin. CPO Gushleff and EMS responded to the
scene. EMS evaluated the young lady. While
no bruise was seen at that time, EMS advised
she may or may not develop a bruise. She
was given the round to keep as a memento of
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her first-time hunting with her brother.
District 10 – Sgt. Chris Stone 9 (Counties:
Cass, Christian, Logan, Mason, Menard,
Morgan, Sangamon & Scott)
MASON COUNTY
CPO Gilmer issued citations to an individual
using a drone at Sanganois State Fish and
Wildlife Area. The drone was flown through
a slough and over a hunter’s duck blind.
The drone operator was cited for hunter
harassment and wildlife harassment.
SANGAMON COUNTY
CPOs Macias and Thornley responded to a
TIP report. They found two hunters on private
land in a box blind overlooking a salt block,
mineral block, and a trail camera. They
were asked to come down and explain the
situation. They quickly admitted to hunting
over the bait. A pair of citations and written
warnings were issued, and the blocks and
camera were seized as evidence.
District 3 – Sgt. Dave Wollgast (Counties:
Grundy, Kankakee, Kendall & Will)
WILL COUNTY
CPO Reid checked an individual in a stand on
firearm deer weekend. It was determined the
individual’s hunting privileges were currently
revoked for wildlife violations, and he was
prohibited from participating in any hunting. The
subject was arrested for hunting while revoked.
CPO Honiotes investigated an archery
hunter who was hunting at Des Plaines
Conservation Area while archery hunting was
closed due to pheasant hunting occurring on

the property. The archery hunter was asked
to leave by the site staff, but he returned to
the area and drove his vehicle out into the
field. He was confronted by the site staff a
second time, and he left again. CPO Honiotes
was advised by site staff that the hunter had
harvested a buck and was attempting to load
it into his truck when the staff encountered
him the second time. The buck was seized,
and the hunter, who had already returned
home to Chicago, had to drive back down to
meet with CPO Honiotes. He was issued a
citation and several warnings for driving off
the roadway in a State area, entering and
remaining in a closed area, and other hunting
permit violations.
District 19 – Sgt. John Williamson
(Counties: Champaign, DeWitt, Ford,
Iroquois, Livingston, Macon, McLean,
Piatt & Vermilion)
MCLEAN COUNTY
CPOs Ausmus and Graden responded to a
complaint of hunting without permission.
The CPOs spoke with the complainant who
provided them with an empty deer mineral
bag that was found in front of the hunter’s
vehicle. CPO Ausmus located the hunter in
a ground blind while CPO Graden checked
the area for bait or mineral. The hunter was
found to have an unsigned hunting license
and admitted to baiting the area with corn
and deer-caine. CPO Graden found corn and
mineral spread in front of the hunter’s blind.
The Lexington man was issued a citation for

Kitchen Knives • Hunting Knives • Skinning Knives
Pocket Knives • German Style Scissors • Cleavers
Axes • Swords • Repair Broken Tips

620-635-0292
FOR SALE!

Joseph Vandervort, Owner

WE SELL THE
BAIT FISH
CRAVE!
OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK!
5AM-5PM

hunting over bait, and he was given a written
warning for the unsigned hunting license.
VERMILION COUNTY
CPO Reeves received an anonymous
complaint of a Pennsylvania resident killing
a deer without any hunting license or deer
permits. CPO Reeves also learned the deer
was tagged and reported by a resident who
was a relative of the Pennsylvania hunter.
CPOs Reeves and Cottrell interviewed the
Pennsylvania resident who admitted to
shooting the buck with a crossbow without
having permits or a hunting license. CPO
Reeves issued the male subject multiple
citations, seized the crossbow used to
harvest the deer, and seized the deer head
as well. The Pennsylvania resident will have
a court date in Vermilion County next month.
South Zone – Captain Jim Mayes District
11 – Sgt. Brian McReynolds (Counties:
Clark, Coles, Cumberland, Douglas,
Edgar, Moultrie & Shelby)
MOULTRIE COUNTY
CPO Barnes cited a South Carolina subject for
failure to confirm harvest of a white-tailed deer.
District 13 – Sgt. Eric Manker (Counties: Bond,
Clinton, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery,
Randolph, St. Clair & Washington)
CLINTON COUNTY
CPO Tapley issued a Louisiana hunter a
citation for failure to report his deer harvest
by 10:00 p.m. the day of the kill. The hunter
had shot a buck earlier in the week, but he
did not report the harvest.
MONROE COUNTY
CPO Schachner cited a subject for unlawfully
attempting to take deer with a semiautomatic
pistol the day after firearm deer season. The
same subject was also cited for the use of
another person’s deer permit to tag a deer
(that occurred during gun deer season),
and the violator also received six written
warnings for various other hunting violations.
District 14 – Sgt. Jeff Cariens (Counties:
Franklin, Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin,
Jefferson, Pope, Saline & White)
FRANKLIN COUNTY
CPO Williams encountered a deer hunter client
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of a Franklin County-based outfitter. Following
a compliance check, it was discovered the
property he was hunting on was not listed
under the outfitter’s permit. The outfitter was
contacted, and a citation was issued.
CPO Williams located a Thompsonville
subject with a doe deer loaded in the rear of
an UTV which was backed up to the garage.
There was plastic on the floor, and a cleaning
gimble hung from the ceiling. The deer
permits were still in the hunter’s pocket. The
subject was cited for failure to tag a deer.
SALINE COUNTY
CPO Folden apprehended a subject from
Tennessee who had been hunting in Illinois
since 2009 with only antlerless only deer
permits. The hunter had never reported the
harvest of a deer. CPO Folden investigated
the matter and identified the nonresident
hunter had been unlawfully using his parents’
Illinois landowner permits to tag his deer. To
the best of CPO’s knowledge, only three bucks
were taken unlawfully by the nonresident
hunter since 2009. CPO Folden issued three
citations for unlawful using permits issued
to another person and a written warning for
unlawfully taking an antlered deer while only
possessing an antlerless only deer permit.
District 15 – Sgt. Dave Hyatt (Counties:
Clay, Crawford, Edwards, Effingham,
Fayette, Jasper, Lawrence, Marion
Richland, Wabash & Wayne)
EFFINGHAM COUNTY
CPO Smith issued a citation to a deer hunter
for failing to tag his deer immediately upon
kill. He also issued one citation to another
deer hunter for hunting without a firearm
deer permit (parental responsibility).
JASPER COUNTY
CPO Roper received a complaint about
several packages of animal parts being
dumped off a creek bridge. A turkey permit
was discovered with the animal parts, and
a citation was issued to the turkey permit
holder for pollution of a waterway. CPO Roper
conducted a night hunting detail. He also
walked timber in preparation of the firearm
deer season.
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Police . . . continued
MARION COUNTY
CPO Buhnerkempe cited a man for unlawful
transportation of an uncased firearm and
hunting without permits in possession during
the first firearm deer season.
CPO Tapley issued two hunters citations for
hunting by the use of bait. One hunter had
cracked corn and molasses as bait; the other
had a mineral block.
WAYNE COUNTY
CPO Buhnerkempe was on patrol during the
first firearm deer season when he observed
a group of men standing in front of a house.
One man, later determined to be a juvenile,
was in the back of a pickup truck holding a
buck head. CPO Buhnerkempe pulled into
the driveway of the house, and the juvenile
holding the deer head ran away toward a
barn behind the residence. He entered the
barn and emerged without the deer head.
CPO Buhnerkempe instructed the juvenile
to go back into the barn and get the deer
head, and he complied. The buck had been
found while the juvenile and his father were
hunting and had been unlawfully taken into
possession. The father was cited for unlawful
possession of a white-tailed deer. CPO
Buhnerkempe looked around the vehicles for
more deer parts and observed several coolers
filled with deer meat. All the hunters in the
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group were from Louisiana, but the coolers
had several resident landowner tags affixed
to the handles. CPO Buhnerkempe asked who
killed the deer, and the they informed him
the landowners killed all the deer and gave
them the meat to take home. They stated
they had not killed any deer while in Illinois.
CPO Buhnerkempe requested assistance for
further investigation, and an ISP Trooper,
a Wayne County Deputy, and CPO Folden
responded to the scene. CPO Buhnerkempe
left to go interview one of the landowners
whose name was on some of the permits on
the coolers, and CPO Folden interviewed the
landowner at the residence whose name was
on some of the other tags. The Trooper and
Deputy remained with the group of hunters.
Both landowners gave written statements
to the CPOs informing them they did not kill
any of the deer their permits were used on,
and another man from Louisiana killed them
all. The same Louisiana man killed deer with
their permits in 2015 and 2016 as well. At the
completion of the investigation, the violator
from Louisiana was found to have unlawfully
taken 19 deer while hunting in Illinois from
2015-2017. He was charged with three counts
of felony resource theft, 17 counts of unlawful
use of another’s deer permit, nine counts of
taking over the limit of bucks in a season, and
19 counts of unlawful take of deer. The final
total was three felony and 62 misdemeanor
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wildlife offenses. In addition, the following
items were seized: a Toyota pickup truck; a
30.06 rifle with a thermal imaging scope; a
12-gauge shotgun; night vision goggles; trail
cameras; and an assortment of miscellaneous
hunting equipment. These items are pending
forfeiture to the State of Illinois. Five coolers
filled with deer meat were also seized and
taken to Clark’s Processing in Wayne City.
The total weight of the meat was 410 pounds.
Clark’s is processing the meat free of charge
and donating it to local families in need.
District 16 – Sgt. Kris Taylor (Counties:
Alexander, Jackson, Johnson, Massac,
Perry, Pulaski, Union & Williamson)
MASSAC COUNTY
CPO Johnson received a call about a subject
shooting a turkey from a minivan. The witness
observed the subject shoot at a turkey from
inside the van. CPO Johnson located the van.
The subject was from Arkansas and was
completely honest about the violation. He
stated he was going through a rough time
and made a bad decision to shoot the turkey.
CPO Johnson drove to the location and
found a freshly killed turkey. CPO Johnson
explained how he could have lost his van and
possibly faced felony charges. CPO Johnson
thanked him for being honest and explained
how he gained tremendous respect for the

subject because he told the truth. The subject
was cited for hunting from a minivan, hunting
from the roadway, unlawful take of turkey,
unlawful use of a rifle to take turkey, and
no permit. He was issued warnings for no
hunting license or habitat stamp.
PERRY COUNTY
CPO Mohrman was notified by duck hunters
at Pyramid State Recreation Area that they
found a dead, 13-point buck floating in the
lake. CPO Mohrman allowed the hunters to
recover the deer head. CPO Mohrman then
looked for who may have shot this buck. The
deer had been shot with an arrow and had
been dead a week or so. Within a couple
days, CPO Mohrman located a bow hunter
from Louisiana who shot this deer, and he
was advised that he will get this trophy buck
returned to him. This hunter was ecstatic
about getting his trophy back.
WILLIAMSON COUNTY
CPO Somers cited a hunter for hunting
without permission and unlawful take of two
bucks. Both deer were seized.
CPO Somers cited a hunter for unlawfully
deer hunting with a rifle and hunting by the
aid and use of bait. The Winchester .30-30
rifle was seized.
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6 LOCATIONS!

CANTON, IL
2091 N. Main St. • 309-647-4416

GALESBURG, IL
3000 W. Main St. • 309-343-0327

MONMOUTH, IL
Hwy. 67 North • 309-734-3810

MACOMB, IL
1620 Jackson St. • 309-833-5508

KEWANEE, IL
800 Tenney Ave. • 309-852-6561

WEST BURLINGTON, IA
609 N. Gear Ave. • 319-752-7111
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Chain Reaction with Kirby Schupp
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theshotgunshop@hotmail.com • TheShotgunShop.net
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FACTORY CHOKE
MISALIGNMENT EXPLAINED

Reasons to consider special custom
choke work and custom choke tubes.
Many factory choke tube holes and
some aftermarket-type installations are
not in line with the bore of the shotgun
barrel: in other words, crooked. A choke
hole that is misaligned is more likely
to not shoot where you expect, and the
choke tube that you use will have the
performance affected by an angled or offline condition.
The choke tubes provided for the
factory and aftermarket choke holes
being installed are ALL made with a lack
of precise fit to reduce the possibility of
danger from the prevalent off-center
condition. In any case, a lack of match
between the expected bore size and
the manufactured choke size will create

an uncertain amount of actual choke, especially if the
apparent bore size is unknown. The exit size of a choke
at .700” will create different results when used in a bore
size of .720” vs. another at .733”. One barrel would be a
“modified” choke and the other a “full” choke 12 gauge,
but the same tube size is used in both situations.
The tube would have more internal “jump” when in
the smaller bore barrel and have less total length of the
tube providing any contact and choking action. Some extreme examples can have 40% or
more of the tube length be jumped before the shot makes appreciable contact, and that
is when the tube is in an aligned hole. Factory and mass-production chokes may be used
in a precisely installed hole, but precision overall fit will be lacking. (The threads will
necessarily have some clearance tolerance between the tube and hole)
Exceptions to this situation are possible when a factory tube intended for a standard
bore is then installed into a backbored barrel where the bore diameter may happen to be
more closely matched to the tube entry end. Occasionally an aftermarket tube installation
will be done to a barrel with a bore size close to the maximum that still allows safety
clearance. Both situations, when installed with proper alignment to avoid having the
tube edge intruding into the bore, will be closer to the ideal custom choke installation but

still will be limited by standardized length
and choke exit dimensions. The choke
will typically be of added constriction
compared to standardized markings
meant to correlate to a chosen bore size.
For example, a choke marked “improved
cylinder” may be equated to a full choke,
as it was in one particular example done
here.
A precision custom choke installation
and individually-fit choke tubes have none

GENERAL STORE BAYVIEW
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from your Phone!

Coke & Pepsi Fountain
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Tanning Packages
Available

1520 Spring Bay Rd, East Peoria • 309-822-0707
OPEN MON-SAT 8am - 9pm • SUN 8am - 8pm
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of the limitations that are present in mass
produced choke holes and tubes. The
pattern will be more likely to be in line with
the point of aim when the tube hole is in
alignment with the shotgun bore, and the
patterns will likely be more uniform when
the shot is constricted evenly through the
entire choking action. An off-center choke
will have the shot strike first on one side
of the choke and have an uneven action. If
the tube is held tilted as well, the shot will
be forced to change the direction of travel
during the choking action. Pellet deformity
will be heavier on the shot column side
exposed to the angled interference and
cannot avoid having a detrimental effect
on the pattern uniformity of any shotgun
load. Such a tilt may also contribute to
different points of impact between open
and tight choke tubes.
An open choke may only strike
against one side of the shot column to any
significant degree. The more complete
contact and choking of a tighter choke
may guide the shot column more to the
off-center side than the open choke.
Now that the limitations of mass
production chokes and improperly aligned

barrel threads has been explained, you
can choose to not be limited by the chokes
installed in your factory barrel or typically
provided from aftermarket installers. Only
when you have all of the facts can your
decision truly be an informed decision.
The problem of crooked factory choke
tubes should be considered whenever
purchasing any barrel with tubes already
installed. Ideally, if you prefer a particular
length, and the barrel has a crooked choke
that needs to be replaced, buy the barrel
at a length longer than what you want
so the barrel can be cut to the preferred
length and have a precision hole installed.
If that choice is not practical due to
circumstances, remember this mantra: a
shorter barrel with a straight choke has
got to be better than a longer barrel with a
crooked choke. Special choke installations
can have longer extended choke tubes
that eliminate the difference in “feel” of
swing by replacing the lost length and
mass of the removed barrel section. The
main loss is of the rib length, but the tube
will never be seen while looking down the
barrel.

VIDEO GAMING

Full Service Restaurant Serving Steaks, Seafood & More!
Tues.-Sat. • Lunch 11-2 • Dinner 5-9
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Tutt’s is a complete supply
store for fishing, camping
& much more…
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MILLE LACS LAKE
27358 State Highway 18
Garrison, MN 56450
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Fish@TuttsBait.com
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us your
hunting &
fishing photos!
Email to: asoandyb@gmail.com
or text them to: 309.437.2247
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ILLINOIS SPRING TROUT FISHING
SEASON OPENS APRIL 7

Spring Catch-and-Release Fly Fishing
Season Opens March 24 at select sites
SPRINGFIELD, IL – The 2018 Illinois Spring
Trout fishing season is just a few weeks away.
Anglers will need both a fishing license and
an Inland Trout Stamp to participate, unless
they are under the age of 16, blind, disabled,
or are an Illinois resident on leave from active
duty in the Armed Forces.
Licenses and trout stamps will be
available for purchase on the Illinois
Department of Resources (IDNR) website
and at DNR Direct license and permit
locations, including many bait shops,
sporting goods stores and other retail
outlets, starting Thursday, March 1.
The Spring Catch-and-Release Fly Fishing
season opens at nine sites on March 24.
Anglers can use fly fishing gear to catch trout
at that time, but they cannot keep the fish. All
trout must be released until after the opening
of the regular spring trout season, which
begins at 5 a.m. on April 7. Anyone attempting
to take trout before the legal harvest season
opening will be issued citations.

The IDNR stocks more than 80,000
rainbow trout each year, with 54 ponds, lakes
and streams throughout the state being stocked
for the spring season, and an additional 80,000
trout stocked for the fall season.
For more information on trout seasons
and other Illinois fishing opportunities, check
the website at www.ifishillinois.org.
For more information about all site
regulations, anglers should contact individual
sites that will be stocked with catchablesize trout. Not all sites open at 5 a.m. on
opening day. Anglers are reminded to check
the opening time of their favorite sites prior
to the opening date.
The 54 locations that will be open for
spring trout season are listed below:
2018 Illinois Spring Trout Locations
(** Denotes Sites Open for Catch-andRelease Fly Fishing-Only Early Season)
•
North --- Boone County --- Mill Race
Ponds, Belvidere
•
North --- Bureau County --- Hennepin
Canal Parkway

• North --- Cook County --- Wolf Lake at
William W. Powers State Recreation
Area, Chicago
• North --- Cook County --- Green Lake in
Calumet City, Cook County Forest Preserve
District
• North --- Cook County --- Axehead Lake,
Cook County Forest Preserve District
• North --- Cook County --- Belleau Lake,
Cook County Forest Preserve District
• North --- Cook County --- Sag Quarry East,
Cook County Forest Preserve District
• North --- Cook County --- Horsetail Lake,
Cook County Forest Preserve District
• North --- DuPage County --- Silver Lake,
DuPage County Forest Preserve District
• North --- DuPage County --- Pickerel Lake,
DuPage County Forest Preserve District
• North --- DuPage County--- Grove Lake,
DuPage County Forest Preserve District
• North --- Jo Daviess County --- Apple
River, Apple River State Park **
• North --- Kankakee County --- Bird Park
Quarry, Kankakee
• North --- Kankakee County --- Rock Creek,
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Kankakee River State Park **
• North --- Kendall County --- Big Lake, Silver
Springs State Fish and Wildlife Area
• North --- Lake County --- Banana Lake,
Lake County Forest Preserve District
•
North --- Lake County --- Sand Lake,
Illinois Beach State Park
• North --- LaSalle County --- Illinois and
Michigan Canal, LaSalle
• North --- LaSalle County --- Lake Mendota,
Village of Mendota
• North --- McHenry County --- Lake Atwood,
McHenry County Conservation District
• North --- McHenry County --- Piscasaw
Creek, McHenry County Conservation
District
•
North --- Ogle County --- Pine Creek,
White Pines Forest State Park **
• North--- Rock Island County--- Prospect
Park, Moline
• North --- Stephenson --- Waddams Creek,
Lake Le-Aqua-Na State Recreation Area
• North --- Stephenson --- Yellow Creek in
Krape Park, Freeport
• North --- Whiteside County --- Centennial
Park Pond, Rock Falls
• North --- Will County --- Lake Milliken,
Des Plaines Conservation Area
•
North --- Winnebago County --- Four
Lakes, Winnebago County Forest Preserve
District

WINDBREAK TREES
WHITE PINE • NORWAY SPRUCE • ARBOR VITAE
CALL FOR TREE SIZES AND PRICES

GRADY CHRISTMAS TREE FARM, LLC
(309) 362-2204 • (309) 645-7658

4816 S. Stone School Road • Trivoli, IL 61569 • 2 mi. west of Trivoli on Rt. 116, 4 1/2 mi. south
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Starting at $840 • Deluxe Cabin $1740
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•
Central --- Adams County --- Siloam
Springs State Park Lake **
• Central --- Cass County --- Gridley Lake,
Jim Edgar Panther Creek SFWA **
•
Central --- Champaign County --- Lake
of the Woods, Champaign Co. Forest
Preserve Dist.
• Central --- Christian County --- Manners
Park Pond, Taylorville Park District
• Central --- Coles County --- Eastern Illinois
University Campus Pond, Charleston
•
Central --- Hancock County --- Horton
Lake, Nauvoo State Park **
• Central --- Macon County --- Sportsman’s
Club Pond, Macon County Conservation
District
• Central --- McLean County --- Miller Park
Lake, Bloomington
•
Central --- Morgan County --- Morgan
Lake at Nichols Park, Jacksonville **
• Central --- Moultrie County --- Wyman
Lake, Sullivan
• Central --- Pike County --- Kings Park Pond,
Pittsfield
•
Central --- Sangamon County --Southwind Park, Springfield
•
Central --- Sangamon County --- IDOT
Lake, Springfield **
•
Central --- Sangamon County --Washington Park Pond, Springfield

• Central --- Shelby County --- Forest Park
Lagoon, Shelbyville
• Central --- Vermilion County --- Clear Lake,
Kickapoo State Recreation Area
•
South --- Jefferson County --- Mount
Vernon Game Farm Pond
• South --- Johnson County --- Ferne Clyffe
State Park Lake
• South --- Marion County --- Boston Pond,
Stephen A. Forbes State Recreation Area
• South --- Massac County --- Fairgrounds
Pond, Fort Massac State Park
• South --- Randolph County --- Derby Lake,
Sparta (World Shooting and Recreational  
Complex)
• South --- St. Clair County --- Frank Holten
State Park Main Lake
• South --- St. Clair County --- Jones Park
Lake, East St. Louis
•
South --- St. Claire County --- Willow
Lake at Peabody River King State Fish and
Wildlife Area **
• South --- Wabash County --- Beall Woods
Lake, Beall Woods State Park
• South --- Wayne County --- Sam Dale
Trout Pond, Sam Dale Lake State Fish and
Wildlife Area

B&B LIVE BAIT
Wholesale & Retail
Since 1983

Find a Full Line of Bait & Tackle
Pond Feeding Available
1025 LaSalle Street • Ottawa, IL 61350
Call: 815.433.0432
Email: knowbetter40@yahoo.com
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Congratulations to Sharon Dooley for catching a really nice sell cat
on the Myakka River near Charlotte Harbor. With husband Dave
and little Yorkie, Claira.

KANSAS TURKEYS
Hunt Rio & Eastern Turkey in NE Kansas
on 2,000 Acres of Private Ground
GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR 2 BIRD LIMIT!
3-DAY / 4 NIGHT PACKAGE: $1,000
TAG OUT EARLY & HUNT COYOTES!

CALL ROD: (785) 456-4344

Ron Baudino . . . over 30 years in Business
Wholesale Supplier of Live Bait to Retailers

Eagle Creek Carving Company
CHAINSAW CARVINGS
FOR SALE
On-Site and Special Orders
upon request
Rick and Suzanne Force
15108 IL Rt. 125 • Virginia, IL 62691

217-891-7792

Facebook us @ Eaglecreek Carvings
theforces51@yahoo.com

7995 North Gilmore Road • Fairfield, OH 45014

www.grubco.com

Mighty Mealys - 500 - $10.00
Great for trout. 2X large size
Waxworms - 500 - $14.00
Creamy white. 3/4” long
Superworms - 500 - $15.00
1-1/2” to 2” long.

Redworms - 100 - $7.00
2-3 inches long
Spikes - 500 - $8.00
1/2” long, red or white
Grub Pack - $6.95
50 large mealworms, 50 mighty mealys,
50 waxworms & 50 superworms

* prices do not include shipping

Great selection, low price, and unbeatable quality. Since 1951.

Phone orders call 800-222-3563
Visa, MasterCard, Discover & American Express
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HOW SHED ANTLERS
CAN HELP YOU FIND NEXT
SEASON’S BIG BUCK
By Lisa Price

WHEN YOU FIND THE SHED ANTLERS OF
A MATURE BUCK, TAKE NOTE BECAUSE
IT MAY BE NEAR THE SAME PLACE YOU
CAN HUNT AND KILL HIM THIS SEASON.
Each year, an undefinable thing makes
a buck grow healthy new bone from places
on his head called pedicles. Some say if we
could find out what that thing is, we’d have
the cure for cancer.
And what’s the purpose for antlers? The
consensus is that they are primarily for fighting
and display. Studies have shown that, like us,
female deer favor bucks with big racks.
If you’ve ever been fortunate enough
to wrap your hands around the antlers of
a book-class buck, you probably weren’t
thinking about any of that. We deer hunters
are fascinated by antlers because big
antlers will be connected to the head of an
older, wiser buck. Taking such a buck is a
milestone and/or reaffirmation of a hunter
as skilled, persistent and choosy.
For some people, wrapping a hand

around a shed antler is just as big of an
accomplishment. These people — and you’ll
know them instantly if you go to their houses,
where empty large appliance cartons are
filled with sheds — live for shed hunting like
the majority of us live to hunt the rut.
And here’s the thing. Those crazy shed
hunters? It’s a safe bet that most of them have
taken really big bucks. While learning where to
find sheds, they learned where to find bucks.
THE BIOLOGY OF SHED ANTLERS
For the average U.S. buck, antler growth
begins in late April or early May. The bucks
enjoying the best nutrition start the earliest.
Technically, antler growth actually begins in
a male fawn when it is four months old and
begins to form the pedicle.
The antler grows from the tip as a core
of developing bone and cartilage, covered
in velvet. To find the necessary calcium and
minerals to support that growth, bucks are
leaching bone density from their rib cages

during this time. In late July, as testosterone
levels begin to rise in the buck, the antler
begins to harden and the velvet dries up.
The bucks rub off the velvet.
What are the triggers for the growth?
Biologists and scientists have been
researching that for decades. We know
that antlers start to regrow in response to
photoperiod, or increasing day length, and
gradually increasing testosterone levels.
At the end of the cycle, which is about
seven months, another of those undefinable
things happens. The testosterone level
decreases, and a thin layer of tissue that’s
between the pedicle and the antler suddenly
deteriorates. Once that happens, the antler
will drop off within 24 hours. Bucks only
drop one antler at a time; the second one
might drop off within minutes or as long as a
week later. Testosterone levels drops faster
in bucks living with poor nutrition.
On average, throughout the country,
bucks will drop antlers beginning in midDecember, but there are lots of variables. If
the buck-to-doe ratio is heavy with does and
a bunch of them are running around unbred
after the rut, the bucks will continue in
breeding mode and the testosterone levels
will remain high. The timing of shedding is
also tied to the amount of available nutrition
and the buck’s body condition after the rut.
In penned deer, where the variables are
controlled, bucks will drop their antlers at
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approximately the same date each year. In
the wild, any change such as a shift in buckto-doe ratio will affect the timing of the
shed. The antler shed occurs earliest in the
northern parts of the country, where the rut
is generally shorter and more intense.
SHED HUNTING 101
Bucks that are 1½ years old have antlers
that are about 25 percent as big as they’ll
be in his prime. At 2½ the buck displays 58
percent of his possible size; at 3½ the number
is 75 percent and at 4½ it’s 90 percent.
Many hunters might have cut their
teeth on smaller bucks but now seek only
the big boys. Getting out and finding sheds
is your first clue that a big buck is in the
vicinity and has survived hunting season.
Where to look? After the excitement and
tumult of the rut, bucks and does are seeking
food, shelter and water. They also want to
find places where those things they need
are in easy proximity, so they don’t have to
expend valuable calories obtaining them.
If you live in a snowy region, it’s
relatively easy to find heavily used deer
trails. They line up like elephants, walking
single file along the same trails. In areas
with bare ground, target any food source
such as winter forage food plots, grassy
fields such as CRP areas and power lines.
In the northern states, deer frequent areas
where they can find open water.
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If it’s legal in your area, set up feeding
areas with game cameras. That way you’ll
have a look at the antlers bucks are carrying,
and also know exactly when the shedding
begins. If you can’t feed deer, instead move
the cameras to any heavily traveled trails
you can find.
In colder months, deer will also seek
areas that the sun can reach, such as
southern-facing slopes with a tree canopy
open enough for rays to reach the ground.
Add a few evergreen trees or brush that
blocks the wind, and that’s an area that will
hold deer during the winter months. During
the winter months, the deer will spend the
majority of their time bedded, to conserve
energy, which is why bedding areas are
prime areas for finding sheds.
If any agricultural fields or food plots are
standing, you’ll find sheds in the fields and
along the perimeters. When you’re checking
trails, pay special attention to areas that
have features conducive to shed drops —
trails traveling through thick cover or under
low branches, or places where deer make a
jump, such as stream or fence crossings.
USE A MAP, MAKE A GRID
You’re going to put in many miles to
find sheds. To be most effective, start your
search with a topographical map and a plan.
Using the map, pick out those southern

exposure areas and look for sheltered areas,
especially in the lower elevations.
Using a map will have two advantages.
It will allow you to make an organized
search of an area, and it will allow you to
mark the areas where you find sheds. Your
shed-hunting pack should include the map,
a GPS (so you can mark shed spots and find
your way home), bottled water, binoculars,
snacks and other essentials such as dry
socks and gloves.
When planning your search, think
small. It’s much better to cover a small area
thoroughly than to cover a lot of ground.
Coach yourself to go slow and keep your
eyes down, and take time to check your
back trail for another perspective. Try to
remember to look for pieces of antlers –
sometimes just a tip of a tine sticks up from
the leafy forest floor, or from the snow.
“The more the merrier” applies
here. The necessity of doing a slow and
methodical search to be effective means it’s
a great activity for kids.
Don’t be discouraged and don’t be
afraid to cover the same ground again.
Most avid shed hunters will tell you that
it sometimes takes many outings before a
shed is found. It’s not easy, but remember to
view it as another form of hunting.
Or, you can try creating an antler trap to
encourage deer to shed their antlers in a
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specific spot. This won’t be as pinpointspecific regarding where to hunt the buck
next year, but it’ll still give you a good idea
of where he hangs out.
WHAT TO DO WITH THE KNOWLEDGE
In order to bag a quality buck, you have
to gather as much info as you can about
him. The most important thing you can learn
about a big buck is where he feels most
comfortable. And the second most important
thing to learn is how to hunt him without
making him the least bit uncomfortable.
Those shed antler areas — where
shelter, food and water are most accessible
— are the places where deer go to recover
from the rut. They are places where deer
feel secure. Often, they are the same places
where deer go when they feel hunting
pressure; those places will include two key
features: cover and security.
Research telemetry collars that record
activity prove bucks have an internal core
area within their broader home range. No
matter what the geography, the core range
on average is 15 percent of the size of the
home range.
Bucks spend 50 percent of their time in
the core range, and for most of that time they
are stationary, or bedded. If you’ve found a shed
honeyhole, chances are you’ve found a buck’s
core area that he uses throughout the year.

Here’s how to apply your shed-hunting
knowledge to your hunting tactics. You can
be technical and use a topographical map
with shed locations marked using GPS; or
you can make do with a hand-drawn map.
Backtrack from the shed locations to the
location of feeding and watering areas
available during hunting season.
Before you hang a stand, factor in
the prevailing wind direction for hunting
season. It’s not easy hunting a wise buck.
He’s already figured out how to detect
danger when he moves from his core. He
chose that area because he can move into
the wind, sniffing for danger, when he heads
to food and water. An elevated stand might
not be your best tactic; consider a ground
blind with a scent-suppression feature.
If you hang a stand, do it early in the
year and try to minimize noise, disturbance
to the area and scent. Early spring shed
hunting is a great time to scout for stand
locations and hang stands, since the
amount of available cover mimics what will
be around in autumn. Either way, elevated
stand or ground blind, also consider your
approach to the hunting location.
Find his sheds? You’re so much closer
to finding him. You’ve increased the odds
that the next time you see his antlers, they
might be attached.
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TOP 10 TURKEY VEST
ESSENTIALS
By Bob Robb

WITH SO MANY GADGETS AND GIZMOS
AVAILABLE FOR TURKEY HUNTERS,
IT’S EASY TO HEAD AFIELD WEIGHTED
DOWN LIKE A LEAD BALLOON. LET’S
AVOID THAT THIS SEASON.
With so many gadgets and gizmos
available for turkey hunters, it’s easy to head
afield weighted down like a lead balloon. I’m
assuming you won’t leave the truck without
your shotgun or bow. And while I may add or
subtract some stuff depending on where or
how I’m hunting gobblers, these essentials
are always with me.
10) FLASHLIGHT/HEADLAMP: Sometimes
you need a little light to sneak in close to a
roost tree in the dark, or to navigate back to
the truck after a late evening hunt. They come
in all shapes, sizes, and price brackets and,
trust me, I have some pricey lights so powerful
they can turn off a street light. Often for turkey
hunting, though, I use a little el cheapo model
I got at Walmart for a dollar. Which light I
choose depends on where, when and how
I’m hunting.
9) THERMACELL: Spring turkey hunting
often means hordes of biting insects.
The Thermacell is a quick, quiet, non-toxic
way to keep them at bay. I also pack along
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and many won’t hunt without them. I use
them whenever and wherever practical.
When I use a full-sized strutter, I always add
a real turkey fan. And an extra decoy stake is
pretty important for an airhead like me that’s
always loosing stuff.

4) CUTTERS/SNIPS: Many companies
sell pruning shears and collapsible saws
for hunters, and I never leave home without
my set. They’re invaluable when you need
to build a brush blind, trim a shooting lane,
or remove pokey roots, thorn brush, and

some single-use insect repellant wipes in
case they get super-bad.
8) TOILET PAPER, WET WIPES: No
explanation necessary. I do carry both in
a heavy, quart-sized Ziploc bag, which
is also where I keep my license/tag and
wallet and a small roll of electrician’s
tape. All are buried in an inside vest
pocket where they cannot accidentally fall
out and I know if I have my vest I have all
my paperwork.
7) WATER/SNACKS: All-day turkey
hunts require hydration and fuel. I bring
two 16-oz. plastic water bottles for each
half-day and a half gallon-sized Ziploc that
contains a myriad of tasty snacks.
6) MULTI-TOOL/KNIFE: Gotta have a
knife, and there’s no better way to pack
one along than with a multi-tool that can
help you repair little problems without
heading back to the truck.
5)
DECOYS/SPARE
STAKE:
I
love decoys. This is especially
true for the super, life-like decoys
from Avian-X, Dave Smith Decoys, Cherokee
Sports, Flambeau, Flextone and Primos. I
know, many of you don’t believe in decoys,

Florida’s turkey season opens in March, first among U.S. states. Photo: John Hafner

Wessel Sports Outdoors
All New Fishing and Tackle Equipment.
Specializing in Bass, Panfish and Catfish
Turkey Calls and Ammo
101 E. Main St, Teutopolis, IL 62467
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“Promoting hunter safety and enabling disadvantaged hunters
to turn outdoor adventures into lifetime memories”
Our organization provides opportunities to the disadvantaged of the community in order to get
them out into nature whether it be hunting, fishing, four-wheeling or anything in between.
We have gone as far west as Montana for an elk hunt and south to Louisiana for an
alligator hunt. We also promote hunter safety because the organization was formed in
memory of Jared Burke, as he was killed in a hunting accident in 1999.
“Turning Outdoor Adventures into Lifetime Memories”

JARED BURKE FOUNDATION RAFFLE
GRAND PRIZE:

All Expense Paid Antelope Hunt at Cayuse Hills Outfitters - Shawmut, Montana
for one hunter and one observer. Lodging will be in Big Timber, Montana

Bob Robb uses turkey decoys
whenever and wherever practical.
When he uses a full-sized strutter,
he always adds a real turkey fan.
And an extra decoy stake is pretty
important too, if you’re like most
of us and apt to lose one.
(Photo Credit: Flambeau Outdoors)

Hunt includes all permit fees - Lodging - Guide Service - $1,000 Visa Gift Card
Additional information on hunting in Montana Hunting can be obtained by visiting the Montana
Fish Wildlife and Parks Website. All permits need to be applied for by June 01, 2018
The hunt will take place in Sept-Oct of 2018

2ND PRIZE: 2 Night Weekend Stay at JJ’s Hideout and Lodging in Beautiful Shawnee
National Forest for up to 8 people • 3RD PRIZE: Winchester Super X 4 12 Guagem Shotgun
chambered in 3.5” • 4TH PRIZE: ARMSCOR 1911 9mm Pistol • 5TH PRIZE: Reconyx Game
CameraTo be drawn February 17, 2018 at theJBF Banquet at Germantown Legion

Tickets: 1 for $10 - 3 for $20

Please take a moment to check out our website www.jaredburkefoundation.com or check us out on Facebook.
You can also email jbfadventure@yahoo.com or call 618-973-3134 for more information or for donations.
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other annoying butt- and back-stickers
when trying to set up. I have an old set
from Knight & Hale Game Calls that I’ve
used for years and really like.
3) BINOCULARS: From glassing for
birds in roost trees to scanning ahead for
turkeys before moving to glassing distant
country out West, a binocular is a hunter’s
best friend. I prefer either an 8X or 10X
glass.
2) CELL PHONE/CHARGER: My
smartphone is more than a safety device.
With Google Earth, I can see the lay of the
land, and a GPS app like MotionX means
I can always find the truck. On an all-day,
away-from-the-truck hunt I also pack
along a small Firecelwhich serves as a
phone charger (charge cord extra) and also
incorporates a handwarmer and flashlight.
1) CALLS: I am a minimalist caller,
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meaning I call as little as I have to to get
the job done. That said, I always have in
my vest at least two pot calls, one box
call, one push-pull call, and an assortment
of diaphragms. I also make sure I have
extra chalk and sandpaper so I can keep
my friction calls working like new.
HONORABLE MENTION
A pocket, first aid kit pretty much
always comes along. I like to have a
laser rangefinder even when hunting with
a shotgun and certainly always when
bowhunting. A seat of some kind is nice,
too; my favorite is an inflatable seat pad
with back & sides that I can cinch tight to
make it stiff as any chair back. Three spare
shotshells seems to be my lucky number.
When my wife hunts with me I bring along
a lightweight, collapsible bipod she can
use as a rest for her shotgun. The number
of decoys I carry is directly proportional to
the amount of ground I plan on covering.

When hunting Merriam’s and Gould’s birds
out West that like to cover a lot of ground,
I may exchange the traditional turkey vest
for a high-volume daypack. This approach
allows room for a full-sized strutter decoy
with real fan and at least one hen decoy.
If I am planning on hanging out on a field
edge or near a water hole for an afternoon
with the decoys out, a paperback book
helps pass the time.
Oh, and did I mention you never, ever
leave the truck without your hunting license/
turkey tag? This may seem like a no-brainer,
but in the heat of battle who hasn’t forgotten
their license and/or tag?
What about you? What do you consider
essential gear when turkey hunting? Drop
me a note at brobb@grandviewmedia.
com and let me know. And be sure to send
pictures of your successful turkey hunts this
spring!
www.grandviewoutdoors.com

Free appraisals are available at our
public tabled sales event in the resort’s
MegaCenter on Friday, April 27, from 2pm
to 7pm, and on Saturday, April 28 from
9am to 2pm.
For more information, please visit
midwestdecoy.org
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Call Justin at 314-952-4346
www.stonecreekhunting.com
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ON COMPACT UTILITY TRACTORS
You can search from one end of Illinois
to the other. You will not – we repeat –
you will NOT find a 6-Year Powertrain
Warranty on a compact utility tractor
that equals the one that comes
standard with every John Deere
Compact Utility Tractor.

PETERSBURG • 18517 Kelly Street • 217-632-7767
HAVANA • 1105 State Route 97 • 309-543-6303
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A smartphone can offer the lay-ofthe-land via Google Earth and it can
be a real gem when you’re looking
for your truck. Tools like that
make phone chargers a turkey-vest
essential. This firecel by Celestron is
compact and more than a charger.

Located in the beautiful Piney Region of Central Missouri.
It’s really Hog Heaven! Beautiful lodging accommodations!

FREE APPRAISALS OFFER “ANTIQUES ROADSHOW”
APPEAL TO 53RD NORTH AMERICAN VINTAGE
DECOY AND SPORTING COLLECTIBLES SHOW AT
PHEASANT RUN RESORT, ST. CHARLES, IL
St. Charles, IL, April 27-28, 2018:
Each year, at the North American Vintage
Decoy & Sporting Collectibles Show, free
identification and appraisals are offered for
any item that is brought to the show. This
effort is designed to help discover those old
artifacts that are hiding around the country
and recapture our rich hunting and fishing
history. A wide range of items including
artwork, duck, goose, shorebird, and fish
decoys, wildfowl calls, shotgun shell boxes,
fishing items and various outdoor collectibles
show up each year for review by the experts
in attendance at the show. Several years
ago brought in a wonderful old hand carved
duck call that was a gift to Joseph Nathaniel
Whitley, a former top game warden and
official in Arkansas over 100 hundred years
ago. It was easy to see that this item was
special as it was uniquely carved on all sides
and had the image of a rattlesnake integrated
into the mouthpiece. The call, carved by
James Beckhart around 1890, subsequently
sold at auction for a record $103,650. The
diverse number of unique items that are
brought in to the show each year has been
growing steadily and attendees are always
excited to discover that grandpa’s old “stuff”
can be so important and command such
strong interest.
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STEFFEN’S CURIO CABINET

By Bill Walden

In 2008 a gentleman named Dan Steffen
was looking at his wife’s corner curio
cabinet with mirrors in the back that created
an illusion of the cabinet being larger than
it was. This lead Dan to begin drawing a
blue print of a cabinet he wanted to build.
His cabinet would be a dual compartment
cabinet with mirrors used to make the front
compartment look deeper than it was. This
would conceal the back compartment that
would be used to house firearms. Dan took
his print to his shop and began to build the
first cabinet. As with all new designs there
was some trial and error to get everything to
fit and finish the way he wanted.
Once finished Dan showed his corner
curio cabinet to his family. There response
was very encouraging. They loved it and
tried to convince Dan to get a patent
on the cabinet. After several years of
encouragement by his family Dan decide
to apply for a patent with the help of his
son Darren. After a good deal of work and
expense the patent was finally awarded.
Encouraged by this Dan also patented a flat
back version of the cabinet that offers the
same concealment of the firearms. With
all of that accomplished he set out to find a

company to build his cabinets.
He talked to several companies, but
none were willing to take on the cabinets.
One morning his son Darren and my son
Kent were talking, and Darren asked Kent
what are you doing now. Kent’s reply was
that he was helping me his father to build
cabinets in my shop until the weather broke
and he could go back to his fulltime outside
work. Darren said that’s interesting we are
looking for a cabinet company to build a
patented gun cabinet dad designed. Kent
and I went out and looked at what they
had, and I agreed to build a prototype for
them with a few minor changes to make
the cabinet easier to build and with a very
slightly more refined look.
Once that prototype was done Dan said
he liked it and was very satisfied with the
quality. One of Dan’s main concerns was
making these cabinets heir-loom quality
and not just something that looked good for
a little while and would then fall apart. So,
these cabinets are solid wood except for the
tops and bottoms of each cabinet, the counter
top and the backs. Those pieces are all made
of veneer core plywood which is stronger and
lasts longer than particle board construction
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found in many cabinets. The finish is a hand
rubbed stain with two coats post catalyzed
conversion varnish by M L Campbell. These
cabinets are top quality like all the other
cabinets that we build in our shop.
I would invite any of you that are
interested to stop by BMW Custom Cabinets
at 101 East Front Street, El Paso IL to take a
look. Or you can call if you have questions
at 309-660-5349. We have these cabinets
on display in oak, cherry or hickory. Currently
in stock versions are on sale for $1895.00
for the flat back(10 guns) or the corner curio
$2895.00(14 guns). We will work you if
you desire something different to meet
your needs or even do full room designs if
you have a need for more storage than is
available in a single cabinet.

STEFFEN’S CURIO/GUN CABINETS
13950 IL Rt 29 • 2 miles south of Pekin, IL
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WHEELIN’ SPORTSMEN:
PROVIDING THE TOOLS
FOR DISABLED HUNTER
SUCCESS!
By Shae Birkey

There is a group within the National
Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) that not
many people know about. This group
has enabled disabled hunters of all
shapes, sizes, and ages, and of all types
of disabilities, to continue hunting even
when some thought it was time to call it
quits. That group is called the Wheelin’
Sportsmen. The Wheelin’ Sportsmen
has been around for many years both
nationally and in Illinois. It was founded
to provide resources and opportunities to
disabled hunters and it has inspired many
people with disabilities to continue their
lifelong passion, and others to take up
this pastime from scratch.

Perhaps the easiest way to explain
what a Wheelin’ Sportsmen event is
like would be to mention a hunt that
took place recently at Lick Creek Game
Preserve near Pekin, IL. Participants
ages 14-70 and several volunteers from
the local Central Illinois Strutters NWTF
group and local communities were
invited to a controlled pheasant hunt at
Jeff Yergler’s scenic property. Seven
participants with varying disabilities
rode in their track chairs or on provided
UTV’s or ATV’s in the field. Guides from
the local Spoon River NAVHDA Chapter
provided well-trained pointing dogs for
the event. Volunteers aided in handing

guns to the participants once they were
stopped near the pointing dogs and
bracing the participants, as needed, for
the shot after flush. This way of hunting
is surprisingly effective and enjoyable
for participants and volunteers alike-Especially on a beautiful 40-degree day
in mid-February. Jeff Yergler served up
his famous pheasant noodles and garlic
toast specialty after the hunt and stories
of good and bad shots, spectacular bird
dogs, and big-hearted volunteers were
told by all. This was the seventh year
of the annual Wheelin’ Sportsmen Lick
Creek pheasant hunt and another big
success at that.
Lisa Davis of Fithian, IL took over the
IL Wheelin’ Sportsmen State Coordinator
in 2014. Her husband has Multiple
Sclerosis and is a long-time participant
in the program. Lisa won NWTF Illinois
Wheelin’ Sportsmen volunteer of the
year last year and it was well deserved.
She puts on disabled hunts throughout
the state, including deer, pheasant,
ducks, and more.
Individuals have told me they were
thinking about hanging up the gun or
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bow forever until finding out about the
group and being invited to a worldclass hunting event—be it pheasants,
deer, turkey, waterfowl, or other
hunting pastime. Seeing the smiles on
both the participants and volunteers’
faces are priceless and help one realize
the importance of volunteer work to the
added enjoyment and value of our own
lives.
Hunts take place on public and
private lands throughout Illinois. If
you know of someone who might be
interested in this group as a participant
or would like to donate your time or
use of your property for a Wheelin’
Sportsmen hunting event, please
contact Lisa Davis at illinoisws@gmail.
com. More information on the Wheelin
Sportsmen in Illinois and pictures from
previous hunts can be found at: https://
www.illinoisnwtf.org/about-us/wheelinsportsman/ or Facebook.
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SO YOU WANT TO BE A HUNTER
EDUCATION INSTRUCTOR

By John Simeone
“The
Old
Man
knew
pretty near close to everything,” the first
sentence in Robert Ruark’s famous book
“The Old Man and the Boy.” I cut my teeth
listening to my mother read me those
words long before I could read myself. Now
as a member of the Robert Ruark Society
of Outdoor Writers it relates to one of the
most noble endeavors an outdoorsman can
do; teach a kid how to safely hunt.
When I joined the Army Military Police
back in 1974, by the enticement of a very
low draft number I found myself in the
predicament of being one of the trusted
soldiers they needed to be an Army Federal
Game Warden on Military Installations.
I did many different jobs in the MP’s
including Criminal Investigation but Game
Warden was the most rewarding and the
most dangerous. One of the little side jobs
was teaching the hunter education courses
at different posts. We did it in 1977 at Ft
Richardson Alaska by writing our own
standards, while finally in the mid-1980s
they came up with a badly needed instructor
course. I was stationed at White Sands
Missile Range in New Mexico and the MP
Color Sergeant for Command Sergeant
Major Harry Harris. The CSM wanted his
son Harry Jr. to take the Hunter Education
course, but being in a remote area, we had
to have an NRA Qualified instructor. I was
elected and took the staff car over the San
Andreas Pass to Las Cruses.
My instructor was the famous Major
George Lamb, whom Elmer Keith wrote
a whole chapter in his book “Hell, I Was
There” calling George the last of the real
Cowboys. The Major laid the final test
on me the moment I walked in the room
and I discovered I was his only student. I
handed it back when finished and saw the
old man smile, something I don’t think he
was all that accustom too. “Well I’ll be,
you made one hundred percent,” needless
to say I was pretty proud of myself. We
went through the course anyway and it
was far from boring. Major Lamb was not
only an expert, he was a charismatic story
teller that made every little item of every
topic interesting.

Now a days it is mandatory if you were
born after 1969 to take the Hunter Ed
course before you can purchase a hunting
license. Some say it’s difficult while other
feel some topics are unnecessary. Trust
me when I tell you this course works
without a doubt. It would seem our
culture changed after 1969 to something
akin to single parent families and a trend
toward the outdoor dad to be somewhat
of a rarity. For those that developed an
interest in hunting it seemed there just
weren’t enough “Uncle John’s” to go
around. Even the Military suffered as
marksmanship scores started to drop as
new recruits from the city didn’t have the
slightest idea about firearms.
The Hunter Education Course is
designed to be far more than just a
firearms safety class. You start off by
getting a good History Class on how game
laws and hunter ethics were established,
how some animals became almost
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teaching the course is the shear attention
the students give to the instructor regardless
of age. Is the course difficult? No, a bright
10-year-old can pass it.
Another thing that is learned is
another “R” word, Respect. You have
to realize the reality of life and death.
Masking the fact that you Harvest Game
is nice in non-hunting circles but to the
Hunter Ed Instructor you have to emphasis
the fact that when you pull the trigger on
a firearm you are going to kill something.
A bullet is forever. A good communicator
can lecture on this and come to a good
sound point, hunting is not in the fantasy
world of video games. Suddenly you

extinct like the American Bison while
programs Like the National Wild Turkey
Federation and Ducks Unlimited strive to
insure we always have plenty of critters
around, game animals or not. You learn
about the stages of the development of
the hunter in a lifelong pursuit of the
quarry while seeing first hand it’s not all
about going out and shooting something.
Great emphasis is placed
on Hunter Ethics and
how to interact with land
owners. You come out of
there with a notion that
with a hunting rifle comes
much responsibility.
The big “R” word
Responsibility along with
a good dose of Common
Sense; you learn real quick
that everything you do
out hunting is absolutely
serious even though you
are having a great time.
One thing I like about There were a lot of things they didn’t tell me when I
signed up as a Hunter Education Instructor

MAX’S
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I was told that you can make
the horse drink. All it takes is
a handful of salt (which horses
like by the way), of course
it will make him thirsty and
he will drink every time. You
see the Salt is symbolic of an
interesting teacher that knows
how to communicate the point.
Make your class interesting
and everyone will pass.
You will encounter a
Chief Ft Polk Game Warden Bob Baldwin (L) problem now and then if by
chance “The Horse” is just
receives a 5 year Hunter Ed Award
plain stupid. There are students
that will come from lawless families or
learn yet another “R” word Reality.
other outside influences that have no
What does it take to be a Hunter
business hunting or owning a gun, such
Education Instructor? Not every good
individuals can be weeded out or asked
Football Player can be a coach, it requires
to return another time. Then you get the
a knowledgeable communicator and
student (adult) that needs the course for a
motivator. Appearance is important, and
choice hunting trip out of state. You may
my state of Louisiana provides us with a
get bribed so don’t allow it for obvious
lot of nice apparel that makes you proud
reasons.
to be an instructor. In my case I’m a slight
exception to the para military look as I feel
someone needs to look like “Buffalo Bill”
anyway the kids love it. They are serious
about vetting a new instructor and for
good reason. Each individual has their
own personality and their approach to
teaching; an example would be a Liberal
college professor, or the local Poacher
need not apply.
I learned this about teaching from
a Cherokee Medicine Man my personal
Mentor. He asked me if I believed in the
There is a lot of material for study
old axiom of, “You can lead a horse to
to be a Hunter Ed instructor.
water but you can’t make him drink.” I was
in agreement for about five seconds when
I received a good dose of enlightenment.
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Anti-Hunters have even tried to sign up
false students to take up a seat in a class
or to cause disruptions so that needs to
be addressed. My pet peeve is Drugs and
Alcohol in the field. So, in my particular
class it’s a good idea not to disagree with
me on that subject.

First Aid and Outdoor Survival are
topics the kids learn in the Boy and Girl
Scouts, while the Military people get a
good class on this in Basic Training. Once
again, the topics will be covered in Hunter
Education.
Did I remember to mention safe
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gun handling, you the student will most
certainly learn proper muzzle control,
and everything connected to it. For the
instructor you need to be a Gun Pro not
a Gun Nut. You will need to learn and
teach everything on the parts of all guns
and ammunition and there will be a live
fire drill you will need to Supervise with
various kinds of guns. None of this is
easy for the instructor. You can’t be the
Drill Sergeant, but it helps if you have
been one. It’s a matter of controlling a
class that deals with good citizens that
are there to learn something that involves
life and death.
Are there rewards? Oh yes but don’t
expect a paycheck this is all volunteer
work. Each year we have a workshop
where all the Instructors come to share
new ideas, have award ceremonies, and
give demonstrations, they also have
a raffle to raise money for our youth
program, hey I won a new 22 pistol. With
that being said, you get a lot of cool stuff,
which includes discounts by many Outdoor
Sponsors and a great deal of personal
satisfaction. I have taught generations
of good outdoorsmen and this is only
two of them. Bob Baldwin was and Army

MP who retired
in Louisiana. I
put him on his
first Deer, Turkey
and Wild Boar
and
coached
him to 3 world
championships
at the Top Gun
Challenge. He is
now the Chief
Federal
Game
Warden at Fort
Polk Louisiana
and
recently
received
his
5-year
Hunter Landon Harrison learns how to load a 50 caliber Muzzle
Education
Loader at National Hunting and Fishing Day
Instructor Award.
Stand he and I witnessed a magnificent
10-year-old Landon Harrison my next250-pound 10-point Buck materialize
door neighbor, lost his grandfather when
out of thin air before us. Without the
Landon was 5 years old. Grandpa left
aid of a vice or a prop, Landon made a
him a nice gun collection and it became
perfect 120-yard shot with his
my job to teach him how to use them.
Grandpa’s 6mm rifle. It was the
Needless to say, he was a model student,
culmination of a lot of time and
one of many. He learned just about every
patience, the rite of passage
firearm from a 22 to a 50-caliber muzzle
for a little boy turning into a
loader becoming my personal hunting
young man and the indication
partner. While sitting in his Grandpa’s Box
that perhaps the old man really
does know pretty near close to
everything.... Pass it on.

2 LOCATIONS:
3711 Amber • Pinckneyville, IL
618-357-2711
477 Hwy 6 West • Oxford, MS
662-236-7773

Find Details & Pictures of Inventory at:

MooreBrothersAutoSales.com
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Fire Starter” Taylor Stevens, a
technician with LDWF, gave us a
Class on Outdoor Survival, starting
a fire by unusual means from flint
and steel to potatoes chips

The finished product of
Hunter Education, how
about a 250 pound, 150
B&C 10 point, not bad for
his first deer, Landon made
a perfect shot with
his grandpa’s old rifle
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VINTAGE LAKE CHAUTAUQUA, NY FISH DECOYS
“SCHOOL” INTO THE 53RD ANNUAL NORTH
AMERICAN VINTAGE DECOY & SPORTING
COLLECTIBLES SHOW IN ST. CHARLES, IL

Pheasant Run Resort, St. Charles, IL, April 27-28, 2018: The 53rd Annual North
American Vintage Decoy & Sporting Collectibles Show, sponsored by the Midwest
Decoy Collectors Association (MDCA), will feature New York’s Lake Chautauqua fish
decoys, or “minnows” as they were sometimes called. New York State fish decoys are
among the first examples known to be produced by non-indigenous people and generally
date from the end of the 19th century, when spearfishing was a highly popular sport.
The sport became so popular that few examples date later than 1905 when ice-fishing
was outlawed throughout the state because of concern over declining fish populations.
Lake Chautauqua fish are among the most highly coveted decoys by collectors. These
decoys were almost always made of wood, tended to be somewhat muted in color and
impressionistic in terms of both design and detail. They are generally characterized by
leather tails slotted into the bodies with single piece fins.
These pieces will be available for viewing Friday and Saturday in the Mega Center,
following a week full of decoy and related sporting collectibles events.
ALL EVENTS OPEN TO PUBLIC
April 24–26: Room-to-Room Trading (All Day)
April 26 –27: 11:00am Guyette & Deeter Decoy Auction
April 26-27: National Call Makers and Collectors Competition and Display
April 27-28: Public Tabled Sales Event: Friday, 2-7pm & Saturday 9am-2pm; Pheasant
Run Resort MegaCenter
-- Display of Antique Stoughton, WI area decoys
-- Display of Lake Chautauqua, NY Area Fish Decoys
-- Display of Vintage Shot Shell Boxes
-- Display of Vintage “Lake Poygan” Shooting Boxes
-- Pat Gregory Contemporary Decoy Exhibit
-- Contemporary Decoy Carver Displays & Demonstrations
-- Continuous silent auctions
-- Free identification and appraisal service
The Midwest Decoy Collectors Association is a non-profit organization whose
purpose is to collect and preserve the history of the decoy as original American folk art.
As the largest gathering of its kind, the
North American Vintage Decoy and Sporting
Collectibles Show is the premier opportunity
for the novice, antique dealer or experienced
collector to network and learn more about
the decoy as functional folk art or to add
to their collections. For more information,
please visit midwestdecoy.org.
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ILLINOIS’ PEORIA HIGH SCHOOL WINS BASS PRO SHOPS FLW
HIGH SCHOOL FISHING TENNESSEE OPEN ON NORRIS LAKE
ANDERSONVILLE, Tenn. (Feb. 26, 2018)
– The Peoria High School duo of Connor
Jacob of Peoria, Illinois, and Samuel
Smith of Dunlap, Illinois, brought a fivebass limit to the scale Sunday weighing 16
pounds, 8 ounces to win the rescheduled
2017 Bass Pro Shops FLW High School
Fishing Tennessee Open tournament on
Norris Lake. The win advanced the team
to the 2018 High School Fishing National
championship, held June 26-30, on
Pickwick Lake in Florence, Alabama.
According to post-tournament reports,
the duo caught their fish cranking Orange
Craw-colored Rapala DT6 crankbaits,
fishing early by the dam and on the north
end of the lake.
A field of 47 teams competed in
the no-entry fee tournament, which
launched from Anderson County Park in
Andersonville, Tennessee. In FLW/TBF
High School Fishing competition, the top
10-percent of teams competing advance
to the High School Fishing National

Authorized Dealer

Championship.    
The top four teams on Norris Lake
that advanced to the 2018 High School
Fishing National Championship were:
• 1st: Peoria High School, Peoria, Ill. –
Connor Jacob, Peoria, IL, and Samuel
Smith, Dunlap, IL, five bass, 16-8
•
2nd: Corbin High School, Corbin, KY
– Cole Hicks, Gray, KY, and Nicholas
Yeager, Corbin, KY, five bass, 16-3
•
3rd: Campbell County High School,
Jacksboro, TN – Hunter Richardson and
Jonathan Ayers, both of Jacksboro, TN,
five bass, 14-15
•
4th: Lincoln County High School,
Fayetteville, TN – Hunter Cornelius and
Mason Moore, both of Waynesburg, KY,
five bass, 13-10
Rounding out the top 10 teams were:
•
5th: Campbell County High School,
Jacksboro, TN – Austin Smith, Jacksboro,
TN, and Noah Pierce, Lafollette, TN, five
bass, 13-9
•
6th: Seymour High School, Seymour,

TN– Garrett Bartlett, New Market, TN,
and Henry Bryan, Sevierville, TN, five
bass, 13-4
• 7th: Karns High School, Knoxville, TN
– Logan Jones and Caleb Fain, both of
Knoxville, TN, five bass, 13-3
• 8th: Lake Cumberland Bass Club – Blake
Stringer and Ragan Burton, both of
Somerset, KY, five bass, 11-13
• 9th: Karns High School, Knoxville, TN
– Josh Lee and Mason Cizek, both of
Knoxville, TN, five bass, 11-10
•
10th: Obion County Central High,
Troy, TN – Conner Terry and Matthew
Cummings, both of Union City, TN, four
bass, 11-9
Complete results from the event can
be found at FLWFishing.com.
The 2017 Bass Pro Shops FLW High

School Fishing Tennessee Open was a twoperson (team) event for students in grades
7-12, open to any Student Angler Federation
(SAF) affiliated high school club in the
United States. The top 10 percent of each
Challenge, Open, and state championship
field will advance to the High School
Fishing National Championship. The High
School Fishing national champions will
each receive a $5,000 college scholarship
to the school of their choice.

$40
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In addition to the High School Fishing National Championship, all High School
Fishing anglers nationwide automatically qualify for the world’s largest high school bass
tournament, the 2018 High School Fishing World Finals, held in conjunction with the
National Championship. At the 2017 World Finals more than $60,000 in scholarships and
prizes were awarded.
Full schedules and the latest announcements are available at HighSchoolFishing.org
and FLWFishing.com.
About FLW
FLW is the world’s largest tournament-fishing organization, providing anglers of all
skill levels the opportunity to compete for millions in prize money in 2018 across five
tournament circuits. Headquartered in Benton, Kentucky, with offices in Minneapolis,
FLW and their partners conduct 286 bass-fishing tournaments annually around the world,
including the United States, Canada, China, Italy, South Korea, Mexico, Portugal, South
Africa and Spain. FLW tournament fishing can be seen on the Emmy-nominated “FLW”
television show, broadcast to more than 564 million households worldwide, while FLW
Bass Fishing magazine delivers cutting-edge tips from top pros. For more information
visit FLWFishing.com and follow FLW at Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and
Snapchat.
About The Bass Federation
The Bass Federation Inc., (TBF) is a member of the Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame.
TBF is owned by those we serve and dedicated to the sport of fishing. The Federation is
the largest and oldest, organized grassroots fishing, youth and conservation organization
there is. TBF, our affiliated state federations and their member clubs conduct more than
20,000 events each year and have provided a foundation for the entire bass fishing industry
for more than 45 years. TBF founded the Student Angler Federation and the National High
School Fishing program in 2008 to promote clean family fun and education through fishing.
Visit bassfederation.com or highschoolfishing.org and “LIKE US” on Facebook.

Spring Fishing Packages
March 15 - May 18

2 Day Getaway Package: $299 PP
3 or 4 Day Reelfoot Package: $399 PP
5 Day Blue Bank Package: $689 PP
1 Week Sportsman’s Package: $749 PP
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PAT GREGORY AND OTHER CONTEMPORARY
DECOY CARVERS TO SHOWCASE THEIR
UNIQUE TALENTS AT THE 53RD ANNUAL
NORTH AMERICAN VINTAGE DECOY &
SPORTING COLLECTIBLES SHOW

St. Charles, IL. April 27-28, 2017: Every
spring, a passionate and extremely talented
group of master decoy carvers from across
the country descend on Pheasant Run
Resort in St. Charles, IL to unveil their
latest creations. This year we welcome
the accomplished contemporary maker Pat
Gregory from Bloomington, Illinois. Pat
came by his immense talent through years
of tireless effort, but his family genes didn’t
hurt either. His great grandfather, Illinois
River decoy carver, George “Homerun”
Barto, was a huge inspiration, along with
his love of duck hunting. This exhibit will
be highlighted by a wide assortment of
Pat’s work including his teal rig, his layout
rig of diver decoys, and other assorted rigs
used by Pat in the field. Several specialty
rigs on display will include some of his

2014 Delta Marsh rig which pays homage
to the work of master Duncan Ducharme. In
addition, a number of other contemporary
artists will demonstrate how they create
these masterpieces live for all to see. Their
talent is rare, and comes from their own
family traditions, study of the old masters,
and an intense love of the outdoors. It is
easy to feel their passion as pieces of wood
are transformed into wonderful folk art -- a
heritage that is uniquely American and has
become a part of the story of our country. A
display of the best work from these carvers
will also be featured. This contemporary
work is part of a nearly week long show
that includes over 30,000 antique sporting
collectible items available for viewing,
buying, and trading.
See our ad on page 18 for more details.

Summer Fishing Packages
May 20 - Oct. 1

2 Day Getaway Package: $299 PP
3 or 4 Day Reelfoot Package: $299 PP
5 Day Blue Bank Package: $529 PP
1 Week Sportsman’s Package: $569 PP

CALL TODAY! 1-877-258-3226
www.BlueBankResort.com
Is your pond ready for next season?
We can help!
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TEACHING YOUR GUNDOG
BLIND RETRIEVES
By Dave Carty

DOGS HAVE TO BE TAUGHT TO
RETRIEVE WHAT THEY CAN’T SEE.
HERE’S HOW TO SET UP THE TRAINING.
If you’ve never been to a retriever
field trial, do yourself a favor and attend
one. Among the many mind-blowing
things you’ll see are retrieves of marked
birds at ridiculous distances, and equally
impressive, unmarked blind retrieves
— birds the dogs haven’t seen fall —
at distances that are nearly as great,
performed multiple times in a row.

But are blind retrieves at extreme
distances really necessary for the
hunter, the guy who may have no
interest in trialing? Lonny Taylor,
surprisingly, says that it’s more
applicable than you might think.
“You want a dog to be able to take
a blind for at least 200 yards,” he says.
Taylor has been a professional retriever
trainer for decades and is now based in
Mt. Hope, Kansas. “Anything over 200
yards you should go and pick up yourself.

You see 300-yard retrieves in field trials
because they’re sorting out the best
dogs for that day. But you always want
to train farther, or past, what you think

you’ll eventually have to require your
dog to do. So I teach the dogs to go until
I tell them to stop.”
Blind retrieves are typically taught

GUN DOG TRAINING
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cremation & burial. You can be assured your
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Gerry MacKenzie • McLeansboro, Illinois

“We’d like to believe they’ll be with us
forever. . . and in our hearts, they are.”

ENGLISH POINTERS & ENGLISH SETTERS
SPECIALIZE IN TRAINING • Handle Most Pointing Breeds

Meadow Valley Center
2075 Washington Rd, Washington, IL 61571
(309) 745-3600
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www.swiftrockkennel.com
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later in a dog’s training progression,
after he’s completed his basic obedience.
That includes, in Taylor’s case, collar
conditioning, force fetching, various
retrieving drills with marked birds, the
‘sit’ whistle, and most important, training
in “back” casting.
“Everyone’s always excited about
doing an ‘over’ cast (casts that direct
a dog either to the left or to the right)
Taylor says, “but ‘back’ casts (directing a
dog straight back to a marked bird) are
the ones that tend to count the most. For
one reason or another, dogs tend to hang
up on ‘back’ casts, but you need that cast
in order to drive the dog on out of there
to get that bird. That’s why, when I’m
teaching a dog casting drills, I’ll probably
have him do three to four ‘back’ casts to
one ‘over’ cast.”
“When the dog gets to the point
where it understands the casts and can
do them in the yard, I begin teaching
blind retrieves. I start with a drill I call
pattern blinds,” he says. “I’ll set up four
or five places in my yard at about 80 to
100 yards out and show the dog all of
those places. Then what I’m able to do

is send the dog toward one place, stop
him (with a sit whistle) and cast him
toward another. When they’ve got that
down, I go into the field and teach what
I call sight blinds. I’ll walk the dog out,
stop him about 20 yards from a pile of
bumpers, show them to him, then walk
him back a ways, turn around, and line
him to that pile. Then I’ll show him
another pile. I’ll usually teach two sight
blinds at a time, then repeat the process
and teach him another two.”
Taylor stresses repetition. “A good
work ethic has a lot to do with how
successful you are,” he says. “I do these
drills until the dog has it down, and then,
finally, teach him the difference between
a mark and a blind. To do that, I’ll line the
dog to a blind, and then, after he returns,
have him retrieve a mark (Taylor enlists
a gunner to shoot into the air and then
throw the bumper for the marked bird).
Then I’ll line him to another blind. I call
that drill a ‘blind, mark, blind.’ When you
set up your mark, make sure you pick a
spot a good 45 yards or more away from
your blind, because dogs will tend to want
to go back to the mark. If they do, stop

them, say ‘no,’ and give them another
cast to the blind. When the dog has that
down, increase the distances. It’s all part
of developing their confidence and skills.
Blinds are called ‘blinds’ because the
dog is operating on blind faith that what
you’re telling him — there’s a bird out
there to retrieve — is true.”
Invariably, glitches will occur
somewhere along the training process.
“All dogs are different,” Taylor says.
“I have dogs that just absolutely fly
through the training process; those are
the ideal ones. But then you have dogs
that hit certain points and hang up.
Most of the time it comes down to the
confidence factor of the dog believing
you. If that’s the case, then the thing to
do is to take a couple steps backward
before moving forward again. All you
accomplish when you go too fast is that
you lose your patience, and then the
dog loses confidence in you. So I have
a thing I call the easy button,” he says.
“Let’s say you’re trying to get the dog
to take a certain cast and he’s just not
getting it; it’s going downhill. I keep a
bumper in my back pocket, and I throw
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the dog an easy marked retrieve, then
praise the hell out of him when he brings
it back. That way, you can start building
his confidence back up.”
Although the bulk of blind retrieve
training is done on dry land, the last
stage Taylor teaches is transitioning the
dog to water. At this point, complicated
drills aren’t necessary; his emphasis is on
building the dog’s trust so that, when it’s
sent on a blind, it knows there will be a
bird at the end of it.
“If you’ve done your homework on
land, water work is usually a lot easier,”
Taylor says. “Again, though, the dog has
to believe you. You blow the whistle, the
dog sits and looks at you, you give him a
cast, and the dog takes it. It’s all about
building on the confidence that you’ve
slowly been developing.
“And confidence,” he says, “is what
a blind retrieve is all about.”
www.grandviewoutdoors.com

VISIT OUR TWO
LOCATIONS!

1168 E 1500 North Rd.
Taylorville, IL
and
2512 W. Main St.
Shelbyville, IL

B&R Construction has new & used
Barges, Custom Barges & Work Boats . . .
They can design one for you!

217-287-2335 • BandRmarine.com
SALES & SERVICE ON MOST MARINE
MOTORS, BOATS & TRAILERS!

Boat Docks • Boat Lifts • Boat Houses
Pavilions • Shorewalls • Seawalls • RipRap
SEAARK ALL-WELDED ALUMINUM FISHING BOATS

BargesandWorkboatsforSale.com
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IS YOUR DOG’S CHEW TOY
CONTRIBUTING TO DEER
ANTLER THEFT?
By Amy Hatfield

SOME HUNTERS BELIEVE ANTLER
THEFTS ARE BEING CARRIED OUT BY
LOW-LEVEL CRIMINALS TRYING TO
MAKE A FAST BUCK BY UNLOADING
SHEDS THAT ARE EVENTUALLY SOLD TO
LARGER PET-SUPPLY COMPANIES.
Alaska Public Media recently
reported incidents of antler theft, while
some local hunters suspect the booming
demand for antler dog chews as a
catalyst. The story was picked up and
broadcast nationally over the weekend
on NPR’s Weekend Edition Sunday.
One incident involved Jeff Young.
He had two large racks of moose antlers
ripped from the front of his garage in
Anchorage this winter. “I started hearing
more stories from other friends that are
hunters: ‘Yeah, I had a pile by the shed,
been there 10 years, all gone,’” Young

said in the Alaska Public Media report.
“Another guy was like, ‘Yeah, I always
threw them on the roof, come home one
day, all gone.’”
This dog chew boom and affinity
for antler strips isn’t limited to Alaska
and it’s not a trend limited to Craigslist
or Etsy. Instead it’s common across the
country where antler chew toys are
readily available in big-box, pet-supply
chains from Alaska to South Carolina.
The popular online retailer Chewy.
com offers 49 results in response to the
search term “antler chew toy.” Chews
include antlers from elk, deer and
moose. One pet-supply manufacturer,
Prairie Dog, even offers a “Chicken
Flavor Antler Split Dog Chew.” It retails
for $9.05 on Chewy. But, say you have a
big dog and want your antler chew toy

Featured Photo: John Hafner

to last. Well then, you might shell out
$38.48 for a USA Antlers “Deer Rack
Snack,” which is 7 to 11 inches of antler
for your canine to enjoy.
Antler chews represent a growing
market share in an already-booming
pet-supply industry that, according to
the American Pet Product Association,
racked up more than $69 billion in
sales. NPR reports: “Hunters and horn
merchants believe the thefts are being
carried out by low-level criminals trying

to make a fast buck by unloading antlers
that are eventually sold to larger pet
supply companies. Unscrupulous buyers
can easily cut the antlers and horns
into small chunks with a table or band
saw, making the source material all but
impossible to trace.”
BUT WHY ANTLERS?
Well, one reason could be your dog’s
diarrhea issues. But understand: it’s not
what antlers have to do with diarrhea.

CRAPPIELURES.COM
2018

SPRING SALE in progress!
Hand-tied Jigs, Lead Heads,
Plastics and more!

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 2018

Ice Fishing Jigs Available

Prairie Capital Convention Center
Join us in Springfield for Illinois Gun Owner Lobby Day
to protect your 2nd Amendment Rights.

CELEBRATING 30
Years in business!

BE THERE AT 11:00 A.M. • PLAN NOW TO MAKE THE DATE!

www.igold.isra.org

Prefer a catalog? Call 217-224-6794
FREE Bonus with each order

MIDWESTERN
BUILDING
SUPPLIES, INC.

Where Quality Matters!
THE BUILDING CONTRACTORS’ HEADQUARTERS
3 LOCATIONS:
508 East Pearl St. • Tremont, IL 61568
Phone: 309-925-2911

900 North Main Street, Dupo, IL 62239

2800 W. Main St. • Galesburg, IL 61401
Phone: 309-344-9171

www.dupomarinecenter.com

240 N. Bower St. • Macomb, IL 61455
Phone: 309-836-8058

618-286-5252 • Dupomarinecenter@gmail.com
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Instead, it’s what antlers do NOT
have to do with diarrhea.
While not everyone is aboard
the “antler train” (check the AKC’s
list of concerns here), the selling
point of purchasing antler strips for
your dog’s chewing pleasure appears
to be the all-natural, low-odor and
non-allergenic characteristics of
antlers. Meanwhile the common
alternatives — namely rawhide
bones and treats — are made from
the inner layer of cow or horse
hides.
Enter diarrhea and WebMD,
the master of health-related scare
tactics. Ever the Paul Revere of
the internet era, shouting with
urgency and alarm, the online
medical platform lists common
risks of giving your pet rawhides.
In addition to diarrhea and other
digestive irritations, they also
cite contamination, including
Salmonella or E. coli.
And, lest you be disappointed
in WebMD’s effort to strike concern
in the hearts of pet owners, rest
assured they did take care to

remind readers that these bacteria
are not only limited to the pet who
chews the rawhide. No, sir, they
can indeed put humans at risk when
contact is made with contaminated
rawhide treats.
Conversely, antlers are all
natural.
The product description for an
elk antler chew teases this attribute
multiple times:
“Elk antler chews are naturally shed
and renewable. They support bone
and muscle health and their hard
texture helps clean teeth, massage
gums and exercise jaws as your dog
chews.
•
A natural source of calcium,
phosphorous and other nutrients
for bone and teeth formation
• Low odor, non-allergenic treats
that are never treated with
chemicals, bleach, dyes or
formaldehyde
• These all-natural antlers contain
only real ingredients and no fillers
for the highest quality treats and
snacks you can give to your pet”

And Americans love all-natural
anything. Oh, they don’t love theft,
of course. No self-respecting
citizen would. But whatever. Let’s
just gloss over that small detail,
shall we? The family pet can not
have diarrhea, the living room can
not smell like cow hide and the pet
owner sure as hell can’t come in
contact with Salmonella despite the
very tiny possibility of this actually
happening, admits WebMD.
Meanwhile, let’s hope Alaskan
hunter Jeff Young and his buddies
take their trophies indoors. And
hang them high, fellas, lest your
loyal hunting dog go astray and
seek to work his teeth and jaws.
www.grandviewoutdoors.com

2 Great Locations . . .
on the North & South end
of Beautiful Reelfoot Lake!
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It’s not uncommon for hunters to hang antlers on
the front walls of old barns and hunting shacks. Is
it time to bring those trophies indoors?
Photo: John Hafner

Some dog owners will shell
out as much at $38 on an
antler dog chew to avoid
disasters such as this.
Photo: iStock

Illinois Waterway Visitor Center

OFF SEASON RATES 2018
$149.00 Per Person + Tax

(Min. 2 days and 2 nights)
Book 7 nights get the 7th night free.
ANY DATE EXCEPT MARCH 16 THRU May 25

US Army Corps of Engineers • 950 Dee Bennett Road, Ottowa, IL • 815.667.4054

2018 RATES AND FISHING PACKAGES
March 16 Thru May 25

2-Day 2-Night $199.00 • 3-Day 3-Night $299.00
4-Day 4-Night $349.00
ALL FISHING PACKAGES INCLUDE:
BOAT, MOTOR, GAS, BAIT AND ICE

Per person, Plus Tax, 2 Person Min. 15 and Under are Free
(limit 1 child per each paying adult)
$100 Deposit Required Per Person Non- Refundable
WE WILL MATCH ANY FISHING PACKAGES AT REELFOOT
LAKE FOR THE TIME OF MONTH THEY ARE OFFERED! CHECK
OUT ALL PACKAGES & PRICES ON OUR WEBSITE!

Lakefront Cabins & Lodge
Units all with Fully
Equipped Kitchens!
Jon & Pontoon Boat Rental
Bait & Tackle Shop

100 SPORTSMANS RESORT LANE, TIPTONVILLE, TN. 38079
sportsmansresort@reelfootlake.com

731.253.6581 • www.ReelfootLake.com

We offer:
• State approved boating classes free to the public
• Boat safety checks
• Visitor Center for the Illinois and Michigan Canal,
National Heritage Cooridor
• Listed in Illinois Wildlife and Nature Viewing
Guidebook
• Special programs for groups
• The best view of Starved Rock State Park
• Bookstore with Canal and River History Items

Boater Safety Class:

April 28 • May 19 • June 23 • July 14 • Aug 18
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WATERFOWL 2017

The world leading antique decoy
auction firm, Guyette & Deeter, Inc., is
holding a sale April 26-27, 2018 in St.
Charles, Illinois, in conjunction with the
North American Vintage Decoy & Sporting
Collectibles Show. The show is the largest
in North America.
This year’s sale, with an expected
gross of over $2 million dollars, will
provide buyers an opportunity to choose
from just under 600 lots of investment
quality decoys and related items
including duck calls, sporting art, and fish
decoys. The auction will feature decoys
from the collections of longtime decoy
collectors Peter Brown Dixon Merkt,
Robert Personious, Doug and Ellen Miller,
and Doug and Carol Whittington. All
geographic areas are well represented, but
the strongest include Illinois River, Ontario,
and Mason Decoy Factory. Examples by
most of North America’s top old-time
decoy makers will be included in the
sale, including Elmer Crowell and Joseph
Lincoln (Massachusetts), Gus Wilson
(Maine), Shang Wheeler (Connecticut),
Harry V. Shourds (New Jersey), Ira Hudson
(Virginia), the Ward Brothers (Maryland),
and Charles Perdew, Charles Walker, and
Robert Elliston (Illinois)
The collection of Peter Brown
(Vancouver, BC.) will be sold in Guyette
& Deeter 2018 auctions, as well as
their weekly online auctions. The Brown
collection is the largest collection of
Canadian decoys in existence (over 1,000
decoys). Mr. Brown donated the collection
to Ducks Unlimited Canada. DU Canada
has commissioned Guyette & Deeter, Inc.
to sell the collection for them.

A 200+ page full color catalog
with guaranteed condition reports
is available for $45 (price includes
postage). The catalog may be obtained
by writing to: Guyette & Deeter, PO
Box 1170, St. Michaels, MD 21663; by
calling (410) 745-0485; or by email at
Michael@guyetteanddeeter.com. Select
items are also viewable by visiting the
Preview section of the website, www.
guyetteanddeeter.com; and the full color
catalog will also be viewable online
roughly two weeks before auction. The
auction will also be accessible live online
through Invaluable.com.
Guyette & Deeter, Inc., established in
1984, is the world’s largest decoy auction
firm with over $170,000,000 in decoy sales.

Exceptional preening mallard hen by Charles Perdew (Henry, Illinois).
Paint by Edna Perdew.
TWO GREAT SHOWS!! $1 OFF ADMISSION w/coupon!
N
2018 • SEMI-ANNUAL • 2018
18ATIO
0 C
2 LO
Collector Arms
W Dealers
Association
NE

#234-36

GUYETTE & DEETER, INC.
TO HOLD 32ND ANNUAL
SPRING DECOY AND
SPORTING ART AUCTION
IN ST. CHARLES, IL

C.A.D.A.

ARMS SHOW
9am to 4pm / $9
Early Buyer’s 8am / $25 • Free Parking
*Admission price includes
the Civil War & Military Show!

GUNS - Vintage • Pistols
Rifles • Parts • Military
Knives & Swords • Shotguns • Ammo

Zurko Promotions 715-526-9769

CHICAGOLAND’S NATIONAL

CIVIL WAR
& MILITARY EXTRAVAGANZA

9am to 4pm / $9
Early Buyer’s 8am / $25 • Free Parking
*Admission price includes
the C.A.D.A. Gun Show!
• 1,000’s of Civil War Treasures • Plus!
Revolutionary War • Spanish-American War
Indian Wars • Mountain Men • Bowie Knife
Fur Traders • AND World Wars I & II Memorabilia
Zurko Promotions 715-526-9769

www.CADAgunshow.com www.ChicagoCivilWarShow.com

HICKS
TRADING
STATION

Southern Illinois’

DuPage Co. Fairgrounds

DuPage Co.Largest
Fairgrounds
Gun Shop

W. Manchester • Wheaton, IL 60189

2015 W. Manchester • Wheaton, IL 60189

WHEATON, IL WHEATON, IL
2015
• RIFLES •
• SHOTGUNS •
• PISTOLS •

4952 State Rt. 13
Pinckneyville, IL

618-357-2583
Open 7 Days!

hicksforguns@gmail.com
www.hicksforguns.com
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They hold four cataloged auctions per
year. For more details, visit their website
at www.guyetteanddeeter.com. The firm
also conducts weekly online auctions at
www.decoysforsale.com. Since 1989,
Guyette & Deeter has dominated the
decoy auction market. In January 2007,
Guyette & Deeter, in conjunction with
Christie’s (New York), sold a merganser
hen by Lothrop Holmes for a world record
auction price of $856,000. Guyette &
Deeter’s next auction will be held July 28
& 29 at the Sheraton Harborside Hotel in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Guyette & Deeter provides free
decoy appraisals to anyone sending a
decoy photo and stamped, self-addressed
envelope to:
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Important sleeping black duck by Shang Wheeler
(Stratford, Connecticut).

Rare Canada goose field decoy by John Tax
(Osakis, Minnesota).

Guyette & Deeter
PO Box 1170
St. Michaels, MD 21663
For email send to:
Gary Guyette:
decoys@guyetteanddeeter.com
Phone: 410-745-0485
Jon Deeter:
jdeeter@guyetteanddeeter.com
Phone 440-610-1768

Important goldeneye drake by the Ward Brothers
(Crisfield, Maryland).

10” x 28.5” trout plaque by Oscar Peterson
(Cadillac, Michigan).

G u y e t t e & De e t e r , I nc .
The Leading and Most Trusted Decoy Auction Firm in the World
G ua r a n t e e d Condi t ion R e p orts | B u y e r ’s Pr e m i um 1 8 %
April 26 & 27, 2018 Decoy Auction | St. Charles, Illinois
Come to the largest sporting collectibles auction of the year
April 2018 Auction Catalog

+ 200 full color pages
$45 catalog / $150 yearly subscription
Call 410-745-0485 to order

Part of a good
selection of
duck calls

For Free Appraisals Contact:
Guyette & Deeter, Inc. | P.O. Box 1170 | St. Michaels, MD 21663
Gary Guyette | decoys@guyetteanddeeter.com | 410.745.0485
Jon Deeter | jdeeter@guyetteanddeeter.com | 440.610.1768
Very rare greenwing teal
drake by Robert Elliston

Part of a good selection
of advertisements
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TEN YEARS LATER AND STILL
AN OUTSTANDING TRIP

By Howard J Heatherwick

“The problem with Fishing in Alaska,
it’s tough to do only one time.”
It is hard to believe 10 years had
passed since I fished in Alaska. Long
time fishing and hunting pal John Irwin
and I had first fished there in 2007. For
that trip we used a reference and ad we
saw in Adventure Sports Outdoors that
featured Salmon Catcher Lodge. The
lodge is located just outside the fabled
salmon fishing town of Kenai. On that trip
friend Larry McMahon of Minier Illinois
went with us. We had a great time as
documented in an ASO article published
August of 2007. Lodge owner, Terry
Johnson was still working back then as an
international pilot for UPS, so we never got
to meet him in person and communicated
by e-mail and phone. After our trip Larry
was diagnosed with a serious illness and
has now passed. John and I have the great
memories of this trip with our friend. For
most all of us memories of great times

for us. Terry arranged to have us stay in
the same “cabin” we stayed in last trip.
To call it a cabin is misleading as it is
truly a lodge. The place is so nice one
is compelled to remove shoes before
entering. The décor is just as impressive
as it was on our last trip. Since we would
be doing our own breakfasts and some
other meals, the kitchen held everything
we could possibly need. “First Class” is an
understatement of what the place offers.
On Monday we drove to Homer AK.
for a halibut fishing trip on the Cook
Inlet with guide Dave Essert. Dave is a

with friends and family are what forever,
remain.
This trip I wanted my son Bill to go
with and we found a time in his busy work
and family routine so that could happen.
Bill lives in Michigan and drove to Illinois
so all three of us could fly together with
Air Alaska from Chicago
O’Hare to Anchorage AK. It is
a long flight but made more
enjoyable by this airline, that
still understands customer
service. Bill booked a rental
vehicle at the Anchorage
airport and volunteered to
drive. I drove on our last trip,
so this time I could fully take in
the abundant scenic beauty of
the Kenai Peninsula.
We got to Salmon Catcher
and settled in after meeting
Terry Johnson and going over
Son, Bill Heatherwick on the deck of our cabin.
the itinerary he had planned
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Wyoming native who loves to fish and
runs a charter from the fabled port of
Homer on Kachemak Bay. We got to the
boat at low tide. Homer has a high tide up
to 28’. Dave fired up his sturdy aluminum
charter boat and we headed out of port
passing the fabled “Time Bandit” crab
boat of Deadliest Catch TV fame.
After leaving port the ocean was
remarkably calm. We sped past several
family schools of sea otters floating
on their backs with some savoring the
shellfish positioned on their bellies which
also functioned as their own personal
tables. We reached the spot Dave had
fished the day before and deployed heavy
duty rods and their Penn reels spooled
with heavy duty 80-100# braided line.
Herring bait was threaded on huge circle
hooks. Keeping the bait on the ocean
bottom helps to catch halibut. We drifted
until catching the first one then put out the
heavy anchor to let the scent of the bait
bring the fish to us. With the tide at midpoint we started out with 1 pound weights
and were lucky to land several 15-40
pound halibut before the tide picked up
to full speed where much heavier weights
are required. Fish over 100 pounds are
very old and mostly females. We did not

Salmon Catcher Lodge
Luxury Lodging • Fishing Packages • Eco Tour Packages
Bear Viewing • Day Trips • Corporate Excursions
Featured on

with Larry Csonka

Alaska lodges all offer the same but
we give you more!!!
Begin your Kenai adventure
now By scanning our
complimentary resources app!

(907) 335-2001

For a limited time,
earn 20% back on
the purchase of
Browning
Ammunition.

MAXIMUM REBATE AMOUNT
$25 PER HOUSEHOLD.
Offer is valid on qualifying
purchases made between
March 16, 2018, and
May 12, 2018. Offer expires
and all requests must
be received by June 1, 2018.

DISCOUNT SALES COMPANY
P.O. Box 2200, Kenai, Alaska 99611 • 907-335-2001
www.salmoncatcherlodge.com • salmoncatcherlodge2001@gmail.com

309-543-9163
discountsale@casscomm.com

Matanza Beach • Halfway Between Havana & Bath, IL on Rt. 78
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Howard Heatherwick with
early in the trip halibut
hook one of the “barn door” size halibut on
this trip which was good for the species,
and the smaller fish are better table fare.
With four nice fish on board and the tide
moving so very fast we motored closer to
shore to troll for king salmon and ended
up catching another nice halibut. Back at
Homer Dave cleaned the fish and we again
stopped at the historic “Salty Dog Saloon”
in Homer before having a great dinner at a
very nice restaurant called “Fat Olive” just
up the road from town.

L to R, Howard & Bill Heatherwick and
John Irwin with Tuesdays catch

Tuesday’s charter started late in the
morning with Captain Zak Lloyd. Zak is a
well-known and excellent captain whose
home is on the banks of the Kasilof River,
where no motor trolling is allowed. We
launched at Dave’s home and quickly
saw he used the incoming tide to our
and his advantage. The tide brought in
fresh king salmon from the ocean and
allowed our guide to keep the sleek float
boat in position to hit favorite spots like
big boulders that caused current drops.

These spots held big fish resting in the
relative calm water that the often car
sized boulders, create. When the tide
started to go out Zak used the current
to fish downstream areas he knew held
fish. Later when the tide came in again
it propelled the float boat back to just in
front of his home where John landed the
last, and biggest, of our five king salmon.
Zak took the photo below then cleaned our
fish. We traveled the short distance back
to Salmon Catcher where we grilled some
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of the previous days halibut for dinner.
I like to flavor these great tasting fish
with Old Bay Seasoning then grill them
skin side down on aluminum foil before
finishing the process with a slice of pepper
jack cheese on each filet. Baked potatoes,
salad along with tasty Alaskan White beer
from Fairbanks made for a meal fit for a
king (salmon).
We took a break on day three of the
trip to relax and sight see around the area
including a trip to Soldotna. On day four we
did a second float trip on the Kasilof River,
this time with guide Dustin Klepacki. Terry’s
expertise helped here as we would have
liked the second trip to be on the Kenai,
but his guides reported few kings had yet
arrived, and it was our choice to repeat the
Kasilof trip. We met Dustin at the launch
site upstream of where we fished on the
first trip with Zak. This time we floated the
length of the river to it’s mouth near the
ocean. Dustin also had a state of the art
float boat designed for this type of fishing.
All three of us could fit in the front seat.
Dustin rowed us into position to troll in
place near likely holding spots for fresh
from the ocean, kings. Dustin also used
tide movement, but it was more work for
him rowing upstream against the current to

April 2018

re-fish a good spot then rowing against the
incoming current to get us to the pick-up
point near the rivers mouth. Taking the boat
out was also an adventure as the process
takes place on a wobbly home-made boat
ramp. The massive high to low tide here
made installing permanent sturdy docks
too costly. Guides pays a sizeable fee to use
the dock. Each captain uses their own boat
trailer and truck and a long metal cable to
pull the boat onto the ramp. The float boat
is then wrestled onto the trailer. Once
Dustin had his boat trailered he hooked the
same long cable from his trailer to the next
boat waiting its turn and pulled that boat
onto the same ramp. That captain could in
turn trailer his boat then repeat the service
for the next boat in the line waiting turn.
It helps to get to the take out point early
like we did, or it could a much longer wait.
Dustin took our picture with three more
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nice kings, cleaned them, and transported
us back to the rental vehicle we left at the
launch site.
Back at Salmon Catcher, Terry’s son
Adrian, packaged all our fish into flash
frozen meal sized portions vacuum packed
in heavy plastic for the trip home. When
we left on that Friday each of us had a big
foam lined shipping box filled with frozen
fish ready to check as additional baggage
for the trip home. Last trip we had the fish
shipped which worked fine but this time
we decided to keep the fish with us. The
cost of one added bag per person was
much less than shipping and when we
arrived home, we had out catch with us.
If you would like to experience Alaskan
fishing at its finest with a reputable
outfitter, contact Terry Johnson. His web
site is www.Salmoncatcherlodge.com
and phone number (907)-335-2001.

COMLARA PARK’S ARBOR DAY
CELEBRATION!
SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 2018
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Howard, John and Bill at the end of day two on the Kasilof.

www.nelsoncharters.net

Call Capt. Mike to book your
trip today!

616.990.4421

Would you like to volunteer to help
plant some trees?!

WHERE YOUR FISHING FUN BEGINS!

WHAT:
Comlara Park’s Arbor Day
Celebration

Fish Port of Grand Haven, MI for King Salmon, Coho,
Lake Trout, Steelhead, Brown Trout & Perch!
CORPORATE & GROUP CHARTERS WELCOME!

WHEN:
Saturday, April 28, 2018
9:00 am - Noon

Spend More Time Fishing

Don’t Miss The Boat ...

Aboard the

NOBLE II

(Avanti’s Lunch provided along with
snacks & soda/water - please register
if coming see below)

36 Foot Tiara Sport Fisherman

WHERE:
Comlara Park on the west side
of the park across the road
from the White Oak Group
Camp Area. You can park in
the parking lot (limited) or on
the shoulder of the road.
If you plan to volunteer with
this project, please contact us
at parks@mcleancountyil.gov

Charters
“We Catch The Big Ones”

and Less Time Boating

NO Fish - NO Pay

Aboard the

NOBLE II

36-foot Tiara Sport Fisherman

“We Catch
the Big Ones!”

www.noblecharters.com

Captain Dale Florek
Cell:

224-588-7263

Call for Free Color Brochure
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HIGGY’S STAND
By Don Higgins

BILL WOULD ALLOW
SUPPLEMENTAL
FEEDING IN ILLINOIS

Illinois deer
hunters have long
yearned for the opportunity to utilize
the myriad of products marketed to deer
hunters. Using these products is legal
in many other states but in Illinois it is
illegal to use them but legal to sell them.
Illinois State Senator Chapin Rose
has introduced legislation that would
allow the use of mineral and feed
products outside of hunting season in
Illinois on private property only. SB-2493
will be heard and voted on by the senate
ag committee on April 12.
While finer details of the legislation
would have to be worked out upon its
passage, it should be noted that this is
not an attempt to make baiting legal for
Illinois deer hunters. Instead it is an effort
to legalize the use of deer nutritional
products on private property only and
only outside of legal hunting season.
The passage of this legislation

would benefit many other groups besides
deer hunters and in fact would benefit
the state of Illinois itself with increased
tax revenue from the manufacture and
sale of minerals, feed, feeders and other
related products. Retailers would also
benefit from sales of these products.
Illinois farmers would benefit from
decreased crop damage as a deer eating
from a feeder is a deer that is not feeding
in a crop field. Also, many of the products
that are fed to deer are made from ag
commodities such as corn and soybeans.
With so many positives that could
result from passage of this legislation
one would think passage would be little
more than a formality. There is one big
hurdle standing squarely in the way
however … IDNR! That’s right; Illinois
DNR has already voiced its opposition
to the bill citing concerns regarding the
spread of disease, specifically CWD, as
deer are attracted to feeding locations.

Present this ad at check in time and get an additional 10% discount on the regular room rate!

Gateway
INN

of Sullivan, IL

www.gatewayinnsullivan.net

GATEWAY TO LAKE
SHELBYVILLE...

Recently Remodeled • New Carpeting
Color Cable TV • Refrigerator • Microwave
Free Internet/WiFi • Adjacent Restaurant
Free Electric Hookups for Boat

217-728-4314

YOUR HOSTS: Vipul (Vic) & Vilas Patel
1320 S. Hamilton St. • Rt. 32, Sullivan, IL
info@gatewayinnsullivan.net

To my knowledge there is
no scientific evidence supporting
IDNRs position and in fact many
professional wildlife biologists
have even taken the opposite
position. Whitetail deer are
extremely social animals that
regularly lick and groom each other.
Any experienced deer hunter knows
that every deer in an area will
share a “licking branch” wherein
they all chew and lick on the same
low-hanging branch as a way of
communicating. Sharing a feeding
location is not likely to increase the
spread of disease as these same
deer are already closely interacting
in a variety of other ways.
To further negate the IDNRs
position on this issue, consider that
IDNR already allows the importation of
deer into Illinois from other states. That’s
right; the agency which is against feeding
the deer we already have in Illinois
because of concerns over the spreading
of disease has no concerns with bringing
foreign deer into the state to co-mingle
with the deer that are already here!
For the record, I am not saying that
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bringing these foreign deer into the state
is or is not a disease concern, that is not
my point at all. My point is, how in the
world can one justify not feeding the deer
that are already in the state because of
“disease concerns” and yet be OK with
importing foreign deer? This situation
leaves a gaping hole in IDNRs opposition
to supplemental feeding.

Will your soybeans
be there When the
deer need them
the most?
real World’s
soybean blend Was
developed for
shatter resistance!

After a full day of fishing, come to the Spillway Motel
and relax in one of our clean, comfortable rooms.
Micros, frig, cable TV, Wi-Fi, coffee pot, hairdryer.
All rooms have 2 beds. Ask about our Hot Tubs!
Ask about our Pet policy.
Park near your room to unload fast & easy.
Ice & Soda Available! Restaurants & entertainment nearby.
BAIT SHOP ON SITE & MOTEL OPEN YEAR ROUND!
1/2 mile to Beach and 9th Street boat launch.
Within walking distance to river and spillway!
Under New Ownership

Shelbyville, IL
For Reservations:
(800) 845-0414
(217) 774-9591

www.realworldwildlifeseed.com
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Supplemental feeding and captive
deer have become the scape-goats of
the Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD)
issue. What the average deer hunter or
citizen often fails to realize is that there
is no scientific evidence to back this
political position. CWD was actually first
documented at and probably started in
a government research facility at Fort
Collins, Colorado. Some government
agencies have used the opportunity to
take away landowner rights by shutting
down captive deer farms in some states
and making supplemental feeding illegal
in others. Illinois DNR has taken the
strange stance that importing captive
deer from other states is OK but feeding
the deer that are already in the state is
wrong, citing concerns about the spread
of CWD as the basis for their position.
To further erode IDNRs position, one
must consider that science has created
a new breed of nutritional products
specifically for deer to help increase their
health and potentially their ability to
overcome disease issues. These products
have shown great promise in independent
trials and continue to evolve as the
science used in the livestock industry is
being utilized to address wild whitetails.
For Illinois deer hunters it really boils
down to this: Senate Bill 2493 which will
be heard on April 12 is probably the best
opportunity we will ever have that will
allow us to provide our deer with the
cutting edge nutritional supplementation
that is so commonly used in other states.
To be bluntly honest, passage of this bill
is not likely unless Illinois deer hunters
in HUGE numbers take the opportunity to
contact the legislators on the Senate Ag
Committee before April 12.
If you are interested in seeing deer
minerals and other nutritional products
become legal in Illinois, I strongly
encourage you to call and write (do both!)

every single legislator on this list and
politely and respectfully ask them to vote
in favor of Senate Bill 2493.
Senator Napoleon Harris
(217) 782-8066
Senator 15th District
M122 Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Scott M. Bennett
(217) 782-2507
Senator 52nd District
218B Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Thomas Cullerton
(217) 782-9463
Senator 23rd District
122 Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Bill Cunningham
(217) 782-5145
Senator 18th District
311B Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Linda Holmes
(217) 782-0422
Senator 42nd District
129 Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator David Koehler
(217) 782-8250
Senator 46th District
M113 Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Andy Manar
(217) 782-0228
Senator 48th District
119A Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
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Senator Neil Anderson
(217) 782-5957
Senator 36th District
M103D Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Dale Fowler
(217) 782-5509
Senator 59th District
M103F Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Wm. Sam McCann
(217) 782-8206
Senator 50th District
307 Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Paul Schimpf
(217) 782-8137
Senator 58th District
105D Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706
Senator Jil Tracy
(217) 782-2479
Senator 47th District
M103A Capitol Building
Springfield, IL   62706

Individual interested in
joining a Duck Club within
50 Miles of Peoria
Call 309-657-0528
NEW HUNTING & FISHING CABINS
www.kinkaidlakecabins.com

SMILEY’S SPORTS SHOP INC.
Archery • Guns & Ammo • Fishing Tackle • Live Bait
Ammo by the Case Price • Full Line of Abu Garcia
Full Service Archery Shop
See us on the web at: www.smileyssportsshop.com
2049 Ireland Grove Rd. • Bloomington, IL

309/663-1133

100 ft from Shawnee National Forest and
1 Mile from Kinkaid Lake!

$100 per night with a two night minimum • Advance Reservation Required

PAUL ICE SERVICES • 618.687.4621
77 Cook Drive • Murphysboro, IL 62966
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PLAN NOW FOR SUCCESS
THIS FALL

by Marlene Odahlen-Hinz • marleneasomag@gmail.com

After experiencing the brutality of
this past winter it is difficult to think
about getting out and doing some
scouting for the fall whitetail season.
Normally I make it a point to do my first
scouting in January, but in all honesty,
this year with the temperatures dipping

to such record lows and the heavy snow
accumulation I decided to wait until my
local television meteorologist predicted
warmer weather.
As March approached there was
still time to do a couple preliminary
trips to my hunting property before I get
serious in April. A few years ago as
I walked the trails that were still very
obvious in the snow I found a spot thick
with young poplar trees that appears to
be a hub for deer movement through the
area. Trails came from every direction

April reveals trails made the previous fall.

and crisscrossed in many spots. As I
looked closer I noticed lots of rubs—
many on both sides of the trees. I knew
I’d found my sweet spot for the fall.
Then, I started looking for trees in
which I could place a tree stand in order
to cover the predominate trails. I like
pine trees and chose a large one that
hid me perfectly. Most of my stands
hang in trees that are south and east of
the trails I’m hunting since the winds
usually prevail from the west.
Because this spot seemed to be
a travel route both for mornings and
evenings, I also looked for a tree on
the opposite side of the trail to take
advantage of winds blowing out of the
east as well. I felt I could catch the deer
coming and going on their way to and
from their bedding areas by setting up
an additional stand. The extra effort of
putting up a second stand will often pay
off especially during the rut.
It worked because in three years,
I’ve taken three very nice bucks and
several does from this spot so my first
scouting efforts that spring have proven
very successful.
I consider scouting in March and
April the best time to get out because
snow makes following trails very easy.
It helps me get a feel for how the deer

Finding sheds brings dreams of next
fall’s trophy.

are moving through my property and I
can see why they may have established
new trails. For instance, erosion from
the previous year may have forced the
deer to pick a less difficult path around
the washed-out area. Even something
as simple as a fallen tree blocking their
trail causing them swing wide around
thus making it impossible to now cover
the new trail being used. I’d rather know
now if I have to move a stand rather
than discovering trail has changed right
before the season opens.

801 N. State • Freeburg, IL 62243 • Owner: Chuck Dori

618.539.9881

Tohatsu Sportsman’s
Edition Camo, 20 hp,
4-stroke
POLAR kraft Sportsman
& Fishing Models

SALES & SERVICE

Plus 9.8 hp,
4-stroke models!
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Generally, by April the snow is gone
and new “old” sign can be discovered.
Trails that were made before the snow
fell are visible as well as are the scrapes
bucks made during the rut. By walking
these trails, you can see find pinch points
or bottlenecks that are perfect places
to set up in the fall since these spots
tend to funnel the deer through a more
narrow area. If I find several scrapes in
one area I make a mental note to start
a fake scrape using a dripper filled with
Wildlife Research’s “Active Scrape”
or “Golden Scrape” there in the fall.
Bucks often open up last year’s scrapes
and I know of scrapes that have been
reworked for years.
So much information can be
revealed once the snow is gone and
before the woods greens up making it
more difficult to see the old sign. This
is also a good time to take soil samples
to have analyzed for creating any new
food plots. I’ve found that sending my
samples to BioLogic I get a detailed
report back within 36 hours of when
they receive it. For more information
on preparing soil for a food plot go to
www.plantbiologic.com to download a
soil sample information sheet to submit
to them.
For those of us eager scouters, all
is not lost because of this “winter that
won’t end.” March and April can still
reveal lots of information for strategizing
a successful fall hunt. Walking your
hunting property when there is still
snow on the ground tells you about
deer movement in the winter (or late
season). Walking your hunting property
right after the snow melts, reveals all
the trails the deer used before they
were preserved under that blanket of
snow. Any deer you might disturb now
by walking around your hunting property
is of little consequence. So, there is
still time to get out scouting before all
those summer activities kick in. The
more legwork you do now will mean
the less time you’ll be disrupting your
“hot spots” closer to the season opener.
AND who knows, you might find a shed
or two letting you know what trophy
waits for you in the fall.
Until next month, don’t forget to
take you daughter, granddaughter or
niece bowhunting.
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IDNR ANNOUNCES 2018
WINGSHOOTING SCHEDULE

SPRINGFIELD, IL – The Illinois
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR),
in cooperation with its partners and cosponsors, will conduct wingshooting
clinics at sites throughout Illinois from
March through mid-November.
The clinics provide instruction and
help improve the shooting skills for both
beginners and experienced hunters. Most
clinics are conducted on weekends at IDNR
sites, cooperating gun clubs and shooting
ranges, hunting preserves, and farms.
Youth/Women’s Wingshooting Clinics
are designed to provide instruction on
safely shooting a shotgun at moving
clay targets. Girls and boys ages 10-15,
young adults ages 16-18, and women of
all ages are eligible to participate. Each
clinic starts with a morning shotgun safety
presentation, followed by a brief, hands-on
shotgun orientation session. Students will
break for lunch then spend the afternoon in
the field shooting flying clay targets.
Most youth/women’s clinics are
provided at no cost to participants, but
some require a nominal registration
fee. Shotguns, shotshells, clay targets,
safety glasses and hearing protection are
provided.    
Hunter
wingshooting
clinics
are hands-on and include extensive

opportunities to shoot a variety of
clay target presentations on courses
specifically designed for hunters. From
ducks and doves to pheasants, quail
and rabbits, hunters will find clay target
presentations that resemble their favorite
and most troublesome hunting shots.
The hunter clinics are designed
for shotgun shooters with reasonable
experience. Young shooters ages 12 to 15
must be in at least the “Intermediate” skill
level category to enroll in these clinics.
They must also be accompanied by an
adult who is participating in the clinic.
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Shotgun shooters ages 16 and older with
beginning to advanced wingshooting
skills who want to improve their shotgun
shooting skills are encouraged to attend.
Hunter clinic fees range from $30 to $35
per participant.
Wingshooting clinics are taught
by instructors who are certified by the
IDNR. Many clinic instructors also have
a National Sporting Clays Association
(NSCA) instructor certification.
The
participant-to-instructor ratio is usually
four-to-one. Participants are typically
grouped with others of similar shooting
ability.
The 2018 IDNR Wingshooting
Opportunities Schedule, registration
information, and details about other
clinics and special events are available on
the IDNR website at www.dnr.illinois.gov.

Pond & Lake Weed Removal Tool
Toss-Retrieve
Unload-Repeat

989-529-3992 • WeedGatorProducts.com
Performs C.P.R. Cuts • Pulls • Rakes
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HELPING CLIENTS
CATCH MEMORIES ONE
FISH AT A TIME
Lake Shelbyville

217-520-3653 • www.englandexpenditions.com

CATCHIN’ SPRING
FISHING FEVER

ATTENTION!!! ATTENTION!!!
ATTENTION!!!
It is officially time to break out those
rods and reels and get out on the water!!!
Lake Shelbyville is not only my home
lake; it is one of the healthiest fisheries
in the Midwest. Ideal habitat and
significant depth variations allow anglers
to fish many different techniques and bait

combinations all year long for multiple
species. Walleye, sauger, and both white
and black crappie populations are all
increasing, making Lake Shelbyville a
true fishing destination.
Early spring crappie fishing can
be as productive as any other time on
Lake Shelbyville, but remember that
daily factors will change without a

WORLD-CLASS QUALITY HUNTS AROUND THE WORLD!
TED TESTED! • TED ABUSED! • TED APPROVED!

6 Sauger and Walleye

moments notice. With increased rainfall
and the muddy waters that follow, be
sure to switch techniques if one is not
working. Crappie fishing in muddy waters
creates visibility issues for the fish and
using larger profile bait will help the
crappie find your bait easier. Secondly,
I use darker “muddier” colors of tubes,
because the actual baitfish will naturally
become darker due to the added mud
and dirty water they live in. If the water
is clearer, I recommend using a brighter
tube variation and even a smaller jig
head. Regardless of the color of water, be
sure to slow down your presentation and

try new color combinations daily! Hair
jigs are great this time of year. The subtle
natural movements created by the hair
can make all the difference in the world.
Live bait, such as minnows, will also be
an ideal bait option if you can find any
place that is selling them yet.
Crappie will be patterning in deeper
waters now. They can be found from 1220 feet deep. Deep water with standing
timber is an ideal place to find crappie
schooling and holding as long as they
have a food source.
Early spring crappie behaviors are not
at 100% due to the water temperature,

YOUR FIREARM DESERVES
THE BEST IN GUN CARE.

Celebrating

36 Years
1982-2018

Cleaning Kits

Tactical

Rods

Ph: 217-824-9133 | www.proshotproducts.com

“Helping Clients Catch Memories One Fish at at Time”
Ted Nugent

Shemane Nugent “Queen of the Forest”

Call Paul or Toby to book your dream hunt of a lifetime!
517-750-9060 • TedNugent.com • Facebook.com/tednugent

Lake Shelbyville, IL

MATT ENGLAND

Professional Fishing Guide • matt@englandexpeditions.com

217.520.3653 • www.englandexpeditions.com
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but as the days get warmer the fishing
will get hotter. Roadrunner heads are
a great option for crappie at this time.
The vibration and flash created from the
blade are the two main features. The
vibration will omit a frequency similar to
a dying fish and the flash created looks
like the side profile of a baitfish, making
it a double threat bait option. Regardless
of what technique you use to fish for
these early spring crappie, be sure to fish
multiple depths until you find out how
deep the fish are that day.
Walleye and sauger activity is
starting to increase and so are the catch
totals for them. Crank baits are very
productive at this time of year because
you can troll or cast them and have
success both ways. Trolling crank baits
around points that have a river channel
near by are excellent places to find
walleye and sauger hunting for their next
meal. Depth variation is key when trying
to find those active feeding fish. Walleye
and sauger will swim the river channel
between feedings and can be caught
when they make their transition from the
deeper water to those shallow points
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that hold wind blown baitfish.
Casting crank baits may be more
traditional for some anglers and for good
reason. Casting crank baits for walleye
and sauger around drop-offs and ledges
is where to begin. Walleye and sauger
attack their prey. Fishing ledges are places
predators, like walleye and sauger hunt
for their next meal. Bouncing a ¼ oz.
lead head with a twister tail off of the
bottom around rock humps or areas with
a gravel or rock bottom is another area
and technique to be sure to try. Lastly,
live bait such as water leeches and night
crawlers are two favorites for the walleye
and sauger both. Dragging either bait
on the bottom or using a slip bobber to
target a specific suspended depth are two
successful techniques for live bait that will
help you catch more walleye and sauger.
CATCHING MEMORIES ONE FISH AT A
TIME!!! To book a trip call (217)-520-3653
or visit englandexpeditions.com.
Top: Early Spring Slabs
Bottom Left: Double Slabs
Bottom Right: Late Winter White
Crappie

Maroa: 217-794-2292

Peoria: 309-699-6231

www.FourWindsRV.com
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Call Reagan and
Book Your Trip Today!

309.642.8106

Reagsguideservice@gmail.com
www.centralilcrappieguide.com
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FISHING CENTRAL ILLINOIS
WITH
REAG’S
GUIDE
SERVICE
By Reagan Smith

April is a great time of year to target crappie and white bass! It also is one of those
months that can be difficult for fishermen. April is that time of year where the crappie
and white bass are in the staging session before the spawn or during the spawn. We
know that on some lakes, we can catch crappie shallow in
April and then we can catch them deep, as well. I feel as if a
lot of fishermen are trying to go for those shallow crappies on
the beds, but that is not quite the best tactic - in my opinion. I
usually wait until the end of April and into May to go for the
shallow fish using a slip bobber and/or cast and retrieve with
smaller jigs. With all that being said, April is a good month to
really put your electronics to work!
When crappie fishing in April, I still concentrate on that 12-15
ft depth in staging areas outside of coves or shorelines where
I know those crappie will eventually spawn. It is fairly easy to
use your side imaging to scan and look for those trees that are
in the water or to look at bridge pylons in the water to look for
any dots that resemble your fish. Once I have located the fish
on side imaging and have marked it on my GPS at the console, I
then will use my down imaging on my trolling motor to find the
tips of those lay downs or to scan over the trees to find exactly
where the fish are at. I then vertical jig using a variety of baits
from jigs to minnows and then once we get color combos figured
out - it is game on! I am a one-pole-jigging-kind-of-guy most
of the year. It is my favorite way to fish for crappie and even
sometimes white bass.
So even though beginning
of April is a little difficult
to still find fish, don’t be
discouraged! The water
temps will change quite
a bit through the month
of April and the spawning
process will begin and will
make fishing easy for a lot
of anglers. Do not forget to
maybe switch it up and try
to find those deeper fish.
Deeper crappie are always
nicer in my opinion, because
of the cold and warm fronts
moving in and out during the
month of April, the deeper
fish are not as affected as the
fish that are more shallow
or even the shallow fish that
have moved deeper as it gets
colder. April can just be a
difficult month to try and lock
down the crappie, but with
patience and persistence and
using the right electronics
you can be sure to get a good
mess of fish in the boat!
Let’s talk about white
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bass this time of year! White bass are
a ton of fun to catch. I think for the size
of the fish, the way those things hit and
the amount of fish you can catch March
through May, it’s just unreal. The last 6-7
years I have fished at some point during
the day probably close to 300 days a year.
I might not have been able to get out to
the lakes I guide on every day, but with
shore fishing or at private lakes or fishing
the Illinois River, I have fished at some
point during the day for some fish. It is in
my bones to get out and fish just a small
amount even if I only have an hour! That
being said, it has taught me a lot about
what to look for, when to look for it and
what I can do to catch something. White
bass - I will admit - is not as sought after
as crappie or largemouth in our area, but
once you feel the hit of a white bass and
the fight of these fish with their torpedo
shaped body style cutting back and forth
and zig zagging all over in the water and
under the boat and then ultimately landing
that fish - it will change your whole
mindset of fun fishing! I have had days
where we catch 30-40 white bass and I
have days where you want to go home
at 11:00 in the morning because you and
your friends have reeled in over 100 fish

Skeeter SL190
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each! We never keep that many, but just
being able to find giant schools of white
bass and have a good time on the lake or
the river is well worth looking for those
white bass.
Let’s talk about what white bass are
doing in the month of April. Like crappie,
white bass will start to spawn. The white
bass start the spawning process from March
until May. I have decided that usually when
the lilacs start to bloom beautiful flowers, it
is one of the best times to start checking
your rivers into lakes shallow areas and the
creeks that feed your lake. White bass will
spawn in those areas, but sometimes if the
water temperature is just right and they are
in the mood to spawn they will do so on
wind-blown shallow banks. The process
of mating, from what I have read, is kind
of weird! The younger, smaller males start
the process going into the areas where
they will spawn and then females follow,
and the big males follow after them. The
females will come towards the water
surface and spray her eggs and the males in
the area swim over them and fertilize them.
The amount of eggs that one white bass
produces is estimated at 500,000 or even
close to 1,000,000 eggs from one fish! The
survival rate depends on weather during

the spawn and of course predators, but
about half of those eggs will become fish
that we can catch. Invasive species, you
ask… I think YES! They can be with other
fish in lakes and not affect it but they need
people to take them out. A lot of people
do not eat them because they do not know
how to clean them correctly. If cleaned
correctly, they are quite delicious! I hope
this article helps you and gives you a few
more ideas on how to catch some crappie
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or white bass during the month of April. If
it just sounds fun to do so and you don’t
have a boat or would love to learn how to
fish for these for yourself, I would love to
take you and your family or friends fishing
for the day! Visit centralilcrappieguide.com
for more information or give me a call at
309-642-8106. I’m always up for any fishing
conversation – or really, any conversation
in general. Tight lines and God bless!

ILLINOIS’ PREMIER SOUTH
FORK JON BOAT DEALER!
Landau A’Lure 212 Fishing

G3 X24SS Pontoon

15993 Cambria Road • Hurst, IL 62924
Open Mon-Fri 8am - 5pm • Sat 8am - 3pm

www.HarrisonsSportShop.com
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CAN TURKEYS FLY?
By Mark Kayser

SURE THEY CAN. AT LEAST THAT’S TRUE
FOR THE WILD TURKEY, BUT NOT SO MUCH
FOR THE DOMESTICATED BIRD. AND WHILE
IT MAY NOT SURPRISE MOST HUNTERS
THAT TURKEYS CAN FLY, DO YOU KNOW
JUST HOW FAST THESE BIRDS ARE?
Wild turkeys can fly, while
domesticated turkeys can’t. Except for a
few feeble flaps, domesticated turkeys are
limited by their size. Like most domestic
livestock, this domesticated bird is bred to
produce maximum amounts of protein via
meaty sections of their body. Take one look
at the breast of your next holiday turkey and
you’ll see this bred-in trait. Meanwhile, wild
turkeys retain a sleek body makeup, a wily
nature and an instinctive escape response
that sometimes includes flight.
Ken Dial, a professor of biology at
the University of Montana, describes
turkey flight elegantly in a November 25,
2013, “Washington Post” article. His specialty
is animal flight and turkeys are unique in that
aspect as Dial relates in the article.
“Turkeys spend 99.999 percent of their
lives on their legs, so they’re built a little
like a hoofed animal,” says Dial. “Their

bodies are squashed laterally, with their
knees pulled in and their legs splayed. The
legs have excellent circulation to supply fuel
for sustained running.”
HOW FAST ARE WILD TURKEYS?
In an August 8, 2016, “Scientific
American” article by Dawn Starin it’s
reported that wild turkeys are actually
speedsters both on terra firma and in flight.
“They’re fast, reaching a running speed
of 25 miles per hour – just a bit less than
Usain Bolt’s top speed. And though they only
fly for short distances, their flight speed can
reach 60 miles per hour.”
That fast speed on the ground helps
them evade danger quickly when pursued
in forest or field. And if flight is needed a
wild turkey’s powerful legs can launch it
to airborne safety as well. If you’ve ever
watched a wild turkey take flight you see
two different styles. Some run to first
escape and then to predicate the launch.
Others simply squat and thrust themselves
airborne with the help of their large wings.
They have no issue taking flight from a
trotting or standing position.

“CO-CHI-1” Charter
Lake Michigan Sport
Fishing At Its Finest!
Fish in Comfort aboard the fully equipped Charter Boat “CO-CHI-1” out of NORTH
POINT MARINA at the Wisconsin-Illinois border.
• Fish on a large clean boat with a friendly, knowledgeable captain
• Fish with a PROFESSIONAL CHARTER SERVICE
(We do a better job because Salmon fishing is our FULL-TIME business)

Photo: By Grendelkhan
Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0
According to Dial, a turkey’s wings are
built for rapid flight and you can see that in
their “cupped” design. This allows them to
get away from a predator with a burst of leg
energy followed by rapid wingbeats.
HOW LONG CAN A WILD TURKEY STAY
AIRBORNE?
Unfortunately, even though these
20-pound-plus birds can shoot for the
heavens, their actual flight time is short.
Dial notes that the breast muscles, used
for flight, only evolved for short flights.
This is supported by how the body only
fuels a turkey for brief periods with its own
chemical according to Dial.
“Glycogen,
the
energy-carrying
chemical that feeds a turkey’s breast during
flight, ‘is used up very quickly.’ It’s something

Photo:Nick Trehearne
like nitro fuel for a dragster.”
SO HOW FAR CAN THESE BOMBSHELL
BIRDS FLY?
Most firsthand witnesses report of
flights extending 100 yards or less. That
may be the case in heavily forested areas,
but in my Western backyard I’ve witnessed
Merriam’s launching, flapping and sailing
for several hundred yards to cross large
canyons when in escape mode.
Despite the occasional lengthy flight
the wild turkey isn’t set up for soaring or a
long migrating flight. They’ll dash away with
leg power first and foremost. If that doesn’t
work there’s always the option of flight.
Sorry Mr. Butterball. You’re grounded and
headed to a grocery aisle in the very near
future. www.grandviewoutdoors.com

JOES BOAT
COVERS

North Point
Marina

WE HAVE AVERAGED 11.5 FISH PER TRIP FOR THE LAST 35+ YEARS!
For information and reservations call or write:
CAPTAIN Mike Smith. “CO-CHI-1” Charters,
P.O. Box 43, Winthrop Harbor, IL 60096

(847)872-1191

Open 7 Days a Week! All Year - Call Any Time!
All of our Covers are Custom Made
Right Here In Our Shop
Most Covers Finished in 3 to 4 Days
Call for the Lowest Price with Highest Quality!

Call Reagan and Book Your Trip Today!

309.642.8106

Reagsguideservice@gmail.com

www.centralilcrappieguide.com

Call Joe @ 217-632-2210
or Mobile # 217-891-0737
14245 Boy Scout Trail, Petersburg, IL 62675

www.joesboatcovers.com
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TOTAL

“Better Results from Better Training by Better Trainers”

CONCEALMENT
GAME BLINDS

TRACKING THE PHEASANTS

Manufactured by Miller’s Storage Buildings
1955 CR. 1700 E. Arthur, IL 61911

By Thane Hunt

Illinois Wheelin Sportsman is a hunting
not-for-profit in Illinois. They make sure
hunters with disabilities get the opportunity
to get out and hunt. In February, they teamed
up with Lick Creek Game Preserve to offer a
pheasant hunt for around 10 hunters. Steve
Wallace and Nate Cox were the hunters on
this year’s trip.
Wallace has been able to do this
hunt for the past three years. This year the
weather for the hunt was cold. As they were
ending the day by shooting clays, it stared to
snow. The cold nor the snow made the day
any less fun. Wallace enjoys the ability to
go out and participate in the pheasant hunts.
What he likes best about the hunts is they
give him the ability to meet new hunters
that have disabilities. This allows them not
only to talk about the hunt and hunting, but
also their disabilities and how they adapt to
the functional limitations of the disability.
Wallace also likes to watch the dogs and
how they work the hunting ground to flush
the pheasants out. He feels that it is graceful
and an art to train the dogs for hunting.
During the hunt this year, Wallace was
able to take two birds during the hunt. Cox
was able to take two birds as well. Both
used their Action Track Chairs to participate
in the pheasant hunt. Wallace loves the
ability to quietly get out and hunt and do
other outdoor actives that his chair allows
him to do. Many of the outdoor hunts
and actives Wallace enjoys would not be
possible with out the Action Track Chair.
Illinois Wheelin Sportsman and Central
Illinois Accessible Hunts as well as other
groups keep hunters enjoying the outdoors.
They also help expose hunting to persons
with disabilities that would otherwise not
have the opportunity to hunt. These groups
are always looking for new areas to hunt,
volunteers and funding. By giving what you
can, whether it is experience, time, location
or funding, you enable other hunters to
experience what you do. Hunters with
disabilities just want the same opportunities
to be included as others.
You can contact Illinois Wheelin
Sportsman via Facebook and to contact
Central Illinois Accessible Hunts use the
contact information below. If you have
equipment that you use or have used as

sports person with a disability and would
like to share it please feel free to contact
me at thane@huntsgungetaway.com or call
309-338-0990. Train Hard and Stay Safe.

Steve Wallace with one
of his pheasants

Nick Cox with one
of his pheasants

217.543.3206
Steve and Nick

Trap right before
the snow

HUNT’S GUN GETAWAY, LLC
IL CONCEALED CARRY INSTRUCTOR

“Better Results from Better Training by Better Trainers.”
We have real world experience with over 50 years of Law Enforcement
Experience & are IL Certified Instructors for Concealed Carry, as well as
NRA Certified Instructors, teaching an IL Certified Curriculum.

Hunt’s Gun
Getaway

Thane Hunt, Owner/CEO
309-338-0990
thane@huntsgungetaway.com
www.huntsgungetaway.com

We are now offering NRA Instructor Development Workshops.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
• HUNTING - FISHING
• CAMPING & TRAPPING SUPPLIES
• NEW & USED FIREARMS
• BRADLEY SMOKERS
• FFL TRANSFERS
• HUNTING & FISHING LICENSE

205 East Main St., Knoxville, IL 61448
life@greatoutdoors3.comcastbiz.net

309.388.0159

TERRY HOWARTER

DENISE SHEPHERD

These Blinds & our Cabin
have been developed with
input from hunters like you.
Miller’s will customize your
Blind or Cabin with many
more options you may need.
Call for more info.
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front. My stomach
turned. I remember
this class. It was
the thorn in my paw
for 16 long weeks.
It broke me. The
instructor tore me
to shreds. She dug
her claws in and
relentlessly made
me feel like an
By A.K. Thompson
idiot. I was made
to feel like I was stupid in this class. I
Having finished moving all of my
would go home and work harder than I
stuff out of storage and into my garage,
ever have in my entire 3-degree college
I have found myself in small moments
career, and still I was getting D’s and F’s
rifling through my ancient belongings.
on my assignments. I would then go home
Lifetimes ago it seems these things used
and sob alone, slumped on the floor in
to belong to me. Relationships ago –
my office. It was torturous—to be filled
various prescriptions ago – losses, gains
with that amount of self-doubt and selfand massive changes ago. I really feel
loathing. There are few feelings as bad as
some times like I have no idea who I used
feeling like you are stupid.
to be. I am a stranger to myself most
While I was struggling along, my
days. Recently I found a box of my old
classmates were excelling – they were all
classwork from graduate school. Folders
privy to something I was not. I just did not
full and bursting with graded assignments
understand how to do the work – no matter
– various comments scribbled here and
how hard I tried. I didn’t particularly look
there from instructors.
up to the instructor, though I have always
I came upon one folder – a faded blue
wanted to please, and being very sensitive is
one with the words FORMS OF FICTION
in my nature, so I was often very hurt by the
written in bold permanent marker on the

AN EDUCATION

BACKCOUNTRY HUNTS
OUTFITTING IN: NEW MEXICO & TEXAS

Mule Deer • Whitetail • Elk • Antelope • Turkey • Aoudad
Spring Turkey • Javelina • Feral Hogs • Exotics

FULL TIME OUTFITTER FOR 31 YEARS!
OUTFITTING FOR RIFLE, MUZZLELOADER & ARCHERY
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comments on my assignments. Seeing those
bad grades again brought me down, so I
closed up the box and went about my chicken
chores, which always make me happy.
In this 16-week class, we read 7 novels,
9 short stories, and one MONSTER of a
book called, “The Marriage of Cadmus and
Harmony.” We had to write analysis of every
piece we read, and teach a random chapter
of the Harmony book to the rest of the class.
We were first considered “wise and brave”
to even attempt this course. Brave, indeed –
Wise, I could argue not so much.
Ultimately, I received an A in the
class with the addition of the note that
she “agonized” over it – it definitely was
not the product of averaging my recorded
grades – of that much I am certain. I
emailed the instructor thanking her for the
A, to which I received the reply: “I always
claim students earn grades, I don’t “give”
them -- I did agonize, but decided you HAD
earned the A, so no thanks are needed.”
It is so odd to reflect on this
experience because of how terrible it
made me feel for the balance of the time
I devoted to the course. I rarely felt like
I was learning anything except for how
to stomach harsh criticism. Most of the
time I felt very confused. I wonder now,

all these years later, if that was not the
point – to push me to my breaking point
and see if I would still make a go of it. I did
still try my hardest every day, but I did not
feel good about myself – even when I got
the A grade I still felt like an idiot – maybe
a smarter idiot, but an idiot nonetheless.
This remembrance of a bad experience
got me to thinking about my other learning
experiences in college. A wide smile came
upon my face when I thought of a different
professor while I was driving a few days
later. This teacher was so very positive
and inquisitive. I almost teared up thinking
about it – I said out loud in my car, “He
lifted me up. He lifts people up.”
There is no better way to describe
how I felt in the various internships and
interactions I had with this teacher. He
always made me feel like I was interesting
and had valuable ideas and insights. He
was gifted at conversation and full of
knowledge – if he didn’t know he would
find out! He was a champion of discovery
and problem-solving. I am now taking a
museum leadership and administration
course, which is a far-cry from creative
writing, but it has really had me thinking
about the teachers I have had, and their
leadership styles. One take away is that

MIDSOUTH TACKLE
Making Jigs Since 1978

128 CR 108 • Jonesboro, AR 72404

870-935-4914
Check us out on the web…
www.midsouthtackle.com/shop.asp
Manufacturers of Quality Crappie Jigs
Made for Fishermen by Fishermen for 32 Years!

Member of the New Mexico Council of Outfitters & Guides
Members Safari Club International • Lifetime Member of the NRA

575.361.1053 • BackCountryHunts.com
stevejones@backcountryhunts.com

With Purchase
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good leaders make the people they are
leading feel empowered and valuable.
I wrote to that teacher and thanked
him for making me feel like that as a
student—excited about learning – that it
is ok to fail, as long as you will try again,
and that I was smart and talented. The
very best thing a person can do in life is
lift up those around them – not put them
down or to make them to feel less. I try
to be like that myself – the sensitive girl
is still very much a part of my make-up,
but if you are surrounded by supportive
folks, then you are always feeling more
confident and sharing those positive
interactions with others.
While I did learn valuable lessons from
negative classroom experiences, I learned
far more from the positive ones -- and I
grew more as a person. Being supported
does not mean you are not also being
challenged. I wish more professors knew
that truth. Life is already hard enough.
It is best to be a champion for the every
man and lift him up in his strengths and in
his weaknesses. In one of my emulations,
I read a bit of dialogue I wrote, and this
was years ago. I had forgotten all about it
until now:
“You know, Allan, I’m mystified that
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you flunked out your first semester, I mean
we’re from the same stock, you ever think
about where you’d be if you’d stayed in
school?”
“Naw, it didn’t interest me. A car
engine is pretty complex you know, I solve
problems every morning. You know, God
must have loved the common man,” Allan
said, “Because he made an awful lot of us.”
Amen.

A.K. Thompson is curator of The
Dillon Home Museum in Sterling, IL, a
fiction writer and teacher who makes
her home in northern Illinoisan. She
holds a Master’s Degree in Writing
and Consciousness from the New
College of California, and an MFA in
Creative Writing from Southern Illinois
University. She has served as an
Assistant Editor for the Crab Orchard
Review.  Her work has appeared
in STORY Magazine, Surreal South
-- An Anthology of Short Fiction and
Poetry, The Smoking Poet, and The
Chiron Review among others. Friend
Dirt Church on Facebook! Email A.K.:
akdirtchurch@gmail.com

Rootabaga Jazz Festival
April 6-8, 2018

Carl Sandburg Days
April 26-28, 2018

Knox County Fair
June 10 - June 14, 2018

Semi Truck Cruise In
June 16, 2018
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RARE STOUGHTON, WI AREA DECOYS
TO BE FEATURED IN MEMBER DISPLAY
DURING THE 53RD ANNUAL NORTH
AMERICAN VINTAGE DECOY & SPORTING
COLLECTIBLES SHOW IN ST. CHARLES, IL

Pheasant Run Resort, St. Charles, IL, April 27-28,
2018: This year’s Member Display at the 53rd Annual
North American Vintage Decoy & Sporting Collectibles
Show will feature vintage decoys made in and around
Stoughton, Wisconsin, a treasured canvasback hunting
area (Lake Koshkonong) which drew attention from hunters
and celebrities from all over the U.S. and abroad.
The work of well-known makers such as Enoch Reindahl, Ferd and Mandt Homme,
Russell “Raz” Barry, and many others is sure to delight show attendees. What makes
these men unique is that they were self-taught artists who were careful observers of
nature. Reindahl, in particular, had photographic skills which helped him so accurately
mimic the natural birds in his output. Today, collectors will pay as much as $50,000 for
a single decoy by one of these masters.
Many of these makers were friends, which created a competitive fire as they tried
to outdo each other. However, it was a friendly rivalry where they shared tips and
techniques with each other, which continuously improved their work. Almost all of the
carvings were true working decoys made for their makers or close friends, with very few
miniatures or decorative carvings. Most of these carvers made fewer than 100 decoys
so this is a rare opportunity to see these fine examples of their work. These pieces will
be available for viewing Friday and Saturday in the Mega Center, following a week full of
decoy and related sporting collectibles events. See our ad on page 18 for more details.
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Sean & Tom Reynolds
877-246-4869 • www. stroutfitters.com

APRIL ON NORFORK LAKE

April is the Jekyll and Hyde of fishing
month on Norfork Lake. Jekyll is when
spring is early and the fish move up the
creeks and the first couple of weeks your
thinking this is gone to be the best spring
ever then a freak snow storm comes along
with cold wind and everything is gone, and
you have to wait for the warm weather
and fish movement back to the creeks.
Hyde is the opposite. You think we will
never see warm weather, no south winds
or warm nights to bring the fish up to the
shore or creeks. Then about the time when
you have given up everything explodes
and you’re catching fish every time out.
The normal pattern for April is warm gusty
south winds that warm the northern banks
and push the bait up into the creeks. The
fish will follow the bait and once the water

temperature hits the 60 degrees mark the
stripers will start their spawning cycle.
The crappie will also be beginning their
spawn. The white bass will be finished
but their post spawn feeding cycle will
be in full swing. The bass will be busting
the surface chasing shad and the males
will be getting ready making the beds and
waiting for the big females.
Once we get the consistent April
weather these patterns will work for
stripers, bass, and crappie. The stripers
will be staging up the creeks feeding on
spawning shad. You can find them in very
shallow water early and late afternoon
and into evening. If the water is stained or
off color and the wind is blowing into the
bank you can catch stripers all day long.
The night bite for stripers will be at its

peak all over the lake. The best bite starts
at dusk and is usually over by midnight.
The best baits are 5 to 6” rouges thrown
parallel to the bank and either twitched
or slow reeled back. Sometimes the bite
will be right at the boat. A bonus fish when
night fishing is walleye. A lot of good size
walleye are caught when anglers are
fishing for stripers. My fishing technique in
April and May for stripers revolves around
shad. I like to use 4 to 6” gizzard shad and
4 to 5” threadfin shad. I use floats with no
weight or a small split set far behind the
boat. I then set out 2 planner boards that
parallel the shore. The closest board to the
shore will have a 6” gizzard shad, the next
one will have a bigger shad on it, that one
is my attraction shad. Stripers will come
up to look at that bait then hit the smaller

This ad paid for by combination of private and state matching funds

bait. I then set out free lines with small
split shot, these lines have just a small
split shot and bait. Again, I let them out
far behind the boat. I then put out a giant
bait right behind the engine that I call a
transom bait. A big striper will swipe at
that bait and sometimes take it. The bait
size will average 10” or bigger. Finally,
I will add 2 more free lines but they will
be set out shorter than the others. The
best places to fish in April and May are
shorelines that contain old road beds,
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foundations, and brush piles. Stripers will
hold in the brush piles waiting on bait.
These techniques are tried and true and
will work on any body of water. If you
cannot get shad try big shiners known as
brooders or number 30’s. They will also
work but will not produce the numbers
that shad does.
Crappie should have moved into
shallow water spawning on small brush
or shallow brush piles. As long as the
weather stays warm and mild the spawn
will continue until a heavy rain or sudden
cold snap will push them off the banks
into a little deeper water. Just move off
the bank and fish the same method you
were using but in deeper water. Once it
warms back up you will find them on the
bank. Minnows and small jigs are the best
baits on the lake. Jig colors vary by the day
but day in and out minnows is your best
bait. Once the spawn is over spider rigging
the deeper water will produce limits of
crappie. The best creeks for crappie are
Big Creek, Brushy Creek, Pigeon Creek,
and Bennett’s Bayou on the main lake. The
upper lake areas are Red Bank, Calamity,
and Bryant Creek.
Bass fishing is very good in April. The

bass will have moved up on shore and will
be chasing shad. Throwing spinner baits
on windward shore will catch you lots of
active bass. If that bite slows, try a jig
and pig or worm on slopping points in the
creeks. Early morning and late afternoon
will see lots of top water action. Look in
the bays heading into the creeks like the
entrance to Bennett’s Bayou. It has a very
large bay that holds whites and bass in
the spring. This time of year, you can catch
bass on any bank on this lake. Some of my
favorite spots are Big and Brushy Creeks.
They get stained early and the water is
usually warmer but don’t be afraid to pick
a bank and start fishing. There is not a bad
place on Norfork Lake that time of year.
No matter when you fish in April you
can expect very warm temperatures to
very cold temperatures in the same day
or week you’re here. You just have to be
prepared for the weather and you will
catch fish and have a great time doing it.
Tom & Sean Reynolds have fished
Lake Norfork for over 51 years and they
guide out of Tracy Ferry Marina; you can
reach him at www.stroutfitters.com, 870421-1541 or on Facebook.

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS • CONSIGNMENT
ACCESSORIES STORAGE!
2018 LUNDS IN STOCK

1625 FURY XL TILLER/SS W/MERC 50 4S
1650 REBEL SS/TILLER W/ MERC 90 4S
1775 IMPACT SS W/MERC 115 4S
1875 IMPACT SS/XS W/ MERC 150 4S
1975 PRO V SPORT LOADED DEMO MODEL!
1875 CROSSOVER XS W/MERC 150 4/S
3 MODELS PREDATORS
** TOTAL (14) 2018 MODELS IN STOCK**
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STR Outfitters

STRIPERS • HYBRIDS
GUIDED FISHING TRIPS

IMAGINE . . .

Lake Norfork • Mountain Home, AR
Sean & Tom Reynolds

Check out our blog at http://stroutfitters.blogspot.com

www.stroutfitters.com

877.246.7896

YOUR PHOTO HERE!

These memories will last a lifetime ....

LET US RIG YOUR BOAT WITH
THE LATEST ELECTRONICS!

CONSIGNMENT BOATS WANTED

LUND Impact 1875

Bulk Oil Refill Deals!
FINANCING AVAILABLE!

1414 S. Stark St • Davenport, IA • 563-326-2431

110 4-H Park Rd.
Eureka, IL 61530
eurekalocker@gmail.com
www.bittnermeatco.com
DAY TIME NUMBER:
(309) 467-2731
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OUTDOOR
CONNECTION
By
Gerald
A.
Sampen,
O.C.
Salesman

NOTE: We represent many great
lodges that feature 1st class “bass
fishing: stripers, whites, small mouth
bass, large mouth bass, and/or peacocks!
Featuring 2 outfitters with 1st class
bass fishing for large mouth and peacock
in U.S.A.
FLF4 Brochure
About Us: Experience Florida’s best
Largemouth Bass & Peacock Bass fishing!
When you book an outing with us, you’re
investing in a Florida bass fishing experience
to remember. We offer expert guided
bass fishing for largemouth bass on Lake
Okeechobee (the bass capital of the world)
and in the Everglades. We also offer fishing

April 2018

REMEMBER: Outdoor Connection offers fishing, hunting and outdoor adventures over a large part of the world. We
book virtually any size group or party; from a single moose or bear hunter, a family fishing trip, an Alaskan yacht
cruise for 10, corporate group trips, incentive trips, conventions and trips to help for fundraising. We pre-inspect
all trips, lodges, outfitters and resorts prior to accepting their representation to our long list of quality adventures.
We represent over 300 lodges and outfitters for your hunting, fishing, and outdoor pleasure and remember if we
represent them we’ve been there. - Gerald A. Sampen (OC Salesman)

WANT A MASS’ BASS ATTACK? O.C. HAS THEM!

on Miami’s lakes for peacock bass -- a colorful
and hard fighting species from South America.
You can ‘catch’ us on The Outdoor
Channel’s “The Huntress,” “Fishing with Bob
Dillow,” “Teamoutdoors,” “Worldwide Fishing,”
and “O’Neill’s Outsider” as I fish for largemouth
bass on Lake Okeechobee, The Everglades and
the famed Stick Marsh, also in Miami for “The
Mighty Peacock Bass.” You may have read
about me in such magazines as, Florida Game
& Fish, Sports Afield, Outdoorlife, & Fishinglife.
Our guide service will provide everything you
need for your big day. And, when you catch your
lunker bass, we have a taxidermy service which
can make a mount that will remind you of your
special day with us for years to come. Corporate
groups welcome!
Everglades Fishing: The Florida
Everglades holds the record this year for the
highest number of fish per person according to
the Florida Fish and Game Wildlife Department.
When you consider all the great lake and rivers

in Florida that’s impressive. The best season for
the Everglades is the same as Lake Okeechobee
November thru April. During the winter months
your chances are better for catching a trophy
largemouth bass. You fish for Largemouth bass
in the open water canals and the heavy weeded
cover of the flats especially during the spawn.
Other species you can catch while fishing the
Everglades are alligator gar, Oscars, Bo-fin
A.K.A. mudfish, chain pickerel and brim.
Stick Marsh Fishing: Created in
1987, the Stick Marsh / Farm 13 Reservoir
is synonymous with trophy largemouth
bass fishing. This 6,500-acre reservoir near
Fellsmere, east of Vero Beach, became one of
the hottest bass lakes in the country during the
past decade. FWC biologists predict excellent
largemouth bass fishing during the early part
of the next decade. During winter-spring 2000,
many fishing guides reported the best trophy
bass catches in recent years. This summer has

been no exception, with a number of anglers
catching 50 to 100 bass a day, with many over
10 lbs. Anglers can locate largemouth bass in
or near hydrilla. Plastic worms, spinner baits,
crank baits, soft-jerked baits and top water
propeller baits are effective. Wild golden
shiners are the top choice for anglers looking
to catch a trophy fish.
Seasons & Species Information
Florida Largemouth Bass: The
largemouth bass is the largest member of the
sunfish family. It generally has light greenish to
brownish sides with a dark lateral line which
tends to break into blotches towards the tail.
Often confused with smallmouth and spotted
bass, it is easily distinguishable because the
upper jaw extends beyond the rear edge of
the eye. Also, its first and second dorsal fins
are almost separated by an obvious deep
dip, and there are no scales on the soft-rayed
second dorsal fin or on the anal fin. Season:

HICKS TRADING STATION
Southern Illinois’ Largest Gun Shop

RIFLES • SHOTGUNS • PISTOLS

Get in a real handgun trining class! Improve marksmanship
skills and gun handling skills, learn defensive shooting, get better
prepared, and increase your survival rate. Come see what you
don’t know about defensive shooting and self defense.
I guarantee you will leave class with improved marksmanship
skills, defensive skills and a new outlook on self defense.

Come visit with Kevin & Sam and choose
your next gun from over 2000 Guns In Stock!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
4952 State Rte. 13 • Pinckneyville, IL 62274

(618) 357-2583

hicksforguns@gmail.com • www.HicksforGuns.com

COURSES OFFERED:
• NRA Basic Pistol Course
• Pistol Marksmanship Course
• Advanced Handgun Skills
• Intro to Defensive Firearms / Home
Invasion
• AR-15 / Carbine Course
• I owa Permit to Carry Weapons (CCW)

319-371-6698

Email: tmfirearmstraining@yahoo.com

tmfirearmstraining.wordpress.com

Sales Rep: Gerald Sampen • 217-376-3873
Agent: Justin Montgomery • 217-871-0524 • jmontgomery@jamig.com www.

MontysOutdoorConnection.com
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Largemouth Bass also is a year round fishery,
your best odds of catching a lunker bass are
between November through March during the
spawning season.
Florida Peacock Bass: The body shape
is similar to that of a largemouth bass. Body
color is generally golden with three black
vertical bars and a black spot with a silver halo
on the caudal fin but have highly variable color
patterns. In older fish, the bars tend to fade
and may be completely absent in fish larger
than three pounds.
Season: Florida Peacock Bass
fishing is a year around fishery so you can
plan a trip for anytime of the year. Lake
Okeechobee Bass Fishing
World renown for the quantity and quality
of largemouth bass, we offer some of the best
Lake Okeechobee bass fishing guides available
anywhere. Lake Okeechobee is so well
regarded by bass fisherman everywhere, but
you need to experience Big O firsthand! Lake
Okeechobee is approximately 37 miles long by
30 miles wide, over 700 square miles with an
average depth of only 10 feet. To fishermen
nationwide, Okeechobee is renowned for the
number of bass it contains per acre and that
it also produces more bass over 8 pounds than
any lake in Florida and the United States. Lake

Okeechobee fishing is well-known not only
throughout the U.S. but the whole world. Our
guide service has clients who come from all
over the world, including Japan and Europe,
just to fish Lake Okeechobee with us.
FLF4 Information Packet
When you book an outing with us, you’re
investing in a fishing experience to remember.
They offer expert guided fishing for largemouth
bass on Lake Okeechobee (the bass capital of
the world) and in the Everglades. They also
offer fishing on Miami’s lakes for peacock
bass -- a colorful and hard fighting species
from South America.
The Fishing Boat: While fishing these
locations in our fully rigged 21 foot Triton bass
boat, you will enjoy the sights and sounds of
the alligators, blue heron, and occasionally
deer or otter. Be sure to bring your camera!
As a pro angler, they have fished the FLW,
Redman, and EverStart trails. I have great
success with shiners and artificial baits. We
will fish whatever you prefer -- or we will teach
you the best ways to fish both. They specialize
in working with experienced fisherman looking
for prime waters and novice anglers out for
a true learning experience. We will provide
everything you need for your big day. And,
when you catch your lunker bass, they have a

On the Chippewa Flowage

Call to Book Your Ice Fishing Trip!
LICENSED & INSURED

715-558-8732

fish4walleye53716@yahoo.com

DeanosGuideService.com
Find us on

taxidermy service which can make mount that
will remind you of your special day with us for
years to come. Corporate groups welcome!
Everglades National Park History: In
the 1800s, bands of Seminole Indians eluded
the US Army by hiding out in the marshes of the
Everglades on the southern tip of Florida. Today,
the Everglades continue to provide shelter, not
only for diverse wildlife, but also for the sensitive
yet integral wetlands ecosystem in which they
live. Called pa-hay-okee (grassy water) by the
Seminoles, the Everglades is a wide expanse of
mostly sawgrass, hammock-peppered land that
extends from Lake Okeechobee in the north to
Florida Bay in the south. Over the years, both
the Kissimmee River and Lake Okeechobee
have been reined in and rerouted in an attempt
to make the land more inhabitable and farmable
(and less mosquito-ridden). As a result, much of
the ecosystem has been starved of its natural
water supply, as it is pumped into manmade
canals, retaining ponds and even out to sea.
Today, vegetable and sugarcane are farmed on
former wetland areas, and the political power
of big sugar still dominates in discussions about
Everglades’ restoration. The biggest threat
to the Everglades, however, is residential and
commercial development. Ironically, the areas
Native Americans are now encamped in their
own casinos, towering high above the grassy
terrain that was their former refuge.
But there’s still hope for the area. Within
the Everglades, which encompasses about 1.5
million acres, visitors can get a glimpse of one
of the earth’s most unique ecosystems. With

APRIL 13 & 14
(Friday & Saturday)

Factory Reps will be present!
Refreshments!
15% Off In-Store Merchandise!

See just how big your savings could be.
GET TO A BETTER STATE™. CONTACT AN AGENT TODAY.

statefarm.com®
623 E. Jackson, Macomb, IL 61455
Bus: 309.833.2400 • Cell: 309.333.0100

www.Alansf.com

Alan Thompson, Agent

freshwater water habitats, the park is still
a generative cauldron of wildlife diversity.
Whether you’re driving or boating you’ll be
amazed at the other-worldly atmosphere you
encounter here. The sounds are musical, and
the sights - with both sunrise and sunset
visible on the horizon - are magical. Then
there are the gators, which look like halfsunken logs floating calmly in the water,
until you see their eyeballs at the waterline
peeking up at you. The Florida Everglades is
the largest remaining sub-tropical wilderness
in the continental United States. The abundant
wildlife includes rare and colorful birds, and
is the only place in the world where alligators
and crocodiles exist side by side. So be sure
to bring your camera! By the way the Florida
Everglades holds the record this year for the
highest number of fish per person quoted be
the Florida fish and game wildlife department
and when you consider all the great lake and
rivers in Florida that’s impressive.
Miami Lakes Fishing: If you have never
fished for a peacock bass, they hope this peaks
your interest enough to take your first venture
into the Miami Lakes for this fantastic sport
fish. They have had hundreds of clients in
search of peacock bass and would be delighted
if you would allow them to make your fishing
trip of a lifetime dream come true with one of
our pro peacock bass fishing guides.
About Peacock Bass: Although its
basic shape very closely resembles that of
the largemouth bass, the peacock bass is not
actually a member of the bass family. It belongs

OPEN
HOUSE

Discounts as big as a house.
Or condo. Or apartment.
Your savings could add up to hundreds of dollars when you put all
your policies together under our State Farm® roof.
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RV Sales, Service,
Parts & Accessories

1290 E. Jackson
E. Rt. 51 & 16
Pana, IL 62557
(217) 562-2909

GREAT SELECTION OF
PREOWNED INVENTORY

K-Z Travel Trailer - Spree,
Sportsmen & Sportster K-Z 5th
Wheels - Durango & Sportsmen
K-Z Toy Haulers, Venom &
Sportster 100 Rockwood Travel
Trailers,5th Wheels, Tent
Campers & Geo Pros
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to a family of fish known as “cichlids “, one of
that boasts more than 1,000 species worldwide
and is well known to tropical fish enthusiasts.
Like the largemouth bass, the peacock prefers
to ambush unsuspecting pray from a stealthy
vantage point and demonstrates a gluttonous
appetite. The similarity ends there, however
the peacock bass is much more eye appealing
than its North American counterpart, colorfully
adorned in varying shades of green, blue,
orange and gold. Don’t let this appearance
fool you however. The peacock bass is much
more aggressive that a largemouth, often
pursuing lures or fleeing prey the same size.
The peacock bass routinely breaks line and
destroys tackle.
Although four distinct species of peacock
bass, known as pavon in Venezuela, Colombia, Peru
and Brazil, are from South America, at least two or
more of the species have made its way to North
America (South Florida). A common characteristic
shared by all species of peacock bass is the black
circular “eye spot” dramatically rimmed in gold on
the base of the caudal fin. Since this spot closely
resembles the one found on the tail plume of the
land dwelling peacock fowl, and the profile of the
fish resembles the North American black bass, the
name peacock bass became the perfect moniker.
The butterfly pavon is one of the most colorful
and more plentiful. Butterfly peacocks typically
average two to four pounds.
History of Lake Okeechobee: The
Seminole Indian name Okeechobee, actually
means “Big Water “, an appropriate name

for the largest freshwater lake in the United
States occurring entirely in one state. The
Florida Game and Freshwater Fish Commission
states, “there is no place that can compare
with Lake Okeechobee, not only for lunker
bass, history and wildlife, but its size. The
lake is approximately 37 miles long by 30
miles wide over 700 square miles with an
average depth of only 10 feet. To fishermen
nationwide, Okeechobee is renowned for the
number of bass it contains per acre and that
it also produces more bass over 8 pounds
than any lake in Florida and the United States.
Okeechobee fishing is well-known not only
throughout the U.S. but the whole world. Our
guide service has clients who come from all
over the world, including Japan and Europe,
just to fish Lake Okeechobee with us. Lake
Okeechobee offers all types of waterway
structures to fish - from open water to narrow
canals surrounded by hundreds of different
vegetation’s and grasses. We have great
success fishing with shiners and artificial
baits, whichever you prefer.
Florida Largemouth Bass
Description - The largemouth is the
largest member of the sunfish family. It
generally has light greenish to brownish
sides with a dark lateral line which tends to
break into blotches towards the tail. Often
confused with smallmouth and spotted bass,
it is easily distinguishable because the upper
jaw extends beyond the rear edge of the eye.
Also, its first and second dorsal fins are almost

separated by an obvious deep dip, and there
are no scales on the soft-rayed second dorsal
fin or on the anal fin.
Season - Largemouth Bass also is a year
round fishery, your best odds of catching a
lunker bass are between November through
March during the spawning season.
Florida Peacock Bass
Description - The body shape is similar
to that of a largemouth bass. Body color is
generally golden with three black vertical
bars and a black spot with a silver halo on
the caudal fin but have highly variable color
patterns. In older fish, the bars tend to fade
and may be completely absent in fish larger
than 3 pounds.
Season - Florida Peacock Bass fishing is
a year around fishery so you can plan a trip for
anytime of the year. If you asked what is the best
time to come, the answer would be between the
middle of February to the end of May. During this
time of the year you will have the best chance at
a large butterfly peacock bass.
Amenities
• Ovations Rooms (Check for availability)
include Pillow top mattresses, Down Lite™
pillows, over-sized desk, ergonomic chair, and
complimentary bottled water.
Standard Amenities:
• Complimentary Breakfast (Featuring waffles
and French toast)
• Guest Ovations Rewards Program: Frequent
stay program with free membership
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• Free USA Today in the lobby
• Electronic card-key locks
• Guest voice mail
• Free local calls
• No surcharge for calling card users
• In-room: Coffee maker with coffee, Iron and
ironing board, Hair dryer and shampoo
•
25” TV with free cable/satellite movies,
news, sports, ShowTime or HBO
• LodgeNet pay-per-view movies and Nintendo
• Special rooms for non-smokers
• Special rooms for people with disabilities
• Interior corridor room entrances
• 24-hour staffed front desk and switchboard
• Express check out
• Fax service
• Senior discount program
• Children under 18 stay free with parents
TXF1 Brochure
Welcome: Have you ever heard the old
saying, “Everything is big in Texas?” Well, not
everything is, but if you’re talking about big
bass, you’re in luck! 34 (68%) of the Texas Top
50 bass came from Lake Fork. The average
top 50 bass caught on Lake Fork weighs in at
a whopping 16.14 pounds! On Lake Fork, most
folks don’t even raise an eyebrow when they
hear of a eight or nine pound bass being caught!
February and March have typically produced the
most numbers of trophy bass, therefore this
time is the busiest time at the lake. We highly
recommend that if you’re planning a trip in the

WATERFRONT RESTAURANT & BAR
Located at Mile Marker 159 on the IL River
Winter Hours: Open 11am Tues - Sun

Meatsaws • Grinders • Stuffers • Freezer Paper
Jerky & Summer Sausage Seasonings • Casings
Anything & Everything for Home Deer Processing

SHIPWRECK
MARY $10
Bloody Mary with
Lunch on Top!

SAT & SUN ONLY
Like us on Facebook!
Find Daily Specials & Events!
www.kuchies.com

579 Wesley Rd • Creve Coeur, IL

309-427-3000

WE HAVE IT IN ALL STORE LOCATIONS!
ILLINOIS: Macomb, Monmouth, Canton, Galesburg, Kewanee
IOWA: West Burlington

WWW.FARMKING.COM

VETERAN’S PUB & PIZZA
OPEN EVERY DAY AT 10AM

GREAT PIZZA EVERY DAY!
ASO APPROVED BEST PIZZA IN PEORIA!
$2 TACOS- TUESDAYS
$6 SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS- THURSDAYS
2525 NE ADAMS ST., PEORIA

309-713-3029
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spring, to make your plans and reservations
early. But, if you can’t come in the spring don’t
worry! Big Bass are caught year round in Lake
Fork. If you want to catch the fish of lifetime,
what are you waiting for?
Guide Service: Lake Fork is a 27,700
acre trophy bass lake located 90 miles east of
Dallas and 17 miles south of Sulphur Springs
on Highway 154. Since its inception, this lake
has been managed for trophy bass and as
the Texas Top 50 List will attest, there are a
lot of trophy fish here! This is one of the few
lakes on the planet where your next cast just
might catch the next world record largemouth
bass! Lake Fork has a 16 to 24 inch slot limit.
This means all fish 16” and 24” inches must
be immediately released (just after their
picture is taken, of course!) The Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department stocked the lake
with Florida strain bass and they continue
to stock the lake. Hydrilla, timber and other
bass holding habitat cover the lake. Catch and
release is practiced here daily. and as a result
this lake will continue to produce trophy bass
for many years to come.
What to Bring
* Current Texas Fishing License
* Clothing appropriate for the time of year
* Sunglasses; polarized work best
* Any person items, medication, etc.
* Sunscreen and a hat
* Rain Gear- The weather here can rapidly

change!
* Your camera!
We offer bass, crappie and catfish trip
options!
Lodging: Built in 1999, our four room
lodge has all the amenities of home. Each
room includes two double beds, a huge
shower, coffee maker, clock radio, ceiling fan,
microwave, refrigerator, individually controlled
satellite TV, a map of Lake Fork and attached
garage and electrical outlets for your boat.
We have also added two group trailers which
will sleep six to eight people. Each trailer is
completely furnished including a washer and
dryer and a microwave. There is ample room
to park multiple, connected tow vehicles and
boats and power outlets for battery charging.
There is also a 20 x 24 foot pavilion that we
have recently added. The pavilion can be used
as a meeting place or for a group barbeque, etc.
Adult Beverages: Lake Fork is located
in Rains and Wood counties, both of which are
“dry.” There are private clubs located around
the lake and most have memberships available.
However, you will not be able to purchase
adult beverages for take out near the lake. The
nearest store is 25 plus miles from the lodge;
so if enjoying an adult beverage in you room is
important to you, please plan ahead!
TXF1 Information Packet
Ok, so now you know on which lake you’ll
have a chance at the bass of a lifetime, but

You can find
Vanilla Bug Spray at
these fine dealers:
STOP THE BITING GNATS
& MOSQUITOES!
VBS, Inc.

VanillaBugSpray.com

Amboy Sporting Goods, Amboy, IL
Bishop’s Ace Hardware, Springfield, IL
Nord Outdoor Power, Bloomington, IL
Riverside Bait and Tackle, Pekin, IL

309.346.1044

when is the best time to be here on Lake Fork?
February and March have produced the most
numbers of trophy bass and these months are
also the busiest here on the lake. They highly
recommend that if you are planning a trip in the
spring, you make plans and reservations early.
But as you can see from the chart, big bass are
caught here year round. Of the 321 bass that
have been entered in the Texas ShareLunker
Program an incredible 194 (60.44%) have
come from Lake Fork. Many people believe
the next world’s record bass lives in Lake Fork.
During the 1999-2000 ShareLunker season 23
bass were donated to the program, of which
seven (30.4%) came from Lake Fork. If you
want the opportunity to catch the fish of a
lifetime, doesn’t it make sense to fish where
the big one’s live?
Location: They are centrally located
near Lake Fork with easy access to public
boat ramps and private marinas. Most of the
restaurants are located within a 10 minute
drive of our lodge. By being centrally located,
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you will be able to trailer your boat to one of
the many boat ramps located around the lake
thereby allowing you to get directly to the best
fishing locations faster.
Lake Fork Attributes: Lake Fork is a
27,700 acre trophy bass lake located 90 miles
east of Dallas and 17 miles south of Sulphur
Springs and highway 154. Since its inception
this lake has been managed for trophy bass
and as the Texas Top 50 list will attest, there
are a lot of trophy fish here. This is one of
the few lakes on this planet where your next
cast might just catch the next world record
largemouth bass. Lake Fork has a 16 to 24 inch
slot limit. This means that all fish between 16”
and 24” must be immediately released (just
after their picture is taken). The Texas parks
and Wildlife Department stocked the lake
with Florida strain bass, and they continue to
stock the lake. Hydrilla, timber and other bass
holding habitat covers the lake. Catch and
Release is practiced here daily and as a result
this lake will continue to produce Trophy Bass.

If you are interested in any of the adventures featured in this article
or in any of the other adventures that Outdoor Connection offers give us a call.
These adventures make excellent gifts for high school and
college graduations, weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, fund raisers
and Christmas. TIME TO BOOK NOW!
Your Outdoor Connection Salesman:
Gerald Sampen • 27 N. Bennett St. Apt. 202 Geneva, IL 60134 • 217-376-3873
Your Outdoor Connection Agent:
Justin Montgomery • 217-871-0524 • Email: jmontgomery@jamig.com
www.MontysOutdoorConnection.com

WE SELL:
• Tracker Boats
• Nitro Bass Boats
• Ranger Bass Boats
• Ranger Walleye Boats
• Ranger Aluminum Boats

WE HAVE IN
STOCK NOW:
30+
17
2
5
50+
60+

New Tracker Boats
New Sun Tracker Pontoon Boats
New Nitro Bass Boats
New Ranger Bass & Walleye Boats
Good Used Boats- Great Variety
Good Used Motors

WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED
MERCURY & EVINRUDE
MOTOR DEALER

• Sun Tracker Pontoons
• Tahoe Runabouts

HUNT QUAIL, PHEASANT & CHUKAR!

WE SERVICE:
MERCURY • MARINER • EVINRUDE • JOHNSON
FORCE • MERCRUISER • OMC • VOLVO

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS •
LARGEST INVENTORY OF
PARTS IN THE MIDWEST

Call Greg: 217-871-3500
(217) 642-5895
www.big-oak.com
www.huntingparadise.com
email: hunt@big-oak.com

2058 Old. Rt. 121 • Lincoln, IL 62656
DAY HUNTS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
Membership Fees • $200/yr.
Corporate • $1,000/yr.

HUGE ACCESSORIES
DEPARTMENT!

OUR WEBSITE FOR NEW & USED BOATS IS GREAT!!
GO TO: TEDSBOATARAMA.24HOURSHOWROOM.COM
• FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1958 •

TED’S BOATARAMA
102-31 AVE., ROCK ISLAND, IL • 800-540-3254 • (309) 788-1175 • M-F 8-5:30 • SAT 8-1
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GUN CULTURE
by Diana Storrs

“A physician who treats himself has
a fool for a patient.”
This adage can apply just as aptly to
other occupations. For example: “She
who teaches herself to fish has a fool for
a student.” I am a classic case. The proof
– I attached my reel upside down on
the rod, mistook a sucker for a walleye,
cast my minnow into a tree. So when
my friend brought up the subject of gun
ownership, my first thought was that if
I got a gun, I needed proper instruction
from someone qualified. The term “Gun
Culture” did not enter my mind. In fact, I
do not think it was even on the horizon of
national consciousness either. This was
just a short decade ago.

Today, Gun Culture is a household term
and a major topic of debate, from individuals
all the way to the Supreme Court.
“The term gun culture in the United
States encompasses the behaviors,
attitudes, and beliefs about firearms and
their usage by civilians. Gun ownership
in the United States is constitutionally
protected by the United States Bill of
Rights. Firearms are widely used in
the United States of America for selfdefense, hunting, and recreational uses,
such as target shooting.” Wikipedia
I had grown up in a small town in
northern Minnesota, where fishing and
hunting are the natural past times of
choice; yet I had never owned a rod and
reel or a gun. As a child, the closest I
came to a gun was playing with a toy cap
gun pistol. I was not very adept at loading
it and I never hit anything at which I was
aiming. This was in the 1950’s and those
toys are now collectibles. I know my father
had a hunting rifle. It was mounted on a
wall, impossible to reach and I never saw
him use it. I am sure my brother also had a

CAN-YAK FISHING
TOURNAMENT
June 30 – July 1, 2018
A Two Day Canoe/Kayak
Fishing Tournament.
First Prize: Kayak

rifle; but again, I do not recall ever seeing
it. Gun use and ownership were simply
not a topic that was ever addressed.
As an adult and parent, living in
Honolulu, no one I knew at work, at church,
or socially, owned a gun. Guns of any type –
even water pistols - were not allowed in our
home. In a densely populated, upper scale,
urban neighborhood, there was no place
to practice shooting and no need for guns,
anyway. After I moved back to that small,
northern Minnesota town, the possibility of
gun ownership did not seem to be unusual.
In fact getting a gun and a permit seemed
like the most natural thing to do.
My best friend, a displaced
Californian, and I signed up for a women’s
only class. We were a congenial group
and the atmosphere was relaxed. Permit
classes were held by a local gun club. The
instructors were approved to teach these
classes and were required to maintain
their qualifications through annual training.
The course was fully approved by the gun
club, the NRA and BCA (Bureau of Criminal
Apprehension). Upon approved completion
of the course, the permits were issued by
the county sheriff’s office. The class fee
and the permit fee were nominal.
Although this was all very official
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and straight forward, I was still nervous.
I had never even held a hand gun before.
My friend was more familiar with guns.
Her husband and both sons were true
Minnesotans, comfortable with guns as
a normal part of life. For some time, we
had been taking college classes in the
evening. It was a great way to spend
the long Minnesota winter months. I had
helped her with Art Appreciation. She
had gotten me through the computer
class. Between the two of us, I was sure
we could pass this gun course.
After the classroom instructions, we
were required to test our newly learned
skills at the gun range, under the close
supervision of the instructors. They
provided hand guns for those of us who
did not own one.
This is my score card. I passed. One
of the instructors and his wife were in
charge of me while at the range. It was
their responsibility to make sure I did
not accidentally shoot anyone or myself
during this exercise. They were both great
instructors and really nice people. After I
finished the required test, using one of
their guns, the man asked his wife to hand
him another gun. I think it was a rifle. It
was bigger than the hand gun I had used

can-yak.com
TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
SATURDAY JUNE 30, 2018
5:30 - 6:30 AM Registration and sign-in
6:30 AM Rules Meeting
7 AM - 3 PM Fishing
3 PM - 4 PM Fish Validation

SUNDAY JULY 1, 2018
7 AM - 12 PM (noon) Fishing
12 PM - 1 PM Fish validation
1 PM - 2 PM Awards
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for the test.
He handed
this to me
and asked if
I could see
the bowling
pin which
was lying on
the ground
beyond the
targets.
I
squinted
and
said
that I could.
He
then
asked me to try to shoot it; so I did. Both he and his wife
were stunned. He asked me to try to shoot it again. I did.
I later learned that the bowling pin was fifty yards away,
even further after I hit it the first time, and I had hit it both
times.
I am no Annie Oakley. It is just that I had not developed
any bad habits when it came to shooting. I simply did
exactly as I was instructed. I was glad that I had made
them happy. Sometime later, the wife saw my brother at
the grocery store. In a small town everyone pretty much
knows everyone. She told him the story of my successful
bowling pin shots. When he related the story to me, I was
pleased that I had inadvertently done well, and that my
brother had heard of this from the source!
My friend had passed as well and after our permits
had been issued, it was time to purchase our own guns.
We went to the next gun show and each of us found a gun.
She purchased a sleek automatic. I chose the simplest gun
I could find. For $300 plus tax, I bought a Taurus .38 snub
nose. It just happened to be my Zodiac sign.
This little gun lived peacefully in its box, never used,
until I moved to Texas several years later. My husband took
me to a gun range, and equipped with ear plugs and safety
glasses, I practiced shooting. My gun was surprisingly
easy to use and I was soon comfortable shooting it. Then
my husband handed me .44 Magnum, the Dirty Harry gun.
I shot it just once. One time was enough to give me a new
respect for hand guns. “God made man, but Sam Colt
made them equal.” Davy Crockett’s quote made sense to
me now, in theory if not in practice.

Catquiver Mini
Smallest of the 9 Catquiver
models, Mini to VII.5.

USA MADE
.38 Taurus

Shaggie Ghilli
.44 Magnum

The culture shift I experienced, moving from a gunfree environment to a home that has a “gun room”, was
surprisingly easy. “Gun ownership in Texas is a universal
phenomenon. In fact, there are more gun owners in Texas
than any other state in the Union. It is estimated that Texans
own around 51 million firearms. That’s more firearms than
owned by the 300 million people that make up the 15
nations of the European Union.” One poll says 44 percent of
Texas voters, or a family member, own a gun. That would be
a little over six million people. Gun laws in Texas are simple:
“No permit is necessary for the purchase of rifles, shotguns,
ammunition, or any firearm component in the state. The only
qualifications pertinent to the purchase of firearms set by
Texas gun laws, is that the purchaser be at least 18 years of
age and a resident of the state.”
“Don’t Mess with Texas” is a sign posted on the roads
here to remind people not to litter. It takes on a whole new
meaning when dealing with Texans and their guns.

WALT’S GARAGE
Family Owned & Operated
Owner: Walter Thomas
1420 South 2nd St. • Pekin, IL
Emergency: 309-613-7422
Fax: 309-353-2884
WaltsGarage@centurytel.net

309.353.AUTO
(309.353.2886)
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LCBUJ Bowhunter Long Coat.
Comes with face mask and
boonie hood. Available in
4 Season Jeriflage, Spring,
Fall and Snow models.

EMAil for CAtAlog
• jerry@ranchosafari.com •
MENTION THIS AD FOR YOUR
FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE!
To view more of Rancho Safari’s
products, scan this code to access
our website.

www.ranchosafari.com

760 789-2094

D & D ENTERPRISES
METAL RECYCLERS

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES ON ALUMINUM,
COPPER, IRON & TIN
TOTAL AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE

“We work on all makes & models!”
Financing available from GE Money

LOCATED ON ROUTE 100, JUST NORTH OF BEARDSTOWN, IL

Owner Don Large: 217.323.3008
OPEN MON-FRI: 8AM - 4:30 PM • SAT: 8AM - 12 NOON

051717
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And Auctions!

5 SPRING REMODELING PROJECTS
SURE TO BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME

By Brandpoint

Bathing your pet or washing off bulky
outside items is convenient with this
Fiat Molded Stone mop service basin
and multi-function hand shower
installed in your mud room.

(BPT) - During the coldest months of
the year, it’s hard not to think about the
warmer months to come - and all that
they hold. You may already be planning
your next vacation or outdoor activities
to host in your backyard this summer.
Now is the time to brainstorm about your
spring home remodeling projects that can
add enjoyment and value to your humble
abode.
Home remodeling projects on the rise
As the U.S. economy continues to
strengthen, home improvement project
investment by homeowners has increased,
according to the latest Residential
Remodeling Index (RRI) study. As spring is
a popular time for renovation projects, you

trust the

LEADERS
IN RECREATIONAL & HUNTING LAND
With thousands of recreational listings,
United Country Real Estate is your largest
source for hunting land for sale. Let the
company with 90 years’ experience help
you find your perfect retreat.

may want to start checking out popular
design trends, researching product
choices and figuring out what you like and
what works for your family.
Here are five projects that can help
you reinvent your home this spring.
Besides making your home more livable
and meeting your family’s needs, you will
be investing in the real estate value of
your property.
• Take the mud out of the room. You don’t
have to allow the mudroom to live up

We love to
finance outdoor
adventure!
More Service.
More Sales.

110 E. FRANKLIN ST.,
TREMONT, IL- $159,900

800.999.1020

UCRecreational.com

to its name. Consider installing a Fiat
Molded Stone mop service basin with a
multifunction hand shower to give your
family a convenient and stylish spot to
wash off boots and other bulky items.
It’s also a great place to give your dog
a bath or wash off dirty paws to ensure
nothing is tracked into the house.
• Shed a little (more) light in your foyer.
Your foyer is the entry point into your
home, and the right lighting solution
can make this space all the more
welcoming. Newer LEDs or halogen
light sources naturally generate a
warmth that’s perfect for the entryway.
Be sure to install a dimmer switch
with your new lighting solution; it’s the

613 & 615 S. LOCUST ST.,
TREMONT, IL- $120,000

• 2 -unit duplex
• Each unit has 2 bedrooms
• 1 full bath
• Attached single car garage
• Large backyard
• E ach has laundry area with
washer and dryer hookups
• Large living room
• Eat in kitchen
• Tremont Schools
• Central Air

• 2-unit duplex
• New roof in 2017
• Newer laminate floors
• Shared coin laundry
• Concrete slab for four
vehicles
• Central air

150 S Main St. • Morton, IL 61550

Vance

MARY ANN

309.696.3444
MaryAnnVance.com
Each office independently
owned and operated
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best way to ensure your lights provide
exactly the right ambiance for your
entrance hall.
• A masterful master bath. Perhaps no room
is more capable of providing luxurious
relaxation than your bathroom. If yours
isn’t living up to this billing, it may be
time for some changes. The DXV Oak Hill
bathroom collection offers a freestanding
slipper tub for ultimate bathing comfort,
along with a stylish high-efficiency toilet
with a unique traditional farmhouse
style. A coordinating high-back sink
accented with a charming wall-mount
faucet can finish off this bathroom
remodel for ultimate enjoyment and
function. This may be just the spruce-up
needed to enhance your personal space,
while adding value to your home at the
same time.
• Make your outdoor space amazing. Once
the weather turns warm, spending time
outdoors will be top on your list. That
makes now the perfect time to plan how
you’ll use this outside space. A pergola
is an easy-to-build addition that can
give you a relaxing place to avoid the
sun. Adding a flagstone seating area or
creating a decorative border for a new
fire pit might be perfect for your family.
Try planting flowers for a pop of color, or
invest more with new bushes or trees
to round out your landscaping project.
Plants like day lilies or hostas can
survive in almost any environment and
are an easy, effective way to optimize
your green space.
• Shower power for all. For the all-purpose
family bathroom, upgrading to a highly
functional shower system will deliver
results efficiently and enjoyably for all
users. The American Standard Spectra+
shower system employs first-to-market
technology that allows you to change
the spray patterns simply by touching
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the outside ring of the showerhead for a
customizable experience. The Spectra+
eTouch system also includes a remote
control that can be mounted to any
surface, allowing anyone having trouble
reaching the showerhead to enjoy the
same personalized shower satisfaction.
It’s luxurious and accommodating. What
could be better than that?
Finding the perfect project for you
The spring season is home
improvement season, so don’t let it pass
you by. Start thinking now, while staying
warm inside during the colder months.
Figure out what needs to get done first,
then look online or in stores for ideas
and get inspired for your spring home
renovations. It will be project time before
you know it.
Start planning your home improvement
projects now
Here are projects that can help you
reinvent your home this spring.
• Take the mud out of the room. Installing a
Fiat Molded Stone mop service basin with
a multi-function hand shower gives you and
your family a convenient place to wash off
boots, pets and other bulky items.
• Shed a little (more) light in your foyer.
Incandescent or halogen light sources
naturally generate a warmth that’s
perfect for the entryway. Be sure to
always install a dimmer switch as well.
• Shower power for all. For the all-purpose
family bathroom, upgrading to a highly
functional shower system will deliver
results efficiently and enjoyably for all
users. The American Standard Spectra+
shower system employs first-to-market
technology that allows spray patterns
to be changed simply by touching the
showerhead for a truly customizable
experience.

FOR ALL YOUR FARM & REC LAND BUYING,
SELLING AND 1031 EXCHANGE NEEDS
PROPERTIES FOR SALE:

Brad Belser
Fulton County- 46 Acres

Jim Ferguson
Peoria County- 24 Acres

Fulton County- 24 Acres

5 3 RD N O R T H A M E R I C A N

Vintage Decoy &
Sporting
Collectibles Show
APRIL 27-28, 2018

Friday: 2pm-7pm • Saturday: 9am-2pm
Pheasant Run Resort • St. Charles, IL
Open to the Public • $5.00 Admission

BUY • SELL • TRADE

FULTON COUNTY
24.5 acres, tillable
FULTON COUNTY
40 acres, timber, ponds,
manicured grass
TAZWELL COUNTY
79 acres,
Along Illinois River
BUREAU COUNTY
79 acres
MCLEAN COUNTY
8 acres with home
and pond
MCLEAN COUNTY
15 acres
PEORIA COUNTY
40 acres with pond

Fulton County- 40 Acres

BRAD BELSER

JIM FERGUSON

(309) 231-1449
(309) 830-3777
brad@ilfarmandrecland.com jim@ilfarmandrecland.com
ilfarmandrecland.com
ilfarmandrecland.com
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6 MUST-KNOW SPRING
BREAK HACKS
(BPT) - Have you been watching the
snow pile up outside? Are the gray, cold
days wearing you down and making
you count the minutes until blue skies
and sunshine are the norm? You’re not
alone. As much fun as you can have
sledding, building snowmen or donning
a fashionable scarf, most people at this
time of the year start dreaming of sunfilled beaches, flip-flops and shorts.
No wonder spring break is so popular.
Whether you want to bring your
family along, get away with a few
friends or explore some new, tropical
destination, packing up and taking off on
an unforgettable spring break vacation is
easier and more affordable than you may
think. From finding deals to getting there,
here is your six-step guide to a perfect
spring break.
1. Get everyone involved. Unless
you’re planning a surprise vacation for
someone, you want to be sure everyone
who is going weighs in and has a say.

This is especially important if you’re
going on a family trip. Giving your kids
the chance to participate in planning and
decision-making can help them feel more
invested in the trip. For example, while
the adults might choose the destination
and accommodations, let the kids pick
a couple activities to book in advance.
This will lead to a better experience for
everyone.
2. Book early. We’ve all heard the
mantra “earlier is better” and generally,
that’s true for booking airfare. According
to a recent report from Expedia and the
Airlines Reporting Corporation, for travel
originating in the U.S., you should aim to
buy tickets at least 30 days in advance.
In other words: You should probably book
your spring vacation now.
3. Avoid peak travel times. If you
have flexibility in terms of your travel
dates, make sure you compare prices for
different departure windows. Often spring
break travel can have an impact on prices
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and leaving a week or two earlier or later
can save you money. The same applies
for travel during and around the Easter
holiday (April 1). Use a site like Expedia.
com, which will compare rates from all
airlines and often provide suggestions
for alternate travel dates that yield lower
fares.
4. Bundle to save. Always buy your
plane ticket and hotel room together.
Why? Because 1) it’s convenient and saves
you time and 2) you can save some serious
money when you do so. For instance,
those who use the popular travel website
Expedia to book their vacations save
an average of $600 when they bundle
their flights and hotel rooms together.
Oftentimes, when going to popular resort
destinations like Los Cabos or Riviera
Maya, the savings are even better, so
don’t leave that money on the table.
5. Fly on the right day. As many savvy
travelers know, it takes a multi-pronged
approach to find the best deals. Along
with booking early and bundling, when
you travel plays a big role in the price you
pay. According to the same report from
Expedia and ARC, booking on a Sunday
often yielded the lowest average ticket
prices for both economy and premium

travel. Furthermore, depending on the
itinerary, travelers departing on Friday
may score a lower price.
6. Pack only the essentials. The
beautiful thing about a beach vacation is
the ability to pack light. Buy your sunscreen
once you get to your destination and opt
for flip-flops and lightweight clothing
that will all fit in a carry-on bag. Not only
will this make life easier when you go to
and from the airport, but you’ll save on
checked baggage fees as well.
An unforgettable spring break
vacation for you and your family is more
affordable than you think. So, stop
dreaming and start planning! Sunshine
and sand are just a few clicks away!

RANGER – RARE FIND - $16,500
I.O. 350 Chev. 250 H.P. Newer
Minkota 90 lb., 24V Trailer,
2 depth finders. All original
excellent condition in & out.
Low hrs., serviced & winterized
annually – stored inside since new –
fast rare beauty. Why
pay this much ($16,500) for an
outboard engine only? Fish in style!
Call Fred Joos (309) 696-2195 or
email FredJoos@comcast.net.
It’s ready to fish!

THURSDAY - MARCH 29th at 11:00 am - PIKE COUNTY
LAND AUCTION PITTSFIELD, IL
140 ACRES M/L • 1 TRACT. • 120.72 FSA acres Productive

Caseyville & Winfield Soils! Mature Timber and Wildlife Habitat
Farmstead: Great Building Site, Rural Water, Electric.

GREAT INCOME, INVESTMENT & HOMESITE POTENTIAL!

34998 Route 9, Mackinaw
$670,000
MLS #: 1191958

1450 NE Windermere,
Tremont - $299,900
MLS #: 1191544

24945 Spring Creek,
Washington - $299,900
MLS #: 1192330

303 S East, Danvers
$230,000
MLS #: 1192288

201 Wildwood, Groveland
$189,900
MLS #: 1190980

13948 S 14th, Pekin
$171,500
Acreage Super River
Valley View
MLS #: 1175315

Gaye Lynn Green
BROKER/REALTOR®
(309) 657-1774
gayelynngreen@hotmail.com
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DALE JONES AUCTION FACILITY

Performance Auction Park, 2007 SE 3rd St. • Aledo, IL
FARM * RECREATIONAL LAND
& RESIDENTAL REAL ESTATE
MACHINERY, LIVESTOCK
& MUCH MORE…

Lehde Auction Service
66 West Gaebe St.
Addieville, IL 62214

(618) 559-5082 www.lehdeauctionservice.com
Illinois State License# 441.001704

Large Or Small Your Auction Deserves A Good Call
Jim Lehde
IL License #
441001704

AUCTIONEERS:
Cowboy Kolweier
IL License #
441001530

Steve Ehinger
IL License #
441001981

kieswetter auction
CALL 309-699-3800
FOR YOUR AUCTION NEEDS,
OR FISHING POND MEMBERSHIPS!
810 Fischer Rd. • Creve Coeur, IL

309-699-3800
email: rssp01@comcast.net
KiesewetterAuction.com

PALMER AUCTION SERVICE
Kevin Palmer Illinois License #040000858

Palmer Auction Service is located in Manito, IL, and has been
serving Central Illinois and surrounding areas since 1981.
Consider an Auction for Retirement, Moving, Business
Liquidation, Settling an Estate, Farmland or Real Estate

PHONE: 309-253-2128 • airsprayinc@yahoo.com
WWW.PALMERAUCTIONSERVICE.COM
30106 E. Manito Road, Manito, IL 61546

(309) 582-SOLD (7653)
dale@soldatjones.com
www.soldatjones.com

S&S LICENSE SERVICE
All Motor Vehicles, ATV’s and Boats
Specializing in Boat Trailer
and ATV’s with no Title
OWNERS- MIKE, TROY AND TIM
519 NE PERRY ST., PEORIA, IL 61603

CALL: 309-674-9532
EMAIL: titlemike@gmail.com
www.sandslicenseterminal.com

CONTACT US TODAY FOR PUBLIC
AUCTIONS OF QUALITY ANTIQUES,
COLLECTIBLES, HOUSEHOLD, FARM
MACHINERY AND REAL ESTATE.
License #440000140

1340 County Rd 500N
Eureka, IL 61530
Phone 309-467-6028

www.schmidgallauctions.com

Hoyland Auctions
CALL RANDY FOR ALL
OF YOUR AUCTION NEEDS
4882 Delavan Rd, Delavan, IL 61734
Randy Hoyland #440000419

309-244-7140 or 309-696-0614
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INTERNET AND SOCIAL
MEDIA HAVING AN AFFECT
ON “ACTION” AUCTIONS
By Merlin Kiesewetter of KIESEWETTER AUCTION SERVICES
In the years gone by, live auctions
with the melodious chant were what
many related to when someone asked “do
ya want to go to that there auction”?
Do NOT take me wrong; but, it appears
that the advent of the internet and social
media may be giving those “ole time live
auctions” a run for the money.
I still love attending those types of
live auctions where you can hear the
auctioneer cry an auction, you can meet,
share stories, and socialize with auction
attendees and most of all learn almost
instantaneously what
bidder’s think
something is worth whether it be an
item, machinery, and/or real estate. Oh!
how the entire population of this world
has become less and less sociable while
their eyes and noses are affixed to a smart
phone or computer screen.
However; since the advent and use of

more and more internet advertising, social
media advertising, web site advertising,
live and on line internet bidding, on-line
bidding, bidding platforms and the list
goes on and on, the auction world as we
once knew it is changing.
My first experience with selling guns
at a combination live and on line internet
bidding auction was in Florida. I soon
learned to call an internet bid as “NED
BID”, that seemed to ease the minds of
the “ole timers”!
There are some positive things to
be said about all this internet use, and
smart phones, that is to say, an auction’s
exposure to more bidders is drastically
increased exponentially. Also potential
bidders are checking their smart phones
for values of items. This then often
times brings about better results for the
auctioneer and his clients.

kieswetter online auctions
Bidding Ends: Fri. Mar 30, 5 PM

*Real Estate 6 Acre Mobile Home Park,
119 Hiatt Lane, East Peoria, IL 61611
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FIREARM ENTHUSIASTS TAKE NOTE:
this year the 147th NRA Annual Meetings
and Exhibits will be held right in Dallas,
Texas at the Kay Bailey Hutchison
Convention Center, May 3-6, 2018.

Celebrate our freedoms and enjoy an amazing night
of traditional country music as we honor the great
patriot, Charlie Daniels. Travis Tritt and other special
guests will perform before Mr. Daniels takes the
stage Saturday May 5th at 7 pm. The musical journey
this evening will include hits such as “It’s a Great Day
to Be Alive”, “Here’s a Quarter (Call Someone Who Cares)” and “Anymore”. A special
moment will recognize Mr. Daniels for his many charitable endeavors, particularly
helping our US Service Members, before he takes the stage and wraps the evening
with your favorite hits including “The Devil Went Down to Georgia”, “Simple Man”
and “Texas”. This will be a night to remember and you don’t want to miss it!
With 15 acres of guns and gear on
exhibit, the 2018 NRA Annual Meetings
and Exhibits will welcome over 80,000
patriots and 800+ industry exhibitors.
In addition to the exhibits, the Annual
Meetings will also feature a jam-packed
schedule of seminars, workshops, special
events and more! For more information
on this event, please visit: NRAam.org.

Lehde Auction Service
66 West Gaebe St.
Addieville, IL 62214

(618) 559-5082 www.lehdeauctionservice.com
Illinois State License# 441.001704

Bidding Ends: Sat. Mar 31, 5 PM

Large Or Small Your Auction Deserves A Good Call

Bidding Ends: Mon. Apr. 30, 5 PM

6TH ANNUAL SPORTING GOODS
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
APRIL 7, 2018 AT 9:00 AM

*Construction Field Shop Equipment & Tooling,
3116 No. Main, East Peoria
REAL ESTATE in Illinois:
*8 ACRES w/POND & Bldg Site, RR# 1 Hanna City, 61536
*5.5 ACRES 108 Fairview, East Peoria, 61611
*15.6 Acres & 25,000 Sq. Ft. Fabrication Shop,
7383 E. St Rt - Fairview, 61432
*Home at 585 Roosevelt, Creve Coeur, 61610
*Home at 429 South Barnwolt, Peoria, 61604
*Palm Aire Condo, 3010 No. Course Dr. Apt. 610,
Pompano Beach, FL 33060

BIDDING ENDS: Sat. Jun 2, 5 PM

*Starter Home or Income Rental, 2633 North Dechman,
Peoria, 61603

Kiesewetter Auction Services
810 Fischer Rd. • Creve Coeur, IL • 309-699-3800
KiesewetterAuction.com

WASHINGTON COUNTY FAIR GROUNDS • 810 EAST HOLZHAUER DRIVE • NASHVILLE IL 62263
ACCEPTING ITEMS UNTIL FRIDAY APRIL 6, 2018

We will be accepting consignments of archery items, ammunition, fishing
tackle, Knives, guns, decoys, boats, ATV’s, UTV’s, trapping equipment, arrowheads,
gun safes, and various types of hunting items. Baseball, softball, volleyball,
football, Golf, and other sports relative items also accepted.
Jim Lehde
IL License #441.001704
618-559-5082

AUCTIONEERS:
Cowboy Kolweier
IL License # 441.001530
618-3142917

Steve Ehinger
IL License #441.001981
618-304-8737
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ANNIE’S CONKLIN CORNER
Greetings from Arthur “Where you’re a
stranger only once.”
This has been the sign coming into
Arthur as long I can remember. You can pass
it hundreds of times, but every once in a
while, you to stop and think. Are we really
welcoming to our strangers? I’ve been a
tourist myself many times and things I can
remember the most years ago may not be
the scenery but the person from the area
who was a great host. It does make a huge
difference. So, the next time you meet a
stranger, give him a smile and simple wave
or say a few kind words. After all that is not
just from Arthur, it is American. People will
forget what you said but they will not forget
how you made them feel.
In the Canvas Shop we are gearing up
for a busy Spring and Summer as always. Elva
is working on boat covers. Rudy is making a
Pontoon Enclosures will be nice for the person
out on the water out of the weather if you
wish. The ideal thoughts are Water, Sun, and
Scenery. But when the day on the lake turns
to be cool, rainy and windy. The Enclosures
are ideal also when it is too hot. A shade tree
is nice. But they are hard to come by out on
the water. So, Bimini Top is a must. Andy is
the window shade Roll-Ease person you talk
to. We have some in our new house. They are
the greatest in in that window where the Sun
always beats down. Maybe you don’t want to
bother with a awning. The Roll-ease come in
plain or flowered material in lots of different
colors.
On the Conklin side we are getting
ready for the Home and Garden Show. I can’t
imagine a home without Conklin Products.
SPRING DEW® for Dishes, Dirty Hands,
Showers, At the Sink, Clean the Floors, Etc…
It is Biodegradable and Neutral P.H.
For MOX® you had better get several
sprayers as you will use it for the toughest
cleaning jobs from greasy kitchens to grimy
bathrooms. Plus, your hubby will make it
one out in the shop. Used for equipment,
Lawn Mowers, Outdoor Furniture, Grease
on Concrete, Siding of your House. For this
it works really well if you presoak your siding
with Mox then take a pressure washer n
wash off the grit and grime! It will look like
you have house with brand new Siding. You
can also use it to wash your car.
*Side Note: From Granddaughter
Sharon…. I like to take 3 of my many favorite
Conklin products and wash my car. These 3
products would just so happen to be Spring
Dew, Mox and Reflections. I like to take about
¼ C. of each of these and put it in a 5 Gal.
bucket and fill the rest up with Warm to Hot
Water (in the summer I like to use Lukewarm
Water). Then use a Car Washing Sponge n
make it wet and start to scrub your Vehicle
of any Size from top to bottom till you have

everything covered even your wheel rims,
then wash off soap with water hose. After my
car is dry I like to take either a Rag or Paper
Towels and spray Reflections on the body of
my car and wipe it clean I do Little Sections at
a time so it doesn’t dry onto my Car. I also use
Reflections to clean my windows inside and
outside and also to clean those dust bunnies
off my dash! It will make your Car Nice and
Shiny and feel very Clean.
SANOX II® for Garbage Cans, Litter
Boxes, for Kitchens and Laundry as it kills
illness that cause Germs and Bacteria. 2oz.
Per gal with the rest of the bottle diluted with
Water is hospital strength.

The REFLECTIONS™ window cleaner. The
MULTI-SURFACE CLEANING GEL™ ,CRUST
BUSTER® LIME & SCALE REMOVER ,and PRE
WAUSH™ LAUNDRY PRESPOTTER and Waush
Detergent. I’ll write about those another time
but call me if you have any questions.
“Keep your Hands Clean. “ Annie Otto

Melvin & Annie Otto

1749 State Hwy 133 • Arthur, IL 61911
Otto’s Canvas: 217-543-3007
Conklin: 217-543-5197
www.Conklin.com
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Irresistible Peanut Butter Cookies
2 ¼ C. Peanut Butter
1 ½ C. Crisco
3 ¾ C. Firmly Packed Brown Sugar
½ C. Milk
3 Tbsp. Vanilla
3 Eggs
5 ¼ All- Purpose Flour
2 ¼ tsp Salt
2 ¼ tsp Baking Soda
1C. Chocolate Chips
Mix all ingredients together. Drop by
teaspoonfuls onto ungreased baking
sheets. Flatten slightly with a fork. Bake
at 375for 7 to 8 min. Until lightly brown
or beginning to set. Cool for 2 min. Before
removing from sheet. DO NOT Over Bake
7min. Just about perfect. Very Good!
176 TRILLIUM, EAST PEORIA, IL- $470,000
• 43 Acres- 41 are wooded
• Tree Farm for 2 Generations
• Ideal for Estate Home, Building sites or
Sportman
• 30x40 Metal Building with Porch
• Abundance of Wildlife

Patricia VanEtten
1789 N. TURNER RD, LEWISTOWN, IL- $880,000
• 3 Bedroom
• 1 Full Bath
• 126 Acres
• 4 Grain Bins
• 40x60 Pole Barn
• 40x85 Outside Building
• CRP Acres bring in $3,427 Yearly until 2023
• Excellent Conservation, Dry Dams & Terracing
Around Timber
• Excellent for Hunting!

Show Times & Admission Fees:
Sat.: 9:00am - 5:00pm
Sun .: 9:00am - 3:00pm
(Friday Set-up Time: 12-noon - 9pm, Tables $45)
Admission: $6

2475 W. Monroe St.
Suite #A,
Springfield, IL 62704

Office: 217-787-7215
Cell: 217-341-8341
patvanetten@msn.com
SilverAndSold.com

MAY 5-6 • BELLE-CLAIRE EXPO
200 South Belt East, Belleville, IL

JUNE 23-24 • BELLE-CLAIRE EXPO
200 South Belt East, Belleville, IL
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OPEN WATER WINTER
FISHING TOURNAMENT
By Dan Galusha

After postponing the 2018 Rock
Island Conservation Club Winter Fishing
Tournament, because of unsafe ice, it
was conduct on March 3rd in open water
conditions.
The day started out at 29 degrees
but warmed throughout the 4-hour
tournament. There was a slight breeze,
but nothing to keep down 34 men, women
and children trying their luck at winning
one of the 9 places available. As the day
progressed the temperature made its
way towards the 50-degree mark.
At around 11 some of the anglers
without any bites started trickling in
to give it up for the day. However, as
always, someone would find fish.
This was a shoreline event in which
anglers had to use ice fishing terminal
tackle but could use any length of rod.
Rick Driessen took it to the full extent of
also using short ice fishing rods to cast

and third place in this division went
to Scott Dasso (.416 pounds) and Brad
Johnson (.220 pounds).
The largest crappie honor was a
shoot out between two people that
fished together on the west lake side of
the club. They were the only anglers who
caught both keeper crappie and bluegill.
Both anglers came in with a crappie that
measured 10 inches, but Allen Weidner’s
fish weighed .588 pounds, which was

from shore. It must have paid off, as Rick
walked away with the Overall Weight
Bluegill category by catching 7 fish that
weighed a total of 1.124 pounds. While
that don’t sound like
much, on a day like
was being fished, it
was good.
Ironically the
spot that Driessen
fished was the
exact spot that the
late Jim Garcia
fished when he
won the last open
water RICC Winter
Fishing Tournament
held in 2006. On
that day Garcia also
Taking a short break from fishing, James Terry
used the shorter ice
shows
his fish that eventually took second place f
fishing rods.
or the Largest Crappie category.
The
second
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enough to squeak by James Terry’s fish
with a weight of .500 pounds. These
were the only two anglers to place in the
crappie category.
As each contestant registered they
were given lures from Custom Jigs &
Spins and Tru Turn hooks.

Rick Driessen made his way to the
water over heavy rip rap and brush
but was able to make it pay by taking
first place in the Overall Weight for
bluegill category in the RICC Winter
Fishing Tournament on March 3rd.

Roland Rich Ford, Inc.
Route 122 East • Delavan, IL 61734

309-244-8249

VALUE PRICED VEHICLES!

2002 Ford F150 XLT, Reg Cab, 4x4................................................... $4,990
2002 GMC Yukon XL, 4x4................................................................. $6,000
2003 Chevrolet Avalanche Z71, 4x4................................................. $7,960
2003 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................... $7,990
2003 Ford F150 Lariat, Supercrew, 4x4............................................ $6,220
2003 Ford F250 XLT, Supercab, 4x4................................................. $6,970
2004 Chevrolet Blazer S-10, 4x4...................................................... $3,970
2004 Chevrolet Suburban Z71, 4x4.................................................. $7,970
2004 Ford F150 Lariat, Supercrew, 4x4.......................................... $13,980
2006 Dodge Ram 2500 SLT, Quad Cab, 4x4, Diesel...................... $18,950
2008 Ford F350 Lariat, Crewcab, 4x4, Diesel................................. $24,620
2008 Ford F150 XL, Crewcab, 4x4, Diesel...................................... $12,870
2009 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT, Crewcab, 4x4.................................... $15,770
2010 GMC 2500HD Sierra SLE, 4x4............................................... $18,190
2011 Honda CRV SE, 4x4................................................................ $12,720
2011 Chevrolet Colorado LT, Crewcab, 4x4................................... $14,220
2012 Ford Expedition XLT, 4x4....................................................... $19,940
2014 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................. $27,880
2014 Ford F250 Lariat, Crewcab, 4x4, Diesel................................. $35,270
2015 Ford F150 XLT, Supercab, 4x4............................................... $30,570
2016 Ford Escape SE, 4x4............................................................... $16,830
2016 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................ .$32,220

LARGE INVENTORY OF PREOWNED TRUCKS, VANS AND SPORT UTILITIES

AUCTION SCHEDULE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY &
SUNDAY APRIL 6TH – 8TH
COINS, COMIC BOOKS, RELATED TOYS
& ACTION FIGURES AUCTION
HELD AT PERFORMANCE AUCTION PARK,
ALEDO, IL
SATURDAY APRIL 14TH AT 9:00AM
RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE AUCTION
HELD ON SITE: 1102 SUNSET DRIVE,
VIOLA, IL
SATURDAY APRIL 14TH AT 10:00AM
VEHICLES, COINS & COLLECTIBLES
AUCTION
HELD AT PERFORMANCE AUCTION PARK,
ALEDO, IL

SATURDAY MAY 12TH AT 9:00AM
HOME & 6 ACRES!
NISSAN TITAN PICK UP, TRACTORS, TOOLS,
SHOP & OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT AUCTION
HELD ON SITE: 1342 150TH ST., ALEDO, IL
SELLER: ERLINDA COMSTOCK &EARNEST
COMSTOCK ESTATE
SATURDAY MAY 19TH - 10:00AM
PRESTIGIOUS BRICK HOME, ANTIQUES
AND MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE
JUDGE LEWIS D. MURPHY ESTATE,
SELLER - MONMOUTH IL
AUCTION HELD ON SITE AT
1016 E. BOSTON AVE - MONMOUTH, IL

DALE JONES AUCTION FACILITY

Performance Auction Park, 2007 SE 3rd St. • Aledo, IL

(309) 582-SOLD (7653)
dale@soldatjones.com
www.soldatjones.com
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Winners in the individual categories
received the return of their entry fee,
plus a Frabill rod/reel ice fishing combo,
Plano Worm Wrap, Work Sharp Field
Sharpener, and a hat from Vexilar and
Jiffy. Everyone, whether catching fish or
not, received prizes from Frabill, Plano,
Custom Jigs & Spins, Tru Turn, Daiichi,
Rat-L-Trap, Mercury Marine, Jiffy Ice
Drills, and Henry Repeating Arms, which
were given away in a drawing. There
was also a special Work Sharp raffle
where Mark Nelsen was lucky enough to
win the Electric Tool and Knife Sharpener,
as well as the Field Sharpener Kit.
As always, the tournament was
targeted to have fun for the entire family.
Shortly after anglers headed to the
water, Troy Eacker, RICC president, said,
“We wanted to have a fun event to get
everyone involved, and that is exactly
what we are having with several young
people with their parents.
If interested in finding more
information about the Rock Island
Conservation Club, visit their website at
www.riccnews.com, where you can find
upcoming events and contacts.

With a big smile,
Allen Weidner holds up
what he knows in the
first-place crappie.
A large part of this event is bringing
families together to have fun in the
outdoors, which is seen here with
Payton Yeatter being assisted with
her fishing by Jeremy Vols.
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One of the younger competitors in the
group, Gus Cleaveland, helps out with the
prizes when he presents Mark Nelsen with
a Work Sharp Field Sharpening Kit.

Great Family Fun ... in the Heart of the Ozarks!
• Various Types of Lodging, Tent or RV Camping
• Canoes, Kayaks, Rafts or Innertubes
• Scenic Trailrides and Hayrides
• BBQ Dinners, Buffet Breakfast, Pizza and Wings
970 E. Hwy 8 • Steelville, MO 65565

1-800-367-4516
573-786-8412
www.huzzahvalley.com

Pekin Firearms Frenzy
60 Gun Super Raffle
Sat. May 19, 2018
Tickets go on sale soon!

Tickets must be bought in advance at
Big R Stores in Pekin, Washington,
Pontiac, Gibson City & Watseka...
For updates check online at
www.ducks.org/illinois/events

Call for all your
Auction Needs
Specializing in Estate,
Antique &
Sportsman Auctions
17055 E. 1825th St.
Bushnell, IL 61422
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GETTING READY FOR CCW

A question that has been asked several
times is in regard to practicing for CCW
shooting qualification. This is required
in 24 states and the District of Columbia
to test the ability of people to be able to
safely and accurately fire their weapon.
The question that I’ve had the most is
in regard to what a person can shoot at to
practice. To relate this to my home state of
Illinois, you have a very big B27 silhouette
target to hit but must hit the middle
qualifying area with a minimum of 70% of
your rounds for a score of 105. There are
10 rounds fired at 5, 7 and 10 yards.
Practicing isn’t all that difficult. Some

have said if you can hit a 9-inch paper plate
you will qualify. This is true, but I have
found another way that will also give a
person somewhat the feel of shooting the
B27. It is a free miniature B27 that can
be downloaded from www.targets4free.
com. This prints on a single sheet of
regular paper, but to save ink use the draft
setting on the printer as there is a lot of
black area. If you can place your shots
within the 10”x8” miniature silhouette, it
should be easy to qualify when faced with
the 45”x20” B27. I suggest trying to hit the
center area, up to the 9 ring (approximately
3”x4”), and if this can be done you are

123 OAKVIEW COURT,
DAHINDA, IL 61428
$399,000
Nearly new 3-bedroom
(plus den), 3 full bath
on deep water cove
in Oak Run! Large porch
across the entire front,
hardwood & tile flooring, fully
applianced kitchen w/granite,
finished walk-out LL,
large rear deck & dock.

110 E ELLINGTON DR.,
PEORIA - $184,900
All brick 3/4-bedroom,
3 full baths, 1.5 story home!
Freshly painted interior, new
hardwood & carpet,
updated fully
applianced kitchen,
spacious upper level master suite,
finished LL, 2 car garage,
nearly 1/2 acre lot.
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going to ace the shooting portion with a
perfect 150 score. This is what I did using
my Browning 1911.
I know there are questions about the
scoring, which is very simple. Four rings,
X-center, 10, 9 and 8, score 5 points for
every round. The shots fired into the 7-ring
count as 4 points each, while everything
else within the silhouette counts as 3
points each.
Not only is this a way to practice, but a
fun way to get out and shoot targets. Even
have a competition with friends or besting
your own score. The more shooting and
practice that you get the better you will do.
Don’t sweat it. Unless you absolutely
have never fired a gun, and couldn’t hit the

side of a barn, then you should be able to
do this at a short range. Just don’t get
over confident. As with everything – stay
serious, focused and safe.
Other questions about the CCW are
what the course is like. That can vary from
state to state, so again I’ll use Illinois as
an example, which I’m sure is somewhat
similar to others, just a bit longer than some.
With most states veterans get some
sort of a break. In Illinois the full course is
16 hours, but veterans only have to attend
the second day of 8 hours where all of the
laws taught and shooting qualification
takes place.
In order to get a feel for the entire
course, I was permitted to set in for a short

A free miniature version of the B27
target, as compared to a Browning
1911-22, for shooting for fun and
practice for CCW qualification.

At the beginning of the gun-handling portion
of the 2-day course Mark Millichamp
inspects all of the students’ weapons to be
sure that they are fully unloaded.

803 W. Pioneer Parkway • Peoria, IL 61615

Cell 309-657-8182
bmonge@maloofrealty.com
www.brianmonge.com

4123 W PARTRIDGE WAY,
PEORIA - $275,000
Attention Investors! Newer construction
(10 years) turn key car wash sale includes
everything! Located on over 3/4-acre
lot in high traffic/high roof top density
area of Northwest Peoria. Two touchless
automatic wash bays plus four self-serve
bays and 8 vacs. Heated concrete floors.

602 N COOLIDGE CT.,
WEST PEORIA - $109,900
Affordable 3-bedroom, 2 bath
ranch on quiet cul-de-sac lot.
Attached garage, fenced yard,
freshly painted interior, new carpet,
fully applianced kitchen,
full basement, move-in ready!
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time during the first day of the classes
them set. However, it wasn’t as boring as
conducted by Mark Millichamp in Sherrard,
one would think. Mark did an excellent
IL, before I had to attend the second day.
job of explaining what was being read
Mark is a great instructor, in fact one of
to us and took questions and comments
the best, and I could see right off the bat
along the way. At the end, by using
that he had the control and respect of his
some members of the class, he did a few
students. He is an NRA instructor, as well
re-enactments of situations that could
as a former member of the military police.
happen. When anyone in the class thought
He and his wife Karen are also Cowboy
it might be time to use force they would
shooters. So, all in all, I got a good one to
yell, “stop”. At that point Mark would ask
have for my qualification, as well as getting
why, and what should or shouldn’t be done.
an idea of the whole course.
That drove home a lot of points.
During the first day (8 hours) the
We had one woman in the class, who
students learned about the safe handling
attended with her husband. This was
of their weapons, and how to fire them.
great, but a lot of women feel intimidated
Among other things they learned about
by going into a class full of men. For that
ammunition, and the correct type to
reason, Mark is setting up Women Only
use. This was not just about the semiclasses, which will also be conducted in
automatic pistols that everyone thinks
the Sherrard, IL area.
about when considering a “carry gun”, but
At this time, I want to do a little preaching
also revolvers in single and double action/
of something that we learned, and something
hammer and hammerless. Whatever needs
that responsible gun owners should already
to be taught on a firearm was disseminated
know. A Concealed Carry Weapon permit is
in this part of the course. There was also a
not a permit to use the weapon offensively.
50-question exam given at the end.
It is a permit for responsible, gun carrying
The following day (second 8 hours)
citizens who are using it for defense only –
was about state laws. This was the day
again, DEFENSE ONLY. Your weapon is your
when some fellow veterans and I took the
last line of defense to protect you and others.
course and did our shooting qualification.
People shouldn’t, nor do they need to know
As
Mark
said
it
was
going
to
get
boring
as
that you are carrying your weapon. In other
Graham April ASO.qxp_Layout 1 3/12/18 9:50 AM Page 1
he had to read the laws as the state has
words, don’t be flashing it around. You are not
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Mark starts out with the three basic
rules of safe gun handling.

James Bond with a license to kill; you have a
license to “chill” – stay cool and responsible.
If you would like to take a course for
the Illinois CCW permit (recognized in 27
states), whether open or women only, and
are interested in Mark’s teachings, or have
questions, he can be contacted by phone
at 309-235-9619, or by email at uguns65@
gmail.com. You can also contact EZ Livin
Sports Center in Milan, IL, where Mark also
conducts some of his courses, at (309) 7872244, or find EZ Livin Inc on Facebook.
No matter which state you are in, I
recommend for anyone wanting to take a
CCW course to ask around and find a wellqualified person for all aspects of the course;
especially the firearms instruction and
shooting qualification portions. Even if you
don’t want the CCW I still recommend for

The author with his full-size B27
CCW qualification target.

newcomers to firearms to learn all that you
can about guns and shooting and take a good
NRA firearms handling course. It not only
makes shooting safer for everyone, but also
makes target shooting and plinking more fun.

Your very own outdoorsman club, home, and bar/grill all in one!
9002 Woodley Road, Manito, IL • $199,900
Currently operating bar & grill, Louie's Pad. Converted 6-unit motel
into a larger living space. 2 units ready for TLC to complete & future
owner to decide how to be used. This property also comes with a 2story home. Video gaming, arcades, jukebox, & neighboring fishing
lake of 578 acres. Public hunting nearby. Full service restaurant and bar
including 14 tables, and 13 bar stools. 7 freezers, 6 refrigerators, &
cooking/bar needs!
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JIG HEADS FOR ALL

Lures have categories that change from
species to species, but the one component
that will work for all is the jig head. No
matter what species is the target, a handful
of jig heads and a variety of soft plastics will
provide an angler with ample possibilities.
There are several companies that have
various jig heads. My selection consists of
Road Runner (1/16 to 1/4-ounce) heads in the
standard, Natural Science and Casey’s models,
all of which have blades on the under side; and
B-Fish-N H2O Precision (1/32 to 5/16–ounce)
heads. It can be combined into one or two
Plano Stowaway boxes or Soft Side Wraps,
depending on a person’s preference on sorting
sizes and styles.
As for the assortment of soft plastics,
it is limited to whatever an angler wants
to use. While there are many in my tackle
boxes I have a few favorites, which are my
main “go to” lures. For panfish (bluegill and
crappie) I’ll use small tubes, Beetle bodies,
Power Minnows, Power Honey Worms,
Gulp Leeches and Minnows, and twister tail
grubs. Stepping up in size for bass it would
be Natural Forage Baits’ 4” Finesse Worm,
3.75” Swim Bait, Mad Craw, Lil’ Killer and
7” Ribbon Tail Worm; B-Fish-N’s AuthentX
4” Ringwor, MOXI, Ribb-Finn and Pulse-R.

White bass are mainly minnow type bodies,
such as a NFB Lil’Killer on Road Runner
heads. Walleye is sort up for grabs, but my
main selection would be the B-Fish-N MOXI
and K-Grub.
If so desired I can fit a good selection of
soft plastics, along with the aforementioned
boxes of heads, into a single Frabill softside tackle bag. These are not huge bags,
which makes it nice for carrying along shore
or storing in a boat, but have ample room
for everything needed, along with a bungee
tie down on top to accommodate another
smaller box or two, or perhaps a soft side
Wrap. In fact, the Wrap can be carried
separately, or you can use two wraps,
without the bag – one for jig heads and
the other for the “daily selection” of soft
plastics.
As mentioned earlier, anything can be
used with the jig heads, but again I have
a few favorite combinations. In the Road
Runner category, I use the smaller heads
with tubes, Beetle bodies, Power Minnows
and twisters tails, with the occasional 4”
finesse worm. The larger Road Runners,
which includes the Casey’s Runner model,
are used with the Swim Bait, Lil’ Killer,
MOXI, Pulse-R and Ribb-Finn – anything
to be fished in a baitfish feeding situation.

Specializing in Farm,
Ranch & Hunting Properties
Premier Farm Realty Group welcomes
Illinois Land Specialists
Monte Lowderman and John Van Zant

Monte Lowderman
mlowderman@pfrgrp.com
309 255 0110

Dale Dunn
dale@pfrgrp.com
636 443 9481

John Van Zant
jvanzant@pfrgrp.com
309 241 3312

John Grzanich
jgrzanich@pfrgrp.com
309 338 2208

We Want Your Rural
Property Listings!
A Casey’s Runner Head teamed
with a Natural Foreage Baits’
Swim Bait can be a deadly
combination on many species, but
especially the largemouth bass.

This nice crappie was caught on a
Natural Foreage Baits’ Lil’ Killer,
which was rigged on a B-Fish-N
H20 Precision jig head and fished
with a finger jigging technique.

8733 Commercial Blvd, Pevely MO 63070 | 636-443-9481
PremierFarmRealtyGroup.com
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Everything in soft plastics is used with the
B-Fish-N H2O Precision heads – just match
the size of head and hook to the size of the
body.
Uses for the heads are fairly easy to
figure out. If there is an area where the lure
is to be used in a swimming technique, shad
busts, or where more attraction is needed,
then the Road Runner is first choice. The
H20 heads can be used where a finesse
style, vertical lift-and-drop, or bottom
bounce or crawl technique is needed, or if
you need less flash.
Whatever you use, make sure to give
them a dose of a favorite “flavor” of Kick’N
Bass Attractant. This is available in a variety
of scents, with my favorites being Java,
Anise Shad, Crappie and Crawfish. Soon it
will be available in stick paste form as well
as liquid.
The nice thing about fishing jig heads
is that anybody can use them, and they will
catch about any species of fish. A safety pin
spin can also be added to a plain head to
turn it into a spinnerbait, such as the famous
Beetle Spin.
One of my most memorable times of
fishing a Road Runner with a white curl tail
grub was in the creek arms of Bull Shoals Lake.
We were mainly fishing the back areas of all
three arms of Little Sisters Creek and catching
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big numbers of large white bass. However, we
were also having big carp take the lure, which
was a lot of fun.
There have been many times that over
90 percent of the fish caught on a single
outing, or a week to two-week trip, have
been on some sort of jig head combination.
In fact, several years ago I said if there was
just one lure available - a jig head with curl
tail grub would be the choice.
Grab a handful of jig heads, some
favorite soft plastics, and have fun
experimenting with these great “all species”
fish catchers.
If you have any questions about this or
another fishing subject, drop me a line through
the Dan’s Fish ‘N’ Tales® website at www.
dansfishntales.com, or on Facebook at www.
facebook.com/dansfishntales. I also invite
you to checkout the Dan’s Fish ‘N’ Tales®
You Tube channel at www.youtube.com/
dansfishntales, where you can also find my
Shoot ‘N’ Plink™.
Until next time,
TOP LEFT: Even big catfish will hit a jig with
get out on the water,
soft
plastics
as this one did when taking a Lil’ Killer.
and enjoy a great day
TOP RIGHT: B-Fish-N H20 jig head with a swimbait
of fishing.
is an excellent combination when wanting to move
it slow or on a pump/swim retrieve, and without flash.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Fellow outdoor communicator,
Don Banning, caught this crappie that qualified for a
Master Angler Award, on a jig head with Power Minnow.

Hoyland Auctions
LARGE TWO DAY PUBLIC AUCTION
THURSDAY APRIL 5TH AT 5:30PM AND
FRIDAY APRIL 6 AT 5:30PM
AUCTION LOCATION- MINIER CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
405 E. STRINGTOWN RD, MINIER, IL

TOY TRACTORS, EQUIPMENT & RELATED ITEMS
SEE MORE DETAILS AND PICTURES AT
WWW.AUCTIONZIP.COM

APRIL 7TH AT 9:30AM
Household, Antiques, Tools, etc.
Held at the Auction Barn
APRIL 14TH @ 9:30AM
Tractor, Tools, etc.
Jerry and Kathy Staab Sale
Held at 1403 Upper Spring Bay Rd.,
East Peoria, IL 61611
APRIL 21ST AT 9:30AM
Household, Antiques, Tools, etc.
Held at the Auction Barn

Hoyland Auctions
4882 Delavan Rd, Delavan, IL 61734

309-244-7140 or 309-696-0614
Randy Hoyland #440000419

See our website
for all the details
to all of our
upcoming auctions
www.schmidgallauctions.com
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SPINNER ACTION FOR SMALL
STREAM STEELHEAD

By Tom Berg

In the springtime, there are lots of
low and clear, it is fairly easy to see the
steelhead are in the streams – and they are
sand bars, gravel bars and pools that are
there for only one reason. They are ready to
used by the fish. Stop and investigate
spawn! Some of the fish have been in the
every gravel bar that you see to check it
stream for weeks or
months, while others
have only recently
arrived from the main
lake. It’s easy to tell
the new arrivals from
those that have been in
the creek for a while,
though.
The fresh
fish are still bright and
silvery, while those
that have already
adapted to stream life
are darker and sport
their
characteristic
spawning colors with
a bright red stripe on
their flanks. They are
incredibly beautiful!
At this time of
year, some of the best
stream fishing for
steelhead occurs when
the water is fairly
low and clear. This is
sightfishing at its best,
because there are
usually plenty of fish The author admires a brightly-colored stream steelhead
to see. You’ll never that he caught in the spring. Photo courtesy of Tom Berg.
forget it when a burly,
hook-jawed steelhead
creates a big wake in
the shallow water as
he rushes your lure!
To be consistently
successful,
though,
small stream anglers
need to read the water,
spot the fish, and then
sneak up on them.
Luckily, reading
the water is not
difficult. Most creeks
and streams are
littered with fallen
trees, logjams, and
submerged branches,
with
extended
stretches of shallow
water between pools.
When the creeks are
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for spawning steelies. If they are not up
when they are on their redds, but fish that
on the gravel, they may be hugging the
haven’t moved up yet seem to be downright
bottom in the deeper pools or hiding under
invisible. One of the keys to spotting these
the security of a big logjam or deadfall.
unseen fish is to stand motionless and
Successful anglers stop and look for fish in
watch the water. Steelhead often move
all of these places before continuing down
back and forth from one hiding spot to
the stream bank.
another, and their subtle movements can
Spotting the fish does take some
give them away. Attentive anglers can get
patience and practice, and you will need
a glimpse of them as they move or hover in
a good pair of polarized sunglasses to see
the current.
them underwater. Flying Fisherman (www.
flyingfisherman.com) makes a variety of
SPINNER TACTICS
excellent polarized sunglasses for sight
Inline spinners are great lures for
fishing. Choose amber-colored lenses to
spawning steelhead, because they are
brighten-up
the
water
and
spot
more
fish.
extremely
O-Bryan_December_17_ASO.qxp_Layout 1 11/15/17
1:44 PM visible
Page 1 to the fish and they
Spawning steelhead are easy to see
seem to provoke an attack response from

Property Available

Mike O’Bryan
(309) 635-8901

Commercial
(309) 687-5069
commercialpeoria.com
3622 N. Knoxville
Peoria, IL 61603

40 Acre Recreational Property
NEW! 2,590 sq. ft. metal building
with living area.
Ideal for deer and turkey hunting.
Near Williamsfield, IL
NEW! 26 acres of timber with
Spoon River
frontage and cabin.
Nichols Road, Green Valley, IL
6 acre home site. $30,000
204 E. Ten Mile Creek Rd. East Peoria, IL.
Hard to find acreage close to town!
12.96 acres. Metamora School District.
South of Trivoli (Peoria County), IL
Hard to find 19 acres near Trivoli.
Ideal remote home site or affordable
tract of hunting ground.

The Most Marketing for Your Property!

Specializing in
Rural
Properties
with over 40 years of experience!
Call Me for All of Your Real Estate Needs

JOHN GINDER

3622 N. Knoxville Ave,
Peoria, IL 61603
Office 309-687-4802
Cell 309-696-7270

each office independently
owned and operated
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territorial fish. An irritable male steelhead
that is guarding his spawning territory
usually has little patience for a meandering
interloper that comes buzzing through with
a brightly flashing blade!
The irritated fish often swims up to
the lure and makes a mock attack pass
at the intruder. If the spinner enters his
territory again after that initial warning,
the steelhead may decide to take out
his aggressions on the hapless lure. He
simply chases it down and smashes it!
That’s exactly what diehard steelheaders
are looking for! Catching steelies in the
shallow water of a small stream or creek is
a real blast when that happens!
There are plenty of spinners on
the market that will take small stream
steelhead, but some are definitely better
than others. Mepps Aglia spinners are
the favorite of many anglers, and they
are absolutely deadly. The large blade
of the Aglia grabs the water and allows
the spinner to work even when retrieved
extremely slowly. That’s important when
the water is cold, and the fish are a little
less aggressive. Good blade sizes for
steelhead range from #2 to #5, but the
shallow water in most local creeks lends
itself to the smaller #2 and #3 blades.

Plain Mepps Aglia spinners are good
but dressed Aglias are even better. The
dressed tail is made from squirrel or deer
tail (depending on color), and a plain black
tail is pure dynamite. Some of the most
productive blade colors are silver, gold
and fluorescent orange. The silver blades
are silver-plated, which produces a superbright white flash. Again, a black tail is
very hard to beat, but white, red and orange
can also be quite good.
Another hot inline spinner is the
Worden’s Rooster Tail spinner. This lure
has a slightly longer body than the Mepps
Aglia and the blade is not as wide. It has
a hackle tail which is also attractive to
steelhead, and it catches plenty of them,
too. These spinners tend to run a little
deeper, so they are perfect for probing the
depths of some of the larger pools.
The original Rooster Tail comes in
a wide variety of weights, from 1/32 oz
up to 1 oz. However, most small stream
steelheaders opt for sizes like 1/4 oz, 3/8
oz and 1/2 oz. There is also a staggering
number of color combinations to choose
from, but silver, black, white, fluorescent
orange, red and pink are always hot colors
(both for bodies and blades).
Fishing for trophy-sized steelhead

Hoyland Auctions
LARGE TWO DAY PUBLIC AUCTION
THURSDAY APRIL 5TH AT 5:30PM AND
FRIDAY APRIL 6 AT 5:30PM
AUCTION LOCATION- MINIER CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
405 E. STRINGTOWN RD, MINIER, IL

Stream steelhead are fun to catch on spinning tackle but be aware they can
be difficult to land in streams filled with logjams. Photo by Tom Berg.
in small streams is great fun at this time
of year, so be sure to give it a try. Inline
spinners can be very deadly against these
fish, so make plans now to get in on the
action. You’ll be glad you did!

This chrome-bright steelhead speeds
away after a successful small stream
catch-and-release. Photo by Tom Berg.

TWO GREAT SHOWS!! $1 OFF ADMISSION w/coupon!
N
2018 • SEMI-ANNUAL • 2018
18ATIO
0 C
CHICAGOLAND’S NATIONAL
2 LO
Collector Arms
W
Dealers Association
NE

C.A.D.A.

ARMS SHOW

TOY TRACTORS, EQUIPMENT & RELATED ITEMS
SEE MORE DETAILS AND PICTURES AT WWW.AUCTIONZIP.COM
*CURRENT SPECIAL*
Used units as low as $1800

9am to 4pm / $9
Early Buyer’s 8am / $25 • Free Parking

8x20 - One Trip “New”

4882 Delavan Rd,
Delavan,
IL 61734
• Randy
Hoyland #440000419
Units
in stock
at our Peoria
yard

2,850
309-244-7140 or 309-696-0614plus$tax
& delivery

STORAGE CONTAINERS
20 FT & 40FT NEW or USED

BUY OR RENT

MOBILEMAXX.COM
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*Admission price includes
the Civil War & Military Show!

GUNS - Vintage • Pistols
Rifles • Parts • Military
Knives & Swords • Shotguns • Ammo

Zurko Promotions 715-526-9769

CIVIL WAR
& MILITARY EXTRAVAGANZA

9am to 4pm / $9
Early Buyer’s 8am / $25 • Free Parking
*Admission price includes
the C.A.D.A. Gun Show!
• 1,000’s of Civil War Treasures • Plus!
Revolutionary War • Spanish-American War
Indian Wars • Mountain Men • Bowie Knife
Fur Traders • AND World Wars I & II Memorabilia
Zurko Promotions 715-526-9769

www.CADAgunshow.com www.ChicagoCivilWarShow.com

8x10 8x15
8x20 8x40

CALL TODAY!
309-697-6299
MODIFICATIONS AVAILABLE:
DOORS & WINDOWS, LOCK BOX
VENTS, INTERIOR FINISHES, HVAC
108 N. Commerce Pl. Peoria, IL 61604
309-697-6299 Mobile-Maxx.com

DuPage Co. Fairgrounds

DuPage Co. Fairgrounds

W. Manchester • Wheaton, IL 60189

2015 W. Manchester • Wheaton, IL 60189

WHEATON, IL WHEATON, IL
2015
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TURKEY HUNTING SUCCESS
AND SAFETY ON PUBLIC LAND

By Bill Miller

For many of us, it’s a reality of hunting.
We hunt public land, or we don’t hunt.
Out West, public land can mean areas
where you hike miles into the wild to set up
a tiny, primitive camp from which to base
your hunt for elk or big mulies. On a hunt like
that, you’re on public ground, but chances
are you won’t encounter another human.
Sadly, that’s not the kind of public
land most of us know. We hunt on
wildlife management areas close to major
metropolitan areas. These areas receive
significant hunting pressure. Most days,
especially on weekends, you see vehicles
overflowing designated parking areas
close to prime locations.
Even so, you can enjoy successful
hunting if you plan your strategy
carefully—and you’re willing to work hard.
However, there are safety considerations,
too. Number one is being seen!
It goes against nearly every strategy
for hunting success, but it’s essential to
safety. You want the other hunters around

you to know where you are at all times.
That’s why nearly all states require some
form of blaze orange clothing for firearms
hunting for big game, small game, and
upland birds. Turkey hunting on public
ground is the perfect example of the need
for both concealment and visibility on the
same hunt.
You do your homework and figure out
the routine of a longbeard that’s taken to
roosting on an island. Normally, the water’s
too deep to wade to that island, but you
watch the weather and river reports. You
figure this weekend, if it doesn’t rain, the
water will be down enough you can tiptoe out there without filling your waders.
The walk in—and the walk back out—is
through a half mile of public land.
You execute your plan. You take tom by
surprise and bust him as soon as his toes
touch down next to your decoy. You wade
back to the mainland a little wet, but justly
proud of the big bird.
But now you have to walk back through

that maze of hunters you don’t know. To me,
that’s the scariest part. Though I had to hide
completely from that gobbler, I need to be
seen walking out!
I accomplish that by wearing a
reversible stocking cap—camouflage out
for hunting, blaze side out for the daylight
walk out through the public ground. I also
carry a lightweight orange vest in my turkey
vest. It goes over everything for the walk
out, too. And it’s a smart idea to have blaze

orange tote tucked in your vest, too, to
carry your turkey—or at least a big hank of
blaze orange fabric to wrap around the bird.
The blaze orange should broadcast
your presence far and wide so you’ll arrive
safely, but to be doubly sure, sing loudly as
you’re hiking out. After all, you need
something to get attention and gather a
crowd so you can brag about the longbeard
on your back!

Michaeline Harrison
Broker
Mobile: 309-338-2949
Office: 309-647-1502
michaelineharrison@gmail.com
418 N Main St • Canton, IL 61520

COUNTY LINE
RESTAURANT
1106 SR 78,
CHANDLERVILLE, IL

Popular restaurant/bar with
established customers
Located near Sanganois and Jim Edgar
Panther Creek hunting areas.

10249 CR 150N,
CHANDLERVILLE, IL

Spacious 4 BR country home with
lots to offer! Sits on 3.5 acres with
pole barn ideal for horses or cattle.

More photos can be found at kennedysarff.com

Kennedy-Sarff Real Estate, LLC
Darell Sarff
217-652-2356 • dsarff@hotmail.com

32059 N. IL HWY 97. FAIRVIEW, IL
61432 • $350,000

• ENJOY COUNTRY LIVING CLOSE TO TOWN
• 4.2 ACRES WITH MORE AVAILABLE
• 3 BEDROOM • 3 FULL BATH • 1 PARTIAL BATH
• 5 CAR GARAGE
• 2 FIREPLACES • TILE FLOORS
• BEAUTIFUL CABINETS WITH ALL
APPLIANCES
• HARDWOOD FLOORS THROUGHOUT
• FORMAL DINING/OFFICE AND LIVINGROOM
• CATHEDRAL FAMILY ROOM
• CAT-WALK TO REC ROOM
• NEW ROOF IN 2011
• NEW SIDING, SHUTTERS AND
• FRONT DOOR IN 2013

MILE LOAD ROAD, LEWISTOWN, IL
61542 • $173,000

• DEER HUNTING & FISHING ALONG THE
SPOON RIVER.
• 43.27 ACRES
• CAMPING. 17 ACRES TILLABLE, NONE
FLOODING.
• CRP PROGRAM PAYMENT OF $2,288 A
YEAR TILL 2022.
• A PERMANENT EASEMENT ON ACREAGE
ON THE RIVER BOTTOM.
• CASH RENT INCOME $1,700.
• OWNER WILL CASH RENT.
• A ROAD EASEMENT TO THE PROPERTY
• THE TILLABLE ACREAGE & BOTTOM
BLUFF DO NOT FLOOD.
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The big water boat everyone is talking about.

STORM CAT 230
TM

STORM

The new Storm Cat is wide, deep, tough and fast! The spacious 23’ long by 102” beam and
deep 28” sides, allow you to ﬁsh bigger, rougher water from this wide and stable platform.
The .160 gauge aluminum construction means the Storm Cat can take the pounding of
waves and heavy barge traﬃc.
Power this ﬁne boat with up to 250 horses and you have the boat of your dreams.
The Storm Cat is also available with a full height top and side/back enclosure to
tackle the meanest weather and big water.

www.excel-marine.com/stormcat.html

801-352-8011
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Manufacturers of Quality
Hardwood Products
• Kiln Dried Lumber
• Flooring
• Trim
• Mulch
•D
 istributors of
Appalachian Doors &
Old World Stair Systems
• T rim Standard &
Custom Made
• Stair Systems & Parts

Chuck, Marie & Mark Corsaw
Family Owned & Operated Since 1968

OPEN M-F: 7-4 • SAT 8-12 • EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

• Interior Door
• Pre-Hung or Slabs
• Hardwood Mulch
• Wholesale & Retail
• Hardwood Floors
• Custom Jams Built to
Your Specs
• Kiln Dried or Green
Lumber

BUYERS OF STANDING TIMBER
GOOD TIMBER MANAGEMENT, SELECT CUT
26015 North County 2 • Smithfield, IL 61477

309-293-2055
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WALNUT & WHITE OAK MARKETS
ARE AT AN ALL TIME HIGH . . .
Do you own timber around
creeks and/or rivers?
If you do, then you most likely
have WALNUT TREES!

WE ARE:

• Buyers of standing
timber & cut logs.
• Specializing in walnut
& white oak veneer.
• Select harvesters.
SERVING ALL OF ILLINOIS
Licensed, bonded & insured

3 GENERATIONS WITH
28 YEARS OF EXPERTISE!

Kenin Edwards
309-360-6989

WalnutTimberBuyer.com
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